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PREFACE.

The A'vthors of Original Papers in the present Vo-
R. L. Edgworth, Esq.; J. G.; Mr. J. Sadler; J. Hors-

burgh, Esq.; R. B.; Mr. Charles Sylvester; Jonathan

Stokes, M. D.; Rev. Johnson Grant, A.B.; Mr. J.Ben-

nett; J. E. Conant, Esq.; Dr. Oersted; Mr. William

Skrimshire, Jan.; S. Taylor, Esq.; A Correspondent.
Of Foreign Works, Professor Ritter; Messrs. De-

sormes and Clement; M. Vauquelin; A. Laugier;
Professor Proust; Klaproth; Robiquet; Dispan.
And of English Memoirs abridged or extracted^

C. Hatchett, Esq. F. R.S.; W. H. Wollaston, M. D.
Sec. R. S.; Count Rumford, F.R,S.; Mr. W. Wallls

Mason; Mr. Gilbert Gilpin; Mr. Thomas Parser;
J. C. Curwen, Esq. M. P.; A. Carlisle, Esq. F. R. S.

F.L.S.; S. A. Bardsley, M. D.; W. Herschell, LL. D.
F.R.S.; Mr. John Mayovv; Mr. W. Smith.

Of the Engravings the Subjects are, 1. The Furna-
ces and Apparatus at present used for refining Lead.

By John Sadler. 2. An Odometer, for measuring the

Distance run by a Carriage. By R. L. Edgworth, Esq.
3. 4. Figures to illustrate the Propagation of Electri-

city. By Dr. Oersted. 5. Diagram for describing the
Wheels and Pallets of Graham's Escapement for Clocks,

By Mr. Bennett. 6. An Escapement of Thiout. 7«

Machine for facilitating the Work of Shoemakers.
8. An improved Crane. By Mr. Gilbert. Q. Method
of using tlie common Chain in Pullies to greater Ad-

vantage than Ropes. 10. A Drawing, representing
the Structure and explaining the Motion of Fishes. By
A. Carlisle, Esq. F. R. S. 11.12. Diagrams to exhibit

the proper Motion of the Sun. By W. Herschell,
LL. D. F.R.S. 13. A new portable Blow-pipe. By
W.H. Wollaston, M.D. Sec. R. S. 14. Plan of Six

Acres of Water Meadow, as improved by Mr. William
Smith. 15. Improvement in the Striking Part of
Clocks. By Mr. Ward. l6. A Machine for cutting
the Edges of Books. By Mr. Hawkins. 17. Machine
for the transfer of Boats through the Locks of Canals
with the least possible consumption of Water.
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ARTICLE I.

*

The Process for rejining Lead, as practised in England.
In a Letterfroin Mr. John Sadler.

My dear Sir,

ITZ. DUHAMEL, in his Memoir on the Refining

of Lead in the large way, has given a sketch of the pro- lead works.

cess used in England ; if you think the following more

detailed description will be acceptable to the readers of

the Philosophical Journal, it is at your service.

The object of refining lead is not merely on account of
object of rejfin i

the silver it contains, but to procure it as free as possi- ing lead.

ble from the other metals with which it is usually alloyed,

and to procure litharge. The silver is only an object so

far as it helps to pay the expense of refining.

The lead produced at the smelting hearths or furnaces Usual impurl-
in England is never perfectly pure ; it is always alloyed

ties of English

with a portion of silver, and most commonly with one or ^^^^^^^^^^^^^'
^most of the following metals; viz. zinc, antimony, cop-

per, and arsenic; which render it^ unfit for some of the

purposes to which lead is applied.

Vol. XV.—SrpT. 1806. B The



2 PROCESS FOR REFINING LEADi

- , , The operation of refining is founded on the facility
It IS refined by , . , , , . . , , , % . i . •

vitrification yvith which lead is oxidated when exposed to heat in con-

and reduction, tact with atmospheric air, and the peculiar properties the

oxides of lead possess ; being easily fused, and in that state

oxidating and combining with most of the metals; gold,

silver, and platina excepted.

UDon a cupel
The lead to be refined is exposed to the action of heat

in a reverbcra- and air upon a cupel or test, composed of a mixture of

tory furnace.
\yQjyQ g^d (^^n ashes in a reverbatory furnace; the de-

scription of which, with the different manipulations, are

as follows:

Description of The refining furnace is composed ofgood solid masonry,
the furnace for bound together with iron bolts. It differs very little in
re mng ea .

j^^ construction from the common reverbatory furnace,

except the bottom, which is perforated to receive the test

or cupel.

Fig. i. Plate I. is a perspective view of the furnace

with its ironwork; « the tcazing hole, b aperture by
, which the test is supplied with lead, c an arch or dome

over the feeding hole, communicating with the furnace

stack by a flue, d area or space where the test is taken in

and out the furnace, e e two strong iron bars to support
the test when in its place, / cast-iron pot set in masonry,
the flue passing into the stack of the furnace, g the stack,

p the ash pit, q an iron bar to slide the ladle on when feed-

ing the test.

Fig. 2. a perpendicular section of the furnace shewing
the test /, supported in its place under the opening of

the bottom ofthe furnace by the two wedges rr;k aper-

ture for the nozzle of the bellows, s fire bar resting on

the bearers.

Fig. 3. plan of the interior of the furnace; / part of

the bellows, hh flues from the body of the furnace to

the stack.

The same letters in the different plans are ineant to de-

/ note the-same parts.

Plate II. Fig. 1. plan of the iron frame into which the

mixture of bone and fern ashes is rammed to form the test.

This frame is something larger than the elliptical hole in

the bottom of the furnace.

Figs. 2 and 3. plan and section of the test; m the part

which



PROCESS FOR REFINING LE^D. g
which contains the lead to be refined, n breast of the test,

o o small gutters or channels through which the litharge

flows, jj a semi-eliptical hole for the litharge, to fall

through from the gutters upon the area of the refinery.

These drawings and references will be sufficient to

make the description of the furnace, &c. clearly under-

stood.

Of the lest or Cupel.
A good testis of the first importance in refining ; the

made of'eDart*
method ofconstructing one I shall endeavour to point out. bone and i fern

Six parts of well burnt bone ashes and 1 part, of gOod
ashes.

fern ashes are to be well mixed, sifted through a sieve (the

spaces in which are about ^ of an inch square), and

moistened to about the same degree the founders use their

satid. The iron frame is to be laid on the floor and made

steady, with wedges under its rim
;
about two inches in

thickness of the ashes are to be equally spread over the

bottom, and with an iron beater, such as used by the
'

founders, equally rammed between the cross bars ; the

frame is to be again filled and rammed all over, beginning
at the circumference and working spiral ways until

finished in the centre, the filling and ramming to be re-

peated until the frame is completely full ;
an excavation

to contain the lead is made as expressed in the plan, with

a sharp spade about 5 inches square, the edges dressed

with a long-bladed knife; a semi-eliptical hole, as atj^;, is

to be cut through the breast. Having proceeded so far,

the test is to be turned on its side and dressed from all

superfluous ashes adhering to the bottom, taking care that

none shall be left flush with the bottom of the frame or

cross bars, otherwise in fixing the test to its situation at

the bottom of the furnace it would be liable to be bulged.

Fixing the Test in its situation.

The rim of the test is now to be plastered with clay or Manner of fix-

moistened ashes, placed upon the supporting cross bars,
*"S ^^ '"'*

and fixed with wedges firmly against the bottom of the

furnace, the breast next to the feeding hole.

A gentle fire may now be lighted, and gradually in-

creased until the test bo red hot. When it ceases to emit

5team from the under side it is sufllciently dry.
Lead previously melted in the. iron pot /is ladled into Manipulation

B2 the^y ^^'"^ '^^"^



4 PROCESS FOR REFINIXG LEAD,

litharge is re- *hc test until the hollow part be nearly filled, the opera-
movcdfromthe tor closes the feeding aperture, and increases the heat of

lead, put into *^® furnace until the surface of the lead is well covered
the test, &c. with litharge ; he then removes the door from the feeding

hole, and with an iron rod, which has one end bent down
at right angles about 3 inches and made flat or chissel-

shaped, scrapes the small gutter or channel o until the

litharge just flows into it
, the blast from a pair of double

bellows is then directed from tlie back part over the sur-

. face of the test, the litharge is urged forward, and flows

from the gutter upon the floor of the refinery ; the ope-
ration now goes forward, gradually adding lead as the

escape of litharge makes necessary, until the gutter is so

worn down that the test does not contain more than an

inch in depth of lead, the blast is then taken off, the

gutter filled up with moistened ashes, and a fresh one

made on the other side the breast ;
the test is again tilled,

though not so full as at first, and the operation carried on

until this gutter also is worn down and the test contain

from about 50 to 70 lbs. of alloy. This quantity is run

into an iron pot, and set by until a sufficient number of

pieces have been collected to make it worth while to take

off^ a plate of pure silver from them.

Alloy left be- '^^^ quantity of alloy left in the working oflf each test

hind.
'

must depend in a great measure upon the quantity of sil-

ver it by estimation is supposed to contain. A sufficient

quantity of lead should always be left in the alloy to make
it fuse easily in the iron pot.

Some litharge
When the test is removed from the furnace and broken

soaks into the
yp^ the litharge" will be found to have penetrated to an

inconsiderable but equal depth in the ashes; that part

not impregnated with litharge may be pulverised, mixed

with fresh ashes, ^nd 4gain used for another test.

The silver is The operation of taking off" the silver pure differs in

refined by oii- no respect from the foregoing, only more care is observed

BtilfcontaTns/^ ^" *^^ Working, not to sijfler the escape of any metallic

particles with the litharge, as that would occasion con-

siderable waste of.silvcr. As the process advances, and

the' proportion of silver to lead, increases, the litharge

assumes a darker colour, a greater heat becomes neces-

sary, and at last tlie brightening takes place; the interior

2 of
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of the furnace, which during the whole of the process had The btlghten-

beenvery obscure and misty, clears up. When the ope- *"§•

rator observes the surface of the silver to be free from

litharge, he removes the blast of the bellows, and sutfers

the furnace to cool gradually; as the silver cools many
protuberances arise on the surface, and fluid silver is

Silver ejected

ejected from them with considerable force, which falling ^s it cooU.

again on the plate spots it very fantastically with small

globules.

The latter portions of litharge bring over a consider- xhc last por-
able quantity of silver with them; this is generally re- tions of litharge

duced by itself and again refined.

The litharge as it falls upon the floor of the refinery is The litharge

occasionally removed ; it is in clots at first, but after a flakes in cool-

short time as it cools it falls for the most part like slacked *^*

lime, and appears in the brilliant scales it is met with in

commerce : if it is intended as an article for sale, no-

thing more is necessary than to sift it from the clots

which have not fallen and pack it in barrels.

If, on the contrary, it is intended to be manufactured It is reduced by

into pure lead, it is placed in a reverbatory furnace, vered"with
*^°'

mixed with clean small-coal, and exposed to a heat just small-coal at a

sufficient to fuse the litharge. The metal as it is reduced ^o^^^'^te heat,

flows through an aperture into an iron pot, and is cast

into pigs for sale. During the reducing, care is taken to

keep the whole surface of the litharge in the furnace co-

vered with small-coal.

In some smelt works, instead of a reverbatory furnace The reduction

for reducing, a blaSt furnace is made ufe of, on account is^est perform-

of the greater produce, but the lead so reduced is never furnace.

so pure as that made in the wind furnace. The oxides of

the metals, which require a greater heat to reduce than

the lead, are in the blast furnace generally reduced

with it.

The volatile oxides, as zinc, antimony, and arsenic, are Volatile oxides

mostly carried oft' by evaporation during refining ; a con-

siderable portion of the oxide of lead itself is carried olF

by evaporation, making the interior of the. furnace so

misty and obscure that a person unused to refining cannot

see more than a few inches into it.

A considerable portion of 'these oxides are driven by
^^''^''^'^ "P 'he

^j^^
chimney.



b PHENOMENA AT SEA.

the blast of the bellows tnrough the feeding aperture,
and would be dissipated in the refining-house, to the great

injury of the workmen's healths; to prevent their ill

effects the arch or dome over the feeding hole is erected

to carry the fume into the stack of the furnace.

ir.

Facts and Observations relating to the Winds^ Waves,
and other Phenomena by which the Surface of the Sea is

affected. In a Letterfrom James Horsburgh, Esq.

To Mr. NICHOLSON,
Sir,

of^theya'''^^^'^^
From reading in your Journal Vol. 12th. the account

of the Seiches of the Lake of Geneva, I have been indu*

ced to send to you a few remarks relative to the surface of

the sea, which are more particularly applicable to the In-

dian and Chinese Seas, where these observations were

made.—
The smooth re- When a steady breeze of wind has continued to bloW

f"teady bTee^I
^^^ ^"^^ length of time, with a clear sky, or small clouds

are augumcn- high in the atmosphere, the waves are generally regular
ted by the rise ^nd smooth, gliding in the direction of the wind ; parti-

thouf^h the cularly when there is no current :
—At such times, if a

breeze js dimi- dense cloud is ^en^rated, and is low in the atmosphere
nishcd. when passing over the observer, the strength of the regu-

lar breeze is decreased, and the waves appear to be agita-

ted by the cloud whilst it passes over them ; their summits

being more elevated and turbulent :—but no sooner has

the* depse cloud passed the zenith of the observer, than

the breeze resumes its former strength, and the waves

glide along smooth as before.

Itsccmaasif When many of these dense clouds are generated, and
those clouds

follow the course of the prevailinff wind, in succession,had a direct ac- f _ .

'
. ,

'

tion on the sur- the waves become turbulent and irregular, particularly
face- when these clouds are near the surface of the sea, accom-

panied by showers of rain : this has frequently been ob-

served in the Indian Seas, and often inclined me to think

these low dense clouds had some affinity with the surface

of the sea. ^

The
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The effects proceeding from these dense clouds during These efFects

their passage over the zenith, are the opposite to those are opposite to

experienced from a regular squall ;—for this generally
* ° asqua

first makes its appearance by a small arched cloud, either

rising from the horizon, or formed at a small distance

above it ; which rises gradually until near the zenith.

When the preceding clouds of the arch approach the Effects of the

zenith, the strength of the squall commences, and conti- squ^H-

nues strong during the passage of the clouds over it ;

•which is the reverse of what has been noticed as the re-

sult proc(^eding from dense clouds generated at high alti-

tudes.—Currents or ripplings on the surface of the sea, Currents and

seem to have an affinity with the wind.—Where tides run '^^^^
^^^^ the

strong, in the entrance of great rivers and other places,

the strength of the wind is often observed to be modified

by the tide ; blowing strong on the flood, and moderate

on the ebb, when the direction of the wind is into the ri-

vers, or nearly in the line of the f^od tide.

The following peculiarity of a sudden variation in the Upon banks or

strength of the wind, has frequently been observed in low ?^^^
*^^ ^rad

latitudes.—In settled weather, when a brisk and regular considerably

wind is experienced in deep water, if there are any shoal less than on the

banks or coral flats of considerable extent, the strength
*^^^P water,

of the wind is often perceived to be much less on these

banks or flats, than in the deep water ; mor« particularly
if eddies or ripplmgs, occasioned by tide or currents pre-
vail on the banks' at the time.—I have often observed in

getting on the edge of one ofsuch banks, that the strength %

of the regular breeze instantly abated
; but resumed its

regular force on departing from the verge of the bank in-

to deep water ;—this has been experienced repeatedly ;

and I have found a ship hardly manageable from a defici-

ency of wind on the verge of a bank with shoal water on
it ; when at a small distance from it in deep water, some
of the light sails were obliged to be taken in, the regular
breeze over the surface of the deep water, prevailing so

strong.

In several parts of the Indian Seas, particularly to the
Very strongeastward of the-Nicobar Islands, between xlchen Head ripphngs in the

and Junkseylon, very strong ripplings prevail during the
Jempof^^^^^^^^

south-west monsoon—When these ripplings are very minutioa of

"

high and numerous, there is seldom any current experien-
^'''^*

ced ;
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ced ; which appears singular, for they are (I belieYe) ge-

nerally supposed to be the efFe6l of currents.

These ripplings extend in long narrow ridges, with

smooth spaces between them of considerable extent :—
they are alarming to strangers in the night, from the

noise occasioned by the broken water.—The collision of

the water in these ridges, produces breakers so high, that

at times it would be dangerous to risk a boat amongst

them, although the weather was serene.—They more
with considerable velocity : when they pass a ship, a de-

crease of the strength of the wind accompanies' them ; a

trembling motion is given to the vessel by the great colli-

sion of the broken water, and frequently some spray is

thrown on the deck.—The ridges are seldom more than a

few minutes in passing ;
the wind then resumes its former

strength, which continues regular until another ridge

assails the ship.
—

Probably these must proceed from the

south-west monsoon blowing from the ocean, round

Achen Head, into the entrance of Malacca Straits ; but

it is singular that no currents are experienced with these

high ripplings.

Phenomena of In the ocean, and also in narrow seas, currents frequent-
currents,

ly j.^.gg ^i^g gp^^ ^j^^ agitate the surface greatly.
—Wlien

the wind and current coincide in their direction, the sea

generally is moderately smooth ; but it is agitated, and

turbulent waves are produced, when the current runs in a

, contrary direction to the wind.—This is a general remark

among nautical men, which often holds good ; although

it does not always ensue : for turbulent waves are "some-

times the effect of a strong current, when the direction of

^__
. it and the wind agree.

—It is singular that currents are

geable. very changeable in some parts of the ocean, far distant

from land ; particularly near the equator.
— I have seve-

ral times, in low latitudes, experienced the current run

upwards of sixty tnilcs in twenty-four hours, to the east-

ward or westward ; then change suddenly, and set with

equal velocity in the opposite direction, during the sub-

.sequent twenty-four hours.—The rise and fall of tides in

most parts of the globe, appear to be much greater in

- high latitudes, than within the tropics-: though currents

seem to prevail more here, than in situations of the for-

mer
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mcf kind.—In the Northern Atlantic they> are seldom

strong : but arc frequently so near the equator, between

the Coast of Guinea and the American Continent. About

the southern limit of the Maldiva Isles, near the Equator,

and to the eastward of the Philippine Islands, they are

frequently strong and changeable.
—In latitude 40<>. South

near the Cape ofGood Hope, a strong current commenced

suddenly, which produced a mountainous sea, when there

was very little wind :
—it continued to run strong for a

day, then suddenly abated, and set in another direction

with a gentle velocity ;
the high sea falling at the time.

The agitated and smooth portions observed on the lakes, smooth and 4-

prevailmuch at sea in sultry weather, M^hen nearly calm, gitatcd porti-

At such times, the faint airs seldom agitate the surface of
^^^Jh^faint airs,

the sea in a regular manner, but the agitated and smooth

portions, appear in veins and patches, intersecting each

other in a variety of directions.—These appearances con-

tinue for days together, when faint airs and calms are ex-

perienced between the tropics : the faint airs are generally

irregularly felt ;
sometimes gentle ; at other times very

weak, inclining to calm.—-The surface of the sea to a con-

siderable distance around a ship, always appears more ive^makeT^he'

smooth at these times, than at greater distances, towards distant sea ap-

the horizon ; which often is the cause of belief in an ap-
P^^^ roughest.

proaching breeze, never realized.

In low latitudes, when calms and faint airs have been Small medusa

experienced for two or three days ; or for a longer period,
^^'^ insects out

I have frequently perceived the surface of the ocean have

an oily appearance, with minute medusas floating on it in

great quantities.
—They seemed to be interspersed over the

smooth and agitated portions, and not confined to the

smooth places.
—Small insects, some with, and others

without wings, have often been seen skipping on the sur-

face of the sea in calm weuther, many degrees distant from
land.

The smooth veins on the surface of the sea are also con- smooth places
comitant with rain

; particularly at the commencement of are seen during

showers, when there are gentle breezes of wind : and
*^^^^^*-

sometimes appear to indicate rain.

Smooth veins on the surface of the sea prevail to the Other facts res-

westward of the Laccadiva Islands, between these and the pecting them.

Vol. XV.~Sept. 1806. C Island
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Island Socotra, in the months of March and April j and
are most perftctly depicted during brisk winds

In these months tha winds blow from the northward, in

moderate and strong breezes, at a few degrees distance

from the Coasts of Canara and Concan ; and are mostly
from N. N. W. to N. by E.—these winds do not blow

uniformly, although the sky is generally clear, but come
in gusts at short intervals

; particularly in the night, the

breezes being then stronger than in the day.
It is very common with these winds, to observe smooth

veins on the surface of the sea, which extend in lines pa-
rallel to each other, and to the direction of the wind: they
are often discernable in the night, when the moon exhibits

no light, being so difterent in colour from the other parts
these having a black appearance, occasioned by the fresh

(or brisk) breezes agitating the surface and producing a

great contrast between these agitated portions and the

smooth veins.

Curious fact of Another curious phenomenon has frequently been ob-

deposited at
served to accompany these northerly winds, which is ;

sea. in March or April, ships that are bound to Bombay or

Surat, frequently have their rigging covered with white

dust, although several degrees distant from the coast of

Canara or Concan. The northerly and north north west

winds, blowing from the coast of Persia, over an exten-

sive surface of sea, (at least ten or twelve degrees) it is

difficult to judge what can occasion the dust, if it is not

generated in the atmosphere, which is in these months
sometimes impregnated with a dry haze.

The gulph It may be observed, that similar to the smooth veins

lantic'ocean \l
^^crc mentioned, lying in the direction of the wind, is the

deposited in direction of the veins or strata of Gulph Weed, in the

long parallel ^niddle of the Atlantic Ocean. The southern limit of this
veins m' the di-

rection of the marine vegetating substance is about 22°. or 22|o north
^"^-

latitude, or near the tropic of Cancer; and the northern

limit seems to be about the 42*^ of north latitude. It is

always seen in long veins, or strata, parallel to each other,
in the direction of the wind. When the wind changes, the

veins of weed appear to be disturbed for a time ; they are

however not long before their direction is in conformity
with the wind. These veins of weed are governed in their

' direction
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direction by the wind, whether the sea be smooth, or

high; and in general do not appear to be more than from

twelve to twenty hours, in changing their direction.

In No. 57 of your Journal, in a reply to M. M. your The author

correspondent, the squall is thought to be occasioned by a ^^^ ^hat the

descending wind, produced by the imi)ulse of falling rain, squall is a des-

This suggestion secins to agree with your observation, cenduigwind.

for I have several times, in calm weather, seen a cloud

generate and diffuse a breeze on the surface of the sea,

which spread in different directions from the ])lace of de-

scent. A remarkable instance of this occurred in Malacca

Strait during a calm day, when a fleet was in company: a Remarkable

breeze commenced suddenly from a dense cloud, its cen- I^q^^^
*"

tre ofaction seemed to be in the middle of the fleet, which

was much scattered. This breeze spread in every direc-

tion from a centre, and produced a singular appearance
in the fleet, for every .ship hauled close to thcAvind as the

breeze reached her, and when It became general, exhibit-

ed to view the different ships sailing completely round a

circle, although all hauled close to the wind.

With this descending wind there was no rain fell on the

^hips at the extremities of the fleet, but a partial shower

was observed to have falllen on the ships in the centre. .•

Notwithstanding what has been just observed, squalls or

brisk winds Avhich commence suddenly after calms^ are

generally experienced to have their m.otion in a horizon-

tal direction, when the impulse is perceived on the sails

of a ship ; but it appears probable, that the current of

M'ind may descend until near the surface of the sea, when
calm over the surface

; and then be deflected in a hori- .^r

zontal direction on approaching it.
'

*-*"

Your correspondent, M. M. thinks the velocity of the The velocity of

swell of the sea not greater than eight or ten miles an ^^^'\
*^

" ^
greater than

hour. It IS much greater in general, but mutable accord- supposed by

ing to circumstances. ^'^- M.

The velocity of the swell ("or waves) in a strong breeze

or trade wind, probably is about twenty, miles an hour ;

for they pass a ship fast when she has a velocity of ten

or eleven miles an hour in the same direction as the

wayes. At such times the velocity of the waves is easily
measured with the common log, by noticing with a pro-

€ 2 per

Hnvc to mea-
sure, &c.

' *
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per quantity of line out, when the log is lifted on the top
of a wave, marking this time, and measuring the interval

from it to the time the ship's stern iS lifted up by the same

wave, by a watch with a second hand. The length of the

line from the stern, compared with the interval of time,

will give the excess of the velocity of the wave over that

pf the ship, and these added together will be the velocity

of the wave. The velocity of the swell may also be ob-

tained when calm, by sending a boat in the direction of

the swell, to a moderate distance from the ship, having
a line fast to each, to enable their distance to be mea-

sured. With a watch, measure the interval to the nearest

second, when the boat was lifted up, by a swell, to the

ship being lifted by it ; compare the interval of time

with the distance measured by the line to obtain the velo-

city of the swell. Several observations may be made in

either case, and the mean taken as the result.

Less in shallow The velocity of the waves seems generally less in shal-

water. j^^ water, than in the ocean
;
the cause of this may be

the resistance the particles of water meet with from mud
or sand mixed in the water, or from friction against the

ground.

Various swells I" the ocean it frequently happens that two swells run

at same time, in directions opposing each other ; at other tinaes they

cross each other obliquely : and sometimes three swells

running in different directions, meet and run through each

other ;
and continue to c]o so for a day or longer time,

each retaining its own direction and apparent regular ve-

locity.

The waves in It frequently happens during a ty-fong in the China

the ty-fong. gg^^ that the wavQS run in every direction ; having the

appearance of elevated mounts or pyramids^ which in-

fringe on each other with great violence. Ships are very

liable to lose their rudders, when these pyramids strike

against them ;
and the masts are endangered by the quick

turbulent motion proceeding from such heterogeneous

impulse.

Causeswhythe
You remark that the swell caused by a storm, may be

swell of the sea
propagated with a greater mean velocity than the storm

^^^v^ dTh t
*^^^ causes it,

and may therefore arrive on a coast before

caused it, it,
or come after the stocxn has ceased—this conclusion

2 seetas
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seems just. The waves, (or swell) maybe generated by
a strong wind which has to contend with another blowing

in opposition to it ; this is frequently observed at sea ;

(seamen call it two winds fighting against each other)

when this is the case, the velocity of a strong wind is

greatly retarded, and its progress very slow whilst op-

posed by a breeze, although the latter be much inferior

in strength :
—and it frequently happens that a gentle

breeze is prevalent over a strong wind, when the supply
of the latter does not continue strong a sufficient length

of time. The limit where two winds oppose each other, Opposing

is sometimes observed to alter its position very little in ^'in'ls.

two or three hours ;
a ship may continue to have a

strong wind on one side of this limit for a considerable

time, whilst a ship on the other side experiences a steady

breeze from the opposite direction. It will therefore be

easily comprehended, that when a strong wind has to

overcome another wind, blowing in opposition to it,

the velocity of the former must be slow until the latter

is subdued, although the waves may speedily be agitated,

and receive an impulse from it, by which they may
greatly precede the wind that caused their formation.

On the contrary, when a strong wind is diffused from the

atmosphere, having no other wind to oppose it, the ve-

locity of such must be greater than that of the waves

formed by it; and consequently will precede the

i waves.

In September 1802, there was a storm on the south instance.

coast of China, in which a Spanish frigate and the Nauti-

lus of Calcutta were lost. We were about five degrees
from the coast at the time ; had pleasant weather and
little wind :—A high swell reached us, by which we were

(I may say) certain that a storm had happened on the

coast ; and on our arrival in a few days afterwards, found
it had been so.

In December 1803, at anchor on the eastern sea-reef, A storm from
at the entrance of Hooghley river, a gale of wind com-

{J^^

^- ^^^^^ a^

tncnced, and blew from the northward, off the land: at fro^m^the^a at

the same time a heavy squall came rolling in from the theS,

sea, directly in opposition to the prevailing wind
; this

caused an apprehension that the gale would change sud-

denly,
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Occasioned by
a central y gale.

Barometrical

observations.

The Mercury
depressed by
squally land

breezes.

But not by re-

gular land

bi'eezes.
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dcnly, and bloAv from seaward, which did not happen.
On the arrival of several ships soon after, the cause of

the heavy swell rolling into the entrance of the river

was ascertained
;
for these ships experienced a strong

gale from southward, which brought them within about

thirty leagues of the entrance of the river. This strong

gale from the southward had forced a heavy swell greatly

beyond its limit, although this swell must have met with

great resistance from the strong northerly wind blowing

against it.

A long account from Capt. Flinders was recently read

at the meetings of the Royal Society, descriptive of baro-

metrical observations, made on the coast of New South

Wales, &c. It appears that the mercury continued at

greater heights with the wind from the sea, than with

land winds, on the coast of New South Wales. I have

sometimes observed the same effect in other places, par-

ticularly in June 1803 and July 1804, on approaching

the coast of Cochinchina. In passing from Sincapour

Strait to this coast in these months, with the regular

southerly wind, the mercury performed the motions of

two elevations and two depressions regularly, during the

twenty-four hours ;
but fell ten hundred parts of an inch

each time (suddenly) when we came near the land. At

both times the wind from the sea abated, and was re-

placed with squalls from this alpine country. There was

much vapour over the land both times ; accompanied with

vivid lightning.

During the fair weather season on the coasf of Malabar,

when regular land and sea breezes were daily experienced,

the mercury in barometers was not depressed by these

land breezes ; but appeared equally high as when the

breezes prevailed from the sea :
—The two elevations and

depressions of the mercury were continued every twenty-

four hours on
tlii^s coast; although not in equal quantity,

as in a steady wind at a considerable distance from laud.
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III.

A Third Scries of Experiments on an Artijicial Sub-

stance
y
zohich possesses the principal characteristic Pro-

perties of Tannin ; zcith some Remarks on Coed, By
Charles Hatchett, Esq, F,R.S,*

I
hi-

N my former papers upon this subject, some account Experiments,

has beeneiven of the effects produced by sulphuric acid f^S*
°"

f^
^^^^'

^
.

^ •

1 T 1 11
naal substance

upon turpentine, resin, and camphor; and 1 shall now
j^avingthecha-

state the results of other experiments made with the same racter of tan-

acid upon a great number of the resins, balsams, gum re- ^^"^ ^^

sins, and gums, the greater part of which, afforded that

modification of the artificial tanning substance, which for

the sake bf distinction, I have in the preceding papers de-

nominated the third variety.

The process was simple digestion in sulphuric acid,

after which, the residuum was well edulcorated, and was

then digested into alcohol. This was separated by distil-

lation, the dry substance which remained was infused in

cold distilled water, and the portion dissolved, was exr

amined by solution of isinglass, muriate of tin, acetite of

lead, and sulphate of iron.

Much sulphureous acid, carbonic acid, several of the

vegetable acids, particularly benzoic acid, (when the bal-

sams were employed,) and apparently water, were pro-
duced during the operation ;

but in this paper I shall only
notice two of the products, namely, the tanning substance

and the coal.

The sulphuric acid almost immediately dissolved the

^resins, and formed transparent brown solutions, which

])rogressIvely became black.

The same effect was produced on most of the other sub-

stances, but the solutions of the balsams and of guaia-

cum were at first of a deep crimsop, slightly inclining to

brown.

Caoutchouc and elastic bitumen were not dissolved,

*
Philos. Trans, i8o6. For the former papers see our Journal.

but
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Experiments,
^^^ after having been digested for more than two months,

&c. on an arti- were only superficially carbonized,
ficial substance ,p, , ,, i. • i, j.

• i
having the cha- ^"® gums and the saccharine substances required many
ractcr of tan- evaporations and filtrations before the whole of their ear-

ning matter, bonaceous residua could be obtained.

These were the principal eftects observed during the

experiments, and I have stated them in this manner, that

tedious and useless repetitions may be avoided.

§11.

Turpentine, common resin, elemi, tacamahac, mastich,

copaiba, copal, camphor, benzoin, balsam of Tolu, bal-

sam of Peru, asafcetida, and amber, yielded an abundance

of the tanning substance.

Oil of turpentine also afforded much of it; asphaltum

yielded a small portion ; some slight traces of it were even

obtained from gum arabic and tragacanth ; but none was

produced by guaiacum, dragon's blood, myrrh, gum am-

moniac, olibanum, gamboge, caoutchouc, elastic bitumen,

liquorice, and manna. I am persuaded, however, that

many of these would have afforded the tanning substance

had not the digestion been of too long a duration.

Olive oil was partly converted into the above mentioned

substance, and also linseed oil, wax, and animal fat; but

the three last appear to merit some attention.

Lilnseed Oil.

This oil with sulphuric acid very soon formed a thick

blackish-brown liquid, which after being long digested in

a sand-bath, was still partly soluble in cold water, and

passed the filter. This solution precipitated gelatine;

the residuum was a tough black substance, which became

hard on exposure to air. A great part was soluble on

alcohol, and formed a brown liquid, which became turbid

by the addition of water. When this was evaporated, a

brown substance remained, which was partially dissolved

by cold water, and the solution thus formed, was rendered

turbid by gelatine.

The undissolved portion left by the alcohol, was of a

blackish-brown ; it was soft and tenacious, and appeared

to retain many of the properties of an inspissated fat oil.

Bleached Wax.

That which was employed in this experiment, was the

white
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white wax of the shops, which is sold in the form of small
Experiments,

round cakes. It formed with sulphuric acid a thick black &c- on an arti-

,
, J. ^.,, J , ncial substance

magma, and was not acted upon by cold distilled water
having the cha-

when washed with it upon a filter. Upon being digested racter of tan-

with alcohol in a sand-bath, a brownish solution was ^'"S matter-

formed, which upon cooling became very turbid, andap*

peared as if filled with a white flocculent substance. The

same operation was repeated with different portions of

alcohol until this ceased to act. The whole of the solu-

tions in alcohol were then mixed, a large quantity of dis-

tilled water was added, and the alcohol was separated by
distillation.

On the surface of the remaining liquor, when cold, a

white crust was formed, which being separated, was found

to possess the properties of spermaceti, and weighed 18

grains. The filtrated liquor Avas then evaporated to a

small quantity, became of a pale brown colour, and was

rendered turbid by solution of isinglass.

Anhnat Fat,

This experiment was made upon the kidney fat of veal,

but I cannot take upon me to assert that the results would

have been the same with every kind of fat. One hundred

grains of it with one ounce of concentrated sulphuric

acid, after some time, formed a blackish soft mass: a

second ounce of sulphuric acid was then added, and the

whole was digested and occasionally heated during nearly
three months. Six ounces of distilled water were poured

upon the black pulpy mass, and formed a thick uniform

liquid, which, after digestion for six or seven days, was

when cold filtrated. The liquor which passed was of a

brown colour, and upon evaporation became black,

leaving a considerable portion of a blackish substance v

upon the filter, which was added to that which had been

collected by the first filtration. The whole was washed

with cold water, which passed colourless. Boiling water

was then poured upon the filter, by which a considerable

portion wa3 rapidly dissolved, and a brownish-black so-

lution was formed, which copiously precipitated gelatine.

The residuum on the filter was then dried, and being

collected, was digested in alcohol, which dissolved the

greater part.

The solution in alcohol was filtrated, but (apparentfy
Vol. XV.-~Sept. 1806. D by
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Experiments, V ^^^ effect of an) a considerable deposit was formed on
&c.on an aiti- the

filter, which was again dissolved by alcokol. Water

ha'dng"hecha-
**^"^cred the solution turbid, and a black light flaky sub-

racter of tan- stance, which weighed 41 grains, remained upon the
nms matter,

fj^^.p^ rj^,j^^ filtrated liquor was then evaporated, and left

a grayish-black substance, which weighed 30 grains.

This last substance Avas highly in flammable, and when

burned, emitted a very peculiar odour, resembling partly
that of fat and partly that of asphaltum. It easily melted,

and also immediately dissolved in cold alcohol, from which,
like the resinous substances, it was precipitated by water.

The black light flaky residuum, which weighed 41

grains, was found to consist partly of the substance above

mentioned and partly of coal, but the proportion of this

last was not ascertained.

Coagulated albumen and prepared muscular fibre were

also separately ex])osed to the action of sulphuric acid in

the manner above described, but did not afl'ord any sub-

stance by which gelatine could be precipitated, coal being
the only product which remained.

Almost every one of the bodies which have been em-

I)loyed in these experiments, seem to be in some measure

ditterent in respect to the progressive effects produced

upon them by sulphuric acid; and all other circumstances

being similar, there appears to be a certain period of the

process when the production of the tanning substance has

arrived at its maximum, after which, a gradual diminution

of it takes place, and at length total destruction. These

eliects are produced at diflbrent periods, according to the

substance which may be the subject of the experiment,
and therefore it is impossible at present to state the utmost

quantity of the tanning substance which, under equal

circumstances, may be obtained from each of the resins,

balsams, kc.

The tanning substance appears to be always the same,
ivhether obuined from turpentine, or common resin, or

from the balsams, or from asa fcietida, or camphor, or in-

deed from any of the bodies w hich have been enumerated;
its eflects on the diiferent reagents are similar ; by the

addition of a small portion of nitric acid, and subsequent

eva])oration, it is converted into that which I have called

IUm first variety ; or if digested with sulphuric acid, it is

speedily
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speedily destroyed, and becomes mere coal. Tn the lat-
Kxneriments,

tor case, therefore, the same agent M'hich at lirst pro- &c. on an arti-

diiccd it becomes at length the cause of its destruction, f^'^'
substance

^ ^

having the cha-
and thus we find, tluit although a tanning substance may racter of t-m-

be obtained from resinous and other bodies by means of"'"g matter.

sulphuric and by nitric acid, yet in the former case the

product is variable, and is formed at or about the mean

period of the operation, whilst the latter is an ultimate

and invariable effect, beyond which, no apparent change
c^n be produced by any continuation of the process *.

§111.
I have already stated, that caoutchouc, and elastic bi-

tumen. Mere only superficially acted upon when digested

for a very long time in sulphuric acid; and it is remark-

able, that these substances, which in their external cha-

racters so much resemble each other, should be simdar in

their habits when exposed to the effects of this acid : for,

unlike the resins and most of the other bodies which were

subjected to the preceding experiments, and which were

almost immediately dissolved when the acid was poured

upon them, these on the contrary remained undissolved,

and only became partially carbonized on their surfaces,

lllven nitric acid does not so rapidly effect a change in the

clastic bitumen as it docs when applied to the other bitu-

minous substances.

1.

One hundred grains of pure soft elastic bitumen m ere

digested during three weeks in one ounce of nitric acid,

fiilutcd with an equal quantity of water
; a tough and

slightly elastic orange-coloured mass then remained.

Another ounce of the acid, not dduted, was poured upon
this mass, and the digestion was continued until the

whole was evaporated. The residuum was tenacious,

and of the colour above mentioned. Water partially dis-

solved it,
and formed a deep yellow liquid, which copi-

ously precipitated gelatine, and possessed the other pro-

perties of the tanning substance which is produced from

the resins, &c. by nitric acid.

* Ih the former Papers upon this subject I have observed, that
the tanning substance produced by sulphuric add, is very inferior
in energy to that, which is formed by nitric acid.

D2 An
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ExDcriments
"^^ orangevcolourcd mass still remained, which was

&c.on thcard- speedily dissolved by alcohol, and was precipitated from it

ficial substance
by a large addition of water.

ractcr of tan- ^^^^ substance in many of its properties resembled the

uing matter, resins, but in otlicrs, seemed to approach those which cha-

racterize the vegetable extractive matter. It appeared to

be similar to that which has been cursorily mentioned in

my first paper, and which was obtained from many of the

pit-coals and bitumens when treated with nitric acid. I

have since paid more attention to this substance during
the following experiments :

Kilkenny coal was digested with nitric acid, and pro-

gressively, although with diificulty, was converted into

that variety of the tanning substance which has so often

been mentioned. Similar experiments were made on the

same sort of coal from Wales, which was given to me by

my friend Mr. Tennant, as well as upon a coal sent to

me by Professor Woodhouse, which was from Pensyl-

vania, and is there called Leigh high coal. All of these

were converted into the tanning substance, but they did

not yield any product similar to that obtained from the

elastic bitumon.

The contrary however happened when the common pit-

coal, or Canncl coal, or asphaltum, were employed. For

when these were treated in the way which has been de-

scribed, and when the digestion was not too long con-

tinued, then I obtained from 100 grains of each of the

above substances (after the separation of the tanning mat-

ter) a residuum as follows :

From 100 grains of the common Newcastle coal 9 grains.

From 100 grains of Cannel coal 36 grains.

From 100 grains of pure asphaltum 37 grains.

The substances thus obtained, were very similar in

their external characters, being of a pale brown, ap-

proaching to Spanish snuft' colour ;
their internal frac-

ture was dark brown, with a considerable degree of re-

sinous lustre. When exposed to heat they did not easily

melt, but as soon as inflamed, they emitted a resinous

od(jifir
mixed with that of fat oil, and produced a very light

coal, much exceeding the bulk of the original substance. ^

Alcohol completely dissolved them, and if water in a

large proportion was added to a saturated solution, a

precipitate
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precipitate was obtained, but after each precipitation, a .

- I'u lixpenmcnts,
portion always remained dissolved by the water, whicn ^^^ ^^ ^^ .^^^^,

acted upon the different reagents in a manner similar to ficial substance

the solutions of vegetable extractive matter. The tlavour
j.^^^'"/ ^f^ \^^,

was also bitter, and in some degree aromatic, so that the ning matter,

residua, whether obtained from pit-coal, from Cannel

coal, or from asphaltum, seemed to possess properties in-

termediate between those of resin, and those of the vege-

table extractive substance. They appeared, however, to

be removed only by a very few degrees from the tanning

substance; for if digested in a small quantity of nitric

acid, and subsequently evaporated, they were immedi-

ately converted into it ;
or if digested with sulphuric acid, ^

.they speedily became reduced to coal.

§ IV.

In the 5th Section of my second Paper, some remarks

were made on the decoctions, obtained from vegetable sub-

stances which had been previously roasted ; and although

(excepting one instance) these decoctions did not afford

any permanent precipitate with gelatine, yet I have there

stated, that I did not think it right to conclude, that,

, similar decoctions made under certain circumstances,

might not occasionally possess those properties which

characterize the tanning substances. Moreover I also

observed in the same paper, that all of those decoctions,

upon the addition of a small portion of nitric acid and

subsequent evaporation, became converted into that va-

riety of tanning matter which is produced by the action

of nitric acid upon carbonaceous substances. I have

since extended these experiments, and shall here give some

account of them.

I.

Two hundred grains of the fresh peels of horse ches-

nuts were digested for about 12 hours in three ounces of

distilled water. The liquor was of a pale brown, and
formed a slight pale brown precipitate when solution of

isinglass was added to it.

2.

Two hundred grains of the same peels were moderately

roasted, and being afterwards digested with three ounces

of water, formed a dark brown decoction, which was not

rendered turbid by gelatine.

1
'

The
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S.
Experiments, rr^. ,

&c. on an arti The aboTC mentioned roasted peels, after the termina-

ficial substance (ion of the preceding experiment, were added to the rc-

racur'of^tau- >"ai"d<ir of the filtrated liquor. A quarter of an ounce

ning matter, of nitric acid was poured upon the whole, which was then

digested and evaporated to dryness. The mass was after-

wards infused in water, and a dark reddish-brown liquid

was obtained, which copiously precipitated solution of

isinglass.

4.

Two hundred grains of horse chesnuts, from which the

peels employed in the former experiments had been taken,
were bruised, and were digested with three ounces of wa.^

ter. The liquor was turbid, and of a pale red colour.

It was filtrated, and some solution of isinglass was added,
but without any efiect.

5.

Two hundred grains of the same horse chesnuts were

moderately roasted, and being treated as abore described

with water, yielded a dark brown decoction which was

not rendered turbid by isinglass.

6.

The horse chesnuts, which had been employed in the

preceding experiment with the remaining liquor, were di-

gested with a quarter of an ounce of nitric acid until the

whole was become dry. Water was then poured upon it,

was digested, and a dark brown liquid was formed, which

afforded a considerable precipitate by the addition of

solution of isinglass.

From these experiments it appears, that the small por-
tion of tannin which the horse chesnut peels originally

contained, was destroyed by the process of roasting ; that

the brown decoction subsequently obtained from the

roasted peels and from the horse chesnuts, did not act

upon gelatine; but that these were speedily converted

into the artificial tanning substance, by the addition of a

small portion of nitric acid and subsequent evaporation'
The first preparations of the artificial tanning substance

which have been mentioned in the former Papers, were

made from coal of different descriptions digested with ni-

tric acid, and as similar products have been obtained by
the same acid from various decoctions pf roasted vegeta-

ble
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ble substances, there cannot be any doubt, that vegetable Experiments
bodies when roasted, yield solutions by digestion in &c.onthearti-

water, which essentially consist of carbon approaching
ficial substance

, « ,,, , Ti^i i.j having thecha-
to the state, of coal, although not absolutely converted

^^Lcter of tan-

intoit, for if so, all solubility in water would cease. ning matter.

But coal is apparently nothing more than carbon oxi-

dized to a certain degree, and may be formed by the hu-

mid as well as by the dry way.

Examples have been already stated respecting opera-

tions in which sulphuric acid has produced this effect,

but the same likewise appears to be produced with some

modifications, whenever vegetable matter undergoes the

putrefactive process; for when this takes place, as in

dunghills, &c. a large proportion of the carbon of the ori-

ginal vegetable substances appears to be Combined with

oxygen sufficient to communicate to it many of the pro-

perties of coal, whilst the compound nevertheless is capa- t

ble of being dissolved by water with the most perfect

facility.

It must not however be understood that by this process
'

all the other elementary principles are separated, so that

only the carbon remains combined with oxygen, but

merely, that the other principles are so far diminished,

that these, namely, carbon and oxygen, predominate in a

state approaching to coal, although soluble in water.

Such solutions, I have every reason to believe, are

nearly similar to those afforded by vegetable substances

which have been previously roasted, and although I have

examined but a few of them, yet I shall relate some expe-
riments which I have lately made on the pdels of walnuts.

It is well known that when these are kept in small

heaps for a short time, they become soft, and break down
into a black mass, which affords a brownish-black liquor.

On these I therefore made the following experiments ;

1.

About one ounce of walnut peels, which were become
soft and black, was digested in water.

A dark brown liquor was thus formed, and being fil-

trated, was examined by a solution of isinglass, but not

any apparent effect was produced.
2.

On an
ec^ual quantity of walnut peels, in the satne soft

black
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black state, a small portion of nitric acid was poured, and

&c. on an arti- after being digested for about five hours, the whole was
ficial substance evaporated to dryness. The residuum was of a brownish

ractc?o/tau" <''**ng<^ colour, and yielded a similar coloured solution to

ning matter, water when digested with it. This was filtrated, and upon
the addition of solution of isinglass, became turbid, and

deposited a tough precipitate, which was not dissolved b/

boiling water.

3.

Another portion of the walnut peels was moderately

roasted, and was then digested in water ;
the brown so)u>

tion was filtrated, and formed a slight precipitate with

gelatine.

4.

^
On the residuum of the last experiment, a small qnan*

tity of nitric acid was poured, some water was then ad-

ded, the whole was digested during about five hours, and

until it became perfectly dry.

Water formed with this a brown liquor, which yielded

a very abundant precipitate by the addition of dissolved

isinglass.

Upon these experiments we may remark, that the solu-

tion in the first instance contained carbon in a state ap-

]>roaching to coal, for when treated with nitric acid* in

the second experiment, a portion (although small) was

produced of the same tanning substance which is formed

from the diiferent kinds of coal by nitric acid.

The third experiment appears to shew, that a small

quantity of a substance approaching to tannin was pro-

duced by the simple process of roasting; and the fourth

evpcriraent corroborates those already described, in which,

the artificial tanning matter was copiously produced,

whenever roasted vegetable substances were treated with

nitric acid.

In respect to vegetable substances, especially those

which contain tannin, I shall here relate a few other ex-

periments.
It has been remarked in my second Paper, (p. 288,)

that the tannin of galls was immediately destroyed by
nitric acid. Since that time, I have made the following

additional experiments :

One
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1.

One hundred grains of galls reduced to powder were Experiments,

infused with four ounces of water, and part of the infusion f-^*
°°

f"
^^'*'*

7 ^ licial substance

upon the addition of solution of isinglass afforded (as havingthe cha-

usual) a copious precipitate of a brownis^h-white colour, racters of tan-

A quarter of an ounce of nitrio acid was added to one ^

onnce of the above infusion, which then, was not in any
manner affected by the dissolved isinglass.

% • '

One hundred grains of the same galls were slightly

roiisted, and being digested with four ounces of water,
formed a brown liquor, which was filtrated.

Solution of isinglass was then added to a part of the

above liquor, and produced a precipitate not very unlike

the former, but much less in quantity.

After this, a quarter of an ounce of nitric, acid was

added to one ounce of the same liquor, and some dissolved

isinglass was subsequently p(»ared into it, by which it was
rendered turbid, and a small portion of a dark brown

precipitate was produced, resembling that which is com-

monly afforded by the artificial tanning substance.

3.

The remainder of the above mentioned liquor, with the

rcsiduun\of the roasted galls, were digested with a quar-
ter of an ounce of nitric acid until the whole had become

dry. Water was then poured upon it, and formed a dark
brown solution, which yielded a copious brown precipi-
tate by the addition of dissolved isinglass.

From these experiments on galls it appears, that the

natural tannin contained in them is destroyed by nitric

acid; that the tannin is also diminished, (and I may add,)
is ultimately destroyed by the process of roasting; that

when galls have not been so far roasted as to destroy the

whole of the tannin, then the remainder of this seems to
be destroyed by the addition of nitric acid, Avhilst at the
same time a small portion of the artificial tanning sub-
stance is produced ;

and that this last is always plentifully
afforded by roasted galls when digested with nitric acid,
similar to other vegetable bodies when thus treated.

These remarks are also partly confirmed by the follow-

ing experiments upon oak bark.
*

Vol. XV.—Sept. 1806. E Two
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1.

Experiments, Two hundred grains of oak bark, reduced into vcrv

iidarsubstancc
^^^^^ fragments, were infused in about four ounces of

having the cha- water, after which the infusion was examined by dis-
racters 6f tan- solved isinglass, and yielded a considerable precipitate.

2.

Two hundred grains of the sp^rae sort of bark were

slightly roasted, and afterwards digested in water
;
a much

darker coloured liquor was obtained than in the former

case ; but although it afforded precipitates by the addi-
"

tion of the muriate of tin, acetite of lead, and sulphate
of iron, yet not tine smallest effect was produced by so-

lution of isinglass.

3.

The residuum, with the remaining part of the above

mentioned liquor, was then digested w^ith a small portion

of nitric acid; this was co'.npletely evaporated, and a

brown solution was formed by water, w hich abundantly

precipitated gelatine.

4.

One ounce of oak bark, reduced into very small frag-

ments, was repeatedly digested in different portions of

water until the whole of its tannin w as extracted. The

residuum or exhausted bark (as it is called by the tanners)

was dried, and was afterwards moderately roasted. It

was then moistened with diluted nitric acid, which was

evaporated in a heat not much exceeding 300° until the

bark was become perfectly dry. This was digested in

water, and speedily formed a yellow^ish-brown liquor,

which abundantly precipitated gelatine.

5.

The bark, which after being exhausted of its natural

tannin, had thus afforded the artificial tanning substance,

was repeatedly treated with water until the whole of this

last was extracted. The bark was then again slightly

roasted, was again moistened with nitric acid, and was

gently heated and dried as before. Water beirg poured

on it and digested, formed a brown solution, which copi-

ously precipitated gelatine.

1 'The
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6

The whole of the artificial tanning substance was ex- Experiments,

tr.icted by diifcrent portions o^ water, and the remainder
f,ci*ai substance

of the bark thus exhausted, was again treated in the man- having the cha-

aer above* described, and asrain alForded a considerable ''peters
of tan-

' ° nmg matter.

quantity of the tanning substance, so that these processes

evidently might have been continued until the whole of

the bark had been converted into it.

This might also have been accomplished, if in the first

instance, the exhausted bark had been converted into

charcoal, and digested in nitric acid, as described in my
first Paper ; but then, the effects would have been more

slowly produced, and much more nitric acid would have

been consumed. I am now therefore fully convinced,

not only by the results of the experiments related in this

Paper ;
but also by many others which it would have

been superfluous to have stated, that the most speedy and

most economical of^all the processes which 1 have des-

cribed, is that of treating roasted vegetable substances in

the way which has been mentioned, and considering that

all refuse vegetable matter maybe thus converted into a

tanning substance by means the most simple, and without

any expensive apparatus, I cannot help entertaining much

hope, that eventually this discovery will be productive of

some real public advantage.

§ V.

In my first Paper I have remarked, that I suspected

the tannin of the peat moors to have been produced du-

ring the imperfect carbonization of the original vegetable

substances. Whether this has been the case, or whether

the tannin has at times been afforded by heath and other

vegetables growing upon or near the peat, still appears to

me to be uncertain
;
but whatever may be the origin, I

never have yet been able to detect any tanning substance

in peat, although I have examined a considerable number
of varieties, some from Berkshire, and many from Lanca-

shire, which were obligingly sent to me for this purpose

by my friend John Walker, Esq. F. R. S. Mr. Jame-
son has also made the same observation,* so that there

* An Outline of the Mineralogy of the Shetland Islands, &c.
8vo. edition, p. 174.

^ 2 cannot
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Experiments, cannot be any doubt (whatever the origin of the tanning
&c. on an arti- matter may have been) that it has speedily been extracted

havin*»" hech-i-
^^^ drained from the substances which first contained it.

racters of tan- TIlis effect is a natural consequence of the great facility

nmg matter, -^y^ji which tannin is dissolved by water, and extends even

to the most solid vegetable bodies ; I shall here give an

example. ,

In the Philosophical Transactions for 1799, Dr. Coii-

REA DE Serra has given an account of a submarine forest

at Sutton, on the coast of Lincolnshire, where submerged

vegetables are found in great abundance, incli;iding trees

of dift'erent descriptions, especially birch, tir, and oak.

At the time when I was engaged in those experiments on

the Bovey coal, and other substances of a similar nature,

which have been printed in the Philosophical Transactions

for 1804, Sir Joseph Banks had the goodness to send ipe

a piece of the oak, which was perfect in all of its vegeta-

ble characters, and did not appear to have suffered any

change exceptin*,,that it-was harder, and of a darker co-

lour than recent oak wood. From some experiments

which I then made, I found, that after incineration it

afforded potash, similar to the recent wood, and contrary

to substances like the Bovey coal, which retain the vege-

table external characters, although imperfectly converted

into coal*.

In the course of my experiments on tannin, I reduced

about an ounce of this submerged oak into shavings, and

digested them in water. A brown decoction was formed,

which with muriate of tin afforded a pale brown precipi-

tate
;
with acetite of lead, a precipitate of a deeper brown ;

with sulphate of iron, a copious brownish-black precipi-

tate ;
but with solution of isinglass not any effect was

produced.
The tannin of this oak wood, had therefore either been

separated by solution, or had been -decomposed ; so that

the only substance which remained capable of being dis-

solved by water, was the extractive matter. This last, in

the present case wag most probably the original extractive

matter of the oak, but in some ,other instances, (such,

for example, as that which was found in the alder leaves

• Phil. Trans, for 1804, p. 399.

contained
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coufained in the Iceland schistus.*) 1 am much inclined Experiments,

to believe, that an extractive substance of secondary for- ?^* ?^' f
" ^'''**

' •' ficial substance

mation,if I may be permitted to employ such a term, is hxvxngthecha-

produced during the process of carbonization. If a sub- racters of tan-

stance, therefore, so compact and solid as oak timber can
* ^- *

by long submersion, be deprived of its tannin, it naturally

follows that the same etlect must be more speedily pro-

duced by the action of water on the smaller vegetable bo-

dies, which present an extensive surface, and also on

porous and bibulous substances such as peat.

But although peat, as I have already observed, does

not contain any tannin, yet the imperfect carbonization

which it has undergone, renders it like the roasted lig-

neous bodies, peculiarly susceptible of being converted

into the artificial tanning substance when exposed to the

action of nitric acid. It would be useless to enter into a

detail of tiie dilierent experiments which I have made

upon it, as they were similar to those already related, and

I slmll therefore only here state, that when seven ounces

of well dried peat had been twice moistened, and digested
with diluted nitric acid, (to the auiount of rather more
(han two ounces,) and subsequently dried, I obtained by
water a solution of the artificial tanning substance, which
when evaporated to dryness w'eighed tMo ounces. I am
convinced, that much more might have been obtained

from the residuum of the peat, had I thought proper to

have repeated the operation ; and I am also certain, that

less nitric acid would have been sufficient, had the process
been conducted in close vessels, and with other economi-
cal precautions, which at that time, were for the sake of

expedition and convenience omitted.

§ VI. ^

It has been generally stated, even by modern chemists,
that the acids act but little, if at all, upon resinous sub-
stances.

,

The contrary has howeverbcen proved, not only in the
three Papers upon the present subject, but also in some
hers which I have formerly had the honour to lay bc-
re this learned society.

In my experiments on lac, printed in the Phil. Trans.

* Phil. Trans, for x8o6, p. 391.

for
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Experiments, for 1S04, p. 208, I have
'

particularly endeavoured to
&c. on an am-

, i % i , ,

ficial substance '^"^w, how powerfully the acetic acid acts upon resin,

having thecha- gluten, and some other substances
;

so that it may justly

ning matter.

'
^'^ rt»garded, as a valuable agent in the chemical analysis
of vegetable bodies. In this point of view, it is as a sol-

vent to be (he more highly appreciated, because it appears
to dissolve the resins, &:c. without affecting their respect-
ive qualities, and thus by proper precipitants, these sub-

stances may be separated from it pure ami unaltered.

I am induced therefore to consider acetic acid to be the

true acid solvent of the resinous substances, as it dissolves

them speedily, without producing any apparent subse-

quent change in their natural properties.

Siilphuric acid also, almost immediately dissolves th^

resins, balsams, «fec. and forms transparent brown or

sometimes crimson solutions, the latter colour being most

commonly characteristic of the balsams.

These solutions, however, are difierent fiom those made-

inthe acetic acid, by not being permanent, for from the

moment when the solution is completed, progressive al-

terations appear to be produced in the body which is

dissolved ;
thus turpentine is almost immediate]}^ convert-

ed into resin, then into the third variety of the tuiinifu^

t^ubstance, 'ind lastly into coal.

Without being under the necessity of adducing other

examples, we may therefore state sulphuric acid to be a

solvent of the resinous substances, but which continues

afterwards to act on their principles, so as to decompose

them, coal being the ultimate product.

Nitric acid, as I have shewn in the course of these Pa-

pers, and likewise on some former occasions, dissolves the

resins, but the progress of its effects seems to be converse-

ly that of sulphui-ic acid ;
in the latter case, solution

precedes decomposition ;
but when nitric acid is em-

ployed, decomposition to a certain degree precedes solu-

tion ;
for it at first converts the resins into a pale orange

coloured brittle porous substance, then into a product,

which apparently possesses the intermediate characters of

vegetable extractive matter and of resin, and lastly, this

is converted into the first variety of the tanning substance,

beyond which 1 have not been able to effect any change.

As
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A s coal therefore appears to be the ultimate eifect pro-

duced by sulphuric acid upon the resinous bodies, so does

the first variety of the tanning substance seem to be the ter-

minating product afforded by the same when acted upon

by nitric acid. This eifect of nitric acid has been already

amply discussed, neither does it appear necessary that I

should here repeat the remarks which have been made on
some of the simultaneous products, such as the vegetable
acids

; but amongst the elfects produced by sulphuric

acid, the coal which is formed seems to merit some atten-

tion.

[The remainder in our n€:£t.]

-1
.

'

,

IV.

On the Force of Percussion, By William Hyde Wol-
LASTON, M.D. Sec. R.S. Being the Balcerian Lecture

zshich was read before the Roi/al Societi/ in the month

of November last*.

HEN different bodies move with the same velocity. Concise state-

it is universally agreed that the forces, which they can ex- nient of the

crt against any obstacle opposed to them, are in propor- *^^*PV^^
th***^"

tiont6 the quantities of master contained in the bodies forces of bodici

respectively. But, when equal bodies move with unequal
^" niotio^

velocities, the estimation of their forces has been a sub-

ject of dispute between different classes of philosophers.

Leibnitz and his followers have maintained that the forces

of bodies are as the masses multiplied into the squat^es of

their velocities, (a multiple to which I shall for concise-

ness give the name of impetus); while those, who are con-

sidered as Newtonians, conceive that the forces are in

the simple ratio of the velocities, and consequently as the

momentum OT qnatititas rnotus^ a name given by Newton
to the multiple of the velocity of a body simply taken

into its quantity of matter.

It cannot be expected that at this time any new expe-
riment should be thought of, by which the controversy
can be decided, since the most simple experiments that

'

From the PhH, Tram, for xSofi.

hare
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have already been appealed to by either party have re-

ceived diflferent interpretations from their opponents, al-

though the facts were admitted.

The Newtoni- My object in the present lecture is to consider which of

^ *h h"^a*^°
these opinions respecting the force exejted by moving bo-

law gf motion ^^^^ ^^ most conformable to tlie usual meaning of that

is not contrary word, and to shew that the cxi)lanation given by New-

of Lcibnii^'^*
^^'^^^^ the third law of motion is in no respect favour-

able to (hose who in their view of this question have been

called Newtonians.
If bodies were made to act upon each other under the

circumstances which I am about to describe, the leading

pkaenomena would occur, which, afford the grounds of

reasoning on either side.

Statenrient of Let a ball of clay or of any other soft and wholly in-

the leading elastic Substance be suspended at rest, but free to move in
phenomenon. ,. ,. .it,., • / i i .i i

any direction with the slightest impulse ;
and let there be

two pegs similar and equal in every respect inserted

slightly into its opposite sides. Let there be also two

other bodies, A and B, of any magnitude, which are to

each other in the proportion of 2 to 1 ; susjitndcd in such

a position, that when perfectly at rest they 'shall be in

contact with the jextremities of the opposite pegs without

pressing against them. Now if these bodies were made to

^wing with motions so adapted that in falling from heights

in tlie proportion of 1 to 4 they might strike at the same

instant against the pegs opposite to them, the ball of clay

would not be moved from its place to either side ; never-

theless the peg impelled by the smaller body B, which has

the double velocity, would be found to have penetrated

twice as far as the peg impelled by A.

It is unnecessary to make the experiment precisely as

here stated, since the results are admitted as facts by both

parties ; but upon these facts they reason differently.

Inference* con- ^^^ side observing that the ball of clay remains un-

cerning the moved, considers the proof indisputable that the action

dklc'e" h^'JX ^^ *^^ ^^^y ^ ^^ ®^^^^ *^ that^of B, and tliat their forces

party. are properly measured by their momenta, which are equal,

because their velocities are in the simple inverse ratio of

the bodies. Their opponents think it equally proved by

the unequal depths to which the pegs have penetrated, that

the
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the causes of these effects are unequal, as they find to be

the case in their estimation of the forces by the squares, of

the velocities.

One party is satisfied that equal momenta can resist

equal pressures during the same time ; the other party

attend to the spaces through which the same moving force

is exerted, and fi);iding them in the proportion of 2 to 1,

are convinced that the vis viva of a body in motion is

justly estimated by its magnitude and the square of its

velocity jointly.

The former conception of a quantity dependent on the in theonecoh-

continuance of a given vis matrix for a certain tifne may
sideration the

have its use, when correctly applied, in certain philoso- js attended to*

phical considerations ; but the latter idea of a quantity
in the other

resulting from the same force exerted through a determi- work perform-
nate space is of greater practical utility, as it occurs daily ed This is

in the usual occupations of men; since any quantiiv of P^^^^^'^^^^J,
, . , . , , , .

more useful,
work performed is always appreciated by the extent ot

eliect resulting from their exer^ons ;
for it is well known,

that the raising any great weight 40 feet would require

4 times as much labour as would be required to raise an

eijual weight to the height of 10 feet, and that in its slow

descent the former would produce 4 times the effect of

the latter in continuing the motion of any kind of ma-
chine. Moreover, i,f the weights so raised were suff&red

to fall freely through the heights that have been ascended

by means of 4 and 1 minute's labour, the velocities ac-

quired would be to the ratio of 2 to 1, and the squares
of the velocities in proportion to the quantities of labour

from which they originated, or as 4 to 1
; and if the

forces.acquired by their descent were employed in driving-

piles, their more sudden effects produced would be found
to be in that same ratio.

This species of force has baen, first by Blrnouilli It has been

and afterwards by Smeaton, very aptly denominated me- ^^^^^^ mech^-^^

lanic force; and when by farce of percussion is meant
*

^the quantity of mechanic force possessed by a body in

motion,- to be estimated by its quantity of mechanic, ef-

fect, 1 apprehend it cannot be controverted that it is in

proportion to the magnitude of the body and to the

square of its velocity jointly.

Vot-, XV.—Sept. .180G. F But
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and is nowhere ^^^ of this quantity of force Newton no where treats,
treated of by and has accordingly given no definition of it. If, after

defining what he meant by the quantitas acceleratrix,

and quantitas mofrix^ he had had occasion to convey an

eqnally distinct idea of the quantitas mechanica resulting

from the continued action of any force, he might, not

improbably, have proccededconformably to the definition

given by Smeaton, and have added

quantitas mechanica est mensura proportionalis

spatio per quod data vis motrix cxercetur
;

or, if speaking with reference to the accumulated energy
communicated to a body in motion,

proportionalis quadrato velocitatis quam in dato

corpore generat.

But, if we attend to the words of his preface to the

first edition of his Principia^ he evidently had no need of

such a definition;
'•'• Nos autem non artibus sed philosophia; consulentcs,

"
deque potentiis non matmalibus sed naturalibus scri-

^«
bentes," &c.

And again, nearly to the same effect in the SchoUiim^

which follows the laws of motion,
'' Caeterum mechani-

'' cam tractare non est hujus instituti."

Newton speaks Jn the third law of motion he has on the contrary been

not of percus- supposed to speak of this force from an ambiguity in the

sion. signification of the words actio and reactio. ^y these,

however, Newton certainly meant a mere vis motrix or

pressure, as he himself explains them. '•
Quicquid pre-

" mitvel trahit alterum, tantundem ab eo premitur vel

" trahitur. Si quis lapidem digito preniit, premitur et

"
hujus digitus a lapide," &c. The same meaning is

equally evident from his demonstration of the third corol-

lary to the laws, in which he asserts that the quantitas

motits of two or more bodies estimated in any given di-

rection is not altered by their action upon each other.

The demonstration begins thus :

'' Etenim actio eique contraria reactio a?quales sunt

•<>

per legem tertiam, ideoque per legem secundam aequa-
'^ les in motibus efficient mutationes versus contrarias

^^
partes." Now, if he had considered the third law as

iQjplying equality of more than mere moving forces, there

could

'f
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could have I?een no occasion to refer to the second law,

with a view thence to deduce the equality of momenta

produced.
Some authors however have interpreted the third law A more coin-

diftbrently, and accordingly have expressed a difficulty in
J]J,^^.^f"thl^^^'

comprehending the simple illustration given by Newton, third law.

When they say that action is equal to reaction, they mean

not .only that the instantaneous intensity of the moving

forces, or pressures opposed to each other, are necessa*-.

rily equal, but conceive also a species of accumulated

force residing in a moving body, which is capable of re-

sisting pressure during a time that is proportional to its

momentum or quantitas motus.

If it be of any real utility to give the name of force to

this complex idea of vis matrix extended through time,

as^ well as that of momentum to its elfects when unre-

sisted, it would be requisite to distinguish this force

always by some such appellation as w?ow6'«/rt/ force
; for

it is to be apprehended that for want of this distinction

many writers themselves, and it is certain that many
readers of disquisitions on this subject have confounded

and compared together vis matrix^ tnomentum^ and vis

mechanical quantities, that are all of them totally dissi-

milar, and bear no more comparison to each other, than

lines to surfaces, or surfaces to solids.

In practical mechanics, however, it is at least very The momen-

rarety that the momentum of bodies is in any degree an ^*"^, 5^^
bodies

. . T . 1 /. 1 .
'^ seldom to be

object of consideration: the strength ol machinery being considered fa

in every case to be adapted to the quantitas matrix^ and practical me-

the extent and value of the effect to be produced depend-

ing upon the quantitas mcchanica of the force applied, or

in other words to the space through which a given vis

motrix is exerted.

The comparative velocities given by different quantities
Smcaton has

of mechanic force to bodies of equal or unequal magni- mechanic force.

tude, have been so distinctly treated of by Smeatox, in a

series of most direct experiments^^, that it would be a

needless waste of time to reconsider them in this place.

So also, on the contrary, the quantities of extended me-

* PhU. Trans. Vol. LXVI. 4.50.

^ ^ chanic
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chanic effect producible by bodies moving with different

quantities of impetus have been as clearly traced by th'e

same acrurate experimentalist*.

Farther consi- But there is one view, in which the comparative forces
tferatjons re-

^j- impact of different bodies was not examined by Smea-
specting forces. * -'

TON, and it may be worth while to shew that when the

whole energy of a body A is employed wifhout loss in

giving velocity to a second body B, the impetus which B
receives is in all cases equal to that of A, and the force

transferred to B, or by it to any third body C, (if also

comriiunicated without loss, and duly estimated as a me-

chanic force,) is always equal to that from which it ori-

ginated.

As the simplest case of entire transfer, the body A
may be supposed to act upon B in a direct line through
the medium of a lisjht spring, so contrived that the spring

is prevented by a ratchet from returning in the direction

towards A, but expands again entirely in the direction

towards B, and by that means exerts the whole force

which had been wound up by the action of A, in giving

motion to B alone. In this case, since the moving force

of the spring is the same upon each of the bodies, the

accelerating force acting upon B at each point is to the

retarding force opposed to A at the corresponding points

in the reciprocal ratio oi the bodies, and the squares of

the velocities produced and destroyed by its action

through a given space will consequently be in that same

ratio. The momentum, which is in the simple reciprocal

ratio of the bodies, might consequently be increased at

pleasure by the means , proposed, in the subduplicate

ratio of the bodies employed ; and if momentum Avere an

efficient force capable of reproducing itself, and of over-

coming friction in proportion to its estimated magnitude,
the additional force acquired by such a means of increase,

might be employed for counteracting the usual resistances,

and perpetual motion would be easily effected. But
since the impetus remains; unaltered, it is evident that

the utmost which the body B could effect in return would

be the reproduction of A's velocity, and restitution of its

• Phil. Trans. Vol. LXXTI. 337.

entire
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entire mechanic force neither increased nor diminished, Considerations

excepting Jby the necessary imperfection of machinery, respecting mc-

The possibility of perpetual motion is consequently in-
^ ^^^'^

consistent with those principles which measure the quan-

tity of force by the quantity of its extended effect, or by
the square of the velocity which it can produce.

In estimating the utmost effect which one body can

produce upon another at rest, the same result is obtained

by employing impetus as ascensional force, according to

HuYQENs; for if the body A were allowed to ascend to

the height due to its velocity, and if by any simple me-

chanical contrivance of a lever or otherwise the body B
were to be raised by the descent of A, it is well known
that the heights of ascent would be reciprocally as the

bodies; and consequently that the square of the velocity

to be acquired by free descent of B would be in that

ratio, and the quantity of mechanic force would be, pre-

served as before unaltered.

It may be of use also to consider another application

of the same energy, and to shew more generally that the

same quantity of total effect would be the consequence
not only of direct action of bodies upon each other, but

also of their indirect action through the medium of any
mechanical advantage or disadvantage ; although the time

of action might by that means be increased or decreased

in any desired proportion. For instance, if the body

supposed to be in motion were to act by means of a lever

upon a spring placed at a certain distance from the centre

of motion, the retarding force opposed to it would be

inversely as the distance of the body from the centre ;

,
and since the space through which the body would move
to lose its whole velocity would be reciprocally as the re-

tarding force, the angular motion of the lever and space

through which the spring must bend, would be the same,
.at. whatever point of the lever the body acted. And

conversely, the reaction of the spring upon any other

body B, would in all positions communicate to it the

same velocity.

It may be remarked, however, that the times in which
these total eifects arc produced may be varied at pleasure
in proportion to the distances at which the bodies are

placed
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Considcrntions P^^^^*^ ^^^^ *^® centre of motion ; and it should not past

respecting me- unobserved that, although the intensity of any vis vwirix
chamc force, jg increased by being placed at what is called a mechanical

advantage, yet on the contrary, any quantity ofmechanic

force is not liable to either increase or diminution by any
such variation in the mode of its application.

Since we can by means of any mechanic force consist-

ing of a vis matrix exerted through a given spaccy give

motion to a body for the purpose of employing its irnpe*

tits for the production of any sudden effect, or can, on

the contrary, occasion a moving body to ascend, and

thus resolve its impetus into a movingiorce ready to exert

itself through a determinate space of descent, and capa-
ble of producing precisely the same quantity of mechanic

effect as before, the force depending on impetus may
justly be said to be of the same kind as any other mecha-

nic force, and they may be strictly compared as to

quantity.

in this manner we may even compart; the force of a

body in motion to the same kind of force contained in a

given quantity of gunpowder, and may say that we have

the same quantity of mechanic force at command whether

we have Hb. of powder, which by its expansion could

give to 1 ton weight a velocity sufficient to raise it through
40 feet, or the weight actually raised to that height and

ready to be let down gradually, or the same weight pos-

sessing its original velocity to be employed in any sudden

exertion.

By making use of the same measure as in the former

ca^es, a distinct expression is likewise obtained for the

quantity of mechanic force given to a steam-engine by

any quantity of coals; and we are enabled to make a

comparison of its effect with the quantity of work thait

one or more horses may have performed in a day, each

being expressed by the space through which a given mov-

ing force is exerted. Tft the case of animal exertion how-

ever, considerable uncertainty always prevails in conse-

quence of the unequal powers of animals of the same

species, and varying vigour of the same animal. The

Information which I have received in reply to inquiries

respecting the weights raised in one hour by horses in

different
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different situations, has yaried as far as from 6 to 15 tons
Considerations

to the height of 100 feet. But although the rate at
respecting me^

which mechanic force is generated may vary, any quan- chanic force.

tity of work executed is the same, in whatever time it

may have been performed.
In short, whether we are considering the sources of

extended exertion or of accumulated energy, whether

we compare the accumulated forces themselves by their

gradual or by their sudden effects, the idea of mechanic

force in practice is always the same, and is proportional

to the space through which any moving force is exerted or

overcome, or to the square of the velocity of a body in

which such force is accumulated.

V.

Letterfrom a Correspondent^ affirming^ contrary to some

Observations in our last Number^ that objects can be

distinguished by the Human Eye under IVater^ with ad-

ditional experiments by the Editor,

London Institution^ 22d Aug. 1806.

To Mr. Nicholson.

Sir,

I have just laid down your Journal for the present

month, and feel myself not a little surprised at your dis-

sertation on swimming, and your observations on what
Dr. Franklin has written on that subject.

Your objection to the Doctor's mode of giving confi- Remark on Dr
dcncc to those who wish to acquire the art, appears to Franklin's «jp-

mo not founded on fact, at least not general fact; you ^b"^\°^i ^^1^.

seem to think the Doctor's plan like the senatus consul- distinguished

tum of the mice, a ve^y good one, but quite impracti- ^y <3i^s^^*

cable : now I find two very learned men differing upon a

particular ascertainable point, ascertainable to any one

who has eyes formed without some very uncommon de-

fect, and who has, at the same time, courage enough to

plunge his head under clear water. (For the sharpest

sighted man cannot see in water, where the light is shut

out by mud floating in it, or by the sides of a vessel that

is too small to admit its rays, any more than in a room
where light is shut out by the window shutters being

closed).

2 I have
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I have reason to conclude that both yourself and Dr.

Franklin arc swimmers, although by your own confession

you cannot be a very adept diver ; you could not at that

time however, when you vainly endeavoured to regain

your silver buckle, shining as the substance was, in four

feet water.

Conjecture I believe that very studious and scientific men do often-

mTsledb Sn
*^

^^"^^^ "^ *'^^" Studies, hit upon some fanciful theoretical

in concluding point, upon which they build, without that solid ba>se

that they can- which their own knowledge would easily discover- were

they to consult it.

Compliment- I ought, I am well aware, to beg pardon when I pre-
.iry apology, gunied to differ from a man so learned and of such eminent

abilities as yourself; and were it a point of theory, which

depended on the mind's eye, I should, if I did not see the

subject in the same light as yourself, impute it to a mental

opthalmia on my part, and not think of otlering an
The author

opinion in opposition to yours. But in this case, I can-
states that he ~

can see very
"^^ ^^^P thinking there must be some essential difference

well under wa- in the formation of the crystaline humour of your eyes,

or in the body of the waters wherein you have tried your

experiments ;
for I have frequently dived, not in the In-

dies, but no farther off than Eton, in the Thames, in water

from six to ten feet deep, for things thrown down to tha

bottom for the very purpose of diving to bring them out

again, and have done it with success; and my school-

fellows doing the same, I could not suppose the property
of seeing under water, was peculiar to myself; but as I

was never very fond of diving much, I have not of late

practised it, yet doubt not I could do the same thing
were I now to try.

I trust you will excuse me for the liberty I have taken

in thus troubling you: but I did not think it right that an

error should go forth to the world, under the sanction of

a name that carries with it such weight.
I am. Sir,

With the greatest respect,

Your very obedient servant,
A DIVER.

P. S. If you should be satisfied of the above mistake, I

hope you w ill mention it in your next number.
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Reply hy TV. N,

rp
-»L HE proper answer to the preceding letter will consist

in relating a few experiments which I have just made,

along with two ofmy friends.

We took neither Oriental nor Batavian waters, but a

portion from that venerable stream in which my corres- Experiment,

pondent and his schoolfellows so successfully exercised
^^^f^ ^^^^^ deep]

their sight. With this we filled a glass cylindrical vessel, was filled with

2 feet high and 1 foot wide, standing upon a white (pa-
Thames water.

per) ground. Two pieces of black lead, sawed square,

were put into the water, one of which is one inch and a

half wide, and the other only half an inch. Both these

pieces were very distinctly seen by the eye above the

water, but they were not visible to- any of us when we

looked at them with the face plunged beneath the sur-

face.

The larger piece exhibited a darkish hazy appearance, A square of an

which was very faint and not at all likely to have been ^"'^^ ^"^ ^J}^^^
1 ./. 1 . , 1 t^., 1. , scarcely dis-

noticed, if the attention had not been steadily directed to cemable ; a

its known place. The smaller piece did not perceptibly
smaller square

aJSect the white ground.
A square piece of cork was fixed to a bended rod, so Cork square, of

that it could be plunged to different depths in the water.
bk'unksTvery

At the bottom of the vessel, it was quite invisible to the near.

immersed eye. I could just see that it was square when
at the distance of six inches. Others were not satisfied

as to its figure, but at a less distance.

A buckle and an egg were also tried, the former was A buckle and

invisible, and the egg (upon a black ground) was very
*^ ^SS*

hazy, confused and indistinct, so that we did not think

it could have been found by sight, by a diver.

Various convex lenses were applied to the eye, under a convex lens

ivater, in order to bring the rays to their proper focus on ^f half an inch

the retina. The lens which answered our purpose, is a ^he eye to see

double convex crystal glass of half an inch focus in the air distinctly,

(but two inches from under water) when this lens was
held close to one of the immersed eyes, the other being

shut, the objects at the bottom of the water were distinct-

ly seen. I clearly observed the saw marks on the black

VoL» XV—Sept. 1806, G lead
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lead, several small matters adhering to the egg and atl

air bubble of one twentieth of an inch diameter, w hich

adhered to the buckle.

The eye saw ^Ve all remarked that the appearance under water, to

best at first im- fj^c naked cyc, became loss distinct after the eye had been

a second or two under the water than at first. I do not

a})prehcnd why tiiis should be the case.

Conclusion I'^rom the preceding facts as well as from optical con-

that the human
siderations, it appears to be established that men and"

tuT uUh"obect3 P^'O^^bly all animals which live in the air, are incapable of

underwater, varying the adjustment of the eye, so as to distinguish

objects, with even a very small degree of precision, at a

very remarkable distance from that organ immersed in

water. Instead however of reasoning, as my correspon-

dent has done in his fourth paragraph, I am disposed to

question whether a farther enquiry into the facts,

with different individuals, might not shew that some per-

sons may be capable of altering the form of their eyes

enough to see imperfectly in the situation we have been

contemplating ; but 1 must confess that I do not incline

to that opinion.

Another In- Since I wrote the paper in my last, I have heard of

stance of a per- another well authenticated instance of a man who had

at firsttim?
"^ "^^'^^'^ attempted to swim, but who, on the occasion of

having fallen from a barge into the Thames, supported
himself for a considerable time by striking his hands

downwards alternately, until a boat, for which he loudly

calledj came to his assistance.

VI.

iJf'yfory of the Dcvelopement of the Intellect and Moral

Conduct of an Infant during the first Twelve Days of
its Existence. In a Letterfrom R. B.

To Mr. Nicholson.

Sir.

Introduction •^iX years ago I communicated to a respectable periodical

to this memoir, publication, a register of the moral conduct ofan infant for

the first twelve days of its existence. That work was soon

afterwards discontinued, which prevented my communica-

l ting
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ting any farther continuation of an history which seems

calculated to give instruction to many of those whose re-

searches have been directed towards the habits and pro-

gress of the human mind. From the very moderate suc-

cess of the work alluded to (which was not calculated for

the million) I consider my memoir as yet unpublished.

If, Mr. Nicholson, it should so far meet your approval,

and coincide with the plan of your excellent Journal,

as to obtain insertion, I shall take the liberty to commu-

nicate the remaining part ofmy register, which will bring

the history to a period when infants are in some measure

admitted to and supposed capable of mutual intercourse

with persons of more advanced age.

I am the father of many children, and consequently it Inquiries made

is now a considerable number of years since I experienced ^Jspecfin^Sn-
the first emotions of a parent. At that period, every fants.

movement, every action of the little being of which I

was destined to be the protector and guide, were subjects

of curiosity and interest. My speculations on its figure,

its passions, and the gradual developement of its under-

standing, were numerous, rapid, and confused. When I

went into society, I made inquiries of the age of children

in every stage of advancement, and classed their attain-

ments in regular progression for my own use, in estimat-

ing what I was to expect from the new object of my re-

gards. One month passed after the other, and my acqui-

*itions of knowledge, both physical and moral, respecting

the early stage of our existence, became greater, while my
entertainment and surprise were such as, perhaps, can be

rightly estimated by none but those who have themselves

been parents. After the lapse of two years, I was again

a father, but found, with some mortification, that I had

nearly forgotten all my stock of knowledge, and that

the same series of remarks was again to be made. I

then made a few notes ; but with so little precision, that

they were scarcely of any use, ^hen on a subsequent
discussion wifh an author of high reputation concerning
the inlluence of education, I was desirous of examining
the value of the facts which have led me to conclude that

our mental powers ^re originally as different as our phy-
sical ; and that, at the moment of birth, our structure

G2 an^
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and moral habits are so far formed, that a physiognomist

would find no difficulty in writing the character of an in-

fant an hour old.

This incident led me to make a fuller register of the

manners and progress of my ninth infant ; which, how-

ever, upon review, I find to be much less precise than I

now wish. Such as it is, I shall, however, make it the

basis of my present communication.

First eflForts of The circumstances of parturition had so far exhausted
an infant as

ac-^jjgjjjfg^j^l- (a female) that instead of immediate respira-
tually observed i • i^ i .

tion and crying, as commonly happens, the time of thirty

seconds elapsed before she breathed; during which she

occasionally opened her mouth to the utmost. The re-,

spiration commenced with a convulsion of the thorax, or

single hiccup; soon after which the funis was divided,

and she was delivered to me*. During the following

seven or eight minutes, her respiration was several times

suspended for an instant; at the end of which, the sys-

tem was enough recovered to obey the repeated voluntary

exertions she made, and she cried freely. Before this

time the head had assumed its regular figure, and had en-

tirely lost the elongation produced by the act of partu-

rition.

The following are the observations of physiognomy f

made on the day of birth, and abundantly confirmed, as

far as the present age of the subject (three years) can

show.

Estimate of her The general figure of the head is capacious, regularly
character, &c.

oblong, nearly circular behind, and narrowed above the
from her figure

°-^ ''

*
It is not the custom of this country for the father to be pre-

sent at events of this nature; but I am well convinced that his pre-

sence, if he possess firmness, good sense, and affection, is calcu-

lated to produce the happiest effects.

f I am very little disposed to apologise for observations of phy-

siognomy. Those who deride them the most, are perpetually

making them. That an individual has an intelligent, a stupid, a

malignant, a ferocious, a timid, a courageous, &c. look:—that his

manner is spirited, dignified, generous, or mean, contemptible, base,

sneakii;g;
—these are terms as familiar as any in our language;

they are applicable to paintings equally as to men, and conse-

quently indicate lines and shades capable of being copied and sys-

tematised. The physiognomist is he who doc3 thia with more pre-

cision than common observers.

forehead.

i
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forehead. Theforeheadis of a good shape, and ends in

eye-brows marked with dark hair, the lines considerably

horizontal, and supported by bones which terminate well

at the temples, and moderately well at the nose. The

eyes are dark, and marked with intelligence (that is to

say), by the proximity of the edge of the lid to the line

of the eye-brow ; the line or indenture proceeding from

the nose along the upper part of the eye-lid ; and other

general circumstances, particularly the steady, lively

look, and brisk voluntary changes of position produced

by the muscles of this organ and those of the neck, at

intervals moderately remote. The nose terminates well

above, its profile very slightly hooked, the holes large,
and the mouth habitually closed. The prominences or

lines from the sides of the nose across the cheeks and the

neighbouring parts are of the figure which accompanies
a placid, affectionate disposition. This is confirmed also

by her manner of crying. When she cries from pain,

Tertical wrinkles appear between the eye-brows; but

when from affrontj or external inconvenience, the corners

of the moiith are depressed. In neither case does she

exhibit rage, unless iii the extreme of the latter. The lines

of the mouth, which is mederately wide, are riiarked and

distinct, and the muscles very accurately disposed to ieed

either by a vessel or the breast. She fed eagerly and

plentifully at fifteen minutes old.

Hence I infer, that she has more than the middle degree
of understanding, and is of a calm, placid, though lively

and susceptible disposition.

So far proceeds my first note. The others are dated in

days of the age of the infant, and relate to points on

which Rousseau, and other authors of repute, have writ-

ten ignorantly. I shall make few remarks, but copy
without amendment.

Second day. Exercise of the hands, legs, and_ eyes. First social act*

first engage the attention of infants. By talking in a ^^ infants' at-

, . , , .^ . ,

"^

. . ^ ,
tention to the

tone rather musical and uniform, with repetition of the voice.

same syllable, and occasional variation, her attention is

so much engaged, that she suspends the play of her

limbs, and listens very attentively. This was done so

frequently in the course of the day as to render her very

lively,
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lively, and irritably attentive to surrounding objects.

It was necessary to give her one drop of tincture ofopium,
which restored the usual state and disposition for repose.

Voluntary vi- Fourth day. She can follow an object with theTeyes,
**°" when her attention is excited, and now and then unequi-

vocally smiles during her observations on surrounding

objects.

Expression of Fifth day. Her pleasure at viewing luminous and other

artfc^uiation. objects is expressed, not only by the general features,

but by efforts of the mouth, protruding the lips, advanc-

ing and withdrawing the tongue. She has once or twice

pronounced the usual first voluntary articulation of in-

fants, kit and ac-ku. She is very attentive to language,
and answers with smiles, terminating in the word ac-ku^

and a lively exertion of the legs. She has, apparently

Optic axes ad- for the first time, began to attend to the adjustment of

^""^^ the optic axes, and probably the concomitant focal ad-

justment of the eye. She is delighted to lie and contem-

plate the breast at a little distance, after having satisfied

her appetite. In this position, as well as when attentive

to the kind countenance of the parent who speaks to her,

the mouth is protruded and occasionally modified to the

indication of pleasure resembling the action of sucking,

and all adjustments of the optical axes are tried, from

squinting, to the usual very regular position of the eye*.
Notion of fall- Sixth day. The habits of attention, and answering
•"S-

\^Y smiles, by attempts at articulation, and by muscular

exertions, are so much strengthened to-day, that the re-

currence of those effects is now very frequent. This day

she has first betrayed an apprehension of want of support,

or, as it is commonly called, fear of falling. Whether this

be an acquisition from improved powers of observation,

or the consequence of some accidental shock, I am at «i

loss to conjecture,

• Since the time above referred to, I have witnessed a much
earlier voluntary use of the eyes, in another infant. Before the

end of the first hour after birth, her attention bting directed to a

window, she cried from displeasure at its being shut, and ceased

upon its being again opened; and she not only followed my hand

with her eyes, when moved before them, but altered the positions

of their axes accordingly as the distance of the hand was varied.

Seventh
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Scventli day. The disposition continues, to open the , .
^.

arms and cause rigidity in the system by universal mus-
tinguisUes per-

cular exertion, when suddenly removed in the perpendi-
sons,

cular, or likely to fall from support at too small a sur-

face. I think she begins to know her mother independ-

ently of smell and the habits of contact, which infants'

certainly exercise, and distinguish much earlier. She

also knows rae so far as to attend to my voice and actions

much more immediately and steadily than to the nurse,
and her sisters.

Eighth day. She employs herself very actively in pur- Sth. Looks af-

suing the objects in the room as they pass her in the rela-
^^^ objects,

tive motion from carrying her about. She seems much
more conscious of the optical change of position, than of

the progressive motion she herself undergoes. I incline

most to the opinion that she has no notion at all concern-

ing it. The novelty of using the hands automatically, or Use of the

by mere opening and shutting, has for some days gradu- hands by feel-

ally worn oif, and she now uses them with somewhat more *"S °^h-

of intelligence, and less incessantly. This day she used

the finger and thumb alone; but all by mere contact, not

in the least in conjunction with the eyes.

She looks very directly and steadily at objects. While
she was lying on the nurse's lap, with her eyes steadily
fixed on my face at the distance of three feet, and her

countenance expressive of pleasure, I altered my position
with various degrees of suddenness and distance on the

one and the other side. She immediately pursued me
with her eyes, and observed me with the same apparent

precision as an adult would have used.

I have not observed her squint since the fifth day. I

am disposed to think she does not yet feel the necessity
of focal adjustment. Variation of angular position is to

her much more striking than mere approach and recess.

I have not seen her vary the situation of the optical axes

from actual change in the distance of the objects she at-

tends to.

Ninth day. She certainly knows her mother and me, 9th. Clear dls-

and regards us differently. Ideas of enjoyment, com-
^^^^f^^^ ^'^^^

fort, refreshment, are probably associated with the voice, persons/^

*

actions, and figure of her mother, ideas of mental en-

tertainment
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tertainment or amusement with me. Her mother's pre-
sence seems to excite affection ; mine, gladness. When
affronted by dressing or undressing, She will cease her

cries to listen to the phrases of endearment she is used to

hear from me.
loth. Focatad- Tenth day. The hand was moved crosswise before

eye,
the infant at three feet distance, who soon fixed her at-

tention upon it. It was then held
still, but the finger

and thumb gently opened and shut, to prevent her from

withdrawing her notice. Under these circumstances, the

hand was gradually brought nearer to her face, and she

undoubtedly adjusted the optical axes to the several dis-

tances.

This trial was several times repeated in the course of

the day, with the same event. When the finger and

thumb were brought within the limit of distinct vision on
one occasion, the effort of squinting was so disagreeable
to her that she shut her eyes, and by a slight exertion

or shake of the head, resisted the habit she had been

betrayed into. I did not think fit to irritate her by re-

peating the solicitation. Hence it appears, that she has

acquired the adjustment of the eye for distance, though,

perhaps, she may be very careless or indifferent about

eicerting it.

Tremulous mo- Yesterday and to-day she has had, at times, a quick in-
*

voluntary shivering of the chin, very common to infants,

but which I do not understand. I think it occurs when
her mind is intent upon articulation. It may, perhaps,

arise from an.indistinct voluntary muscular exertion, or,

perhaps, be merely automatic,

nth. First con- Eleventh day. Though she improves daily in the use

nection of the Qf }jgp hands, she has no notion of connecting the senses

tact*and sight."
^^ touch and sight, except wifh regard to the breast.

She suck^ for a time, and when satisfied, she makes alter-

nate trials of touch with the mouth, and withdrawing to

contemplate the breast by sight.

Fear from giie has a strong association of danger with sudden or
soun 8.

strange sounds, or perhaps the sounds themsekes are irri-

tative and unpleasant,

itth. Calm Twelfth day. Distant and motionless objects now en-

orremotr'ob.S^S«
«iuch of her attention. She contemplates them for

jccts.
'

,
a timcj
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a time, and then changes her object, as if reflecting and

comparing. But her manner differs greatly, accordingly

as she is more or less thoroughly awakened or attentive.

The indolent enjoyment of mere sensation is probably the

state of all minds not rpused by motive. She is much

more calm and indifferent, and her apparent progress less

rapid, than when every thing was a novelty to her. It

gives her more pleasure to see me at the distance of five

or six feet than at the old distance of three. She will

attend to my talk, but cares much less for me than before.

She views her mother with the most lively affection.

Though she is moi^e comfortable and happy in my arms

than when with any other person but her mother, yet she

now very much prefers her mother to me; which she did

not at first.

Contrary to an assertion of Rousseau in his Emilius,' Infants smell

the sense of smelling in this, and other infants in general, y^ry acuteljr;

is very acute. They even suck the 4)reast at tirst by an
tinguish tastes

action of the nostrils, like that of a scenting dog. But at first.

the sense of taste is not originally very acute. Medicine,

food, and the milk, are then almost indifferently taken.

But this infant, at present, prefers the breast very much

to water-gruel, and rejects a mixture of rhubarb, chalk,

and ginger, with abhorrence.
^

I shall here suspend my journal for the present, which Concludmf re-

I am inclined to suspect will be read with some surprise by
those who have indolently adopted the opinion, that in-

fants of much more advanced age than during the first

fortnight possess very little sense, or moral discrimina-

tion. If the contrary opinion, or the truth, were adopted,
it would conduce much to the^eneral sum of the happi-

ness of these little beings, who are exerting their industry

and diligence in acquiring ideas and language to a degree
which is sfeldom suspected. Others may, perhaps, sup- The preceding.J. , ' j\. X narrative not at

pose extraordmary acutcness in the parent, or uncommon
^jj extraordl-

ability in the child, to afford an history of its progress nary.

during so few days : but here also there would be error.

The child is indeed above the middle rank for memory
and intelligence, and the father is capable of observing
facts and writing them down. But I have never yet met

with an infant who would not willingly enter into conver-

VoL. XV.— Si:pt. 1800. H
'

i>ation
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sation to the extent of its acquisitions and ability j^
and to

the great surprise and diversion of the parents, who ne-

ver imagined any such thing. Persuasion; promises;

lies; meumandtuum; individual character, as to bene-

volence or its reverse from physiognomy, and as to mo-
rals from the behaviour ; preference of other infants from

similarity of action; jests; mockery; theatrical simula-

tion in the management of dolls, puppets, &c. &c.—these,

and a prodigious number of other compound associations,

occupy the minds of infants long before the expiration
of the first six months of their existence.

I remain, Sir,

Your constant reader,

R.B.

VI I.

Repetition of the Experiment in uhich Acids and Akali

are produced in pure Water by Galvanis7n, (no Ani-

mal or Vegetable Matter^ nor Oxidable Metal being

present) by Mr. Charles Sylvester.

Mr. Nicholson.

Sir,

Experiment JLN your number for June last, I communicated some

tion ^of "^dcalT experiments tending to prove the production of the mu-

&c-fromwater riatic acid and an alcali, from pure water, by means of

by galvanism IS
galvanism. I had not then an opportunity of giving you
the whole of the experiments I had made in this dubious

research. The first way in which I made the experiment

was by bringing two wires of platina, or gold, from the

two ends of the trough Into a portion of pure water in

one vessel, but I never produced the smallest quantity of

muriatic acid. I am not surprised at Mr. Wilkinson's

finding the same result.

Muriatic acid ^^^' ^^^^ ^"^^ ^'^' P^^hiani made their experiments in

cannot be pro- the same w^ay, and it is my opinion they never produced

^^le'^veslcl.*

"""
t^^ muriatic acid, nor an alcali.

If each of the platina wires be made to terminate in a

But the experl- separate portion of pure water, and these portions of wa-

Sscparaud ^^^ ^^ afterwards connected together by an animal sub-
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tance, or any substance containing moisture, the cxperi- vessels connec-

ment will succeed. In my first attempt by this method, ^^^
^Y animal

I separated the two portions of water by means of a bit of

very thin bladder, which was tied tight upon the end

of a glass tube, the tube M^as filled with pure water, which

the bladder did not suffer to escape. Another portion of -

water was put into a wine glass, tl\e tube was then im-

mersed into the water of the wineglass, with the bladder

downwards. The two portions being now separated by
the bladder, the positive wire was brought into the tube,

and the negative one into the wineglass. If with a mo-

derate sized apparatus the process be continued for even

half an hour, a pereeptabie quantity of muriatic acid will

be found in the water of the tube, and a portion of tix«d

alcali (I believe ^oda) in the wine glass. I repeated this

experiment more than thirty times with the same piece of

bladder, and had always the same result. Though I was
j£ ^j^^ ^^j^ ^^

at the time perfectly satisfied as to the production of an afforded by the

acid and an alcali, I still thought, consistent with your
*"*°^a^ ^"h-

, . , , f , , , , stance, whence
query mthe margm, that the bladder might have contri- comes the alca-

buted to the production of the acid. But from whence h

came the fixed alcali? a very ingenious chemist who has
Fromtheglass?

made the same experiment, says it comes from the glass

vessel ; the thought appears very plausible, but I believe

it is not a fact.

Consistently with my promise to you, I have made the Experiment re-

experiment without the aid of either animal or vegetable peatcd without

substance to separate the two portions of water, and in- ^^ter^^*"**
stead of a wine glass, I made use of a platina cup.

In order completely to exclude glass, I got a tube made with a tube of

of tobacco-pipe clay, being closed at the bottom, and ca- baked clay and

pable of holding water. The tube w^as burned in the ^a"^
ofplati-

same furnace with a quantity of tobacco-pipes and was

extremely hard. In the first place I suifered the pores of

the tube to be saturated with distilled water ; I then filled

it with the same and fixed it in a platina cup, also contain-

ing pure distilled water. The platina cup was placed

upon the copper end of the trough, a platina wire reach-

ing to the bottom of the tube was then connected with
the zinc end. In a little time bubbles were copiously
given out from the bottom of the cup, and also from the

H 2 wire
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The cTpcri-
^'^^^ ^^ *^® tube. la ten minutes from the commence-

ment succeeded ment, the water in the cup was so changed as to be capa-

acid a^d"n'd-
^^^ ot" turning yellow turmeric paper, brown ; the water

cali were pro-
in the tube betrayed at the same time (he presence of an

duced.
•

acid. After the process had gone on for about four hours,
I tried the acid part with sulphat of silver, and had a deci-

ded precipitate of muriat of silver.

The alcali was -^^^ liquor in the cup containing the alcali, I then eva-

a fixed alcali. porated to dryness, and afterwards heated the cup nearly
red hot y a residuum' remained in the bottom, to which I

added fresh distilled water. I found the alcali still pre-
sent ; a proof that it is a fixed alcali.

Inferences that ^^ ^^^^ experiment the alcali was much more abundant

the nitric and than the acid. I have seen in other experiments the acid

and a'\'^th^^ll!
"^^^^ predominant ; sometimes the nitric acid is formed,

calls art oxides and little Or none of the muriatic. From the above (acts
of hydrogen, j^- would appear that the nitric and muriatic acids, as well

as the three alcalis are oxydes of hydrogen. At the posi-

tive wire, a portion of water is decomposed, the nascent

oxigen combines with a portion of jvater, and forms the

nitric or the muriatic acid. The hydrogen is then carried

by the electricity, through the bladder or other substance

to the opposite Avire, where the nascent hydrogen combines

with a portion of water to form the alcali, so that the

muriatic acid would be water, plus oxigen, and the alcali

would be water, plus hydrogen. Hoping that some of your

ingenious correspondents will soon confirm these facts,

I remain, Dear Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

CHARLES SYLVESTER.
a6. Noble Street, Cheapside,

August 19, 1 806.

vin.

Experhncnis and Obyervations on ilic Adhesion of the

Particles of Water to each other, Ity Benjamin,
Count o/RuMFORD, F. R. S. ^-c. Communicated bij

the Author to the National Institution of JSrcmcc, and

transmitted bij him to Jjie Editor.

Small bodies v V E often see small bodies of a specific gravity, much
0/ considerable

p^(,^gj|jjjg ^j^j^^ of Water, float upon the surface of that

2 exceeding
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fluid. Such for example, are very small grains of sand, specific gravity-

may flc

water.
fine filings of the metals, and even small sewing nee-

J"^^J^"^^
^'^

dies.

So extraordinary a phenomenon haf: not failed to ex-

cite the attention of philosophers. It formed a subject

of discussion at the last sitting of the Class, and as this re-

markable fact is intimately connected with a subject of

research upon which 1 have been long employed, I shall .

here give an account of some experiments I have made to

elucidate the same, and have aiforded results of consider-

able interest.

Suspecting that the presence of air adhering to these This effect at-

small floating bodies, which is generally considered as the tributed to air.

cause of their suspension, is not indispensably necessary
for the success of the experiment, I made the following :

EXPERIMENT 1.

Having half filled with water, a wine glass one inch and Ether was

a half diameter at its edge, I poured on the surface of poured upon
- » , , . , . 1 , water. Small
the water a stratum of sulphuric ether, one inch and a bodies descend-

half in thickness
;
and when the wnole was perfectly still,

ed through the

I took a very small sewing needle with a pdir of pincers, ed^on^the wa-^
which I introduce'd below the ether, where holding it ter.

horizontally at a small distance from the surface of the

water, I let it fall. The needle descended to the water

and there floated on its surface.

EXPERIMENT II.

Hating melted^ some tin I poured it into a spherical Granulated tin

wooden box, and shaking it strongly, the metal in cool- cle^cended

It f .. 1 , ... through the

ing was reduced to powder which was then sifted. surface of the

On examining this powder with a magnifier, it appear-
^^her and rest-

ed composed of small spherules of different sizes; but
jj^^^^^^^^^^

°-

ihese spherules were too small to be distinguished by
the naked eye.

I took up on the point of a spatula a very small quan-

tity of this metallic po,vdor, and poured it gently from the

height of a quarter of an inch on the surface of the ether

Avhich rested upon the water in the glass.

The powder descended wholly through the ether, and
when it ari Ived at the surface of the water, it remained

Hoating.

EXPERIMENT
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EXPERIMENT III.

The same ex- HaTing poured a large drop of mercury into a china

S^alTgl^obulM
P^^^' I broke it into a great number of small spherules,

of mercury. In order to take up and convey these small spherules
one by one, I made a small tool or shovel out of a piece
of brass wire, five inches long and about one twentieth of

an inch in diameter, bended to a right angle at one of its

extremities. This bended part was about a quarter of an

inch long, and was hammered flat, sharpened, and made
a little concave.

By means of this tool I took up a small spherule of

mercury, about one sixtieth of an inch diameter, which I

carefully conveyed into the stratum of ether to the distance

of about one twentieth of an inch from the surface of tli#

water beneath ; and there, by a little inclination of the in-

strument, I caused the spherule of mercury to roll gently
on the surface of the water.

The spherule descended to that surface and there re-

mained floathig.
The floating When the eye was placed lower than the surface of the

fo^rmed a'kLd "^^^^^^^j ^"^ *be sphefule was observed by looking up-
of bag or cavity wards through the glass ; it appeared suspended in a kind
in the surface of bag, a little below the level of the surface.
of the water. ,,

Having placed a second spherule of mercury on the sur-

face of the water, it immediately moved towards the for-

mer, and approaching it with an .accelerated motion, fell

down into the same cavity, which then became longer ;

but the two spiicrules did not unite.

Having placed a third spherule on the surface of the

water, it joined the two others, but the weight of these

three spherules together being too great to be supported

by the kind of pellicle which is formed at the surface of

the water, the bag was broken, and the spherules descend-

ed through the water to the bottom of the vessel.

—.whichbreaks When the experiment was made with a spherule of
when the body ,. , , , i_ ^ xi i- x- xu re
is too heavy, mercury, a little larger, namely about the lortietn or nf-

tieth of an inch, it never failed to break the pellicle of (he

water, and to descend through that liquid to the bottom

of the glass. But when the viscidity of the water was in-

creased by dissolving a small quantity of gum arable in
it^

sfill larger spherules of mercury were supported at the

surface of the liquid.
A spherule
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A spherule of mercury of a proper size to be supported or let fall from

by water, at its surface, if placed gently there, would not
Jo?

great a

fail to make its way through the pellicle of the water, if

let fall from too great an height.

All the preceding experiments were repeated with a The experi-

stratum of essential oil of turpentine, and afterwards with ^^^^^
answer

^
,

^

» . 1 equally well
one of oil of olives, placed on the water contamed m the ^hen oil is

glass instead of the ether, and the results were in all res- poured on the

pects similar. I thought however that the spherules of^j^^^j^gj.

jflercury which were suspended upon the water were ra-

ther larger when the surface of the water was covered

with oil than with ether ; and in the experiments made

with the powder of tin, poured on the oil, the finest parts

of the powder, in very small quantity, floated on the sur-

face of the oil.

EXPERIMENT IV.

Having found means to place a stratum of alcohol on With alcohol

the water contained in the glass, so that the two liquids
*^^

5®^^"
^°

,
& 3 ^ not float,

appeared as distinct from each other, as when the upper
stratum was oil, I poured from a very small height a small

quantity of the very fine powder of tin upon the al-

cohol.

This powder totally descended through the alcohol, and

the water, without giving the smallest indication of its

having been subjected to any resistance at the surface of

the latter fluid.

Though this last surface appeared very distinctly to the

eye, yo^t judging from the manner in which the metallic

powder descended to the bottom of the glass, I am dis-

posed to think that it had no existence ; and in fact it is

probable that it was destroyed by the chemical action of

the alcohol in contact with the water.

In order to examine more accurately the kind of film

which is formed at the surface of the water, I made the

following experiment :

EXPERIMENT V.

In a cylindrical glass with a solid foot, the diameter when the first

of which was fourteen lines or about an inch and a half experiment is

English, and ten inches in height, I poured very limpid ^L^oTsmai
water to the height of nine inches, and on the water I diameter, the

placed a stratum of ether, three lines or twelfths of an t^^^khiTof
Inch
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film exists at ^"cli in thickness. 1 then placed on the surface of the
the surface of water, a number of small solid bodies which remained

suspended,, such as a small spherule of mercury, some

pieces of extremely fine silver wire, two or three lines in

length, and a little of the powder of tin. When the

whole was perfectly tranquil, I took the glass in both

hands,,and carefully raising it, I turned it three or four

times round its axis with considerable rapidity, keeping
it in a vertical position. All the small bodies suspended
at the surface of the water, turned round along with the

glass and stopped when it was stopped: but the liquid

water below the surface did not, at first, begin to turn

along with the glass, and its motion of rotation did not

cease all at once upon stopping tiiat of the vessel. In fact,

all the appearances showed that there was a real pellicle

at the surface of the water, and that this pellicle was

strongly attached to the sides of the glass so as to move

along with it.

—•which being Upon examining with a good magnifier through the
touched all the stratum of ether, the small bodes which were supported
floating bodies
tremble. ^^ the surface of the water, the existence of this pellicle

could no longer be doubted
;
more particularly when

it was touched with the point of a needle. For in this

case all the small bodies Avere observed to tremble at the

same time.

Having left this small apparatus at repose in a quiet

chamber "until the stratum of ether was entirely evapora-

ted, I examined it again with a magnilier. The surface

of the water was precisely in the same state ; the small

solid bodies were still there, in the same situation, and at

the same distances from each other.

With a larger
When this experiment was made with a cylindrical glass

vessel the film of much larger diameter, the effects of the adhesion of the

is less affected peHicle of the water to the sides of the vessel, were much

by its adhesion less sensible, with regard to those parts of the same which
to the sides.

^yQ^e situated near the axis. It was difficult to prevent

the small bodies which floated on the surface of the wa-

ter, from uniting, and when united they often formed

masses too heavy to continue to be supported ; and having

broke the pellicle of the water, they fell to the bottom of

the vessel.

[The Conclusiou In our next.]

i
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IX.

Experiments on the Culture of Carrots. % Rlr. W. Waliis 'Sjadcra^wT

Mason.*

SIR, .:3Mi»«t.o

'T^HE pur|3ort of this communication is to explain with a

degree of accuracy, the general, and as far as possible

the best method to cultivate carr-ots:. I shall therefore

endeavour to set aside those prejudices, Avhich frequently

occur in cv€ry branch of agriculture ; while I give a brief

statement of particulars, which experience, assisted by nu-

merous comparisons, has induced me to Consider as best

for adoption for rearins the plants, as well as mo?t iudici-
, , y- • n \ T

The carrot i»

©us in the application of the vegetables when ciiltivated. much cuitivat-

In Suffolk, the culture of this highly valunble root has ^^ '»^"*'^"'*

been carried on for ages ; but of late years it has very much
increased, and furnishes the best criterion of its worth ;

various have been the attempts to extend the benefit more

generally throughout the kingdom, but with little success;

imaginary difficulties arising in the minds of cultivators,

which I hope to obviate by a more minute detail, the ob-

servance of which will enable any practical fanner, on a

proper soil, to raise a Crop, which will at once be productive
of great private advantage and public utility. On most /

farms it will be found, that a cc^r.siderahle proportion of

the produce from the best land (the meadow and upland

pasture) is consumed by the laborious cattle, and the lean

and rearing stock during the winter months. '1 he cnot

system may be carried on, on inferior arab'e lands, and the

produce, by judicious application, will be found to txcel

* From the transactions of the Society of Arts, Vol XXIII, just pub-
lished. The Society awarded the bilver Medal for thii Coramuaication.

Vol, XV. Sept, 1806. I fat
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far beyond general expectation that of the grazing land,

only inferior which will in conscquence be appropriated to great national

^'*«***
advantage, by furnishing an additional supply of animal

food, of wool, and the produceof the dairy.

A red loamy sand is at all times to be preferred, as free

P f Me Soil
^**^™ stones as possible; but very large crops may be grown
on any land, which is not of a too tenacious or binding

quality, with sufficient depth of soil.

In order to increase the luxuriance of the root, it is ne*

To be ploughed cessary to remove the soil to the depth of 14 inches : this

^*
is easily accomplished, by first ploughing the furrow seven

inches deep in the usual manner, then follow with the

second plough in the same furrow, which, by the assistance

of an additional horse, brings up the soil from the depth

required. The first plough continues to turn the fresh

furrow to the bottom of the double furrow, and being fol-

lowed by the double furrow, as in the first instance, the

soil becomes completely mixed and ready for the reception

of the seed.

The first furrow is seven inches deep, and is removed

into the t.

second furrow, of fourteen inches deep ; this in rotation

becomes the first stratum.

The lands, or stitches cannot be too wide, from 18 to 25

yards.

It is necessary to observe, the land at all times on which

this crop is intended to be produced, should be in a per-

fectly clean state; a barley stubble which succeeded a

fallow, 4cc. Yet few crops turn out more productive than

those cultivated on clover, or lays of artificial grasses ;

ploughing the same as on a barley stubble.

A rule which in most instances holds goodi must not

imm^'iatd7a^
^«^re be neglected, that of getting in the seed directly after

ter ploughing, the ploughs ; a neglect of this would be attended with the

worst consequences ; on stale land the weeds would, in a

short time, completely get the better of the young plants,

and thereby occasion a great deficiency in the crop.

Five

Sowing to be
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Five pounds of seed is commonly sown per acre ; but as Quantltyof Seed

its value, comparatively speaking, is very trifling with the P"*"®»*^ i

advantage of a good plant, I never recommend less than six

pounds per acre. In a dry season there is a great benefit

in steeping the seed for twenty-four hours ; to prepare it for

the drill, or for sowing, it should be well rut)bed with the

palm of the hand against the side of a tub, to destroy tUe

small fibres and prevent their adhesion, and a proportion of
'

fine sifted marl and saw-dust mixed with it ; the proportion

two-fourths marl, one-fourth saw-dust, to one-fourth of

seed.

Drilling is indubitably the best way to get in the seed,

from six to nine inches asunder : the advantage is obvious :

the carrots stand the winter much belter : from the tops of .

the vegetables being nearly buried in the soil, the green

head only is visible to the eye, and it is very rare to see the

smallest part of the red carrot above the surface. An ad-

ditional advantage in this mode of cultivation, is the great

facility it furnishes in weeding and hoeing, which, in a

district not hitherto acquainted with this useful branch of

agriculture, must render it in a twofold degree desirable.
'

Carrots in the early state are very tender plants, and

very slow in growth ; I have frequently noticed a field

scarcely visible to the eye, three weeks or a month after

sowing, which has turned out a most abundant produce.

It is frequently six weeks before they are fit to hoe ; but

to prescribe any rule is impossible,
*

since the vegetation of

every description of plants so much depends on the season.

I shall only observe, the most proper time to commence

weeding or hoeing, is soon after the plants gain the parsley

leaf, or about half-inch out of the ground. Every vegetable

intended to be thinned or separated by the boe, cannot ^

well be done too early, since from general observation it is

clearly ascertained, that the smaller the plants, the greater

is the number left ; and as a second hoeing is absolutely

iiecessary(if it is only to promote vegetation by loosening the

surface), the plants may then be distributed- as requisite.

In hoeing of every description, it is always necessary to stir

every part of the soil possible; in this instance it must on

no account be neglected. U The
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.
^

The season for sowing, is from the middle of March to

In tructions for the 12»h <>f April. In dry weather it is best Jo leave the

tre C.limc ot
jjpj.(J rollrd down. The land should ahva\s be harrowed

aftif drilling or sowing ; from the nature of the plant, a

pulvcriaiitipn of.lhe si il is requisite. It is, however, useless

to detail particulars of this sort, which must in so material

a degree depend on the sta e of the season, in which the

judgmtnt of the practical farmer cannot easily fail ; suffice

it to say, the lighter, the finer, and the less binding the soil,

the Utttr vegetation must flourish.

With respect to the best method of cleansing the young

crop, I have only to observe, that nine times in ten it an-

swers better to weed by hand, than to hoe the fir&t time;

this rehts on a supposition, that the crop is much encum-

bered by weeds; on the contrary, (which is rarely the case)

supposmg it perfectly clean, the hoe will answer every pur»

pose requi'-ite. Thcie is great judgement to be observed in

the first hoeing, particularly to jcave the plants sufficiently

thick, an> not to bury them in the process; should this be

done, your f.irest prrspects will at once vanish. The wo-
men and children employed to weed, should not be suffered

to pull a single carrot plant j the hoe effects the purpose of

setting out in a superior manner, and should within two or

three days follow the wecders I have frequently seen the

land so much covered with weeds, that the plant of carrots

was extremely doubtful; after hand-wecdipg, a very good

plant was seen, which would have been destroyed in great

measure, had the hoe been previously used. One weeding
and two hoeings are generally sufficient; by the time they
are accomplished, the carrot tops generally are of sufficient

growth so sh^de the land. The proper hoe, to be made use

of should be 4 inches wide, by 1| inch high, and always

kept very sharp.

Canots, like turnips, and other vegetables intended to be

housed for winter, should not be taken up before they are

full grown'; they never answer better than when used from

one to four weeks after they are out of the ground. They
are little liable to injury in winter ; the latest time for tak*

ing
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ing up, is just before the fibrous roots begin to shoot in the

spring; at which period the vegt table becomes less nutritive, instructions for

at the same time injurious to the hind. tte Cuitujc of

By these attentions \ have invariably found the cultivatioa

of carrots extremely beneficial to the land, and not unfre-

quently the value of the crop equfil to the fee simple of it.

The greatest produce I ever remember was eighteen loads

per acre, forty heaped bushels to the load ; yet I have heard

of much larger crops.

Worn-out ploughed lands are renewed by the intermix-

lure of fresh soil occasioned by the deep ploughing; and

the proof is visible in many succeeding crops of corn,

grasses, &c.

The same land will.produce veryjfood crops of carrots for

years in succession; but in this in>tance manure becomes

jnecessary. I hey are taken up vviih a narrow spade, which

the labourer strikes with one hand into the ground, press-
^

Jng it bideways at the same time; he draws the root with

the other, throwing it to the heap, where sits his wife and

child 1 en to cut off the tops : the tops are left and spread a»

manure to the land.

Expences of Labour.
s. d.

Weeding varies from 5s. to 10s per acre, average 7 6
First Hoeing 7

Second do 5 6

Taking up per load, and topping 1 2

Observing these prices, it is necessary to remark, the la-

bourers, in dear seasons, have an allowance for flour.

To every single man one stone of flour per week, the

master paying the additional price above two shillings per
stone.

To a man and his wife one stone and a half per week,
and half a stone per week to every additional child under

twelve years old, at which time they are deemed capable of

earning their own bread.

By the introduction of this jadicious plan, the labourer

shares the benefit of that grain which his own industry had

helj)ed to cultivate, and feels but in a small uegree the op-

pression
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pression of the limes ; the interest of tke master and the

lr>fti'!^o'^"for
st'^^^"^ becomes reciprocal, for the price of labour continues

the Culture ot nearly at the usual standard; had it been otherwise, the
*"*"***

farm?r must have suffered when his commodities became of

less value.

The annual rent of those lands on which carrots are

generally grown, is from 5s. to 20s. per acre; but I have

invariably found the proSt by far the greatest when the bes,t

soil has been made use of :—

A good crop on land worih 5s. per acre .... 7 loads,

,
«.««-»_—— on land worth 10s. per acre ... 9 ^o.

— on land worth 15s, per acre ... 11 do.

On the best land, as I before remarked .... 18 do, ,,

"

:i*i^'.
'jili.

The advantage in preferring good land is obvious, tlie

chief expences being nearly the same as on poor soil ; the

additional labour consists chiefly in taking up.

Carrots are sometimes sown when the land has received

but a single furrow, a sure badge of indolence. The an-

nexed Drawing is to prove the necessity of deep ploughing,

by means of the double furrow. Fig, I. is the shape and

comparative size of a carrot grown on a single furrow ;

the earth below where the soil was stirred, acting as a re-

pellent, checks the growth of tha root, and causes it to

shoot laterally.

Fig, 2, is the comparative growth and shape of a carrot

grown on the double furrow.* On all soils which are a-

dapted to this branch of husbandry, the first ploug^hing

may be done by a pair of horses abreast ; the lower, or

double furrow, by three horses abreast. The nearer the

cattle are to the work, the greater the purchase ; they la«

bour with greater spirit in sociable pairs than in a drone-

like string at length.

It is a common custom with the cultivators of carrots, to

raise their own seed : it requires little attention, and the

.

* We have not copied the Author's drawings. They shew that the

carrot In the deep furrow shoots downwards to ^ greater distance, so as.to

ke half as much rccve hi size thaa the other, Editor,

crop
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crop is seldom known to fail—For this purpose choose such
2tz>tnmental

carrots as are in no respect injured by frost ; and the hand- in tructions f>r

somest of a middle size; trim the green top, leaving ^b^^-^
^^ j^^^^^"'*

**^

an inch of it, and cut two inches, off the extremity of the

Toot. Plant them in double rows, a foot wide, and six

inches in the row ; the interval of ihe double rows three feet:

this is requisite, as the seed does not ripen together. The

path or interval serves to gather the seed, which must be

done daily as the heads of seed arrive at matuiity : it is

frequently three weeks befoie the crop is cleared. Spread

the heads of seeds to dry on a floor, or in dry weather oa

the ground ; afterwards separate the seed from the stalks

•with a comb. The season to plant carrots for seed, is the

latter end of February or the beginning of March, when ih«

severe frosts are over.

Having explained, in as concise a manner as possible,

what is necessary to be observed, to enable' the practical

farmer to cultivate this highly valuable root, in districts

hitherto deprived of the great benefit it affords to the

community, and the great profit to the cultivator, free from

all theoretical and speculative opinions, I proceed

to a short deiail of the use and application of car-

rots when cultivated. On their utility for f^imily con-

sumption, it will not be necessary to dwell; I have there-

fore only to remark, since vegetables are found to be more

or less nutritive in proportion to the saccharine matter

they contain, but few vegetables will be found to excel
,

them, I have known large crops of carrots sold, for the

London market, at forty shillings per load, delivered at a

port four miles distant from the land, which produced thera

a price for which a ready sale will be found in any populouis

town, during the winter season : for this purpose they should

be assorted ; all the overgrown and crooked ones reserved

for home consumption, foy which they will answer as well

as the others ; and when topped, half an inch of the gret-a

crown left en : for this puipi se they are not usually wash-

ed. For home consumption I have invariably found them

to answer best for the use of cart-horses ; when designed for

the food of other cattle, of any description, the green top

taunt
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must be entirely cut off, and ihc carrots washed perfectly
txpcrmental

^- ^^ ^jj^.^ ,^^j ^^^^^ jj j^ necessary to house them
In-tructions lor > •'

the Culture of three or four days at least before horses are fed with them ;

Canw* •

^ neglect of this is sure to be attended with dangerous con-

sequences. It is generally known that the cucumber when

lefi a short time in water, absorbs a proportion of it ; the

carrot docs the same, in a less degree, yet sufficiently to

produce a considerable degree of le e talion by the heat

of the animal's stomach ; and gnpmg is occasioned thereby.

To render them salutary, the lime mentioned is sufficient

for evaporation
—Washing is easily and expeditiously done,

by putting a large mash-tub three paitsfull t>f carrots, then

pouring cold water on them, stir them, and throw them out

with four-pronged muck-forks ; after which process they may
be laid under cover in large heaps, a>^ much a'- six or eight

loads in aheap ; secured from frost and rain> they will keep

two or three months; it is however not right to suffer them

to remain so long, in which case thej shrivel even to two

thirds of measure ; and although they become more nutri-

tious, fiom the loss of aqueous particles, it is not sufficient to

compensate the deficiency Carrots are extrmely valuable

when ipplied as food for cart-horses: when properly fedwith

them, they .are in the greatest vigour anil health; and their

coats are as fine as the best-groomed coaeh ho; ses,even in the

depth oi winter, and exposed to the inclemency of the sea-

son in a stiiiw-yaid. For home consumption, 1 have m-

iuva^iably found them to pay more, by one-ihird, when
'

^iven to horses, than to feeding cattle. After a variety of

expciiincnts, 1 have found the following manner of ap{)Iying

them to be the best:— To each cart-horse, one heaped

bushel per day. with as much cut provender as he could eat;

the hitter should be of the first quality. I recommend two-

thirds good wheat or oat straw, and one-third clover.

Vv^'heat straw is best; oat-itraw next. Barley-straw is frs^

quently given, but never preferred, from its griping trn-

-iency. Horses cannot eal too much cut food. When

returned from work, they should always be baited with it,

or drink thtir water befoie carrots are given, and pleiity of

c'ry food given wiih the carrots : the dry nature of the one

corrects
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6orrects tlie cold quality of the other. There is not any

occasion to cut the carrots, but to mix them with the cut Experimental
'

, ,
_. J ^ Instru' tioas for

food, and feed them in the manger. Horses used to car- ^^ Culture ©f

rots will prefer th,em to oats, when given together. If the Carrots,

straw and clover are not of the first quality, oats should be

given in proportion.. By this method of feeding, there is

a saving of at least two thirds of the hay usually con-

sumed ; corn is dispensed with; and horses will be

in a better condition than when fed with hay and

corn only, iupposing each horse is allowed with hay half a

a peck of oats per day^

Great care must be taken never to give carrots when

horses come. to the stable heated by work.

Carrots are. not proper food for riding-horses; nimble

exercise causes them to be laxative ; and as they will some-

times produce griping, I shall insert a prescription which

has been proved by long experience, together with th«

treatment t'^ be pursued in such cases.

Gil of Turpentine .- • ....... 1 oz.

Castile Soap 1 oz.

Flour of Mustard ..>...:.. f oz.

On the first symptom this mixture should be given, and it

wiir not fail to remove the complaint. The Castile soap to

be cut fine, and 'dissolved in a quart of boiling w^ater, the

mustard added ; the oil of tuipentine the last thing; it

should be given more than milk warm ; if the animal suffers

much pain, add half an ounce of liquid laudanum. On the

first appearance of the disease, the horse should be well

coated, and coifttantly rubbed with hard twisted wisps of

straw, and kept as warm as possible; should the disease in-

crease, and the body swell much, a gallon of blood should.

be taken, to check the inflammation, and give time for the

rhedicine to operate. If the symptoms increase, repeat

the dose, omitting the liquid laudanum. Clysters and

raking afford much relief when the symptoms first ap-

pear, and frequently remove the complaint,
'

Feeding cattle improve more on carrots, than when fed

with potatoes or turnips ; they are excellent food for ewes

Vo\,XV. SepLlSOG. K , at
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Experimental at lambing time, and should be cut, or they are subject

Arc„t":':f'° break their mouths.

Carrots, Store pigs may be fattened on carrots only, and large

hogs feed remarkably well, When fed with half corn and

half carrots.

Heifers in calf, which require good keep and calve early,

thrive better on carrots and good oat straw, than on hay

only—one bushel of carrots per day—care must be takeu

not to give them too fearly ol- too many ; iii which case, the

calves are liable to overgrow.

Weaned calves thrive well on this food ; a peck per day

is quite sufficient, more would increase the body too much.

Milking co^vs give more milk on carrots and straw, than

on hay only. In all these instances their superiority is

more, comparatively speaking, than the diffetcnce of a car-

rot crop rated at one guinea pei load of forty bushels, to

the value of turnips on the same soil ; rating them as a

produce forborne consumption.

One heaped bushel of carrots, therefore, is equal to I8lbs.

of hay. Admitting each cart-horse to consume this quan-

tity of hay for 120 da)s, it amounts to 2,l60lbs. the average

l)roduce of one acre of good pasture land.

The same animal, if fed on cariots, with the addition of

the cut-straW provender, which is a substitute for corn, and

adds solidity to the carrots, will require only 120 bushels of

carrots, or three loads ; not half the produce of an acre

of arable land worth 3s. per acre.

To this must be added the gieat supeiiority in point of

condition, which the cattle evince. Ihe latter method of

feeding With carrots and cut provender, is fully equal to

ISlbs. of hay and half a peck of oats to each horse.

My object in presentiiig the above remarks, torihe con-

;aideration of the Society for the Encouragement of Arts,

i&c. &.C, is the hope of extending d most valuable branch

of Agriculture (which has long stood the test of experience)

wore generally throughout the kingdom ; and is respect-

fully submitted to them by their obedient servant,

W, VVallis Mason.
Goodrett Lodge, near Warwick^

Jan. 31, 1805.

> To Charles Tai/lor, Fsq,
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X.

Extractsfrom a Collection of Papers on the Subject oj Athletic

Exercises, By Sir John Sinclair, Bart. M.P.*

This Pamphlet consisting of 100 pages ifi octavo , contains

a re-print of the Observations which ivev^ before circulated by

Sir John Sinclair, nhich were inserted in our thirteenth volume ,

p. SO9 to p. 317* with the answers which wer£ produced by

that interesting enquiry.
For the present I shall confine my^

ielfto a Letter from Dr. A^ P. Buchany on the manner of

treating the Ancient Athletics,

To Sir John Sinclair, Bart, M.P.

Si r.

My attention having been greatly excited by the

tery ingenious observations and queries circulated by you, ^"^^'^^fS^'jf

concerning the method of producing, what, perhaps, with ancient and

propriety, may be denominated the athletic temperament ;

modem me-

as well as by the interesting facts contained in the comrau- bg.

nications of your various correspondents, it occurred to me,

that a comparison of the modern art of training, with that

practised by the antients, who certainly paid no small atten-

tion to the means of augmenting corporeal vigour and acti-

vity, would tend to throw some farther light on this curious

subject.

Among the antient inhabitants of Greece much pains

were bestowed in improving the strength and activity of the The ancient

, . 1 1 1
• • Grecians,

human body, by due cultivation.

• Printed In London, 1806, and gratuitously circulated by the Author*

I would take the liberty to suggest to the honorable Baronet, as well as to

all other public spirited writers in like circumstances, that for the purpose

of easy and extensive distribution, every book ought to be sold for a price

at some Icnovyn place, and announced once or twice in the public papers.

This effectual means of placing a work in the hands of the public by the

m:diumofbookse.lers, is obviously no impediment to the |ratu;tous dis-

tribation, which may at the same time be carried to any extent desired.

. The
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The gymnastic exercises, so termed from their being ge-

Gymnaftic ex ^ '^^'^^^y P^^^'^' "^^^ in a state of nudity, constituted among
crcife*. that people an important pan of liberal education, and we're

regularly taught by masters in schools instituted for that

FootRacei* express purpose. Pupils were exercised in the foot race »

and in the art of leaping, and of throwing the discus or

quoit, and the javelin. These were considered as. the

slighter species of exercise. The more serious consisted of

the art of wrestling and of boxing The combination of

Pancratium or
*^®^® ^^'^ ^'^^ termed pancratmnif and seems to have been

Boxing, nearly equivalent to the modern English practice of box-

ing. When it is considered that the man who obtained a

prize at the Olympic, the Pythian, or any of the public

games, where candidates resorted from all the different st&tes

of Greece to contend in these exercises, riot only acquired
a distinction highly gratifying to himself, but which reflected

honor on his family, and even on his country ; it may be

fairly inferred that every attention was paid to the previous
Th« Candidates g^y^^jj^jj of the individuals, destined to excel in these ex-"

were previously

educated, exer- crtions of muscular strength. Of the particular diet, and
cisedandtained kinds of exercise in use among the Greeks previous to the

solemn contest at the public games, I have not been fortu-

nate enough to find any detailed account. Pausanias men-

tions that ten months previous to the solemn combat, the"

candidates took an oath in the temple of Jupiter, faithfully

to comply with all the antient laws and usages of the cham-

pions, and from that time till the period of the solemnity

they were daily and diligently exercised in whatever was

requisite ta produce excellence in the profession to which

they had devoted themselves. A proof that the means they

employed were admirably calculated to develope and im*

prove all the corporeal powers of the human animal, is af-

forded by the statues of antiquity. The superiority of the

Grecian sculpture, which the world has ever since attempted

in vain to rival, was doubtless in great measure owing to

the frequent opportunities the artists of those times enjoyed
of beholding the human body brought to the highest pitch

of perfection, which constant exercise in the open air, com--

bined with appropriate regimen under a genial climate, had

^ f natural tendency to produce. To
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To the individuals who excelled in some particular kinds The ancient
statue* wetc

if exQTcise, we learn from Pliny, that a statue was decreed
partrairs of the

s the appropriate reward ; so that many of those figures improved^
hu-

which still remain, that of the PfscoWws, for example, are

in fact, individual portraits ; and might almost without a

hyperbole* »>vi called living examples of the perfection

which the hitman form is capable of attaining.

The Romans seem to have derived their inclination for Atl.leta of the

public combats, as tliey did many other of their arts, from Roni^ns.

lie Greeks. But to engage personally in these contests^

appears to have been considered as incompatible with the

stern dignity and decorum of the republican character.

They therefore hired persons to contend with each other

for their amusement. From the victor receiving a pri^e or - .

reward, they were termed Athlctce. But the warlike genius k. r r,

of the Roman people soon led them to require exhibitions-

of a more sanguinary nature. These were performed

by the gladiators, who at first consisted of captives taken Gladiat<»i«

in war, who were compelled to fight with each other for

the amusement of the populace. Afterwards persons volun-

tiiarily,embraced that mode of obtaining a livelihood, and,

hired themselves for money to such as chose to court popu-

larity, by treating tl)e public with an exhibition of this kind, ,. ,,

of which they had becgme extremely fond. The gladiators

fought with swords 'and other weapons, and their combats

Ijecame mortal at the will of the spectators.

Kolwithstanding the degradation of the exercises of the Regimen tnl

palastra among the Romans from the rank of a liberal art,
^^'^^^^^^*

a certain degree of bodily strength and activity was indis-

pen&ibly requisite to those by whom they continued to be

practised. To acquire this it was requisite to comply with

certain ruk's of regimen and exercise, concerning the na-

ture of which a consir'erable share of sufficiently accurate

information may still be gleaned.

Horace atequaints us with the kinds of exercise and of

privations requisite to fit- a person for contending for the

prize,
even in the least violent of the gymnastic exercises.
" Qui studet optatam cursu contingere metam,
Multa tulit, fecitque puer, sudavit et alsit,
Abstinuit yenere el Buccho."

Epictetus
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Epicletus in alluding to the Olympic games gives a some-

what more detailed account of the previous training the

candidates were obliged to undergo.
*'

I would conquer
at the Olympic games,*' he supposes his pupil to say, and

then goes on to tell him ; Bi't then consider what piccedes
and follows, and then if * oe for your advantage engage
in the affair. You must conform to rules; submit to a

diet J refrain from dainties ; exercise your body whether

yoa chuse it or not, at a stated hour, in heat or cold ; you
must drink no cold water; nor sometimes even wine. In

a word, you must give yourself up to your master as to

a physician. Then, in a combat you may be thrown into

a ditch, dislocate your arm, turn your ankle, swallow abun-

dance of dust ; and after all lose the victory.***

Oalen, the celebrated physician, was himself addicted

to the exercises of the pafcestra in his youth, and has left

a detailed account of the pain he s-uffered in the reduction

of his shoulder, which had been dislocated in a wrestling

match. He afterwards became a gymnasiarch, or super-

intendant of a company of gladiators, and many remarks

on their diet, exercises, health, and habits are to be found

in his writings.

The diet of the Athieios, in the more early ages consisted

of dried figs, new cheese, and boiled grain/ The antients

appear to have derived a favourable opinion of the nutri-

tious properties of figs, from observing that the persont

who wci'e appointed to guard the fig-gardens and vineyards,

when the fruit was nearly ripe, and who fed upon hardly

any thing else for a month or six weeks, during that period

became remarkably fat. Geese were also fed on figs, in

order to produce those enlarged livers which constituted

a favourite delicacy of the Roman epicures. The fat and

sleek appearance which the negroes, and indeed all the do-

mestic animals in the West Indies, acquire during the season

of boiling the sugar, notwithstanding the increased labour

they undergo at that period, furnishes another proof of the

nutritious properties of saccharine matter. It is a fact.

• Carter's Epictctiis, Book iii. chap, 15,

perhaps
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perhaps not very generally known, that, though a dilute

solution of sugar very frequently di orders the stomach, by

running into the acetous fermentation, eaten in a dry or

solid form sugar hardly evei disagrees.

The governor of a gymnasium, named Pythagoras, is
^^^ jatterly

said to have been the first who introduced the use of ani- animal.

mal food as part of the athletic regimen, in consequence

of having observed that it produced firmer flesh, and gave

more real muscular strength. Of meat, the antient Atkleice

were restricted to the u^^e of pork. Galen asserts that pork P^rk preferred

•
I 1 n 1 by the antieac*.

contains more real nutriment than the ne:>h ot any other

animal which is used as fot d by man ; this fact, he adds,

is decidedly proved by the example of the Athietcc, who, if

they lived but for one day on any other species of food,

found their vigour manifestly impaired the next. The prac-

tice of the anlients differs in this respect from that of the

modern trainers, who seem universally to prefer the use ofbeef

and mutton. Perhaps these animals were not brought to such

perfection, as the food of man, in antient, as they have

been in modern times. The antients occasionally ate goat's

flesh, which was reckoned highly nutritious, but it is said

to have imparted a most f{£tid and disagreeable odour to

the bodies of those who used it. The preparation of meat

by roasting, or broiling, was universally preferred to
°^ ^ *

boiling, in which process they conceived a great part of

the nutritive juices of the meat were lost in the water. Bread

made of -the whole flour, and unfermented (panis azymusj Bread not fcr-

was preferred to that prepared with leaven, I have myself naented.

heard a seafaring man observe that he w as always sensible

of a diminution of muscular strength when he left off the

use of biscuit, and ate common bread. For breakfast they
took a little dry bread ; but after the exercises of the day
were over, they always eat to satiety, and were sometimes

even forced to gorge themselves with food. Milo of Cruto- The foot! U
• 1 1 , ,^/> great quanUty,

na IS said to have consumed
fifty pounds of solid food in but d.ink

one day. Their drink was water or some species of thick *^^'^'"^'

sweet wine. But they were allowed a very small quantity
of fluid. This dry diet seems to have constituted an es-

sential and important part of their regimen.

They
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Fxercifes-,

'

They wfere regularly exercised for many hours, daity, in

•nwatinj, c,

^yej-y variety of muscular elfort. Before engaging in the

combat of the pancratium, or wrestling and boxing, the

skin was anointed either wiih oil, or with a mixture ot oil

t and wax, termed ceroma. This was supposed" to prevent

too great a loss by perspiration, as well as to supple the

limbs, to grapple a man whose skin was covered with an

unctuous matter of this kind was impossible ; they there-

fore rubbed thesmelves with the dust that covered the pa*

lasstra. When people of rank engaged iii these contests,

they made use of odoriferous unguents, and rubbed them-

selves with a peculiar kind of pulverable earth brought

from a certain cavern near Puteoli, or what was reckoned

still preferable, with a kind of dust named haphe, which

was imported from Egypt.
When their exercises were finished they had recourse to

f
^

ufhTn"^ ^^^'i^opotherapia, or methods of refreshment.' They were

rubbing, an- immersed in a tepid bath, where the perspiration and sordes

-iming, food, ^^,g^g carefully removed from the surface of the body by the

use of the strygil. The skin was then diligently rubbed dry,

and again anointed with oil. If thirsty they were permitted'

to drink a small quantity of warm water*. They then took

their principal repast, after which they never used any exer-

cise. They occasionally also went into the cold bath in the

morning. They were permitted to sleep as many hbiirs as

they chose ; and great increase of vigour, as well as of bulk

was supposed to be derived from long continued and sound
^

repose,

* Nothing can afford a ftronger proof of the attention paid by the antl-

ents to the effects of exercile, than the prohibition of cold drink to peifona

who had been thus fatigued. Wtien heated and exhaufted by violent muf-

<;ular exertion, it is not only much more fafe, but even more refrcihing, to

take fome warm fluid, as tea, into the ftomach, than to drink any cold li-

quor. Immediate death has not feldom been the confequence of drinking

aglafsof cold warer or beer, after having been heated and fatigued b/

cancing, or anyothtr violent cxercife .To thofe who may inadvertently

be guilty of fiich imprudeJice, it may be well to knpw, that to. fvirallow im-

mediately a glafs of brandy, or a tea-fpoonful of hudanum,is th« befi means

of cou'.iterafting its baneful coiifcouencej.

In
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In order to empty the stomach previously to entering on

this particular regimen, the ancients appear to have prefer- commendng
red the use of emetics to that of purgatives. Vomiting was the course,

produced by tickling the fauces V>vith the finger, or by
means of a feather, which was occasionally dipped in a so-

lution of aloes. Stimulating glystcrs were occasionally ad-

ministered, and one of these modes of evacuating the sto-

mach or intestines was practised whenever the appetite

appeared to flag.

Sexual intercourse was strictly prohibited ; and during -^^ sexual

the night plates of lead were worn on the loins, with a view intercoursci

to prevent venereal inclinations.

In order to exercise their patience, and accustom them

to bear pain without flinching, they were occasionally flog-

ged on the back, with the branches of a kinji of rhododend-

ron, till the blood flowed pretty plentifully. By diminishing
the quantity of the circulating fluid, this rough kind of cup-

ping was also considered as salutary, in obviiiting.the ten-

dency to plethora, to which they were peculiarly liable.

To be exercised in a pure salubrious air was deemed of

essential importance. The principal schools of the Roman Salubrious alr^

AihUtce were accordingly established at Capua an^ Ravenna,

places, the air of which was reckoned the most pure and

healthy of any in Italy. They carried on their exercises in

ihe open air, in all sorts of weather, the changes of which

soon ceaed to affect them.

You will probably agree with me in remarking a consider-

able degree of conformity between the ancient and the mo-

dern practice of training, in the kinds of food and drink

preferred, in exercise, and in constant e'xposure to pure and The ancients

free air; the last point I should consider as beins; of essen- ^^"'^ ^'^^ ^^^h

,. ,
. more than tha

tial importance. moderns.

The antients appear to have paid more attention to the

state of the skin, by their use of the warm halh, and of fric-

tion. And the adoptiofi of these means would probably be

found useful by our modern practitionets. Nothing is more

grateful after exertion, or tends to alleviate fcitigue more

than the tepid bath. I should imagine immersion in warm
Vol. XV. Sept. 1S05. h wateK

I
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water the best mode of averting the injurious effectis of a

boxing match.

That this regimen and exercise would have the same ef-

fects in former times, as in the present day, cannot be

doubted; The ancient cce^fTW, v.'hich consisted of leathern

thongs, studded with knots of lead or copper, and con-

torted round the hand, must have added greatly to the force

of a blow. Th^se straps were indeed carried up to the elbow,

by which the arm was in some measure protected. I doubt,

however, whether any of our modern pugilists would venture

*the athletic to encounter such additional mtians of offence. By the

was^'not'^confi- P^vsicians of antiquity the athletic temperament was by no

dcred healthy, means recltoned a healthy state of the constitution. Hip-

pocrates considered this condition of extreme bodily health

a!i peculiarly prone to disease. Galen, who, as has beea

already stated, was practically acquainted with the subject,

asserts that besides the various accidents to which they

were necessarily exposed in the course of their exercises,

and combats, tKe Athletes were liable to rupture of blood-

vessels in the lungs, to apoplexy, and to lethargic com-

plaints. To obviate the last of which, they were permitted

,. occasionally to have intercourse with the female sex,* He'

not'^iong *^y^ ^^^y ^^arely preserved their vigour so as to be fit to ap-

lived. pear in public for a longer period than five years ; and he

particularly mentions that they were considered as a short-

lived race of men. These circumstances are perhaps chiefly

to be attributed to their moral conduct. For when not

d/ffoluteiy.
under a course of discipline to fit them for the combat, they

indulged themselves in every kind of drunkenness and de-

bauchery ; so that by all the authors of antiquity who men-

tion them, their manners are reprobated as being extremely

dissolute.

Although that state of extreme fulness of blood and high

tension of fibre, which is calculated to enable a man to

'^«
^'^^l™''^^ e.Yert his full strength for a short period may not be that

might te bene- ^ ^ /
licial u judici- condition of the body most consistent with permanent
«u«iy aflopied. jj^allb, or with duration of life, yet I think you have great

merit in drawiag che attention of the public to the effects

of
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t>f ail » exercise, and diet on the human frame, and demon-

strating by such irrefragable examples, the extraordinary

alteration which these powerful agents, under du e manage-

jnent are capable of operating on the body of man.

The antients were by no means unacquainted with, or The ancients

, , . /• 1- •
1 1 1 did avail them,

inattentive to these instruments ot medicine, although {^i^^^ ^f ^^18

modern practitioners appear to have no idea of removing practice to re-

j- .
• 1 '..L r ^ L •

i
•

4. 4U ftoreorprefeivt
disease or restoring health, but by pouring drugs into the

jj^^l^t^/

stomach. Herodicus is said to have been the,first who ap-

plied the exercises and regimen of the gymnasium to the

removal of disease or the maintenance of health. Among
the Romans, Asclepeiades carried this so far, that he is said

by Celsus almost to have banished the use of internal re-

medies from his piaclice. He was the inventor of pensile

beds, which were used to induce sleep, and of various other,

modes of exercise and gestation, and rose to great eminence

as a physician at Rome. In his own person he afforded an

excellent -example of the wisdom of his rules and the pro-

priety of his regim.en* Pliny tells us that in early life, ha

made a public profession that he would a>|ree to forfeit all

pretensions to the name of a physician, should he ever suf-

fer from sickness, or die but of old age ; and what is mo re

extraordinary he fulfilled his promise, for he lived upwards
©fa century, and at last was killed by a fall down stairs.

As some of your queries seem intended to obtain inform-
E^g^ts of led

ation concerning the effects of regimen in removing certain gimen*

diseased states of the constitution, I beg leave to point out

a few examples which have been sanctioned by experience.

Several insla/ices have come within my own knowledge,
of individuals who, after Ij^ving suilered severely from re- abftinence from

peated attacks of gout, have completely eradicated that fermented li«

painful distemper, by an entire abstinence from fermented

and spirituous liquors of all kinds, and have by the same

means recovered a much greater share of health and vigour

than they could expect.

The effects of the diesta aquea, or living wholly on pure

water, cooled by ice, in alleviating the pam of cancel, and

in several cases even of its effecting a complete cure of that

L 2 painful
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The d*«ta a-
painful disease, which are narrated by Mr. Pouteau*,

whoUy
"^

upon
^"^ which have been corroborated by the experience of

water, of great that respectable surj^eon, Mr. J. Pearson, have, till very
advantage in , , , , , , , i • i .

cancer, lately at least, been unaccountably neglected m this coun-

try. It is a singular fact, that after two or three days the

desire for solid food entirely subsided, and the stomach

appeared completely satisfied when filled with the aqueous

, , fluid, of which four or five pints were drunk dail.y The pain
of the sore was soon diminished, accompanied with a favor-

able appearance of the discharge. It is natural to suppose
that a person would submit to almost any privation that

promised to alleviate the anguish of so distressing a com"

plaint; but those familiar with the manners of the diseased,

know how much more readily a sick person will swallow

the most nauseous drugs, than agree, to abstain from any

,
of their habitual indulgencies.

__ , , The example of CornarO is the more deserving of at-
Mocern in-

. / .

=•
.

ftancea of the tention and imitation, because he adopted a peculiar regi-
efFects of regi- j^gn j,^ order to effect a specific purpose, in which he corn-
men. Cornaro. - * ^ ^

pletely succeeded. At forty years of age, he laboured

iinder such a complication of disotders, that his life was

despaired of. By stricily adhering to a measured diet, he

not only perfectly recovered his health, but prolonged'his

life to more than a hundred years.

The celebrated Wesley is another instance of a delicate

y^esUy, constitution, by strict temperance, regular exercise, and

eaily rising, protracting his existence to nearly ninety years.

Mr. Wood, the miller of Billericay, in Essex, whose cas>e

W d h M'l
^^ ^*^^®^ ^^ ^^® Transactions of the College of Physicians,

Icf of Billeri- 1-ondon, by Sir George Baker, affords an example of the

"y*
possibility of reducing, by means of diet, a degree of cor-

pulency, such as to render life a burthen, to a moderate

bulk, accompanied with the return of health and strength.

The miller's diet consisted of a simple pudding, made by

boiling coarse flour in water, without salt. Of this he

coiisumcd about three pounds in twenty four hours, and took

• See Oeuvies Postbumes de M. Poutkau, Docteur en Medicine et

Cbirurgien en Chff de I'Hotel.Dieii de Ly^n.—Paris, 1783,

no
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no fluid whatever, not evcji watei'*^ Gn this he lived in

perfect health for man}' years, went through a great deal of

exercise in the open air, and was able to carry five hundred

pounds weight, which was more than he could lift in his

youth when he ate Animal food and drank freely of Ale.

A gentleman who was fond of good living, and becoming

more corpulent than he thought convenient, having heard

of the salutary effects of Mr. Wood's regimen, ordered his
imitation with,

cook to prepare the Miller's pudding, which he at« with out judgment,

great regularity every day after his usual dinner. However

ridiculous such contluct niay appear, it is not very uncom-

mon. People should be very cautious how they make any

partial change in their diet or habits of living, without

adapting the rest to it Were a peison, for example, to

adi'pt so much of athletic regimen as consists in eating to

satiety of animal food twice a day, and drinking plentifully

of malt-liquor, without augmenting their exercise in the

same proportion, undoubtedly they would soon become

diseased. Lord Bacon has left us the following excellent

precept on this point,
—'*

Beware,'' says he,
** of sudden

change in any great point of diet, and if necessity enforce

it, fit the rest to it. For it is a secret both in nature and

state, that it is safer to change many things than one.*

To he continued.

SCIENTIFIC NEWS.

The Society of Goerlitz, in Saxojiyj has offered a prize of thir-

ty crowns, for the solutiin of the following Questions,

I
Prize Queftlons

N cloudy weather, it will scarcely freeze until the ther- ^y ^^^ Socicy
f "w^ II 11, . « „ ofGoerlitz.

mometer oi Reaumar has descended to the point of Zero i. Freezmg.

orveryliitle above it : whence does it happen, that when ^* Ancient

.
. • /- 1

•
. I r . . manners, &c.

the sk> IS L.^ar, it treezes while the same thermometer indi-

cates three or four degrees above the point of congelation.

2, It is required to collect and arrange from the works

of
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of Plautus, every thing which relates to the knowledge of

men and things in his time, so as to exhibit an outline of the

civilization and manners of that period.

The question concerning the absolute or relative tempe*

^oterior tempc raturc of the interior parts of the earth, has been long agi-

Srth^.

^ ^ ^
tated, though it now appears to be decided that our globa

contains no internal source of heat, if we except the occa-

sional combustions of rolcanoes.

Mr. De Trebra, captain of mines at Freyburg, and Pro-

fessor Lampadius, have directed some experiments to this

object. They placed two thermometers of Reaumur at dif-

ferent depths in the mines, and compared them twice a day
with one exposed ^o the atmosphere. One of the subterraneous

thermometers stood constantly at 12® and the other at 9J
Mr. De Trebra, who intends to repeat and vary these expe-

riments, purposes likewise to make some others relative to

the theory of Dr. Benzenburgh on the fall of bodies.

I
Galvanism and Magnetism,

"Professor Rilter has communicated to the Royal Aca*

Rjtt«r's Ixpe- demy of Sciences, of Munich, in one of its sittings last year

RlTgnctism.
^ course of experiments, referimg 4iiectly to the nature of

magnetism.
In the years 1776 and 1777, the Academy had already

proposed questions on this subject, and the scientific world

was busied in considering the relations which might .exist

bet-ween electricity and magnetism.

The following are the results of the experimentsof Ritter,

Ccneralfacts. ^s abridged by Professor Miilin in his Magasin Encyclo-

pedique for May last.

1. Every magnet is equivalent to a pair of heterogenous
TheWagnetact« jj^g^^lg united tojicther; its different poles represent as it
like two metals

o ' * *

were different metals.

. 9, Like them, it gives electricity ; that is to say, one of

electricity. the two polcs, the positive electricity, and the other the

negative.
3. By
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S* By following the same process, a certain number of

maenets, as well as a certain number of pairs of metals. Piles of Mag-
=* ' .... nets WJll affect

afforded electricity; and in this manner the electricities the Eleccronw

afforded by the poles of different magnets, have been sue- ^^»

cessfully indicated by the electrometer.

I 4. By means of these slectricities, one of these batteries —and GaWa*
^

"^ ..... , nrze bodies.

cf magnets, accordingly as it is more or strong, produces

tipon dead and living bodies, all the phocnomena which are

produced by a pile of Volta of the common kind, and of

the same force.

5. The exper iments which prove this ,8hew, that in mag- , ,
.

netised iron the south pole gives positive electritity, andiron and ftecl

the north pole negative electricity ; but that on. the contrary ^^^^^
.

^'.J^erent

in magnetised steel, the north pole affords the positive eleC-

tticity, and the south pole the negative.

6. The same inverse disposition is also observed with re-^
. .

—and contrary

gard to the polar oxidability of the magnetized body in oxidabilitie?.

which this change is produced by magnetism. In magnet-
ized iron the south pole is most oxidable, and the north

pole least ; whereas in magnetized steel the north pole is

Biost oxidable and that ot the South least.

7. Mr. Ritter thinks, that by considering the earth as an The Earth a»

immense magnet, these results mioht serve to explain vari-
^^ immense

'^
. magnet, pro-

ous phoenomena of nature, such as physical difference be- dudng electri©

tvveen the two hemispheres, the Aurora-borealis, and the *^^'^"» ^^'

Aurora Australis. In fact, after what has been j«st stated,

the earth considered as a magnet, muy be taken as an equi-

valent to an immense pile of Volta of which the poles are on

one side sufficiently closed by the waters of the ocean.

And the action of this pile must produce, and have pro-
duced the greatest chemical changes in the materials of the

earth ; changes which must have differed according to the

poles; and of which pile the poles at the other extremity
have always such an abundance of electricity as to cause

its splendor to appear by radiations in the vast spaces of

the heavens.

National
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NatiQiml Industry,

Ti'ucu
Frizes ofered b}j the Ss>ciety for encouragement of National

Industry/, in France, at its general sitting ofJan. 29 last,

—for .'uing
!• For sizing of paper, a prize of three thousand francs,

Paper. is offered to him who shall indicate a less expensive and
more perfect process than is at present employed in the pa-

per manufactories of France.

•-VcrmiUl n
^' F"'' '^® fabrication of cinnabar, equal to that called

Chinese vermillion, a prize of twelve hundred francs.

—Block En- 3. For the encouragement of engraving in relief, or pro-
gravmg, ducing blocks for printing, two thousand francs,

-^"-t't: >i The Society invites the concurrents, to discover mecha-

nical or chemical means of facilitating the processes of this

method of engraving, without losing sight of the requisite*

degree of perfection. They also direct the attention of

artists towards the most useful objects, such as designs of

machines, and apparatus of every kind, architecture, and

nautral history, in its various branches, and o-rnaments for

letter press, &c.

The preceding prizes will be decreed in the year f80r>

the following are for the year. 1808.

1. For the best construction of furnaces for lime, tiles,

Brckand Tile aj^^j bricks,> a prize (if 2400 francs, and two other prizes of

500 ; to those who shall have approached the nearest in

succession to the object of this program, of 300 francs.

The society take notice, and their remark is probably

applicable to the processes made use of in this country, that

great savings of fuel, and other advantages have been de-

rived from scientific improvements in the furnaces made

use of in many of the arts ; but that in the fabrications

which form the subject of the present question, no sucb

improvement has taken place ; they therefore ofer the be-

fore mentioned prize^ to those who shall establish works

in France in which these articles shall be made with the

least expence of fuel

2. For the culture of horie beans, on a large scale, in a

Ko;fe.bcan3.
district where they are not at present Used, 60Q francs*

Jones, Printer, Chapel-l^reet, §oho.
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ARTICLE I.

Letterfrom Richard Lovell Edgworth, Esq. contain*

ing a Description of an Odometerfor a Carriage, and

^om& Remarks on the Patent Boring Machine of Mr-
Ryan.

To Mr. NICHOLSON.
Edgeworthstown, Ireland, Aug. a^, 1806.

Sir,

JL SEND you a drawing of an Odometer for a carriage. Description of

which I request you will insert in your Journal when it
^" Odometer,,.,.-, or instrument

IS entirely convenient to you. for measuring
This Odometer is more simple than any which I have the ground

^

seen, is less liable to be out of order, and may be easily P^''^^ ^''^'" ^?
'

. , „ ,

"^ "'OKM.j ^ carnage.
attached to the axletree bed of a postchaise, gig, or any
other carri^e.

One turn and a hajf of a screw is formed round tbe»

nave of one of the hinder wheels by a slip of iron three

quarters of an inch broad and one-eighth of an inch

thick; this is wound round the nave, and fastened to it

by screws passing through five or six cocks, which are

turned up at right angles on the slip of iron. The helix:

so formed on the nave of the carriage wheel acts as a
worm or screw upon the teeth of the wheel A^ upon the

Vol. XV.—Oct. 1806. M arbor
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^ . . ^ arbor of which another screw of brass B is formed, which
Description of

i-. . iS rxr r i

an Odometer, acts upon the brass wheel C. (Fig. I * PI. III.) This wheel
or instrument Q serves ^Iso as a dial-plate, and is divided into miles,

the ground halves, quarters, and furlongs; the figures indicating the

passed over by. miles are nearly three quarters of an inch long, so as to
a carnage. be qnite distinct; they are pointed out by the index D,

which is placed as represented in the plate, in such a

\ manner as to be easily' seen from the carriage.

These two brass wheels arc mounted by the irons E E
upon a block of. wood F, eight inclies long, two inches

thick; and five inches broad. This block may be screwed

tipon the axletree-bed by two strong square-headed

wood-screws. If the carriage permits, this block should

be fixed obliquely on the axlctree-bed, so that the dial-

plate may be raised up toward the eye of the person

booking out from the carriage.

II is a ratchet wheel attached to the arbdr of the wheel

A, which, by means of the click I, allows the wheel to.

be set with a key or handle fitted to the squared end o.f

the arbor at K. L is a long spring screwed on the block;

it presses on the wheel A, to prevent it from shaking by
the motion of the carriage. A small triangular spring is

put under the middle of the dial-plate wheel for the same

purpose.
If the wheel of the carriage is exactly five feet three

inches in circumference, the brass toothed wheel which it

turns should have twenty teeth, and that which serves as

. a dial-plate should have eighty ; it will then cbunt five

niiles. If thje carriage wheel is either larger or smaller,

a mile should be carefully measured on a smooth road,

and the number of turns which the carriage wheel makes

in going this mile may easily be counted by tying a piece

of fine packthread to one of the spokes and letting the

-<vheel, as it moves slowly forward, wind up the pack-
thread on its nave. When the wheel has proceeded a

half or a quarter of a mile, unwind the string and count

the number of turns which it has made.

By the addition of another Avheel of eighty-one teeth

placed under the dial-plate wheel and moved by the screw

C, with a proper haird fitted to it, and proper figures on the

dial-plate, this machine would couaj: four hundred miles,

\ • B0RI>Cr
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Boring Machine,
I take this opportunity of mentioning a trial that I Boring ma-

lately made of Mr. Ryan's patent Boring Machine, for
Rygn. it cuts

exploring the strata of mineral countries. This machine out a circular

acts like the surgical trepan^ and cuts a circular hole, {iJl^t^ ^j^ *"?

leaving a core in the middle which is drawn up from time

to time by a pair of self-closing tongs. ^

I found that this gentleman's machine, from his want

of knowledge how to push his own invention, had not

obtained due credit; I therefore invited him to try his

machine at my hoaSe, that I might witness the result of

t4ie experiment.
Two men, relieved from time to time, cut a truly cir- Five inch hole

eular hole, five inches and a quarter in diameter, through Jj^eltone^^
a block of hard limestone, leaving a core a little taper of

four inches and a half diameter and six and three quarters
in length, which core is now in my possession. It is as

true and as smooth as if turned and polished in a lathe,

and the under surface shews exactly the fracture by
which it was detached from the block at bottom.

By this contrivance mines may be ventilated at small The pieces be-

expense, the specimens of strata that are bored through en^tre^"|^ord^

may be brought up whole and unmixed, no deceptioi) very accurate

can take place ; and not only the dip, but the fracture, knowledge of

lap, and accidents to which each stratum is liable, may
'

be determined at any depth. True vertical and horizon-

tal sections may be previousjy obtained of any spot where

it is propoT5ed to sink shafts ; and the subterraneous to-

pography of a whole district may be laidWown upon a

map with confidence before any groat expense is hazarded

pn mere speculation.

I am, Sir,

With regard and esteem, ^

Your faithful humble servant,

RICH. LOWELL EDGEWORTH,

M^
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II.

Remarks on a Paper of Mr. Bosm^ell on invarlahlc Pen^

dulums, Sfc, In a Letterfrom J. G.

To Mr. Nicholson.

Sir,

Introduction to Ac., .1 l ^ ^ i^i-
Remarks on a

""*^^ ^^^ "° ^^^ appear to be averse to the insertion of

Paper of Mr. any critical observp-tions upon such papers of your Jour-
BoswcU.

j^^i ag may happen to contain any defective inferences, I

am induced to transmit you the following remarks on a

paper of Mr. Boswell's, relative to pendulums, published
in your Number for February 1805, which I have but

just seen.

Mr. B. consi- Mr. Boswell commences his paper by observing that

iude oi'^ho^xts^^^^^^^^^^^ of the bodies submitted to pyrometrical
submitted to experiments has been very generally neglected, a point
pyrometrical -^yhich he would insinuate to be of material importance
cxpermients as . „ . . , „ , ^^

*

an element of "^ a" considerations of this nature. He then proceeds to

great import- state the obvious circumstance that bodies are more or
*

less speedily affected by the temperature of any surround-

ing medium, according to the proportional number of

their particles which are in contact with this medium
; a

pircumstance which, as he observes, is dependent on the

shape and mass of the given body. From hence he dci*

duces the following inferences :

irfe7s^t^ra?a^^
'' ^' That the greater the bulk of any body, the less

large body
^' will be its mutability of temperature in proportion,

would be little a
and, of course, the less will it alter its degree of ex,

changed by the ^, . „
atmospjiere. "-pansion."

" 2. That a large globe, in the first place, or a cylin-
^' der whose height was equal to its diameter, in the next
^'

place, or, in the third place, a large cube, would have
"

its dimensions very little changed by the fluctuations

" of atmospherical temperature."

ButMr.B.does The above inferences appear to be inadmissible from a
not attend to circumstance which Mr. Boswell seems to have over-

Son.

"

looked, viz. the possibility of a partial expansion of the

given body, or of the expansion of one part independ-

ently of the remainder, Mr. Boswell's inferences recjuir-

ing no expansion to take place until each particle has

assumed the tempcFftture of the surrounding medium.

It
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It is v»ell known that a bar of iron may be heated red a bar of iron

hot at one extremity without eiFecting any sensible change "^»y be red hot

n the temperature of the, other extremity : would Mr.
cold"\t" ihm

Boswell thence infer that no expansion whatever has other;

token place in the bar ? will he not rather admit a cer-

tain
cxjiansion to have been produced in the heated end,

— and would

and a gradual decrease of this expansion to have extended
^e^tcd

^^ ^^*^*^

toward the cold extremity ?

If the preceding effect be admitted to take place in a And so would
bar of metal, it must equally be admitted in every body Mr. Boswell's

which is susceptible of expansion by heat: Mr. Bqs- ^^^^ ° ^*

well's contrivance for rendering effective the compensa-
tions proposed by Crosthwaite or Pine must consequently
be nugatory, were the apparatus afhxed even to the side

of a mountain of granite in lieu of his octagonal pillar.

The other suggestions of Mr. Boswell, in which deal, objection to

mahogany, or metal is employed, I should apprehend to so"^e other of

be still less deserving of attention ; and 1 am incapable ^.^g^

of perceiving the good effect which is likely to arise from

the filling the glass tube with semen lycopodii or sawdijst^
or from the covering it with oiled silk.

In hi« observations on a paper published in the Reper- Mr. B.'s ani-

tory of Arts, relative to Pine's and Crosthwaite's pen-
rnadversionson

J 1 ^ L- 1 , x-u u ^ 1, 1 ,
Mr. Pine's pa-

dulums, (whicli, by the bye, appear to me equally harsh
per, not found-

and unjust,) Mr. Boswell triumphs in his turn, with no ed on facts,

small satisfaction, on a supposed error of the author
; a

triumph which the preceding remarks will not so readily

authorize
;

it may be even doubted whether the effect

would not have been greater in the solid plank than in the

simple rod. The cock through which the pendulum

spring passed in order to effect-the proposed compensa-

tion, I imagine to have been affixed to the plank by
screws: now, if from the imperfect conducting power Explanation.

of wood, with respect to caloric, we suppose the exterior

strata to expand from an increase of temperature, and

that the expansion of the interior strata gradually de-

crease, as in the afore-mentioned bar of iron, it is evi-

dent that the screws will turn, as it were, on their inte-

rior extremity, and form an angle with the axis of the

plank, supposing them to have been perpendicular to the

axis before the expansion took place j consequently the

outer
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... .

' outer extremity of the cock wonld be farther removed

ofsupport may from any fixed point in the axis of the pendulum than if

be less eflfectii- {he expansion had been uniform throughout, in whieh

^gj.^

"

case the screws would have maintained their perpendicu-

larity. The same reasoning will not apply to the simple

irod, the expansion being^ equal in all the concentric

strata.

Mr. BoswelPs errors with regard to the pyrometer
have been so ably noticed by you, that it would be ab-

surd in me to touch upon them
; but his objections to the

gridiron pendulum, on account of the mixed metals of

which it is composed^ do not appear tq have been contro*

Gridiron pen- verted : Mr. Boswell ought, however, to have been awar^
dulums are ad- ^^at an adequate allowance for adjustment is constantly
justed while j • i

jictually going,
"lade m their construction, to obviate any defects which

may arise from a faulty estimation of the comparative

expansions of the different parts of the instrument, as

described in the account of the excellent seconds pendiv-

|um of your own construction.

I am, Sir,

ypur obedient servant,
J. G.

III.

A Third Series of Experiments on an artificial Suhsianc^

zchich possesses the jmncipal characteristic Properties

of Tannin; zcith some Remarks on Coal. By CiiARLts

Hatciiett, Esq. F.R.S.*

(Concluded from page 31.)

VIT,
j

Experiments, AfTER the tanning substance and the other products
&c. on an arti- had been.obtained from the resins, balsams, &c. which

kavingthecha-
^^^^ ^^^" mentioned in the beginning of this Paper, the

racters of tan- following proportions of coal remained f :

ning matter.

» Philos. Trans. i8c6. For the former Papers sec our Journal.

f The weight of the coal obtained from each of the abovemen-
tioncd substances, was estimated after the complete separation of

every other product, and after the moisture had been expelled by ^

ye4 l^at, in close vejsela,

IGO grains
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Coal.

Idd grains of Copal ^ ... ^ . .67 grains.

Mastifch. .....*.... 66

Balsam of Peru 64
— Klemi 63

Tacamahac * * , * 6^

Guaiacum * ... 58

—' Gum ammoniac , ^8

. Amber 66

Olive oil ^ 55

Balsam of Tolu 54

Asa foetida 51

— Wax 50

:

—,— Dragon's blood 48

Benzoin 48

Olibannm 44

Myrrh 40

Asphaltum 40

Gamboge 31

Elastic bitumen 31

Gum arabic 29

Liquorice 25

Manna 25

Tragacanth 22

Caoutchouc. ............ .12*

87

Experiments,
&c. on an arti-

ficial substance

havingthecha-f
racters of tan-

ning matter^
'

I

The coal obtained froin the resinous bodies by means

of sulphuric acid, is in a much greater proportion, than

when equal quantities of those substances are exposed to

simple distillation.

For, (as I have stated in my first Paper,) 100 grains

ofcommon resin by the humid process afforded 43 of coal^

which after a red heat still weighed 30 grains.
' But the same quantity of resin by distillation, only
'

yielded | of a grain of coal.

One hundred grains of mastich, by the first method,

afforded 66 grains of coal.

* Caoutchouc and elastic bitumen were only superficially carbo-

nized by the sulphuric acid, so that the proportion of coal as above

stated, is considerably less than that, which in reality might hav<»

been obtaiatd from therrj .

3 . One

I
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_ . One luind red trains of the same masticli ojily gave 4^
Experiments,

*=•
.

^
. . ,

,
,

"^ ^

&c. on an arti- grains of coal when simply distilled.

ficlal substance And 100 grains of amber, when, treated with sulphuric

racteJf of^ tani ^^id, yielded 56 grains of coal.'

ning matter. But from 100 grains of the same amber when distilled,

onlj 3{ grains could be obtained.

Many other examples might be adduced, but these ap-

pear to be sufficient
; aiid 1 must here observe, that the

case is very diiferent-in respect to the gums, for the dif-

ference between the proportions of coal obtained from

them by the humid and dry ways is not very consider-

able, although it is always the greatest in the former

process, when conducted with precaution. Moreover it

is to be remarked, that in either process, variations in
'

the quantity of coal are produced by difference of tem-
'

perature, by the figure and size of the vessels, and many
other circumstances.

But it is not only in the proportion, that there is so

great a difference between the coal obtained from the re*

sinous substances by the humid way or by fire, for the

quality is also most commonly different; and this not

only applies to the resins but also to ligneous matter.

The coal obtained by the humid process from many of

the resins, was shining, hard, ant^ occasionally iridescent.

Few of the coals obtained from the same bodies by fire

had any of these properties. The combustion of the for-

mer was slow in the manner of some of the mineral coals,

whilst on the contrary the latter were speedily consumed

like charcoal. This difference I was at first inclined to

attribute to a small portion of the acid which might not

have been completely separated, and I therefore pur-

posely made some experiments which convinced me that

this was not the case.

Having remarked this difference in the coals afforded

by the resins, I was desirous to make some comparative

experiments on wood^ and for |^is purpose I selected

oak.
-

~

L
On 480 grados of oak sawdust I poured two ounces of

(iiulphuric
acid diluted with six ounces of water, and

placed the jnatras* on a sand-bath, where it remained

from
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from the beginninff of last June to the end of September. _
rv • t • . , Experiments,
JJunng this time, the sand-bath had very seldom been &c. on an arti-

heated, but the vessel was occasionally shaken. ficlal substance

At the end of the period above mentioned, six ounces
^.^Jj^g ^jfj^^I

of boiling water were added, and the whole being poured ing matter,

upon a fdter, was repeatedly washed, and was afterwards

dried on a sand-bath in a heat not much exceeding SOQo.

The sawdust appeared to be reduced to a granulated

coal, partly pulverulent, and partly clotted; the whole

weighed 210 grains.

One hundred and five grains of this coal were put into

a platina crucible, and were exposed to a red heat under

a muffle. At the same time, an equal quantity of char-

coal made from the same oak sawdust, was placed in

another vessel by the side of the former.

The charcoal was speedily consumed, and left some

brownish-white ashes, which as usual, afforded alkali,

with a trace of a sulphate, which was probably sulphate
of potash.

On the contrary, the coal formed by the humid way,
burned without flame, similar to the Kilkenny coal, and

others which do not contain bitumen. It was very slowly

consumed, like the mineral coals above mentioned, and '

left some pale red ashes, which weighed 2 grains. These

Hiihcs did not 2/ield the smallest vestige of alkali, and the

only saline substance which could be obtained, was a

very small portion of sulphate of potash, which did not

amount to more than one-tifth of a grain ; and it is pro-

bable, that had the coal been more copiously washed,
even this small portion of the neutral salt would not have

been obtained. '

2.

At the time when the preceding experiment was began,
T also put 480 grains of the oak sawdust into another

matrass, and having added four ounces of common muri-

atic acid, the whole was suffered to remain during the

period which has been mentioned.

At the end of the four months, the remainder of the

acid was for the greater part driven off by heat not ex-

ceeding 300°. The sawdust then had the appearance of

a brownish-black mass, on which about a pint of boiling

Vol. XV.—Oct. 1806, N distilled
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Exoerim nt
*^^^^^^^<^ water was poured ; the whole was decanted into

&c. ott an arti- a filter, was repeatedly washed, and was afterwards dried

ficiai substance without heat. 1'he sawdust then appeared, as I have

racters of tan* o^^served, brownish-black, and was pulverulent. It

ning matter. burned with some tlame, emitted still a slight vegetable

odour, and was reduced to ashes much sooner than the

. coal formed by sulphuric acid, but not so speedily as the

oak charcoal. The ashes had an ochraceous appearance,
and were almost devoid of any saline substance, except-

ing a very slight trace of muriate of potash.

These two experiments therefore prove,
1st. That wood may by sulphuric acid be converted

into a coal which in its properties is very different from

charcoal, although prepared from the same sort of wood;
and that the coal thus formed by the action of sulphuric

acid, resembles by its mode of burning, and by not af-

fording any alkali wben reduced to ashes, those mineral

coals which are devoid of bitumen.

2dly. That wood may also be converted into a sort of

coal by muriatic acid, but in this case some of the vege-
table characters remain, although, like the former, not

any alkali can be obtained from the ashes.

4VIII.
Four different solutions have been proposed respecting

that difficult problem in the natural history of minerals,
the origin and formation of coal.

The first is, t\i^t pit-coal is an earth or stone chiefly of

the argillaceous genus, penetrated and impregnated with

bitumen.

But Mr. KiRWAN very justly remarks, that the insuf-

ficiency of this solution is demonstrated by Kilkenny and

other coals which are devoid of bitumen, and also that

the quantity of earthy or stony matter in the most bitu-

minous coals bears no proportion to the weight of

them *.

The second and most prevailing opinion is, that mineral

coal is of vegetable origin, that the vegetable bodies

have, subsequent to their being buried under vast strata

of earth, been mineralized by some unknown process, of

Geological Essays, p. 3x6*

which,
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T\hich, sulphuric acid has probably been the principal

agent, and that by means of this acid, the oils of the dif-
&c.^on an^artf-

ferent species of wood have been, converted into bitumen, fidal substance

and a coaly substance has been formed. having thecha-

^ ^
-^

.
racters of tan*

The third opinion is tliat of Arduino, *^
who conceives ning matter.

coal to be entirely of marine formation, and to have ori-

ginated from the fat and unctious mattei: of the numerous

tribes of animals that inhabit the ocean..

And the fourth is Mr. KmwAx's opinion, who consi-

ders coal and bitumen to have been derived from the pri-
'

mordial chaotic fluid*.

The limits of this Paper will not permit me to enter

into the Tarious arguments and facts which have been ad-

duced in the support of these different opinio^s; but the

second, or that which regards the vegetable substances as

the principal origin of coal, seems by much the most pro-

bable, because it is corroborated by the greatiir num'ber

of geological facts, as well as by many experiraenti^l re-

sults. Most of the former have however been, stated iu

different works, and I shall therefore only notice a few ^
of the latter which have occurred in the course of my
experiments.
The observations of Dr. Correa de Serra on the

wood of the submarine forest at Sutton, on the coast of

Lincolnshire, together with similar accounts which have

been published in the Philosophical Transactions and

other works, demonstrate in the most satisfactory man-

ner, that whether vegetables are totally or partially

buried under the waves or under the earth, they are not

merely by such means converted even into, the most im,

perfect sort of coal+. Some process therefore indepeiidl-

mt

*
Geological Essays, p. 327,

f In my Paper,
"

0/t the Change of somi of the proximate PrlncipUt
"

of Vegetables into Bitumen^' I have quoted the remarks of Berg-

man, Von Troil, and others, on the compressed state of the

trunks of the trees which have been converted into surturbrand9

Bovcy coal, and similar substances. The same observation has

been also n^de by Dr. Correa de Serra respecting the timber of

the submarine forest at Sutton ; and this is the more remarkable, as

the submerge^ vegetables at Sutton dp not exhibit any appearance
of carbonization.
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Experiments,
*^^^*^ °^ these circumstances must have taken place, in

&c. on an arti. order that the Tcgctable substances, such as ligneous mat-
ficial substance

ter, resin, oil, &c. should become coal and bitumen.
having the cha- ^ > t^
racteis of tan- ^^ ^ lormer Paper I have endeavoured to shew, that

jiing matter, these changes arc progressive, and having noticed the

perfect state of the submerged wood at Sutton and other

places, I next described the qualities of the different kinds

of Bovey coal, which exhibit a series of gradual changes
from bodies which retain the vegetable structure and tex-

ture, although imperfectly carbonized, to others in which

almost the complete characters of the common mineral or

pit-coal are absolutely established.

From the alder leaves in the schistus from Iceland, I

obtained extractive vegetable matter, and although this

was not afforded by the varieties of Bovey coal, yet these,

as well as the alder leaves, and also a coal like that of

Bovey, found in Sussex, at Newick Park, (an estate be-

longing to Sir Elijah Impey,) and also the surturbrand

of Iceland, yielded some resin, which at Bovey is like-

wise found in distinct masses, intermixed with the strata

of coal, and combined with asphaltum, in the proportion
of about 41 parts of the latter with 55 of resin*.

Now, exclusive of the other vegetable characters which

are so evident in many of the varieties of Bovey coal, of

the Sussex coal, of surturbrand, &c. &c. the presence of

resin must be regarded as a strong fact : for this sub-

stance has always been attributed to the organized bo-

dies, particularly to those of the vegetable kingdom, and

I do not know of any instance, previous to my own ex-

periments, in which, resin had been discovered as consti-

tuting part of any of the different species ^ind varieties of

coal.

From the external vegetable characters possessed by

Dr. CoRREA says,
" In general the trunks, branches, and roots of

" the decayed trees, were considerably fattened ; which is a pheno-
- " menon observed in the surturbrand or fossil wood of Iceland,

*.* and which Scheuchzer remarked also in the fossil wood found
" in the neighbourhood of the lake of Thun, in Switzerland."

Phil. Trans. 1799, P* ^47«
* Observations on the Change of some of the proximate Princi*

pies of Vegetables into Bituaicn, Phil, Trans. 1804, p. 405.

the
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the Bovey coal, the Sussex coal, the surtiirbranrl, and

Expcrincnts

many others, together with the resin, (allowed to be ex- Sec on anartl-

cliKsiyely a vegetable substance, or at least one which r"''.^
substance

J ^ 7
havingthccha-

enly appertains to the organized natural bodies,) there meters of tan-

cannot be any doubt, that such coals have been formed ^""* n^atter.

from wood and other substances belongii\^ to the vege-
table kingdom.

But some mineralogists attempt to draw a line of sepa-

ration between the coals above mentioned and the others,

which therefore they call the true mineral coals.

This opinion may in some degree be refuted even fron^

the specimens afforded by the Bovey coal-pits, where, as

1 have observed, a regrtlar gradation may be seen from

wood which is but very imperfectly carbonized, to the

substance called stone coal, which in every respect ap-

pears to be most nearly if not absolutely similar to the

common pit-coals*.

It may however be objected, that such a transition i:i

peculiar to this and similar places, and that the pit-coal

found in other situations, where nothing resembling the

Bovey coal can be discovered, is in reality of a diflierent

nature.

But this objection I think may be answered by the

results of those experiments on pit-coal, Ca:mel coal, and

asphaltum, which I have related in the third section of

this Paper; for when these were subjected to the action

of nithic acid not too long continued, it was found, that

the acid first dissolved the principal part of the carbona-

ceous matter, and if then the process was stopped, there

remained a substance in v, proportion corresponding to

that of the bitumen cither in the pit-coal, or principally

forming the Cannel coal and asphaltum, which although
not absolutely in the state of resin, was however in a

state intermediate between it and the vegetable extracti\ j

matter.

Moreover I have stated, that under similar circum-

stances, a substance possessing in a great measure the

game properties, may be obtained from the known vege,

lable resins by the action of nitric acid.

*
Phil. Tfans. 1804, p. 398.

When
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E Iments
^^^en therefore, these facts are added to that of the

&c. on an arti- natural mixture of resin and asphaltum which is found
ficlal substance ^ith the Bovey coal, we to all appearance have almost

ract'crs o/ tan- positive proof that thepit.coals are of vegetable origin,

ning matter. True it is indeed, that bitumen has never been formed

by any artificial process hitherto devised, from the resins

or other vegetable substances. I have myself attempted
it in various ways without success, for although I occa-

sionally obtained products which resembled it somewhat

in odour when burned, and other properties, yet the

effects of alcohol or water always proved these products

not to be bitumen.

But synthesis of natural products, although required in

strict chemical demonstration, is (as we have but too

often occasion to know) seldom to bo attained, especially

when operations are performed on bodies whose compo-
nent parts are liable to an infinite series of variations in

their proportions, qualities, and mode of combination.

Considering therefore, that bitumen and resin afford by
certain operations similar products, that resin and bitu-

men are found blended together by nature, and that this

mixed substance accompanies a species of coal which in

many parts still exhibits its vegetable origin, whilst in

others it passes into pit-coal, we may with the greatest

probability conclude, that bitumen is a modification of

the resinous and oily parts of vegetables, produced by
some process of nature, which has operated by slow

and gradual means on immense masses, so that even if

we were acquainted with the process, we should scarcely^

be able to imitate its effects, from the want of time, and

deficiency in the bulk of materials.

But although bitumen cannot at present be artificially

formed from the resinous and other vegetable substances

by any of the known chemical processes, yet there is

every reason to believe, that the agent employed by na^

ture in the formation of coal and bitumen has been either
^

, muriatic or sulphuric acid; and when it is considered,

that common salt is never found in coaj mines except

when in the vicinity of salt springs, whilst on the con,

trary, pyritesj sulphate of iron, and alum, most com-

monly
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monly are present*; these facts, together with the sul-
Ej.pej.;jneiits

phureous odour emitted by most of the mineral coals when &c. on an arti-

burned, appear strongly to evince the agency of the lat-
^^^^.^

substance

ter. Tjjat this has been the case, seems also to be cor- racters of tan-

roborated, by the great resemblance which (as has been ning nutter,

previously stated) the coals formed artificially from many
Tegetable substances bear to the mineral coals, especially

as the similarity is not confined to external characters, but

extends to other properties.

By the action of sulphuric acid on yegetable bodies, a

much greater portion of their carbon is converted into

coal than when the same are subjected to the effects of fire.

Several examples respecting the resins, have been men-

tioned in the seventh section of this Paper, and the result

of the experiment made upon oak perfectly accords with

them.

Mr. Proust, in the course of some comparative expe-

riments on the proportions of charcoal afforded by diffe-

rent kinds of wood, obtained 20 per cent, from green

oak, and 1 9 per cent, from heart of oak +.

But by sulphuric acid, from 480 grains of oak, I ob-

tahied 210 grains, or about 45 per ce«/. of coal, which

burned not like the charcoal obtained from the same

wood, but like many of the mineral coals ; and this was

also observed in the combustion of the greater part of the

coals obtained by the humid way from resinous substan-

ces.

The experiment on oak also appears to refute another

objection to the vegetable origin of pit-co^l, namely, the

total absence of the alkalis, which on the contrary are so

constantly^ obtained from the ligneous parts of vegetables

by combustion J. But I have shewn, that when these bo-

dies are carbonized in the humid way either by muriatic

or by sulphuric acid, not any alkali can be obtained

from the ashes of coals so formed ; and this seems also to

be a farther proof, that the humid way has been employed
in the operations of nature to convert the above meution-

-* Kirwan's Geological Essays, p. 324.

f Journal de Physique, 1799, Tome 48, p. 469.

i Ki rwan's Geological Essays, p. 350,

ed
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Experiments, ed substances into pit-coal ; for supposing fire to have

fidalsubstance
^^^^ the agent, it does not appear easy to conceive how

having the ch..- the alkali could have been destroyed or separated*.
ractcrs of t.m-

Kvery circumstance seems therefore to support the

opinion of those who consider the pit-coals as having been

formed in the humid way, principally from vegetable bo-

dies, and most probably by the agency of sulphuric acid ;

and allowing that animal substances may also have con-

tributed to the production of coal, yet this would not

militate against the above mentioned opinion, as the effects

produced upon them by that acid would in all the essen-

tial points be perfectly similar +.

An
* Some have attempted to account for the absence of alkali in the

'

Bovtry coal and common pit-coal, by supposing that the vegetable
bodies (from which these have been formed) were previously de-

prived ofalkali by simple lixiviation during their immersion in wa-

ter. But in page 127 of this Paper, I have shewn that the submerged
oak of Sutton, although deprived of its tannin, still retained its pot-

ash, which certainly would not have been the case if the latter like

the former could have been separated from the wood by mere solu-^

tion. When wood is reduced to ashes, the alkali becomes complete-

ly denuded by the destruction of the woody fibre, and consequently

jnny be immediately taken up by water ; but when wood is convert-

ed into coal in the humid way by means of an acid, then it seems to

me that two effects take place ; for the intimate combination of the

alkali with the woody fibre becomes in a great measure destroyed by
the carbonijiation of the latter, whilst a simultaneous action arises

in the affinity between the aci^d and the alkali ; so that if coal has

been formed by suih means, the alkali must have been separated from

the wood, in the state of a dissolved neutral salt.

f From the nature of the experiments which have been related in

this Paper, I have nnavoHably been induced to notice concisely the

different opinions on the formation of coal by the humid way ; but

' I did not intend to have mentioned any of those which have been

brought forward in favour of the immediate or indirect action of

fire, as I only wished to express my sentiments respecting the most

probable of the former opinions.

Since however this Paper was written and partly read before the

Royal Society, I have been favoured by Sir James Hall, with a

copy of his Paper, intitled
" Account of a Series of Experiments iheiving

" the Effects of Compression in modifying the Action of Heat ;" and I am

fully of opinion that the scientific world has not for a long time

received any communication of more importance, or in which more

accuracy, ability, and perseverence have been displayed. The

effects which Sir James Hall has produced on carbonate of lime,

by heat acting under compression, certainly removes a great and at

one
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An inquiry into the nature and formation of coal was, Expei'iments,

my first object when I discovered the artificial tanning fjciai substance

substance, and considering the importance of the latter, havingthecha-

it will not appear surprising, that it should immediately ^^-'^"
°*

J^""
have engaged the principal part ofmy attention.

In addition to the experiments which have been related

in the three Papers upon this subject, I intended to have

decomposed the different varieties, to have compared
their gases and other products with those of the natural

substance, called Tannin, and especially to have endea-

voured to discover more economical methods of obtaining
the artificial product; for, exclusive of speculative science,

this appears to be an object of consequence, not only

respecting that useful and valuable branch of manufac-

ture, to which it immediately relates, but also as the

means of preventing, or at least of diminishing, the pre-
mature destruction of timber in a country, where, on
account of its population, as well as on account of its

maritime position, every economy in such an article

should be most rigidly observed.

But for the present, I intend to relinquish this subject

to such as may consider it worthy of attention ; whilst^

one time apparently insurmountable obstacle to the Huttonian of

Plutonian theory, and if they do not solve the grand geological

problem, they must even, in an insulated point of view, be- allowed

to have opened a new and unexplored field of research in chemistry
as well a? in geology.

In the 8th section of this valuable Paper, the author has given an

account of some experiments made on leather, horn, and fir sawdust,
from which he obtained coal which burned with flame, and which

apparently resembled some of the mineral coals. In 6ne case also,

he obtained a substance, which In external characters appeared
somewhat similar to the mixture of asphaltum and resin found at

Bovcy, to which I have given the name of Retin-a^phaltum. These

experiments Sir James Hall intends to resume, andltlsmy ear-

nest wish that he would do so ;
for although I am strongly inclined

to believe that the mineral coals have generally, If not always, beea

formed by some humid process, yet it Is Impossible to foresee the

results which may be obtained from animal and vegetable bodies

subjected to the effects of heat modified by compression, as the prin-

ciples o^ these bodies may be acted upon, and may be made to re-

act on each other, under circumstances which until now have not
been imagined.

Vol. XV.—Oct. 1806. O
'
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Experiments, as I have already stated, I entertain very sanguine expect-

:£ial°sub"tance ^^i^ns, that eventually it will prove econoniically useful ;

havingthecha- and should any be inclined to pursue the inquiry, I v/ould
racters of tan- recommend particular attention to those processes which
mng matter.

,

^
, , , , j ^

relate to the roasted vegetable substances, and to peat.

Almost any refuse vegetable matter, such as twigs,

dead leaves, &c. will serve for the former ;
whilst the

latter, as I have shewn, does not require to be roasted,

and in many, especially the northern counties, peat is

found in such abundance, that but a small proportional

quantity is consumed in the only useful way to which it

has hitherto been applied, namely, fuel.

B^'fore I conclude this Paper, I shall alsa observe, that

the experiments which have been described, must be re-

garded only as a mere sketch of that which may be per-

formed, whilst the facts which have been ascertained

respecting the resins, balsams, gum resins, and gums,

serve to prove, that much may be expected from regular

chemical examinations of these bodies. But such inves-

tigations_, in order that science may truly be promoted,

should be strictly regular : that is, they should not be

taken up in a desultory manner, but these substances

should be comparatively and systematically examined

with all the accuracy which can be employed in the pre-

sent state of chemical knowledge; for as this knowledge

concerning the composition of organized bodies is con-

fessedly very imperfect, I am persuaded, that like other

of the sciences^ chemistry will be less liable to error, when

guided by comparative experiments and comparative ana-

lysis.

'

III.

D/ycussiom relating to (he Claims of Lavoisier as an In*

ventor of Chemical I'heorj/. In a Letter from Jon a-

THAN Stokes, M. D.
'

Chesterjieldj Jug. 31, IS06.

To Mr. Nicholson.

_ HAVE -perused with. much satisfaction your re-

that l.a\oi3ier niarks and those of your correspondent E. D. on the sub-

in his last me- •

ject
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jcct of Lavoisier's claim to the establishmenl of the present molr has nc-

thcory of^what may be called aerial chemistry. I have
fj^^^g ^f other

ever regarded him as its author, but th,e mode in which chemists.

he has asserted his rights appears so reprehensible, that

nothing but my entire conviction of the integrity of his

amiable relict could induce me to believe that the fifth

memoir translated in your Journal for Jan. p. 81, contains

the whole of what he wrote on that subject. Had the

editor been unknown to me, I should have said—is it

possible that Lavoisier who did so much justice to the

discoveries of his predecessors in his Opuscules, could He did not for-

have entered so minutely into the Theories of Rey,. Lo- merly overlook

mery, Charras, Stahl and Morveau, and yet omit to notice

the experiments of Hales and Priestley ? why has the edi-

tor omitted to print the following passages which he must

surely have found in the author's hand-writing?
" Tous

''
les physiciens deson temps pensoient que le feu se fixoit se

'^ combinoitavec lesmetaux, et que c'etoit cette addition
^'

qui les reduissoit a Tetat de chaux. M. Hales nc He mentions

'' s'est point ecarte de cette opinion; mais il a de plus oQuJ^^^jg"
'' avance que Pair contribuoit a cet effet, et que c'etoit

^' en partie a lui qu'etoit du I'augmentation de poids des
^' chaux metalliques. I\ fondoit cette opinion sur ce Who ascribing
"

qu'ayant soumis 1922 grains deplomb a la distillation, m*^ calh ttTi^^
^'

il n'en avoit retire que 7 pouces d'air, tandis qu'une
"

egale quantite de minium lui en avoit fourni 34.
" M.

'^ Hales a encore reraarque que le phosphore ou plutot
'' le pirophore de Homberg diminuoit le volume de Pair
" dans lequel on le briiloit ;

—que les vegetaux en fer- -

" mentation produisoient d'abord uiie grande quantity
" d'air qu'ils absorboient ensuite. Quant a la com-

,

" bustion du volume de Pair qui s'opere pendant la com- "^ t--
^°^^^'

^ i I dercditincom-
'' bustion de quelques corps, tantot il Pattribue alaperte bustion.
^^ dc son elasticite, tar^tot il scmble croire que cct air est
" recllement fixe et absorbe pendant la combustion. M.
'^ Hales .termine son sisieme chapitre, en conclnant que
^' Pair d'atmosphere, entre dans la composition de la plus andtanght
*'

grande partie des corps, qu'il y existe sous forme solide,
^^^^ ^^ ^^y ^^^

"
depouille -de son ehisticite et de la plus grande partie

'

" des proprietes que nous lui connoissons, que cct air est,
'^ en quelque fa^on le lien universel de la nature, qu'il

O 2
'

" est
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Statement of

Priestley's dis-

coveries, by
Lavoisier.

These passages
are inserted in

Lavoisier's last

aacmoir.
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est le ciment des corps, que c'cst a lui qu'est du la

grande durete de quelques-uns, une grande partie de

la pessanteur des autres ; que cette substance est com-

posee des parties si durables, que la violence du feu

n'est point capable des les alterer, et que meme apres

avoir existe pendant des siecles sous forme solide : elle

peut, redevenir im fluide elastique rare, tout sem-

blable a celui de notre atmosphere.*
''

M.Priestley a recule beaucoup plus loin que M. de

Smith, les bornes des nos connoissances ; et on lui est

redevable de quelques faits qui semblent decouvrir un

nouvel ordrc decouvrir de chosesf . II suspendit des

mprccaux de plomb et d'etain dans des volumes dpnnes

d'air, et fit tomber dessus, Id foyer d'up verre ardent.

L'air se trouva diminue d'un quart: la portion qui

restoit ne fcrmentoit plus ayec Pair nitreux, elle etoit

pernicieuse aux animaux, et elle n'etoit plus suscepti-

ble de diminucr par un melange cle soufre et de limaille

de fer J. M. Priestley a essq^ye de calciner les metaux

dans Pair inflammable, dans Pair fixe, ct dans Pair ni-

treux, sans pouyoir y parvcnir; mais il a observe qu'ils

pouvoient encore se calciner dans un air ou le char-

bon ne bruloit plus. M. Priestley explique tons ces

phenomeues par Pemanation du phlogistique ; cettc

substance qui se degage du charbon qui brule et des

metaux qui se calcinent, se combine, suivaut lui, avec

Pair et diminue le yolumcl|. Ces experiences de M.

Priestley ont ete publiecs a la fm de Pj^nnee 1772 ; il

y avoit deja du temps quejem'occupois dumemeobjet
et j'avois annonce dans un depot fait a Pacademie des

sciences le premier Nov. 1772, qu'il se degegeoit une

enorme quantite d'air des reductions metalliques.§"

Had these passages found a place in the memoir, and

had we also met with a similar history of Priestley's dis-

povery of dephlogisticated air, and his observations on

respiration, we might have become the earnest partisans

of an injured philosopher, and exclaimed *' this theory is

^'
not, as we often hear it called, the theory of the French

" Chemists II—it is the theory of Lavoisier. Others

* Lavoisier Opuscules, 25. | 87. | 142. || 143. § 109.

f Nicholsons's Journal xiii. 85.

^' haye
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<^ have contributed to its perfection, but the present
'^

theory of oxydation, combustion, and acidification* is

*• Lavoisier's,"

Priestley njiade the greatest discoveries, but not having Priestley did

previously studied chemistry, he in this instance surren-
^^^ ^dh°"d\

dercd Ris understanding to the guidance of an established
phlogiston,

sect, and admitted the phlogiston of the Stahlians as an

elementary principle of bodies ; and he was more readily

led to continue a follower of the prevailing system of che-

mistry from having detected an error in the absorbent

theory of Hales*.

Lavoisier adopted the better part of Hales's doctrine Lavoisier saw

and though he did not at first reject the phlogistic system,
the better. part

be early suspected that charcoal performed other offices
theory.

in the reduction of metallic calces, besides that of res-

toring phlogiston to the metallic calx. Whether he or

M. Bayen ventured first to deny the existence of phlogis- WhetherBayen

ton I cannot ascertain, but previous to the 7th Dec.
^^^^ denied

177^3, Lavoisier expressed himselfon the subject as follows : phlogiston?

^^ Cette dcrniere observation nous conduit a dcs reflex-

'' ions sur I'usage du charbon et des matieres char- :

^' boneusses en general dans les reductions metalliques.
^' Servent elles comme pensent les disciples de M. Stalil>

*^ a rendre au metal le phlogistique qu'il a perdu ? ou

f
' bien ccs matieres entrent elles dans la composition meme

'^ du fluide elastique ? S'il etoit permis de se livrer aux
'^

conjectures, je dirois que quelques experiences, qui ne
*' sont pas assez complettes pour pouvoir etre soumisses

^' ^ux yeux du public, me portent a croire que tout

f fluidq elastique resulte de la combinaison d^in corps
"

quelconque solide on fluide, avec un principle inflam-

f mable, ou peut-^tre meme avec la matiere du feu pur,
" et que c'est de cette combinaison que depend Tetat
" d'elasticite : j'ajouterois que la substance fixee dans
'^ les chaux metalliques et qui en augmentent le poids,
^' ne seroit pas, a proprement parler, dans cette hy-
f' pothese un fluide elastique ; mais la partie fixe d'un
^' fluide elastique, qui a eie depouill6e de son principe
*' inllammable. Le charbon alors, auroit pour objet

*
Priestley on Air, i. 13 i,

''
principal
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"
principal, derendreau fluide elastiquc fix6 le phlogis-

''
tiqiie, la matiere du feu, et de lui restituer en memc

'^
temps I'elasticite qui en depend*." M. Bayen pub-

It appears that lished his Experiments on Mercurial Precipitates, in the

^'Slu
^^'

Jour"- de Piiys- for 1774, from which, as far as I can

judge from the notes which I formerly made when I pe-

rused them, he drew conclusions similar to those of La-

voisier. Dr. Thomson in his Chemistry.!. 101, ed. 2nd,

says, that it was in consequence of hearing Bayen's paper
read that Lavoisier was induced to turn his attention to

the subject, which must surely be a mistake, as Lavoisier's

experiments + on the same subject, were printed at least

previous to the 7th of Dec. 1773. Dr. Thomson on ex-

amining the subject will I think find that he has commit-

ted another error in the same note. After relating in the

text that Lavoisier revivified the calx of mercury by heat

alone, he adds in the note that " this experiment was
"
performed by Mr. Bayen.in 1774." I am led to believe

from my notes that Dr. T. will find that the account of

the experiments was at least published in 177 5, ^s you
state in your Journal xiv. 233, note.

Short remark As for the theory of Hey, I should be happy to peruse
on Rey and

j^jg book as an object of curiosity, but I do not wonder
Mayow.

"^ •' '

that his opinion should have excited little attention, when
he alledges that '^ the increase of weight arises," from
*' the air of the vessel condensed, rendered heavy and
'^ adhesive by the violent and long-continued heat of the

'^
furnacej." For my opinion of Mayow I must take

the liberty of requesting your correspondent E. D. to

peruse my remarks on his discoveries in the Med. and

Phys. Journ. iii. 335 §.

I am,

Sir,

Your very obedient servant,

JONATHAN STOKES.

* Lavois. Opusc. 280. f 247.

\ Journ. xiii. 82.

§ But qu. as to Hooke's claims in the theory so fully stated in his

Micrographia and copied in our quarto Journal ?

IV.
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IV.

Extractsfrom a Collection of Papers on the Subject of
Athletic Exercises, By Sir John Sinclair, Bart, M.P. .

[Continued from p. 77.]

HE case of Doctor Taylor of Croydon, narrated Coctor Taylor

by Dr. Cheyne, is an instance of the power of regimen ^^ ^^fT f

in eradicating one of the most terrible diseases incident
epilepsy by

to human nature. That gentleman had for many years
^^^^ ^*^t*

been afflicted with the epilepsy to such a degree, as fre-

quently to fall from his horse in the course of his busi-

ness, and remain insensible on the road till picked up by
the next passenger. Having observed that th« lighter his

food the less frequently did his fits recur, he confined

himself wholly to bread and milk.. This diet occasion-

ing flatulence, he restricted himself to milk alone, of

which he took about two quarts per day.
- Under this

regimen he completely recovered his health and strength,

so as to be able to play at cricket for many hours toge-

ther, with hardly any perspiration. During fourteen

years he experienced no recurrence of his fits, and at

length died of a pleurisy, occasioned by cold caught from

sleeping in a damp bed. I had once an opportunity of

seeing this regimen adopted in a deplorable case of the

same malady. The disease was not indeed cured, though
much mitigated, and during the year it was persisted in,

the patient considerably recovered his health and strength.

When it is considered that persons most conspicuous Observations

for elegance of person, as well as for acuteness of intel- ?" ^^o^e sub-

Icct, are peculiarly liable to become the victims (Tf the
peculiarly lia-

sure though slow-moving dart of phthisis pulmonalis, it ^Ic to pulmo-

becomes a very desirable object to possess some means ^^^J
consump-

of opposing the depredations of that scourge of our

island. To effect this purpose it is requisite to be able to

detect the earliest advances of that insidious disease. To
discover any remedy that will remove tubercules, or cure

ulceration of the lungs, if actually present, judging from
the analogy of other diseases, is har,dly to be expected.
Without quibbling about the term hereditary disease, no
doubt can remain in the mind of any man of observation,

2 that
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that children are not only prone to the diseases of their

parents, but are even peculiarly liable to the diseases of

that parent to whom they bear the closest personal resem-

Remarkablc si- blance. That children particularly resemble their pa-
milanty of

^^^^g -^^ ^^^ structure and formation of their nails, has not
children to '

their parents been SO generally remarked; and a child will very gene-

*S^— ^°f"^
of

rally be found to partake most of the constitution, and

consequently to be peculiarly liable to the diseases of the

progenitor to whom it has the greatest similarity in this

particular part of the body. A certain conformation of

the nails affords also a strong indication of the disposition

Description of to phthisis. In persons of the consumptive habit, the

which^hidi"^^
"^^'^ *^'^ ^^ general large, long, of a fine texture, and

cates a disposi- curved over the ends of the fingers, the last joint of
tion to con-

^yjjjch appears as if enlarged or thickened. When this
sumption.

^^ ^ .PI
peculiar structure of the termination of the superior ex-

tremities is found combined with fine sound teeth, a flac-

cid skin and high shoulders, little doubt can remain of the

existence of disposition to phthisis, whether the indivi-

dual be of a fair or of a dark complexion ; and if we find

that any hereditary taint is present in either of the pa-

rents, it is almost certain that their offsprings will ulti-

mately become the victims of this disease.

It may be sub- Of the effects of a regimen of the farinacea, combined

mel^
^^ '^*'^'" with milk and fruits, in subduing the early attacks of

phthisis many examples are recorded ; and there would

probably be many more, were an appropriate regimen

adopted rather with a view to prevent than to cure this

disease. Hence the utility of noting every mark that can

lead to the detection of a tendency to this disease, and

the consequent adoption of a plan calculated to prevent

its earliest attacks.

More may be Some experience has induced me to be of opinion that

respect Than
^^
^^^^ ^^7 ^^ ^^^^ ^^ counteract the predisposition to

has hitherto this disease than has hitherto been effected. The surface

been supposed, ^f ^-^^ i^^^^^ ^nd that of the skin are both secreting or-

gans, the functions of which mutually compensate each

other; a languid and inert condition of the skin is neces-

sarily attended with a diminution of cutaneous perspira-

tion, to make up for M'hich a larger share endeavours to

escape by the lungs, and this increased effort may well be

supposed ta lay the foundation for disease. The hypo-
thesis
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thesis is supported by the well-known facts that sailors,

ploughmen, butchers, and all persons whose occupations

are carried on in the open air, and whose perspiration is

therefore free and copious, enjoy a remarkable exemp-
tion from pulmonary complaints; on the contrary, two

thirds of the working tailors of London, taking them as

an example of the sedentary class of artificers, are be-

lieved to die of pulmonary consumption. Let us then —
principally

endeavour to remove this inert condition of the skin, not ^Y inattention

by internal sudorific medicines, which would only relax ^j^g g^i^^

it more, nor by keeping the body constantly bathed in an

atmosphere of its own perspiration by casing it in flannel.

Rather by daily exposure to the air bath, during which

the surface of the body should be rubbed with a hard s

flesh brush, either by the hands of the patient, or by
those of an assistant till the whole skin glows. From a

sedulous attention to this practice, which when regularly

persisted in becomes very grateful, combined with a light

dry diet, and unremitted exercise in the open air, I have

seen such an alteration produced in the constitution, as

leads me to hope that much may be effected in repelling
the attacks of this disease, if the proper means be suffi-

ciently early employed.
Should this sketch of the mode of training the antient Conclusion.

Afhletw, which suggested these few hints concerning the

influence of diet, air, and exercise, in counteracting cer-

tain diseased states of the constitution, coincide with your
plan of diffusing a more general knowledge of the means
of preserving health, and preventing disease, I trust you
will accept of them as a mark of my respect for that wish

to ameliorate the condition of mankind, which appears
on this occasion to have directed your eiforts.

I am, Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

A. P. BUCHAN. ^
Vercij Street^ London^

20th3Iarch, 1806.

P.S. The preceding observations being intended to The moral cf-
indicate the physical changes possible to be effected in the fects of boxing,
human constitution, by a peculiar course of diet and exer-

^^*

Vol. XV,—Oct. 1806.
. P
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cise, combined with exposure to a pure air, persisted in,

during a time given, all remarks on the moral effects of

pugilistic exhibitions, to which such a course of training,

forms a necessary prelude, have been intentionally
^have b&en avoided. This siibji3ct has lately been discussed with

bv Dr. Bards- t^'l^a^ ^-cuteness and ))ropriety by Dr. Bardsley. in " A
ley. Dissertation on the Use and Abuse of popular Sports and

Exercises," published in the last volume of the jMemoirs

of a Literary and Philosophical Society at Manchester,

which, had it fallen into my hands before this account of

the mode of training the antient Alhletce was transmitted-

to you, w ould have saved me considerable trouble. The
readtn- will there find the ditierent effects produced on the

public mind by the exhibitions of human prowess, dis-

played in the practice of boxing, well discriminated from

the consequences of committing acts of cruelty oj\ the

inferior animals, such as bull-baiting, throwing at cocks,
and other execrable practices of a similar kind, which

have been most improperly denominated sports. Fero-

city of manners, and brutality of conduct, are the invari-

able consequences of indulging a propensity to witness

Fair combat such exhibitions. In England, where the art of boxing
produces gene- \^ particularly exercised, the number of persons who fall

niiscixlcf sacrifices to personal quarrels, or become *he victims of

resentment, are few indeed; whereas, it has been calcu-

lated, that at Rome a thousand persons are annually mur-

dered by the stiletto of the assassin, and the proportion

^
is j5robably not less in Spain and Portugal. In the south-

ern counties of England, where the mode of deciding

private quarrels among the common people, by an appeal
to manual combat, is peculiarly prevalent, instances of

—than vindic- their terminating in death are very rare. In the northern
tive struggles,

counties, on the contrary, where, when men fight, they
take every unfair advantage, the loss of life is by no

means uncommon, and the verdicts ofman-slaughter occur

80 frequently as to have repeatedly excited the indignation

of the judges. It is even stated, that since the practice

of fair boxing has been in some measure introduced into

t\iCi northern parts of this country," by the example of

the itinerant teachers of the pugilistic art, instance* af

luurder have become less frequent,

I Th^
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The pain inflicted and suffered by the pcr.sons engaged ,j,j^^ efforts of

in tliese contests have caused tliem to be stigmatised by combat dimi-

many humane persons, as cruel. But to judge of the "'^^^^^^
st"se

feelings of the combatants by those of tiie spectators, is a

very inadequate criterion. It is an acknowledged physi-

ological truth, that tlie simultaneous actions of voluntary

exertion, and of sensation, arc in great measure incom-

patible with each other. Hence the utility of the bullet

in the soldier's mouth, who is suftering punislnnent: by

strongly exerting the muscles of masticadon on this un-

yielding s.ibstancc he diminishes the sensation of pain.

Even our immortal bard appears to have been acquainted

with this fact, when he makes lienry the Fifth desire his

soldiers, previous to mounting the deadly breach, to

" Stiffen the sinews, summon up the blood;
** To set the teeth, and stretch the nostril wide,
" Hold hard the breath, and bend up every spirit,
« To his full height."

Such is the condition of persons engaged in a boxing
match. And many who can contemplate the gallantry

and spirit displayed in a contest of this kind, with con-

siderable satisfaction, would shrink with abhorrence

from the spectacle of a man beaten in like manner, were

he at the same time deprived of the power of resistance.

It is also matter of common observation, that a man.
Robust const!-

. • r x^ J. 1 ' i.-j. i.' a- tutlons sulFer
in possession ot a robust and vigorous constitution, sutlers

j^^g f^.^^ ^,^^^

much less pain from a certain degree of injury than a per- leuce than the

son in a more feeble state of health. Carry this a little ^l^^
and irri-

^ .

"^ table would do.

farther, and we find a delicate lady, whose flaccid muscles

hardly suffice to support a debilitated frame from one

chamber to another, yet highly susceptible of pain from

the slightest external injury, and suffering almost anni-

hilation at the sudden clapping of a. door. It would

seem, therefore, as if the force and irritability of the

muscles, and the susceptibility of the nerves were in the

inverse ralio of each other. The effect of a course of ^ . .

rraming "ive*

training appears to be to augment the quantity, and irri- this vigour,

lability of the muscular fibre, and at the same time, to

diminish the morbid sensibility of the nervous system.

And I think it is advancing a step in physiological know-
P % ledge,
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ledge, to have ascertained the means oJ[^ augmenting or

diminishing these opposite states of the living body.
Argument re- It might indeed, be desirable, that the persons who
sptcting pecu- - -r

niiiry motives, engage in these public contests were less influenced by
pecuniary motives, and that there was less of the spirit

of gambling connected with them. A rigid adherence to

the rules of the combat, which chiefly consists in abstain-

ing from taking any unfair advantage of an antagonist, is

, particularly attended to in a regular boxing match, and by
such examples this generous feeling is supported and dif-

fused among the mass of the people. Were the victor

not rewarded by some prize, or testimony, of his superi-

ority, the practice would probably soon fall into disuse.

If boxing were D^, Bardsley has proposed, in order to prevent iniu-
attended with . ., . , , i x i, u i - i - ^
neither pain *'^^^) *"^^ these combats should be carried on in mufflers,
nor danger, the or stuffed gloves. The preparatory exercises, it is well

wouldnot ro-
^^0^'"' ^^^ always managed in this manner. But an

duce that stea- important part of the practice of boxing consists in that

dy courage ^qq} ^^d steady courage which enables a man to endure

countrymen
^ certain degree of corporeal suffering with patience ;

have so often and in a command of temper, which preserves the pre-
0ispiaycd. gence of mind, undisturbed, amid pain and danger. This

cool intrepidity constitutes the characteristic feature of

British bravery ; and whatever may be the evils attendant

on prize-fighting, they arc more than compensated, if it

be allowed that such exhibitions tend to diffuse and sup-

port a spirit of this kind, among the inhabitants of the

British Isles.

'

Keveric ; considered as connected with Literature. Ihj

the Rev, Johnson Grant, A.B. of St, Johi's College^

Oxon. From the Manchester Memoirs, Vol. I. of the

Second Series *.

Explanation of At is a frequent process, and often one of the highest

reverie, or the pleasures of the mind, to become insensible to the pursuits
act of the mind •

in which sur-

rounding ob-
. . , ,

iects and im-
*
Though the present memoir cannot with the most decided

jnediate pur- propriety be considered as belonging to Natural Philosophy, Che-

mistry,
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in which it is moi'e immediately engaged, and yielding to

, ,.

, . , , , ^ ' ^ \' 4.
' f •

1
suits are disre-

impressions which lead to more interesting trains ot ideas, gardedfo more
to suffer itself to be carried by them to an imaginary con- interesting

templation of distant scenes, or speaking over of former "^^^'"H* .

conversations ;
—to a recollection of past transactions or

anticipation of future enjoyments. This mental obser-

vation is known by the name of Reverie : and is also

expressed in common conversation by the eraphatical me-

taphor—absence of mind.

Without entering into the question how far volition is Reverie diflers

1 L J.U xi. ' J ' L' • ' from abstrac-
concerned; whether the mind is active or passive m a

^j^^

state of reverie, it will not be improper, for the sake of

imparting clearer ideas on the subject, to draw a parallel

betwixt reverie and abstraction, according to the common

acceptation of the terms. Abstraction is the act of at- ^^ abstraction

tending closely to the object of study, which is present to
strongly fixed

us:—Reverie is the state of being drawn away from an by choice oa

observance of that object, by other reflections. The one
^^b'^ct^"^"*^

indicates strength ; the other a degree of weakness of in reverie it is

mind :—abstraction is an effort to collect our thoughts: weakly surren-

reverie consists in their being let loose, to wander whither-
wanderings of

soever they will. Abstraction is a steady and continued fancy.

act of pondering on the object before us. Reverie, as it
^* '^ ^

^.^"t of

Ls to be considered in this paper, consists in a want of the

power of abstraction. v

Abstraction resists the impulses of external objects,
Powerful

which have a tendency to disturb the train of ideas in
abstraction on

study. Reverie surrenders the mind to these impulses, their studies.

and to the new train of ideas, (foreign to the immediate

subject of contemplation) which they introduce. Ab- Light mmds

straction is peculiar to the philosopher :
—reverie to per- reverie.'^

^ ^

sons of sensibility and genius, uncorrected by strength of

mind. Abstraction is the habit of the diligent. Reverie,

the trilling of the idle*.

Every

mistry, or the Arts, yet its importance to all scientific and studious

men leaves me no doubt that it will be acceptable to the readers of

this Journal, whose progress in knowledge, and consequently the

advancement of the sciences, must be promoted in proportion as

their researches are guided by sound reason and an attention to the

processes of the mind.

f Jt may, in some cases, at first seem doubtful, whether to refer

certain
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Every man is conscious that his mind is often imper-Manner in
. ,

•'
_ r , i • ,

which themlnd ceptibly conveyed away from tne objects that are prc-
becomcs ab- sented to his senses, and led to other catenations of ideas.
scn^, c.

Among these it ranges for some time, till at length, in a

manner apparently inexplicable, it perceives itself brought
back to its immediate employment: but is equally at a

loss to explain how it broke loose, how long it has been

absent, or what has occasioned its return.

Medical views. Physicians, who have treated this mental infirmity as a

disease, have confined themselves to a description of the

constitutional frame, which renders us liable to it *. Hav-

ing

Reverie of the certain operations of the mind to the former or the latter of these

^oct* terms. Poetry is one example—But a little reflection will solve the

dilHculty. Some of the poets* finest ideas may be derived from

reverie :-*but to embody them In words, to give them a local habi-

tation and a name, close abstraction is certainly required.

Two kinds of ^^ "iay» also, be proper to observe, that there are two distinct

reverie. species of reverie ; each of which Interrupts study. The one is

unconnected with the object of our study, and is occasioned by a

strong Impression on our mind, which disturbs the power of at-

tending to another subject: as if after witnessing an execution, I

should attempt to read a book of philosophy, the horrid spectacle

would in this case intrude upon my thoughts, and render attention

impossible. The other species arises from the subject, and is fre-

quently produced when the mind is at ease. Cato's Soliloquy on

reading Plato's Treatise on the Soul's Immortality, may be sup-

posed to bean example of it;—and this species of reverie may easily

be confounded with abstraction.

The sensorial * Dr. Darwin, vol. I. p. 361, says that "
people with Increased

power employ- sensibility, who may be known by high coloured lips, dark hair,

^. ?" J"^y,^"5 and large eyes, are most liable to enthusiasm, delirium and reverie.

', •,•

"
In this last afFectlon, they are seen to start at the clapping of a

door, because the more intent any one Is on the passing current of

hit ideas, the more is he surprised at their being dissevered by ex-

ternal violence. But owing to the great expenditure of sensorial

power on these sensitive motions. It follows, that there will be a

deficiency of it In the irritative, which will be performed with lesa

energy.
,-- and renders " Hence these persons do not attend to slight stimulus; but when
vs less sensible ^ stimulus is great enough to excite sensation, it excites greater
fo surroim mg g^j^gj^j^g actions than in other constitutions. This is the case In

*
*

delirium or inflammation.—Thus persons addicted to reverie arc

absent in company;—sit or lie long In one posture, and in winter

have the skin of their legs burnt in various colour* by the fire.

They
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ing omitted to anallze the method, -by which mind and

body act and re-act on each other, they haye failed to

trace the disease to its source ; and in point of remedy,

have left it where they found it.

In the course of reading or reflection, the subject When the at-

which engages us may be a task, or a pleasure ;
it may gaged\y Ih'

either be indifferent to us, or deeply interesting. If it straction, the

be of the latter description, (or even in the case of the organs ofsense

xi. r • IN xi. become xnac-

former, if we happen to possess a strength oi mind) atten- ^ly^.

tion will be collected from every quarter, Avhere it may

usually be dissipated, and gathered to this single focus.

It seems to leave the organs of sense;—which, hence, be-

come callous to impressions, at other times forcibly per-
'

ceptible. A bell may toll, and the hail may rattle on

their windows ;
but both may be alike unheard. To this

state of the mind, philosophy gives the name of abstrac-

tion.—-If, on the contrary, I have a more favourite study «.but some

than that in which I am engaged; or if, wherf I am prevailing
ob-

engaged in study, there be some pleasure which I expect ^^^^ ^^^ i^^
or have lately enjoyed; or some misfortune which I ap- reverie,

prehend, or have lately sustained, dwelling upon my
mind: I shall find it difficult to fix my attention—my
thoughts will be perpetually recurring to this more inte-

resting subject ; my inclination to wander, and my desire

to improve will carry on an equal contest ; and I shall

discover, on laying aside my book, that I have been read-

ing one thing, and pondering on another. This double '

operation of the mind, constitutes that species of reverie

which is peculiar to literary persons.

Our train of thought is disturbed, when any of our External im-

senses is acted upon by some quality in an external object, P^^essions may,.,,,,.,, -^

. ,. „ .
'draw the mind

which tends to introduce a new series oi reflections, fmm its sub-

ject.

They are fearful of pain; covet music and sleep;—and delight in

poetry and romance." As the motions excited in consequence of

increased sensation, are more than natural, and thus expend a

greater portion of sensorial power, the voluntary motions, like the

irritative, are less easily exerted—Hence the persons we have been

describing are indolent with regard to all voluntary exertions,

whether of mind or body. They are also known by interrupting
others in discourse with irrelevant observations. Deaf people ad-

here longer than others to one subject, as their train of ideas are in

no danger from one inlet of disturbance.

Thus,
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Instance of
mental wan-

dering.

Reverie may
terminate it-

self, or be
broken by ex-

ternal events.

The look and
action of an
orator fix the

attention and

prevent reve-

rie.

OJ7 llEVEJfllE.

Thus, distant music may draw away attention from thd

book we peruke, to a scene, where the same sounds were

formerly heard by us. Or, in the course of reading, we

may meet with a passage, which suggests reflections irre-

lerant to the main subject. From these, when the mind
is conveyed to them, the transition is easy to others, with

which they are connected; and in this manner fancy may
rove, for an unlimited time, through an unlimited range
of ideas. The ocean, for example, may be introduced as

a simile, illustrative of a metaphysical argument. Fancy
will be drawn for a moment to the ocean, and if we have

ever beheld it, or crossed it, the incident will present
itself.—We then insensibly relinquish our employment
to think on the storm which endangered our life; or on
the country and friends, from whence the vessel conveyed
us. May not a similar process rouse us from this trance,
and recal us to the occupation we had left ?—May not a

new and unusual impulse upon any organ of sense, startle

and remind us, that we are trifling with time ?—May not

the train of ideas, furnished by the reverie itself, lead us

back to the very subject which engaged us, pripr to its

commencement?—In either May the reverie will be ter-

minated. The firing of cannon may break in upon my
fit of absence. When once awakened, but not till then

I become conscious that I have been guilty of relaxation

from the vigilance of attention, and return to my study,

pleased, perhaps, with the excursion, but not without

dissatisfaction on account of my loss of time. The same

effect may be produced in the instance of the simile al-

ready mentioned, if the associated ideas to which the

simile of the ocean had led me^ taking a retrograde direc-

tion, conduct me back to the primary subject of com-

parison.

When listening to the discourse of an orator, or lecture

of a teacher, we digress in a similar manner, and are re- .

called by a look from the speaker;—by a pause;—by a

sudden transition; anew figure; or a felicity of diction

or of thought. This reflection may SQrve to analize the

art of keeping attention aAvake in others.— It may recom-

mend the impressions we have enumeratedy^ as useful ex-

pedients in oratory ; and explain the principle, which

makes
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makes us wish to have a public speaker in our view,

while we are listening to him.

When the habit of mental absence is sufficiently con- Mental ab-

firmed to constitute a disease, the appulses of external J^Jej^e jg a

objects, which would interrupt reverie in stronger minds, disease

are found to strike upon the senses in vain. A man is

mentioned in Zoonomia, who, during the paroxysm of

reverie, was reciting some lines from Pope, one of which

he had forgotten: it was several times inetfectually shouted

in his ears ; till at length, after much labour, he recol-

lected it by his own eftbrts. Yet though such appulses
—which Is not

do not destroy, they sometimes harmonize with the wak-
external im^

ing dream. In this case they excite attention; and the pressions;

reverie, without being broken, insensibly glides into sub-

jects connected with these appulses. In the work we

have just now quoted, is an interesting account of a

young person, who, while lost in reverie, heard a passing- —though they

bell ; and without being recalled to a consciousness of ^^^ ^^
^^^'

wandering thought, was soon after heard to say,
" I

wish I were in ipy grave;"
—and pulling off' her shoe—

^' A little longer and a little wider ; and even this would

make a coffin."

Such are the various kinds and degrees of reverie* The It Is of great

enumeration of them was necessary to the discovery of in^po^tance to
•^ •' studious men

those means by which this mental affection maybe regu- that they

lated or remedied. The subject is of the highest import- should not m-
X .1 u i • ^1 • r J- • dulge reverie,

ance to those who are entering upon tlieir studies; since,
*

as it is an argument against wasting much of our time in

sleep, that we may be said only to live while we are

awake;—-so, with regard to letters or business, it may be

asserted, that we do not study all the hours we number

at our desk, but those only, during which the vigour of

our minds has been exerted in our proper employment.
There are several methods by which reverie may be

regulated and modified.

1st. The abstraction of excitement produced by ex- Reflections on

ternal stimuli, will, in most cases, give a preponderance
the causes

o n the side of study,and thus be inimical to reverie. A o^r which fav«r

walk along the shore is more favourable to abstraction,
reverie.

than in a garden or terrace, where the frequent-turnings

interrupt reflection. Philosophers in general have
Vol. XV.—Oct. 1806.

"

Q shunned
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Solitude.
shunned the town, that its noise and bustle might not

disturb their meditations. Nevertheless, we have heard

of some, whose minds were more active amidst the uni-

form, mingled hum of the throng, or the noise of a car-

riage, than in more tranquil scenes. This may be
Town life. accounted for by asserting, 1st. That such uniform

X sounds may be from habit, associated with abstraction,
as opposed to reverie; and i^'at it is only by sharp, sud-

den impulses, and not by uniform and accustomed sounds,
that abstraction is discomposed ; and 2dly, That, when
this is the case, the sounds in question will drown all

others, and thus weaken the influence of their excitement

in disturbing abstraction, and producing reverie. Here,

Whether re- however, a difficulty arises. If I remove myself to silence

treat be most and solitude for the purpose of philosophical abstraction,

reverie^ or to
^^^^^^<^ reverie by any means find its way to my mind, and

abstraction. experience proves that no silence and no solitude can ex-

clude
it,
—will not the absence of excitement from exter-

nal objects be favourable to the continuance of those idle

musings, which •! have taken pains to avoid? The first

object of a student
is,

to preclude the advances of reverie ;

but when its spell has stolen upon him, external stimuli

become desirable in order to dissolve it. Hence a retreat

into the shade will only facilitate reverie;* unless we carry

along with us a fund of information, on which we may
ruminate : an object of science to occupy and interest us;

and an inherent vigour of mind, which shall enable us to

resist the slighter impressions on our senses, from which
Second sight of

^Ijq deepest retreat is not exempt. The superstitious
the Highlands . \, . _ ,xu f a —i ^
of Scotland, dreams which are known by the name of second sight,

are found amongst the most uninformed of mankind, in a

country where the absence of disturbance might favor

the highest speculations in science. The beach of the sea,

which Plato chose as the fittest place for philosophical

instruction, has in our own country become the favourite

haunt of the indolent and the unthinking.
Reverie is live- Objects and circumstances may be so disposed as to

acco^d'^"^'** S^^^ *^ reverie a pleasing or pensive, and as we shall pre-

ito cause. sently see, a refined or inelegant direction. I believe it is

unnecessary to ask, whether the mind will not be more

apt to depart from serioijg meditation in a gaudy chapel,

I than
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than in the solemn gloom of a cafhedral. It is remarked

by an eminent medical writer, that light, introduced by

opening the window-shutters, gave a gayer cast to the

ideas of a patient who laboured under reverie. Tlvp study
of Tasso tvas a Gothic apartment; and he fancied his

familiar spirit to converse with him througJi a window o/

stained glass.

If we can contrive to effect, during the reverie, a frc-
J^^

Enghsh

quent re-action of any circumstance connected with our culated to fir

original employment, we shall, by this means, frequently the mind, and

bring back the mind from its excursion. It has been as-
P^^^^"'

revc-

serted, in favour of the liturgy of the Church of England,

that, by being broken into short prayers, and interspersed

with frequent responses to be spoken by the people, it is

accommodated to the frailty of human nature, and has

proved an excellent method of recalling the mind, too apt
to wander, even from its most important, occupations^
and its most sacred duties.

A house of worship is certainly the most suitable place
for acts of devotion. The mind is no sooner inattentive,

than it sees around it objects connected with religion,

which upbraid its weakness and check its aberration. •

I now come in the last place to enumerate the remedies Study Is a re

I would propose for the diseased state of the mind, which ^^^Y ^^^ t*^'*

has been the subject of the present dissertation—and"^^"^
e ec ,

these all rest upon a single principle. The " vis insita"

of the mindj inclining, by a voluntary exertion to the side

of study, constitutes the power of resisting the seduce.

ments of external stimuli, and of bidding defiance to re-

verie :—and as reverie has been shewn to proceed from

mental relaxation and debility, so, whatever produces
mental vigour may be pronounced an antidote to it.

Now mental vigour is, in great measure, regulated by —and so is bo-

the strength of the body ; so that literary persons, who ^^^^ vigour,

are desirous to preserve their minds in a proper disposi-

tion for studying with the greatest benefit, sliouid remem-

ber, that with respect to exemption from reverie, it is

only
" in corpo^e sano'* that the " mens Sana" is to be

found.

The first remedy accordingly which I shall mention is. This is pro-

frequent and habitual exposure to a pure and bracing
motcd by cx-

Qa J. I. posure to the
% atmosphere, Spcn air,
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atmosphere. The influence of different states of tho

atmosphere, in sharpening or hebetating the powers of the

mind, was so well known to the ancients, that to this

cause they sometimes ascribed the diversities of national

character. '' Inter locorum naturas quantum intersit,

vidimus. Athenis, tenue coelum ; ex quo acutiores etiam

putantur Attici: crassum Thebis, itaque pingues
' Thebani." A sharp and salubrious atmosphere, by invi-

gorating the frame, will thus render the mind alert and

active, and intent upon i^s employment,
!—and by tern- Another important remedy for habitual reverie is tem-

*

perate living, equally removed from abstinence and ex~

cess*. For too great abstinence is a direct cause of men-

tal weakness ; while repletion renders body and mind

sluggish and torpid.
—-and also by j^ jg ^j^g property of stimulating articles of diet to be-

stow a temporary vigour, a strong action of the system,
which is soon followed by exhaustion. Men of genius,

as Brown and Erskine, have accordingly been reported to

have swallowed quantities of laudanum, previous to any
occasion when it was necessary to call forth all the powers
of their mind. Not content with the moderate and judi-

cious tonic of a frugal and healthful meal, they have im-

providently applied violent stimulants. But let not this

fact be thought to militate against our argument. As

long as the stimulus acts, the mind is, doubtless, invigo-

rated. It is enabled to resist the attack of impressions

foreign to the subject in wjiich it is engaged ;
—

impres-

sions, which perpetually attempt to lure it from that sub-

— but these ject into the mazes of reverie.—But, as the force of the

destroy the mind is then increased, by borrowing to-morrow's energy
for the service of to-day, to-morrow will be spent in

languor. The consequences indeed are less pernicious to

the orator than they were to the physician. His mind

may recruit its strength before a new exertion of its fa-

culties is demanded. But the lecturer, whose labours

were quotidian, must have entered his class with faculties

*
It is after dinner that our poet Cowper, describes himself

£\s

pleased with the movement of his shadow on the ceiling, and as

thrown Into a train of musing by the objects which his fancy beheld

in the fire.

enfeeble4
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enfeebled and incapable of exertion. Finding his spirits

sunk as much below the point of exhilaration, as his last

doze had raised them above it,
he increased the quantity

of stimulus in a progressive duplicate ratio :—Tlie unfor-

tunate Brown at length fell a victim to dram-drinking.

The Turks, who chew opium in large quantities, are *^i^^
Turks,

, . , .0 ,,1 1
who take opi-

rauch addicted to reverie, home traveller relates, that um, are ad-

he has observed a native of Turkey sitting from morning dieted to reve-

till evening in the same posture, poring in a stream where

he had fixed a bottle, for the sake of being thrown into a

pleasing rumination by the bubbling noise it made with

the water.
^

They who have indulged their minds in a habit of inat- Long-contlnu-

tention and wandering, are apt to prolong their time of ^^
^^^l

** ^^'

study, that they may finish, before they rise from their

desk, the task they have allotted for the day: under the

impression that they are by this means redeeming the time

they have lost in dissipation of thought.

This is a mistaken economy, and proves no saving qf Much of the

time in the end. He, who, greedy of knowledge, neglects ^j^^ ^^-^^^ ^^^

to accustom himself to regular bodily exercise, will find exercise is use-

many of the hours which he has passed at his desk, to be ^"^*

undeserving of being computed with the hours of actual
•

improvement : and will thus become sensible, that if a

/ certain portion of time had been given to exercise, the

hours of his actual improvement would have been more in

number. When the body has been sedentary and indo-

lent, the faculties make fruitless attempts to grasp the

objects of their study.
—This is the case in reading : it is

still more so in composition. With great wisdom, there-

fore, did the Greeks mingle gymnastic exercises with the

study of philosophy. In the morning, after the spirits

have been recruited by rest, the mind being (with the

body) fresh and vigorous, is not disposed to deviate

from the subject presented to it. It was accordingly at

this time of the day, that the kings of Egypt transacted all

teir

public business.

In the evening these circumstances are altered. The
Evening stu-

tigue and the meals of the day, and the recurrence of dies are of lit-

|ie images that have passed before the senses, are inimical
^* ^^*

the vigorous stretch of intense thought. Brutus used

to
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to read in his tent, at midnight when his frame was de-

bilitatedj
and his spirits were exhausted by a long march,

and by the heat of the morning ;
—w lien his mind was un-

The spectre strung, and prerented by weariness from everting its

which appear- pQ^yers with one fixed direction. May not the spectreed to Brutus. *
, ^ ,....* , ,

have been a creature of his imagination when thus pre-

disposed for reverie ? when his ideas consisted of confused

conceptions, furnished partly by his book and partly by
his fancy. And will it be deemed extravagant to conjec-

ture, that the passage he was reading may have been the

story of the dying Bramin, who prophetically warned

Alexander that they should meet at Babylon ?

Fact supposed I am aware, that the mind, when deeply engaged in

^ntrary
to

study, sometimes overcomes sleep, and assumes a new vi-

gour at a late hour of the night. In this case, certain

degree of fever, in other words, of increased action, has

taken place ;
which will be followed, and proved to have

existed, by commensurate mental debility and nervous-

ness.

'^
Some,'* says a modern author,

'^ look over what

they want to remember, immediately before going to sleep

at night, because then the mind is nt)t afterwards busied

about any ideas that might drive it away : or in the morn-
'^

ing on first getting up, because the mind is not then

pre-occupied with any ideas which may hinder the sub-

ject's getting fast hold of it." Gerard's Pastoral

Care.

*0n the whole, whatever destroys the balance between

Diseased sensi-
* it is a law in the animal oeconomy, that sensibility accumulates

bility and im- as irritability is exhausted : In other words, that the nervous fibre

paired muscu- becomes more sensible to Impressions, as the muscular fibre becomes
Jar vjgour are

j^^g g^^ ^^^^ ^j^.^ ygrsa.—Preternatural or diseased sensibility is not
concomi ant.

f^^^j j^ jj^^ strong labourer so much as in the hysterical and debili-

tated female. The author of this essay, who can encounter without

mental pain, any scenes of distress which he may witness in his pro-

fessional character, in the morning, when the frame Is In tone, has

observed In himself a propensity to be much affected by them; when

presented to him after fatigue and long fasting. Whatever accu-*

mulates sensibility, Increases the mind's liability to be acted upon

by external stimuli, and carried away by them from Its steady ob-

servance of the object of its study. And since the exhaustion of

irritability produces this effect, the propriety gf the feregoing In-,

junction! is evident.

body
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body and mind, whatever impairs the firm tone of the Literary men

animal fibre, ought to be studiously avoided by those
^j'J|^^^^° ^J^J,^

whose habits are literary. The debility subsequent to a
bility, for these

debauch, a warm climate, fatigue, corpulency, are all ^^^ou^ revene,

favourable to reverie. And every thing that braces the

fibre, and gives the system (not a sudden and artificial in-

crease of action, ) but permanent strength and exhilara-

tion should, with equal care be resorted to.

But for the mental disorder, which has been the subject Mental reme-

of our discussion, we must look, in the second place, for •
^S^i^^' ^^'

other remedies in the mind itself, w^hen considered ab-

stractedly from tlie body.
Much benefit will be derived from conquering a sickly To avoid light

taste for light and desultory reading, and abstaining from reading.

an immediate application to the fine arts. When they,
who have indulged in such pursuits, engage in studies of

more solid utility, they find the perusal of historic facts,

or the prosecution of philosophical arguments, perpetually ^

interrupted by the involuntary remembrance of their fa-

vourite and less severe employments. Mathematics is a Mathematics

science worthy of being recommended to youth, and,
recommended,

indeed, demanding the attention of all whose habits are

literary ; not so much for its own sake, or for that of the

other sciences which cannot be understood without a

knowledge of it, as on account of its implanting habits of

abstraction and of bestowing the ability to fasten the

powers of the mind upon any subject, and to pursue it

till it is thoroughly investigated*.

Here, however, a caution is necessary* Elegant litera- ^"^ elegant H-

ture and the fine arts, although thus paralysing to the coSderS^^a^^
mind when they are made the main object of pursuit, an exhilarating

may in certain cases be called in with advantage, as re-
refreshment.

medies for reverie. When the mind is under the influence

* In comparing the effects of the different leading branches of Qxford and
education at our two universities, it has been remarked, that per- Cambridge stu-

sons who have studied at Cambridge, adhere long and steadily to an dents coni-

argument, in conv^crsation
; while Oxonians, whose pursuits are P^^ed.

more elegant than philosophical, are content with a more superficial
examination of many subjects; but afford greater pleasures to their

companions, by the desultory variety of the ideas which thc^y com-
municate.

of
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of any passion, joy, surprise, grief, indignation, whidh

deprives it of the ease and exemption from solicitude re-

quisite to its.applying with effect to abstruse researches

or what is called serious reading,--—it will then be its

philosophy to lure attention into the paths of literature,

with the elegant classic, or interesting narrative ;
—with

the works of poets or dramatic authors ; and with com-

position on its favourite theme :
—stimulants powerful in

calming the soul, and charming sorrow into tranquillity,

when rarely and prudently applied ; but which would lose

their effect, if they were daily administered.

Objects which Another expedient, which it will be prudent to adopt,

tion"are^to"be
^^ the removal of our place ofstudy, beyond the reach (if

avoided. possible) of every object and circumstance which being

presented to any of our- senses, is apt to seduce attention*

The fragrance of flowers, the voice of music, the portrait

ofa friend, the hum of men, has each its train of associated

ideas, to pursue which, the mind of the student may in-

sensibly be drawn off from the object of his study. And
if the student wishes to, obtain a depth of thought, a

closeness of reasoning, dispatch, or perfection in study, he

will reserve these luxuries for the hour of relaxation. It

was one of the maxims of Lycurgus, that ornaments should

not be placed in the council halls, as they tended to alien-

ate the attention of the judges, when listening to the

pleaders.

Artofmemory. The art of memory has been said to be the art of atten-

tion
;
—theartof r^* VI"'

'jg^ the operations of the mind

from being broku;
..j

ouOit reveries, to which weak minds

are decoyed by every sound or sight that passes. It is

possible for a Newton to be so deeply absorbed in thought,
and to have practised abstraction so thoroughly, that the

Remarks on firing of a cannon will not break the train of his ideas.—'

men supposed gy^ common minds, conscious of their inferior strength,

8Uaction"in\ll ^nd of their greater aptitude to be interruptecl, should

situations. cultivate letters in places where the fewest and the weakest

be?r'*^"'

'
stimuli are applied ;—in the shade, remote from noise,

and not exposed to passing objects. Colbert's having said

that his mind was always mos't active in the midst of Paris,

if not fully solved in thg former part of this essay, may be

considered as a pro^f, that that minister possessed a warm
- imagination.
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wiiagination, guarded by a Yigorous intellect;
—that he

was willing to give loose to the wanderings of fancy, in

the midst of rural leisure : but ever associated the recol-

lection ofwant of time and fulness of occupation in the

metropolis, with the first aberration of thought from the

subject he had before him.—Besides, it is reasonable to

suppose, that the studies of Colbert, when in Paris, were

confined to the politics of the day ; a subject which, by

engaging every passion, must have entirely engrossed at-

tention, and deadened the force of external stimuli :

whereas his rural lucubrations had, probably, for their

subject, topics of speculative philosophy, less interesting,

less relating to self and immediate concern ; and therefore

less endowed with the power of detaining the mind, prone
to her favourite sallies of digression from her main em-

ployment. Nothing can be more absurd than an attempt Literature and

to unite a life of literature and of gaiety.
—The remem- diversions can-

brance of glaring objects and tumultuous pleasures, per-^^^jj^^^

*^°"^'

petually obtruding itself on the mind, will soon convince

the scholar, that his eflforts to make thought and dissipa-

tion of thought meet in the same mind are vain.^—^Tfie

recollection of past, or anticipation of approaching frivo-

lities, makes abstraction a painful and violent, I may
safely affirm, an impossible exertion. The conceptions of

an eifeminate imagination unsettle the mind ; —they float

upon and confuse the ideas supplied by study.
Indeed a habit of study and abstraction is the most Habits of ab-

powerful precaution that can be adopted against the in- straction gra-

trusions of reyerie.—Reverie resembles the enemy of
^jj^^j^^^-^^f^^"^

mankind. Resist it, and it will flee from you. The verie.

oftener and the more vigorously you oppose it, the less

frequently will it recur, and the weaker will be its at-

tacks. While the idler and the man of pleasure cannot

peruse even a few pages of a novel without mental weari-

ness and wandering ;
—the student will in time bring his

mind to the ability of prosecuting for ftiany hours, the

deepest reasoning, seldom interrupted by reverie, and
never overcome.

When speaking of the force of habit, we cannot fail to Extemporanc-
rccommend the habit of extemporaneous speaking. When °^^ speaking.

a man finds that his words must flow in an uninterrupted
Vol. XV.—Oct. 1806: R
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succession, and that his ideas must keep pace with them,
he will have no leisure for idle musing.

^
The various Let us suppose, a contention held between the employ-

bywSTttcn-
"^^^* ^y^ich engages us on the one hand, and the stimuli

tion may be that act upon our senses on the other. Each strives to
fixed to a sub- draw the attention of the mind towards itself. If the em-
jcct.

ployment be pleasing, or if several of the senses, instead

of one, be engaged In it, we may consider it as the stronger

party, as having the greatest force on its side. Attention

would be less apt to waver if we were to transcribe, than

if we read a passage in any author; if we saw a drama

performed on the stage, than ifwe perused it in the closet;

or if we were present at a parliamentary debate, than rf

it only reached us through the cold medium of a news-

paper. When the mind therefore is agitated, and inca-

pable of intense application, it will be w ell to betake

ourselves to any occupation of which we are enthusiasti-

cally fond. Whence arises the fluency of the unlearned

itinerant preacher. It is to be ascribed to the two last

principles on which we have expatiated, habit and enthu-

siasm.

An expedient It often happens to those who devote much time to

$o prevent rcadinff or composition, that as soon as their reverie com-
wandenng of

, . , , . . .
.

mind. mences, they unconsciously remove their eyes from their

book or writing desk to s^ome particular spot in the apart-

ment which may be favourable to mental wandeting, or

associated with it by habit. Now, if they would pre-

viously affix to the idea of this spot, the idea of conscious-

ness that they have departed from their proper occupation,

they would probitbly be enabled in this manner to check

the fit of musing at its commencement, and to save the

time which would otherwise have been squandered. No
one is unacquainted with the story of the orator^ who
could not plead without holding a string in his hand, for

the purpose of recalling his wavering thoughts. The biting

Biting of the of our nails, during composi4:ion, may be referred to the

toails. same cause. We associate the idea of this practice with

that of our first and main employment, so that the former

is never present without the latter ;
—and any new train

of ideas obtruding themselves on our study are kept at a

distance by the recurrence of the practice alluded to ;

. which
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which we have previously identified with the recollection

of our original object of contemplation. As nail-biting

is intended to fix abstraction, drumming with our fingers .
Dramming

, . ,

'
. rm_. -x 1 with the fina-

ls a practice, by which we promote reverie. Ihis it does
^^^

partly from habit and partly upon a principle already

mentioned ; namely, that a gentle uniform stimulus draws

attention from all others, except such as are sudden and

violent; which will dissolve any reverie, however inter-

esting, and however artfully promoted, unless in a

diseased state of the mind.

If, therefore, we find that this last mentioned practice

is favourable to the continuance of our minds in the re-

gions of imagination, we must frequently, when we have

greater command over our thoughts, study to connect and

blend the practice with internal disapprobation of our

indolence.

If, however the habit of reverie have been too deeply If reverie be

fixed in our minds to be entirely eradicated ;
—or if (as is

"t**oi,JhT to be
the case with many) we be unwilling to part with this

regulated ;

pleasing weakness, and consider the moments spent in such

desultory musings, as the most delightful of our lives, we

ought still to be anxious to regulate them in such a manner

as to prevent them from being cither unprofitable or cri-

minal.

We may hinder them from becoming unprofitable, by or rendered

cultivating a taste for intellectual pleasures ; by habitual P^^o"'^*"*'^*

application to a variety of branches of study ;
—and by

frequenting the society ofthe learned or the refined. The

reverie, which we cannot conquer, will thus be converted

into a rational employment;
— for taste and memory will

direct it to subjects of science and utility.

The best rules for preventing fits of absence from be- The reveries of

coming criminal, will be found in that book, which is thca
^'^^"^^^

and

highest authority on this part of the subject. Keep the ^jji bg^tj^out

heart with diligence, for out of it proceed evil thoughts ;
— repreach.

the springs of conduct ; the issues of life. Be strenuous

in ''
casting down imaginations" that are contrary to

virtue ; and ''
bringing every thought into the captivity

of principle." The authors of the book from whence
these maxims are extracted, were aware, that it was im-

possible to put an entire en to the influence of matter

R 2 over
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aver the mind, and to abolish reverie. They knew that

as long as the human frame continued in its present con-

dition
;
— '' the corruptible body would press down the

incorruptible soul."—They therefore enjoined the purifi-

cation of the thoughts ; in order that whenever matter

should exert its influence upon mind, and force it intq

unconscious deviation from its employment, mind might
be invariably led by inclination into the paths of innocent

if directed to or pious musing.
—Quinctilian relates of his son, that in

letters or to
consequence of his strong attachment to letters, no word

science they
^

- ,,
will be contem- escaped him in the delirium of a fever, that had not a re-

plated with sa- ferguce to his favourite occupation. Thus when the

scientific mind recovers from a paroxysm of reverie, it has

the satisfaction of reflecting that its time Jhas been well

employed;
—that if it has not been meditating some new

eflbrt of its powers, it has, perhaps, been dwelling on

some elegant thought, or glowing description treasured

up in study, or heard in conversation. AnH, in like man-

ner, when the reverie of the virtuous man is at an end, he

finds, that, while it lasted, he has either been forming a

good purpose, or acting over in fancy, a benevolent deed.

Far diti'crent trains of thought pass through the imagi-

The vicious nations of the ignorant, the vicious, the sensual. If their

and sensual minds are not mechanically driven to recollections that

«va-ies""^^°* *^^ ^^^^ ^^ remorse and bitterness, the highest pleasures of

their reveries are the remembrance of some frivolous en-

joyment, or anticipation of the pampering of some base

appetite. An Apicius will feast again in fancy on the

banquet of yesterday. An Alexander's mind will leave

the scene which surrounds it; "thrice to vanquish all

his foes, and thrice to slay the slain." How far in frivo-

lous minds a human passion ^yiIl get the better even of

devotion, may be seen by referring to our great dramatiq

bard.^—
** When I would think and pray, I think and pray,

To several subjects; heaven hath my empty words.

Whilst my inventiori, bearing not my tongue,

Anchors on Isabel."
" '

The ornaments Idle and unprofitable reveries may be also broken, by
of 3 chamber having our study hung round with portraits of heroes and

toYcnie^d^^this ^^^"^^^^^^^ of ancient and modern authors ;
of any who

iveakncss. have
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fiiive attained eminence or power, by mental activity and

perseverance, and arc calculated to rouse the slumbering
mind to emulation and energy. And in like manner may
we dissolve the-spell of reveries, into which evil thoughts
arc apt to enter, by the pictures of a Saviour, or of a de-

parted or sainted friend. Who would not return, with a

blush, from whatever criminal conceptions he had hung

upon, when he encountered the eye, and fancied that be

beheld the frown of personages so sacred ?

To propose a total preventive or cure for the disease I Reverie may
have been considerinar, has neither been my aim nor my P^^^fP^

^^ »!-

. , „„ . ^ , , . «. , , . , lowableasare-
wisn. Ihe aim would be ineiFectuai, as long as mmdand laxation.

body depend and reciprocally act on each other, as they
do in the present existence.—The wish would be the dic-

tate of that cold philosophy, which seeks to shut up One

jnlet of those few, harmless delights, that heaven has ap-

portioned to us, and that nature has commanded us to

husband. Yet this riot of fancy should be seldom and

carefully indulged. If it be sometimes allowable to slack-

en the reins, with which the mind is held attentive, never

let us throw them entirely away ;
—for though it would

be pedantry to suggest, that since moments thus passed^
are inconsistent with our active duties, they ought with-

out reservation, to be condemned
;
—we ought, neverthe-

less, to beware of every relaxation, which pre-disposes
the mind to habitual inactivity.

Stimuli may be increased to so intense a degree, that Few minds can

attention will be compelled to leave the fondest object on resist stimuliby

which it broods, and to obey their impulse. For although none can do It

we have read, that Archimedes was solving a problem perfectly,

during the sack of Syracuse, that Newton was often in-

sensible to his meals having been brought before him and
removed

; that Cicero calmly pursued his studies while
his mind was dejected by domestic grief and harassed by
public vexation ;—yet it is certain, that pain or hunger,
fear or sorrow, or joy, or any violent passion, will, in

most minds, overcome the deepest and most philosophical
abstraction.

Little credit is due to the story of an Italian philoso- The mind can-

pher's being so wholly absorbed in contemplation, as to "«' overpower

be unconscious that he was upon the rack.—Let us call
^^^^^^^"'

to
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mind an elegant sentiment of our master of nature, whose
works every philosopher who reads them will often have

occasion to quote.

" Oh ! who can hold afire in his hand.

By thinking on the frosty Caucasus, &c."

Nor Is it fit it Philosophers, nevertheless, there are who assert that
should. man may in time become so perfect that his mind shall be

unaffected by variations in the state of his body. But even
were this improbability to be desired, it surely cannot be

expected ; for their mutual reliance is at present so gre9,t,

that it justifies the conclusion, that mind will never be-

come omnipotent over matter, until it shall be altogether

independent of it.

VI.

Account of a Crane^ mtJi the Description of a Method of

zcorking the Common Chain in Machinery^ so as to

exceed Ropes in Jiexibiliti/ and strength. By Mr,
Gilbert Gilpin, of Old-Park Iron-Works^ 7war

Shifnal^.

The common ii/ ROM its simplicity of form, and facility of manufac-

svver every pur- *"^^? *^^ common chain, formed of oval links, has been

pose of a rope, in use from the earliest ages ; and that it did not answer

every purpose of a hempen rope in working over puUies,

was not owing to its peculiar form, but from an error in

the application.

Reasons whv't Every chain of this nature has a twist in itself, arising

has hitherto from a depression given by the hammer to each link in

failed. It has
^jjg welding+ ;

and this circumstance, so trifling in ap-

pearance, is not so in its cflects, and it has in consequence
a perpetual tendency (even when reefed perfectly straight

in pullies, and on the barrels of cranes) to assume a

spiral form, which a plain cylindrical barrel, and the

*
Communicated, with a model, to the Society of Arts, who

awarded the silver medal and thirty guineas to the Inventor. Sec

Vol. XXIII. of their Transactions, where the present article Is ex-

tracted.

f The twist may be seen by holding the piece of the chain by
one end, and viewing the links edgeways as it hangs down.

common
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common puUies with semicircular grooves, are not in the and hs^

lea.st calculated to prevent. Ilcnce the alternate links of
c^t^each odie?,

the chain, in coiling round a barrel, or working over when bearing

pullies, form obtuse angles in assuming the spiral form,
on a barrel.

bearing upon the lower parts of their circumferences, and

forming as it were two levers, which wrench open and

crush each other in proportion to the weight suspended,

as well as prevent the freedom of motion in the links

themselves, and thereby load the chain with additional

friction.

A still greater obstruction to the uniformity of its mo- its colls will

tion, is the tendency which the chain has to make a double ^^^^ upon each
other 3.n.ci icric

coil as it approaches the middle of the barrel and crosses
when'theysHdc

its centre, and that of the pullies at right angles, by means off;

of which the chain is frequently broken by the sudden

j«rk caused by the upper coil slipping off the under-

most.

It is to these causes that all the accidents that occur to gnd thus'

workmen and machinery from the failure of chains may they will break

be attributed (bad iron excepted), and which form the

sole objection to their becoming a general substitute for

ropes.

As a preventive to these evils, I have grooves cast in The Inventor

iron pullies, of sufficient dimensions to receive the lower prevents this

circumferences of the links of the chain, which work ^^^ pulUef
•

*^

vertically ; those which v/ork horizontally and form the

gudgeon part of the chain (if we may be allowed the

expression), bearing npon each side of the grooves.

,The barrels are also of cast iron, with spiral grooves _.^|iich ad-

of the same dimensions, at such distance from each other mit the half of

as to admit the chain to bed without the danger of a
^^^^

alternate

double coil; hy these means the links are retained at

right angles with each other, the only position for free,

and uniform motion.

The links of the chains are made as short as possible,

for the purpose of increasing their flexibility, and' they are

reefed perfectly free from twist, in the pullies, and on the

barrels for the same reason.

When applied in blocks, the grooves in the pullies ——aBd pro-

prevent the different falls of the chain from coming 4uce many ad-

in contact, and render plates between them (as in the
^*" *^^'*

2
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common way) totally unnecessary; the pullies are in

consequence brought closer together, the angle of the

fall from block to block considerably diminished ; and
the friction against the plates entirely avoided. Brass

guards, with grooves opposite to those in the pullies,

are riveted to the blocks, to prevent the chain getting out

of its birth from any accidental circumstance. This

method of working chains I first put in practice for

^Vanouss"c-
Messrs. T. W. and B. Botfield, at these works in July

tloas. last; and it is applied in the working of cranes capable
of purchasing from ten to fifteen tons ; in the working of

the governor balls of steam-engines constructed by Messrsr.

Boulton and Watt, and in the raising of coal and ore from

the mines, for which purposes ropes had before been solely

used at this manufactory. In all cases it has {performed
with the utmost safety, uniformity, and flexibility; so

much so that the prejudices of our workmen against

chains are entirely done away, and they hoist the hea-

viest articles with more ease, and as great confidence of

safety as they would with the best ropes.
The method is The same method is applicable, at a trifling expense,

iroduced.
*^'

^^ ^^^ machines at present worked by ropes, or by chains,

in the usual way ; and all the common chains now in

use, may be applied to it with equal facility.

Experiments. With a view of ascertaining the relative flexibility of

ropes and chains, I wedged an iron pulley, thirty-one and

a half inches in diameter, on the spindle of the pinion of a

crane of the following description, viz.

Barrel, 30 inches diameter ;

Wheel, 64 teeth;

Pinion, 8 ditto ;

Top block, with three pullies of 12 inches diame-

ter;

Bottom block, with 2 ditto, ditto.

A chain ap-
To the large pulley I attached a small rope, for the

plied in this purpose of suspending the weights in the hoisting of the

morc^flexTblf different loads, and the results were as follow :

and easy iu its The
work than a

rope.
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The Crane
was loaded

with
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The oblique The links of a chain are subject to the transverse straiiT,
strain from

i xl • ^ , i ^ t .
• • •

bearing is in-
"^^'"^''^ "^hey move hi contact

;
but as such strain is in pro-

considcrablc. portion to the length of the bearing, it min>t be very

trifling. AH the links having axles of their oivn, the

chain moves shnuKancously icUh /he stridn^ and both arc

in cunvcqncncc retained in cunliniial equilibria. A chain

in grooves will therefore sustain as great a weight when
bent over a pulley, as it will in a direct line, and conse*

quently is safer than a rope.

Chains are less
^ ^^^^' ^"^'^^''"b ^^^ flexible method of applying

affected by ex- chains ill the working of machinery, has long been a <le-

posure than sidcratum in the arts : for they are but little affected by
ropes.

-^ v^
exposure to the weather, or the heat of manufactorieSj
whilst either produces the speedy destruction of ropes.

—. and la^t This discovery is of additional importance, as it sub-

six times as stitutes a durable article for a very perishable one, and
^*

gives employment to our own manufactories at the cx-

penceof foreign importations.
—The durability is at least

six to one in favour of chains.

The author's Though the drawing of the crane is chiefly intended to

luable im-
^^'

convey a proper idea of the new method of working

provcments. chains, y^t it will be found to possess several other ad-

vantages in, point of construction, wjiich are entirely new,
and calculated to increase tlie safety and durability, as

w^ell as to lessen the expence of that useful machine.

The mortises On reviewing the principles of a crane, we find that
of the trans-

^jj^ gudgeons are the points of resistance to the machine
verse pieces are ',.?, , , , v, ^ i

commonly dis- ^"" ^^^ load, and consequently the enect ot the transverse

tant from the strain upon the perpendicular, will be in proportion to
** S^°"®* the distance of the mortise, for the gib from the upper

one
; and that of the oblique strain, in proportion to the

distance of the mortise for the diagonal stay, from the

lower one.

-—which re- Notwithstanding these circumstances are so evident,
quires a

^jj(.y g^e seldom attended to ; for in general a large and
streninhoftipi-

"^

, . ^ , ^. . ^. ,.. ,

ber in the up- expensive piece of oak, sumcient ot itselt to make a crane

right piece. of double the purchase, forms the perpendicular ;
the gib

'n mortised into it, at eighteen or twenty inches from the

top, to make room for the gudgeon, as is the diagonal stay

at live or six feet from the bottom, to allow a birth be-

low for the barrel. Thus the effect of the transverse and

J oblique
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oblique strains of the gib and diagonal stay upoti I he per-

pendicular, is increased by their distances from the

gudgeons, or points of resistanctj, and the perpendicular
itself considerably weakened by mortises made where the

greatest str(?ngth is rcqiiirud. Hence the frequent failure

of cranes of the common construction, by the breaking
of the perpendiculars in the mortises.

It appears, however, that the various parts of a crane Improvement.

formed of wood, cannot be connected together in any 9^^^"*.^°"
^^''-

'
_ ,

^ >' tise pieces.
other way than by mortising ;

and as this metiiod consi-

derably diminishes the strength of the timber^ I make
use of cast-iron mortise pieces.

The perpendicular is formed of two oak planks, each, ^^^hod of

eighteen inches' wide, four thick, and sixteen feet long;
'^^"^"^S'

these, atthe top.and bottom, are let into cast-iron mortise

pieces, which retain the i>lanks ten inches asunder. The
barrel for the chain, works between them. The piece at

the top contains in the middle a dove-tailed mortise, into

which a stock for the gib is fixed; for greater security,
an iron bolt goes through the whole ; the stock projects

two feet from the mortise, and a plank eighteen inches

deep, and four thick, is bolted to each side of it to form

the gib, the interstice between the planks forming a birth

for the top block to slide in. The diagonal stay is of the

same dimensions, formed in a similar manner, and con-

nected to the perpendicular, by being let into the lower

mortise piece.

In this mode of construction scarcely any part of the Advantages of

timber is cut away ; and the stretjgth of the materials, so
[j^^^ dctaiH.cd^'^"

far from being diminished, is augmented by the cast-iron

mortise-pieces, the gib is brought much closer to the

upper gudgeon, and the centre lines of the perpendicular

and ihe diagonal stay, crossing each other at the top of

the lower one, places the whole strain as near as possible

in a line with the gudgeons. The business of the perpen-
dicular becomes in consequence little more than that of a

mere prop, and consequently requires no greater strength
of materials than the diagonal stay.

""

The top block is made of cast-iron, and has a groove
three inches deep on each side, for the purpose of em-

bracing the planks which form the gib,

S 2 Tq
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Lower gudgc-
To prevent the inconvenience of the dirt of the floor

on* getting into the brass of the lower gudgeon, and thereby

obstructing the revolution of the crane, those parts are

reverse to the common way, the gudgeon being fixed in

the floor, and the socket part which embraces it is cast in

the bottom of the mortise-piece, as is also a channel to

convey oil to the gudgeon.

Reference to Mr, Gilbert Gilpin''s Crane, Plate III,

Fig,\,%S,4.
Description of f^v i Represents the crane with all its parts complete^
the crane by

'
, -

,

^ ^ '

references to
^f^^7 ^O^' ^^'^^k .

the plate. A B, The perpendicular, formed of two oaken planks,
each eighteen inches wide, four thick, and sixteen

feet long, let into cast-iron mortise-pieces CD.
E E, The barrel for the chain which works between the

two planks of the perpendicular.

F, The top piece, containing in the middle a dove-

tailed mortise, into which H, a stock for the gib,

is fixed 5 an iron bolt goes through the whole, for

greater security. The stock projects two feet

from the mortise, and two planks I, K, eighteen

inches deep, and four thick, are bolted one on, each

side of it, to form the gib, the interstices between

these planks forming a birth or space for the top
block L to slide in. This block is made of cast

iron, and 'has a groove three inches deep on each

side.

M> The diagonal stay is of the same dimensions as the

gib, formed in a similar manner, and connected to

the perpendicular by being let into the lower mor*

tise-pieceD.
•

N5 The handle or winch which turns a small pinion O,
fixed on the same axis ; this pinion works in the

teeth of the wheel P, moving on the same axle as

the barrel E, on which the chain R lies in spiral

grooves.

S, The block and hook by which the goods are raised.

fig, 2, Is a side view of the handle N, the pinion O the

toothed wheel, and the barrel E placed betwixt

the two uprights A B.

Fig,
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Fig, 3^ Shows upon an enlarged scale part of the barrel E, Description of

and some of the chain lying in its proper position
the crane by

. ,. . ,

J ^
1 •, •

J.
references tom one of the spiral grooves, or channels : it is to
^^^ nX^^t^

be noted that the lower edge of one link lies in

the groove, and the next link upon the surface of

the barrel, and that by this means the chain is

prevented from twisting iu winding upon the

barrel.

Fig, 4y Shows a section of part of the barrel E, in order"

to point out clearly the manner in which one link

lies within it, the other link on its outside ; it is

contrasted by Fig, 7, the old method of working
chains*.

VII.

Construction of the Anchor and Pallets in Graham's dead

beat Escapement, Bi/ Mr. J. Bennett.

To Mr. Ni€hoi.son.

Sir,

S I have always found the following method of draw-

ing the dead beat escapement for clocks very useful and

correct in practice, if you think it deserves a place in

your valuable Journal, by inserting it, some assistance

will probably be afforded to workmen in that branch of

mechanics: and you will oblige

Tour's, ,

Norwich, J.BENNETT.
^th AugustJ 1806.

ft

Draw the lineAB (fig. 4. pi. III.) on which describe the Construction

circle B the size of the intended swing wheel: then, accord- °^j nJJ^for

ing to the number of teeth the pallets are intended to scape Graham's dead

over, say. As 60+ is to 360, so is double the number in- ^^^'•

* Certificates of the highest respectability are mentioned in the

Transactions, which were sent to the Society in proof of the ad-

vantages derived from sixteen months daily work of chains applied
in this method.

t The first proportion must always be double the number of

jfeth in the swing wheel.

tended
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Construction
^^^^^^ ^"^ ^"^ ^^^^ ^^ *h^t proportion; thus, suppose flie

of the wheel number intended to scape over was* 9, double of which is

and pallets for
13^ to which add one, makes 19 ; then work it thus :

Graham 9 dead -r^

beat. I^ 60 gives 360 what will 19

19

6,0)684,0

1 14 which is the exact space
taken up by nine teeth and a half, half of which is 57 ;

then on the circle already drawn set off on each side the

line A B, from an exact line of chords, 57 degrees ; from

which points draw lines to the centre of the circle, then

on these points where they intersect the circle, erect per-

pendiculars, and prolong them till they intersect in the

line A, and this intersection is the centre of motion for

the pallets, from which centre draw the arch C C,

through the circle where it is intersected by the lines

from the centre, or those points where the 57 degrees

fall; the arch thus drawn is the receiving and leaving

pads of the pallets, the inclination, or inclined plane of the

pallets to form an angle of 60 degrees with the lines

drawn from the centre of the wheel to its circumference;

thus, from the point (as a centre) where the arch C C
that forms the pallets intersect the circle, draw half a

circle D of any size ; then for the receiving pallet E, set

off from the point/ an arch of 60 degrees, which will

fall on the circle at g^ then from that point, and the in-

tersection of the arch C C with the circle B, draw a line,

which gives the inclination of the pallet E ; and for the

leaving pallet G, make a similar circle, and from the

point h set off 60 degrees, which will fall on the circle at

trt, and draw a similar line as before, which gives the in«

clination of the pallet G.

Investigation
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VIII.

Invcsiig(dlon of the Principles which shezo that it would

be much safer toJump from the Back than from the

Side of a Carriage when run away with hy unruly
Horses. In a Letterfrom J. E. Conant, Esq. Sfc.

To Mr. Nicholson.

Great Marlborough Street, Sept. 17.

Sir,

-S so many accidents continually happen from the de- It is more ad-

structive expedient of leaping from the side of an open 7J^^ ^^^^ ^j^^

carriage while the horses are running away with it, per- back than from

haps you may be induced to insert this in the Philoso. ^^^
}^^^.

^^ ^

phical Journal, in which I attempt to determine how far tjon.

it may be safe in such cases to leap from the back of the

vehicle. I hope it will be found correct, but I submit it

with due deference to yourself and others.

In the following calculation, setting aside the resist- Estimate ofthe

ance of the air, 1 suppose a young man (for it is a young 7^*°^."y
°*

practice to put an unruly horse to a carriage) able to

spring tw*t> feet perpendicularly against the force of gra-

vity ; but in falling one second, he, in common with all

bodies, would acquire a velocity of 32 feet per second,
and have fallen through a space of 16 feet ; and the spaces
described being as the squares of the velocities, a man in

falling 2 fdet acquires a velocity of 11 feet per second,
and this equals the velocity with which he first springs
from the ground.

Suppose the carriage is moving at the rate of 12 miles A man can

an hour, and a man springs from the back of it at an
JJ^^P

^'*^ ^^

angle of about 40° from the horizon with a force as locity of six

above equal to about 1 1 feet per second ; this force esti-
"^'^*^* ^" houTy

.mated horizontally will be about 9 feet per second, and
the effort of the air, so far from resisting, will be in

favour of the horizontal projection ; this 9 feet per

second, or 6 miles per hour, deducted from the 12 miles,
leaves 6 miles per hour for the actual horizontal velocity which dc-

of the man after his leap, which the force of the air will ducted from

somewhat lessen, .and this, with the accelerating force of
eaJriage^ill

gravity,
leave six—
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gravity, will carry him downward in the projectile curre,
and (whatever may be the height of the vehicle) he will

come to the ground with nearly the same force as if he

had leaped from it while he was standing still, only that

posite direc-^"
^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ "* ^" opposite direction, and must take care

tion. to throw himself in such a position that he does not fall

backwards when he touches the ground.
From the result of this calculation a person run away

with in an open carriage may judge how far this mode of

escaping will be preferable as to safety.
If a gig be For instance, if a gig is hung so low as to be an easy

leap will pro- ^®*P ^^^^^ standing Still, he will probably receive little in-

bablybceasy. jury by leaping out of it when it is going at the rate of

15, or perhaps even 16, miles an hour, but not more. If

he ventures to jump out at the side, the violence with

which he would fall to the ground would be almost double,

although the height might not be so great.

J. E. CONANT.

IX.

Memoir on Ultramarine^ by Messrs. Desormes and Cle-

ment ; read to the Class of Physical and Mathematical

Sciences of the Institute^ January 27^ 1806*.

Ultramarine -J*- HE fine blue colour known by the name of ulfra-

not yet exa-
marine, has not yet 'been ai? object of research to che-

mists, who have hitherio turned their attention to the

lapis lazuli, which may in some sort be considered as its

One crystalliz- ore, and which has never exhibited itself in a crystalline
ed sptcimen of

form, except in a single specimen possessed by Mr.
lapi^ lazuli* -~

Guyton.
Process of ex- To extract the ultramarine from its ore, a process is

markief
" ^'^^'

employed, to which art offers nothing analogous, and of

the theory of which we are totally ignorant. This pro-
cess consists in levigating the lapis lazuli, and mixing it

well with a melted composition of resin, wax, and linseed

oil. When these are thoroughly mixed, the compound
is suflfered to rool, and then well ground with a pestle,

Annales dc Chimle, Vol. LVlI. p. 317.

or
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6t a roller, in warm water. This water becoming turbid

is thrown away, and fresh substituted, which is soon per-

(Jeived to acquire a fine blue tint. When this is suffici-

ently loaded with the colouring matter, it is put by to

settle, and more water is taken, which likewise assumes

a blue colour, but less intense than the former. This is

repeated, till the water acquires only a dirty grey hue.

From these waters a powder is deposited, which is so

much the more beautiful, in proportion as the lapis lazuli
.

was more rich, and according to the order in which the

water affording it was employed. The gangue of the

ultramarine remains behind in the cement.

We employed in our researches ultramarine of various The finest ul-

qualities ;
but that used in the experiments from which we tramarme em-Ilia, . . • » . . pioyed in this

have deduced the approximate proportions of its consti-
analysis.

tuent principles was of the greatest beauty. Only two Only a or 3 per

or three per cent, of this was obtained from a very fine
9^'^^'

afforded

lapis lazuli
; yet still it was not perfectly pure, though it

was at least fifteen or twenty times as pure as the stone

from which it was taken.

The following are the results of our labours:

1. The specific gravity of ultramarine is to that of 'Vcific gr^-

water as 2360 to 1000. '^'^^*

2. This substance, as afforded by the preceding pro"-
Action of fire

cess, contains oily or resinous matters decomposable by
fire : their coal burns completely in contact with air : the

ultramarine grows red, and as it cools resumes its former

beautiful colour. In this operation it loses a little in

quality, and requires levigation to reduce it to the state

of finenesss and softness it at first possessed.

3. With a more violent fire, perhaps of 1500° of the Fused Into a

centigrade thermometer [2532*^ Fahr.] the ultramarine black enamel

fuses into a black enamel, if the cement mixed with it

have not been completely burnt away; but, if this have

been done, into a transparent and almost colourless glass. _ qj. colour-

In this fusion it loses twelve per cent, of its weight. less glass.

4. Treated in the fire with borax, it readily gives a very \\rith borax-

transparent glass; and sulphur is evolved, with a little

carbonic acid, the quantity of which varies according to

the quality of the ultramarine.

5. Exposed to the action of the galvanic pile, the oxj- Volta's pile ;

VoL.XV.—Oct. 1806. T gensting
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geilating end completely deprives it of colour^ buf ih&

hydrogenating extremity occasions no change.
©xigengas; c. Oxigen gas changes the colour of ultramarine ex*

posed to a red heat, causing it to assume a dirty green

hue, with an augmentation of weight of one per cent.,

OM'ing probably to the formation of sulphurous acid

"vvhich adheres to it.

hidfogen gas;
7. Ilidrogen gas in the same circumstances changes the

colour of ultramarine completely, imparts to it a reddish

colour, and takes from it sulphur. There does not ap-

pear to be any water formed, but there is a loss of weight
somewhat exceeding that of the sulphur.

sulphur; g. Sulphur in fusion does not rob it of colour, and

after being driven oft' by volatilization, leaves the ultra*

marine as beautiful as before.

jHilphuratedhi- 9. Liquid sulphurated hidrogen has no action upDn it,

drogen; jq^ q^- jime-water the same may be said.
Iimewater;

•'

water of bary-
H. Water of barytes, assisted by heat, deprives it of

*^> colour, and is afterward found to contain silex and

alumine.
mineral acidsj jg. The sulphuric, nitric, muriatic, and oxigenated

tfitiriatic acids presently deprive ultramarine of its colour.

The first three in a concentrated state form with it a very
thick jelly, the fourth dissolves it almost entirely.

If the sulphuric and muriatic acids be diluted with

water, sulphurated hidrogen is evolved. The action of

nitfic acid produces nitrous gas and sulphuric acid.

acetous acid ;
13. The acetous acid acts upon it in a similar manner,

but more weakly.
alcalij; 14, Potash and soda in solution heated with ultrama-

rine diminish its weight, and arc found to contain alumine.

They do not alter its colour.

pure potash; If "pure potash be heated strongly on ultramarine, its

colour is destroyed, the result of the fusion is redish, and

comports itself nearly as if the ultramarine were an

argil, or a stone comj)osed of silex and alumine.

ammonia; 15, Ammonia has no action upon it.

©11.
"

16. If oil be heated with ultraraine, the weight of the

latter is diminished after being washed in an alcaline solu-

tion.

Difficult of 17. The analysis of ultramarine appeared to us more
""^J""- . difficult
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(ItfTieuU than that of astone of an analogous composition

Mould be, though it is very readily attacked both by acids

and alkalis. The disunion of its principles is not com-

plete till after the most decided action of ejich of the

reagents employed.
The quality of the ultramarine we nsed, which we Component

cannot consider as perfectly pure, and the variation that P^^^*'

must occur in the proportions of its constituent principles,

induced us to study their nature rather than their quan-
tities. To the knowledge of each of these principles we
devoted a separate portion of ultramarine; and it is from

these results united, that we conclude a hundred parts of

ultramarine to be composed nearly of

Silex 35 8

Alumine ......34 .8

Soda ...:...:.23 2

Sulphur 3 1

Carbonated lime ..... 3 1

100

We always experienced a loss of about five per cent,; Loss.

sometimes more.

The carbonated lime we discovered is not essential to Carbonate of

the composition of ultramarine, any more than the irori,
^^"^^

which we did not meet with in ultramarine of the first

quality procured from a lazulite little charged w ith sul-

phurated iron. It is not the same with sulphur, whicli
Sulphur,

alwajs occurs.

The following is the mode in which we ascertained the Processes of

nature of the four substances, that appear to us essential analyzadon.

to ultramarine.

Thirty granjmes [an ounce] of fine ultramine, heated

with sulphuric acid, left ^ residuum weighing 14 grammes.
The liquor on evaporation exhibited a few crystals of

alum*, and a great deal of sulphate of soda in long
Alumine an4

jieedles.
«o^^-

* It Is probable that the alcaU, which occasioned the crystalliz-
ation of this sulphate of alumine, was potash proceeding from the
ultramarine: we do not affirm this, however, 4>ecause we had n«t
secured the salt from the anjmoniacal vapours, that might havp
existed in the laboratory.

T 2 AU
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All these crystals and the remaining liquor afforded by
means of ammonia 6*85 of dry alumine, and 9*60 of sul-

phate of soda fused by fire.

These more We found by other experiments^ that the alumine and
*

h "i
1^"^" soda were commonly in greater quantity than the action

dicated. of sulphuric ac' J indicated.

By passing oxigenated muriatic acid gas into water in

which 20 grammes of ultramarine were kept in constant

agitation, 18*48 were dissolved. The remaining 1*52 had

SUex. aJl the characters of silox. From the solution we ob-

tained 4'6 of dry alumine, as much muriate of soda as

contained about 4 grammes of alkali, and a portion of

sulphate of barytes containing 6 tenths of a gramme of

sulphur, supposing it to be composed of 33 per cent, of

sulphuric acid, and this acid of 5i per cent, of sulphur.
'JPhe quantity of silex was not well ascertained.

If 5 grammes of ultramarine be fused with 20 grammes
of potash, and the compound be treated with alcohol,

its weight is diminished one gramme, and the alcohol

contains very little silex and alumine. This loss is evi-

dently owing to the soda of the ultramarine, which quits

the other principles, because their combination has been

broken by the action of the potash in the fire.

On treating ultramarine with carbonated soda, we ob-

tained from 10 grammes 3*3 of silex, possessing all its

peculiar characters in a manner less equivocal than was

sometimes the case, when it had been procured from

ultramarine treated by acids or caustic alkalis. We had
Mixture of

supposed, that this was owing to a mixture of some fo-

substancc s i^s- reign substance, but we were unable to detect any. To
pected ascertain this silex we had employed the ordinary means

;

and among the rest volatilization by the fluoric acid,
• which deposited a jelly in the water it was passed

through.
Results. Thus the ultramarine afforded on decomposition silex,

alumine, soda, and sulphur.
Theory of the

If ^e bear in mind, that this valuable substance, as
process of ex- '

^ . .

'

traction. famished by the process of its extraction, contams olea-

ginous particles ; that soda is one of its constituent prin-

ciples; that the first waters used for washing away the

ultramarine from the cement, with which its ore had been

1 incorporated,
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incorporated, are soft to the touch like an alkaline lixi-

vium ; and that they leave an alcdline residuum on eva-

poration ; it will be easy to deduce the following theory.
The cement with which the lapis lazuli is mixed is in- Theory of ul-

tended to impart oil to the ultramarine, to form a kind of tramariQe.

soap, which the warm vater carries away, rendering it a

little soluble; while the gangue remains united to the

cement, in the midst of which it is fur from being so

easily wetted as the ultramarine, because of its want of

soda ; in consequence of which it cannot slip like the

ultramarine from the fatty, resinous substance, that forms

a kind of net for it. In short the process of extraction

of ultramarine is a r3al saponation \^f^avonnage^ ; an

expression in which we hope we may be indulged on ac-

count of its fitness.

These are the conclusions, that we think may be drawn

from our labours, without being too bold. May this first

attempt on a substance so little known and so singular

be followed hy its artificial production.

X.

Abstract of a Memoir on Human Hair*; read at thq

National Institute on the 2rd of March^ hi} M. Vau-
QUELIN+.

JL HE principal objects the author proposed to himself
obiect of in-

was, to investigate the nature of the animal matter of quiry;the sub-

which hairs are formed, and to ascertain whether there
®^^"^^ ®^ "^^'

were any thing analogous to it in the animal economy.
In the coprse of his experiments, however, phenomena j^^^ ^ ^^^

presented themselves, which, appearing foreign to the phenomena to

principal substance, led him farther than he had intended,
^'^^mme

the

It did not originally enter into his plan, to inquire whence ter.

the various colours of hair are derived, yet on this sub-

ject his attention was most employed. It is only, ob-

serves Mr. Vauquelin, by attending a long time to the

Annalesde Chimie, Vol. LVHI. p. 41.

t Messrs. Chevreuil and Caballe, two of Mr. Vauquelin's pupJls,

agisted hini in making the experiments recorded in this Memoir.

same
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same object, carefully observing the phenomena that

occur, and meditating on the causes that have produced

them, that we arrive at results, which it was impossible to

have foreseen a priori. He does not flatter himself,

however, that he has penetrated all the secrets of Nature

in this respect, and he offers his ideas with that diffidence

which we ought to feel in researches of such difficulty.

But he gives an accurate description of his experiments :

he compares them, discusses them, and draws from them

these conclusions, that appear to him most natural. Of
the principal of these experiments, and the corollaries he

deduces from them, we shall give a concise account.
Hair boiled J ])oiled hairs in water for several days, says Mr. Vau-

^
quelin, without being able to dissolve them; yet the

water contained a small quantity of animal matter, as

was demonstrated by nut-galls and other reagents.

It is probable, that this matter, which imparts to water

the property of becoming putrid, is foreign to the sub*

is not dissolved stance of the hair itself. From this experiment I infer,

that at the temperature to which water can be raised un*

der the pressure of the atmosphere alone, hair is not

soluble in it*

Dissolved in a I effected their solution, however, without any altera-
close vessel, ^^^^ ^^ Papin's digester, by regulating the degree of heat.

In this operation, if the heat be carried beyond a cer-

but decompos-
^^^^ point, the hair will be wholly or partly decomposed;

edintoostronifasisshewn by the ammonia, carbonic acid, and empyreu-
a heat.

matic fetid oil, which is found ki the solation? to which

the oil imparts a deep yellow colour.

Sulphurated
^^ either case a large quantity of sulphurated hidrogeu

hidrogen gas is evolved, which acts strongly on the sides of the
cvovc,

copper vessel, turning them black. More is found if the

perhaps form- heat be raised to a higher degree, which seems to indicate,
cd during the that this matter,is produced during the operation.

BlaclThair af- ^^ *^*^ ^^^^ employed were black, or if the heat were

fords a black not sufficiently high to decompose the hair, a black mat*
residuum; ^^^ remains, which falls down very slowly, in consequence

of its minute division and the consistence of the solution.

This substance is composed chiefly of a black oil, as

thick as a bitumen, a
little^

soluble either in alcohol or

^Icalis, with iron and sulphur perhaps united together.

RecJ
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lleiJ hair leaves a yeilowisb red residuum, in which are red hair a red.

found a great deal of oil, sulphur, and a little iron.

The solutions, when they hare been filtered, haye Action of rc-

scarcely any colour : concentrated acids render them tur-
g^^^jj^"

bid ; but an excess of these reagents restore their former

ti-ansparency, and weak acids produce no change in them.

The infusion of galls and oxigenated muriatic acid form

m them copious precipitates. Silver is blackened in them^

and the acetate of lead is precipitated brown. These

solutions, evaporated with all due precaution, did not

assume the consistence of jelly on cooling, but remained

glutinous ; whence I concluded, that ihe substance of

hair is not of a gelatinous nature.

The acids form more copious and deeper coloured pre-

cipitates in Hie solutions of hair effected at a higher tem-

perature, an consequence of their decomposing an ammo-
niacal soap, which does not take place in the former

case.

I have likewise dissolTed hair, both black and red, in Solution in

water containing merely 4 per cent, of caustic potash.
^^*^ lixivium.

During this solution hidxosulphure ofammonia is evolved,

which seems to announce an incipient decomposition of

the black hair, leaving a black re&idoum composed of a
thick oil, still a little animalized, with iron and sulphur.

After the solution ofthe red hair, a yellow oil containing

sulphur and a few atoms of iron remains.

In these solutions acids form white precipitates^ soluble Action ofadds

in an excess of ihe acids. When these precipitates are ®" '**

thus redissolved in acids, at the expiration of a certain

time an oil appears on the surface in the form of a pellicle

with the prismatic colonic.

The solution of hair in potash precipitates lead of a Qf 1^,4.

black hue on account of the hidrosulphuret it contains.

That of the red hair appears to contain most. When it

has been freed from sulphur by exposure to the air, it

has only a smell of soapsuds, like which it becomes

mouldy.
Each of the acids acts in a particular manner on hair. Effects of the

The sulphuric and muriatic acids assume at first a fine different acids,

rose colour, and afterward dissolve the hair. The nitric

acid turns hair yellow, and likewise dissolves it by means

of
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Yield oxalis

acid.bittersub-

stancc, iron,

and sulphur.

In red hair less

iron, more sul-

phur.
Oxigenated
muriatic acid

gas.

Destructive

distillation.

Incineration.

Alcohol ex-

tracts two oils

from black

hair^—

aivd from red

but different.

ON HUMAN IlAlIt.

of a gentle heat. The solution exhibits on its surface a

black oil, if the hair were of that colour, and a red oil if

the hail" were red. Both these oils ultimately grow
white, and become concrete on cooling.

This same solution, properly evaporated, ailords much
oxalic acid; and the uncrystallizable mother water con-

tains the bitter substance, a great deal of iron, and sul-

phuric acid arising from the sulphur of the hair.

The solution of red hair in nitric acid contains less iron,

but mor(i.sulphurlc acid, tlian that of black hair.

Oxigenated muriatic acid gas at first whitens hair, soon

after softens it, and reduces it to the form of a tiscous

and transparent paste like tQrpentine. This is bitter and

partly soluble in water, partly in alcohol.

From hair subjected to the action of fire in a close

apparatus 1 have obtained the same products as from any
Other animal substance, with this difference, that it fur-

nislies more sulphur, and gives out very little gas. It

leaves in the retort twcnfy-eight or thirty hundredth part
of coal.

By incineration they yielded iron and manganese,
which impart a brown yellow colour to the ashes ; phos-

phate, sulphate, and carbonate of lime
;
a little muriate

of soda; and a considerable portion of silcx. The
ashes of red hair arc less coloured, because they contain

less iron and manganese; those of white hair likewise

contain less, but we find in them a great deal of magnesia,

at least a great deal witli respect to the other principles,

for hair scarcely yields above '015 of ashes.

Alcohol extracts from black hair two kinds of oil :

the one white, which on cooling subsides in the form of

little shining scales, the other, which separates as the

alcohol evaporates, is of a greyish green hue, and ulti-

mately becomes concrete also.

Red hair likewise affords a white concrete oil like sper-

maceti, bat the alcohol on evaporation lets fall another

oil as red as blood. What is remarkable and interesting

in this experiment is, that the reddest hair subjected to it

becomes of a deep brown or chesnut colour ; whence I

conclude, that the colour of red hair is owing to the

presence of this oil.

From
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From the experiments related in the JNIcmoir of Mr,

Vaiiqueliu, a great niimber of which, being merely ac-

cessory to the principal object, we have omitted, it ap-

pears, that black hair is formed of nine dtllereut sub-

stances, namely:
I All animal matter, which constitutes the greater Constituent

pjjj.^. parts of black^ '
.

, . ., . ,, . hair.
2. A white concrete oil in small quantity :

3. Another oil of a greyish green colour, more abun-

dant than the former;
4. Iron, the state of which in the hair is uncertain;

5. A few particles of oxide of manganese;
f). Phosphate of lime;

7. Carbonate of lime in very small quantity ;

f^. Silex, in a conspicuous quantity ;

0. Lastly, a considerable quantity of sulphur.
The same experiments shew, that red hair diiiers from Difference of

black only in containing a red oil instead of a blackish
"^^ '

green oil; and that M'hite hair differs from both these and of white,

only in the oil being nearly colourless, and in containing

phosphate of magnesia, which is not found in them.

From this knowledge of the nature of the constituent Causes of the

principles of hair Mr. V'auquelin thinks we may account ^'?^**^^^^.°f
*. , . ,,...,. .

colourin hair,
lor the various colours that distinguish it. Acc?ording to

him the black colour will be owing to a black ;iflid as it

were bituminous oil, and perhaps likewise to a combina-

tion of sulphur with iron. Carotty and llaxcii hair will

be occasioned by the pre^tmce of a red or yellow oil,

which when deepest, and mixed with a small quantity of

brown oil, produces the dark red hair. Lastly, white

hair is owing to the absence of the black oil and sulphur-
ated iron, lie believes, that in the carrotty and Haxen,
as well as in the white, there js always an excess of sul-

phur j since, on the application of white metaHic oxides Blackened by
to thein, such as those of mercury, lead, bismuth, ^'C,

^letallic oxides,

they grow black very speedily. The manneiF in which
this substance acts on metallic bodies leads him to suspect,
that it is combined with hidrogeUf

Mr. V'auquelin attempts next to explain the whiteness Wh'teness sud-

produced suddenly in the hair of persons struck with ^^"'J^P^"^^"^^**

Tjro found grief or great terror. To explain tliis, he says,
Vol. XV.—Oct. 1806. U we
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vre must suppose, that.in these critical moments, when
nature undergoes a reyolution, and the natural functions

are in consequence suspended or changed, some agent is

developed in the animal economy, which, passing into

the hair, decomposes the colouring matter. But what

owing to an
agent can produce this effect ? The acids alone appear

capable of it: at least this is certain, black hair immersed

some time in them, particularly in the oxigenated muri-

atic acid, whitens very evidently.

Arguments in The rapid production of an acid in the animal economy

oDin?on.°

^^
^^^^ ^^^ appear to him impossible, considering that a fit

of anger in men, as well as in inferior animals, is sufficient

to change the nature of certain of their fluids, and render

them venomous; and seeing that the galvanic fluid fre-

quently occasions the formation of an acid or an alkali,

according to circumstances, both in animal and vegetable
"Whiteness substances. As to the whiteness produced gradually by
from age.

^^^^ j^^ ascribes this to a deflcient secretion of colouring

matter.

Properties ow- In hair, exclusive of the animal matter that forms its

louring matter" ^^^^^5 ^"^ which is the same in all, there is a colouring

matter, that may be separated from it, and the hue of

which varies according to the kind of hair of which it

constitutes the distinction. To this fatty substance Mr,

Vauquelin attributes the suppleness, elasticity, and un-

alterability, which exist in hair : to this substance too is

owing no doubt the property it has of burning so rapidly,

and that of forming soap abundantly with alkalis.

Its animal sub- After having treated of the colouring matters of hair,

he endeavours to characterise the animal matter, that forms

its substance, by comparing it with all those of which

we have any knowledge. Without relating all the expe--

riments he has made in this respect, we shall observe, that

Is neither gcla- j^ jg ^^^^ gelatine, since its solution in water, which is

*

difficult to effect, never becomes a jelly on evaporation ;

Bor albumen; neither is it albumen, for this would not dissolve in boil-

ing water without being decomposed, and its solution

would be differently affected by reagents.

but mucus, or The humour to which the substance of hair approaches
8omethin_g

si-

^g^^est, if it bc not absolutely the same, is, according to

Mr. Vauquelin, that which physiologists have designated
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hy the imme o^ mucus, or animal mucilage, which is nei-

ther gelatine nor albumen-.

This humour which is secreted in the nostrils, mouth, Mucus.

a?sophagus, trachea, stomach, bladder, and all the cavities

of the body in general, imparts to water considerable vis-

cosity, and the property of frothing greatly on agitation.

In certain species of coryza it may be drawn out into ;„ some dis-

threadslike the substance of silk or the web of the spider;
eased states ap-

retains its transparency and flexibility after desication ; ^^^^^

and Mr. Vauquelin has no doubt, that it would perfectly

resemble hair, if it contained a little oil.

The epidermis, nails, horns, wool, and hair of beasts , ^^'^f^ P**".^'

, I I n , -1 J formed from It.

in general, are formed ot the same animal mucus, and

equally include in their composition a certain quantity of

oil, which imparts to them the suppleness and elasticity

they are known to possess.

Mr. Vauquelin has begun an examination of the humour Humour ofthe

of the plica polomca, with which he was furnished by plica, a super-

Mr. Alibert, physician to St. Lewis's Hospital ; and from
^fX'maucrof

what he has done, he is led to believe, that it is of the hair.

same nature as the substance of the hair, but secreted in

greater quantity than the formation of the hair requires.

XI.

Abstract of a Memoir on a nezo Principle in Meteoric

tStones : hi) A. Laugier*.

E''VER since the English chemist Mr. Howard, called Composition of

the attention of philosophers and naturalists towards the meteoric »ton»«

stones called meteoric, all chemists who have repeated
•

the experiments laid down in his interesting memoir, have

obtained similar results. They ail agree that whatever

the time, or wherever the place in which these stones have

fallen, their component principles have been the same, viz.

silex, iron, manganese, sulphur, nickel, with a few acci-

dental traces of lime and alumine. We see, in comparing
the results of their analysis, that these principles exist in *

very nearly equal proportions. M. Proust has lately

* Annalcs dc Chimie, Vol. LVIII p. a6i.—June 1806.
' Us announced
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announced the exisleiico of manganese in the meteofid

stones analyzed by him, whicli fact is confirmed by those

chemists n ho have since bestowed their attention on this

subject.

They contain M. Laugier, professor in the pliarniaccutical school of

Paris, assistant naturalist and operator of analysis to tiie

Museum of Natural History, in analysing a meteoric

stone which fell at Verona in 16G3, has discovered a

principle hitherto unobserved in stones of this kind.

This principle is cht'oi/tc, and is the subject of the present
memoir.

Thcauthordis- " It is *'cry probable," says the author,
'' that I

covered It by ^]^q^^]([ j^.^^^. overlooked the ])resence of Chrome, had I
using alkali as

.
^ '

his first agent,
not deviated from the method of analysis usually adopted.
Acids have always been made use of, >rhich are perhaps
the nrost natural and commodious agents ; but in this

case I employed caustic alkali, -^vhich has the advantage
of indicating the presence of chrome, however small may
be its quantity, Avhilst it remains almost imperceptible

\vhen held in solution by acids, particularly if blended

with any quantity of iron, manganese, &c."

frocess So-
'^^"^^^ following is the author's mode of separating the

tiition in caus- chrome, and of determining its proportion: lie dissolved
tic alkah;wash- q^^, pj^j.^. yf the stone in three parts of caustic alkali, and
ing supersat. . , .

tvith nitric washed the mass with distilled water, which received a

acid. Precipi- yellow colour, or a greenish-ycllow from the manganese :

chrome"by ni-
^" leaving the mixture to settle, the manganese fell to the

tratc of mer- bottom, and the liquor regained its pure yellow colour.

^^^y' The solution was then re-mixed wilh the washing, and

after being sufficiently diluted with water, to prevent the

precipitation of the silex, super-saturated with a slight

excess of liitric acid. Recently prepared ijitrate of luer-

cJury, at the minimum^ was poured into this solution, which

immediately threw down a red orange-coloured preclpi-

tate,-or chromate of mercury ; this was suffered to remain

till the next day to subside, when the supeitiUtant liquor

was decanted, and the precipitate washed in several wa-

ters, until deprived of all taste; it was then thrown into

a platiua crucible, the water evaporated, and the chromate

ofmetcury by desication decomposed into green oxido of

chrome, whose quantity amounted to about a himdrcdth

part
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part of the weight of the stone operated upon. This green

residuum presents all the qualities of oxide of chrome.

As the stone of Verona is similar in all its physical pro- Other stones of

perties to other meteoric stones, the author of this me-
J^'^'^^j^"^^^^***

moir wished to ascertain if others also contained the

chrome found iu that of Verona. He accordingly exa-

mined i^ragments of the stones which fell at Ensisheira, at

iWigle, at Barbotain, near Bordeaux, and recently near

Apt ; in each of these four stones he discovered the pre-

sence of chrome. It is remarkable that the stone of Ve-

rona, -wherein he first observed this metal, is of all the

five, that which contains the least, its portion being only

half a centenary, whereas the others contain a full cente-

nary.

The author draws from his memoir the following con- General con-

elusions, in which he is fully countenanced by M. Vau- elusions.

quelin.*

1. That the five meteoric stones of Verona, Barbotain,

Ensisheim, Aigle and Apt, contain, besides those princi-

ples already known to chemists, the metal called chrome^

in the proportion ofabout one hundredth part.

2. That it is very probable that all meteoric stones

possess this principle ; since they all resemble each other

in their physical and chemical characters, and have all, so

far as has been hitherto ascertained, the same origin.

3. That in many cases, in order to attain the requisite

precision of chemical analysis, it may perhaps be expe-
dient to treat the same substance with both acids and

alkalis ;
as experience demonstrates that parinciplemay be

overlooked in one case, which will be obvious in the other.

XII.

Account of the dreadful Fall of the Summit and Part of
Mount Rosenberg^ zchkh happened V7i the ^nd of last

Month.

Bern, Sept. 7.

NFORMATION has lately been received of a

dreadful accident which has destroyed several villages iu

tlie canton of Schwitz, situate between the lakes of Zug
and
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and Laiiwertz. M. M. Freudcnreich and Schlatter, di-

rectors of the mines, set out yesterday evening, by order

of Government, to give aid. The following are the details

of this disaster, the most dreadful recorded in the annals

of Switzerland :

Sudden fall of
" On Tuesday, the 2d of September, at five in the

the summit of
evening, the Knippenbuhl Rock, which formed the sum-

berff over-

"

"^'* ^^ Mount Rosenberg, was on a sudden detached from

wheUning live its station, and at the same time part of the mountain, of

DanP^fiuTi
several feci in thickness, on the western side, and about

lake. 280 feet in thickness on the east side, gave way, and fell

into the valley which separates the lake of Zug from that

of LauMcrtz, overM'helming the whole of the villages of

Goldau, llccthan, Busingen, Iluzloch, three parts of that

of Lauwertz, and some houses in the village of Stein. The
fall of one part of the mountain into the lake of Lau-

wertz, about a fourth part of which is filled up, caused

sncli an agitation in the waters of the lake, that they over-

threw a number of houses, chapels, millSy &c. along the

southern shore of the lake; amongst others, the mill of

Lauwertz where fifteen persons were killed and buried in

the ruins of the buildings, all the parts of which were dis-

persed with such violence, that the foundation only re-

mains. This mill was situated 50 or 60 feet above the

level of the lake.

«uffcrer».
" The waves also beat against the village of Seeven,

situate at the extremity of the lake, and destroyed some

houses. Two persons were killed.—In the villages which

were overwhelmed, not an individual escaped. Upwards
of 1,000 persons have been victims of this disaster. A
society of travellers, thirteen in number, were on the

road from Arth to ^chwitz : nine, who walked first,

perished ; the other four, who were about forty paces

distant, escaped. Those who were killed, were, M. M.

Rodolph Jenner, of Brestenberg ;
Colonel Victor Steig*

ner, of Berne ; Charles May, of Ruth ; Doctor Ludwig,
of Arbon, in Thurgovia ; Mademoiselle Diesbach, of

Berthoud ; Madame Diesbach, of Watteville ; Madame

Frankhauser, of Berthoud ;
and two guides, of Arth.

Five minutes sufficed to complete this disaster.

The effects ex-
^' At Schwitz, some persons heard the noise, and savr

at
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at a distance the vapour which covered the place where ... .1

the accident happened, and which was carried towards
leagues. SuK

Zug, on the opposite side, with a strong sulphureous smell, phureous smell

The falling of the mountain extended from the summit to

the opposite side, beyound the Lake, a distance of three

leagues from north to south, and a league and a quarter
from west to east. There is nothing now to be seen but

melancholy ruins, through the whole of that country,
which presented the richest communes in the canton of

Schwitz, inhabited by a brave and faithful people. Only

thirty persons remain out of this interesting population.
" Several circumstances attending this event are very

i^emarkable. Enormous masses of rock were carried Masscsofrock»

through the air to prodigious distances. The rocks in projected; or

falling, drew with them immense masses of earth, of from

ten to eighty feet in thickness ; and numbers of these

masses, together with large blocks of flint stone, were

thrown on the opposite shore, to the height of from eighty
to one hundred feet. One can scarcely believe ones eyes
when one seas these phenomena. Every instant one sees

houses, some forced on one side, others cut in two, and

separated at great distances ; and others carried more

than a quarter of a league from their foundations.
'' The Lake of Lauwertz has lost about a quarter of

its extent, but its recovered part is filled at present by the Effect on the

waters of several brooks, which no longer flow. That ^^^•

-rich plain, which was so beautiful, now presents a moun-
tain of near 100 feet in height, of a league and a half in

length, and as much in breadth.
'* Mount Rosenberg bears E. N. E. from Arth. It

is its western part which has fallen down
; that which was Account of the

on the side of Arth, after descending direct towards its
"^o^otain.

base, was suddenly thrown to the east, and thus Arth,
Zug, and all that side of the Lake were saved. The
thickness of the mass carried down, appeared to be two
feet on the western side, and upwards of 150 on the east

side. The Knippenbuhl seemed to have announced this

misfortune so early as the year 1774, when it detached

itself from the mass of the mountain. The Isle of

Schwanau, elevated on a ropk, in the middle' of the Lake

experienced also some damage, particularly its church.

The
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The good Hermit was fortunately at Ensiddlen. The

long road of the Lake is broken in a thousand places.
" Succours have been sent with the greatest prompti*

Farther parti- tude. ^'iX hundred workmen from Zug and Schwitz have
cular«.

gQj^g ^Q ^l^Q banks of the Lake of Lauwertz, particularly

the mouth of the Seven, This small river was so obstruct-

ed by ruins of all descriptions, wood, trees, houses, &c.

that, without prompt assistance, the safety of all the houses

below Schwitz to Brunncn, would have been menaced.
" One man had the good fortune to withdraw in time

under ground, with his servant and a child, which he

held in his arms. In one house near Arth is still living,

a poor man, who had both his thighs broken. During
the search which has already been made, twenty persons
were discovered dead at the entrance of the village of

Goldau, men, women, and children, some having their

arms, others their heads, others their legs separated from

their bodies, and the bodies of ^ome cut in half. We
have coasted along the foot of Riga, where the greatest

part of those who survived this catastrophe took refuge:

alas ! not more than thirty. An old man whom we met,
said to us,

" I had sons, daughters, and a great number

of grand children. I had a wife and other relations. I

alone remain." A little girl said,
" I have no longer

father or mother, brothers or sisters." A woman had lost

her mother, husband, brothers, sisters, and five children.

" The villages of Goldau and Rothen, consisting of

115 houses, that of Rusingen, of 126, and that of IIuz-

Joch, have totally disappeared. Of Lauwertz, which lost

25 houses, there remains ten buildings, all much damaged.

Stein has lost two houses and several stables, which were

Sn great numbers in all these villages,
" P. S. Twenty years since, General Psyffer predicted

this catastrophe, from the knowledge which he had of

the mountain. A professor of Schwitz said, that

above Spietzfluc was'a sea of water, whicli had under-

mined the rock for several years, and that below there
'

was a cavern of great depth, where the waters were en-

gulphed. The quantity of water which has fallen during

the preceding years, has hastened this catastrqphe, and

the rains of some weeks past have decided."
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XIII.

Farfhsr Remarks and Experiments on Vision lender

Water. In a second Letter from a Correspondent :

with some Observations in Reply. By the Edi^

tor,

London Institution^ Sept. 17, 1806.

To Mr. Nicholson*

Sir,

JL IIAVE to thank you, (before I make any further re-
introduction.

marks on the Paper in your 58th number, ''On the

Art of Swimming,") for the insertion of my letter in

your 60th Journal, and for the candid manner in which

you were willing to investigate, whether my objection to

what you therein stated was founded on fact.

I have in consequence of your reply been induced to in the first wri-

make some actual experiments, since I had the pleasure ting of W. N.

of reading the account of those, which, together with your gubiect as if It

two friends you had made. I will presently state them were Impossi-

toyou, and they will, I think, clear your mind of every ^^^^^^°/^^''"*^^^

doubt that can be entertained on the subject ; permit me
however first to revert to the Paper in which you diiTer

in opinion with Dr. Franklin—your words are these,
'' I am rather surprised at the Doctor's direction about

the egg, and the eyes open under water, because it seems

as if he thought the submerged experimentalist could see

the egg."
• You after that say you must refuse your cre-

dit to such assertions, and add that ''
Experiment will

easily clear up thematt*er to those who know nothing of

optics." You then state your unsuccessful attempt to

pick up your buckle in five feet water at Joanna, your

experiment at Harlei^ follo\Vs, and your conclusion is

thus drawn in your own words. " Whe;ice it appears,

thq,t all the stories of wonderful divers who could descend

into the sea and bring up small objects, such as jewels and

trinkets must be considered as tiibulous."

On your reply to my letter, I have to remark, that the Objections to

(ylindrical glass ve>;3el, with which you made your ex-
^J^^^ ^^^'j^^

Vol.. XV.—Oct. 1806. X perimcnts
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perimcnts is almost as objectionable as the washing tub,

or wash-hand bason. I would ask if the very form of

your glass vessel might not have the effects of refracting

the rays of light, or of their crossing so as to caiiso an

imperfect vision of the object looked at? You of course

know that in our Courts of Judicature, the evidence of a

person swearing to a transaction seen through blown

glass is not held admissible ;
and here I do not see, what

occasion there is,
in making the experiment, that the rays

of light should pass through any other medium but the

water itself. Now with respect to the distance, the

focus was obtained under water, it appears to me not to

be the question, but whether the object was visible or not.

It so happens I am short sighted, but it surely cannot be

contended that I cannot see, because I hold a newspaper
nearer my eye than another, as the eyes of different peo-

ple of the same age are of different focus, but they still

see, perhaps equally well at their respective foci. Age
also will cause a difference. I have no doubt that convex

lenses would enable the eye to sec clearer at a greater dis-

tance in water, for we know the crystalline humour in

fish is almost globular, and doubtless for that purpose.

In your ''conclusion that the human eye cannot dis-

tinguish objects under water," I think you begin to dis-

cover that your former opinion maij be fallacious, as you
are disposed to question whether some people may not see

itnperfecilij under water, and conclude thus
;

" but I must

confess that I do not incline to that opinion."
New experi- Xhe experiments I made are these : I went en the

Thames" A^ Thames in a boat a little above Richmond, accompanied
diver brought by two friends ;

we took Avith us a native of Africa who
up variousob- ^ jj^ j^g^jjg experiment before US : we took in the
jects from a

, i

'

/-

depth of near boat two eggs, thinking them the most proper for trial,

nloefeet.
j-^qj^^ what youiiad stated in the 4th paragraph of your

reply ;
one of which 1 had spotted with red sealing wax.

I tirst threw the spotted egg into water, between eight and

nine feet deep, where the water was not very clear; for

we could fiot see the egg at the bottom from the boat:

our diver on the first attempt readily brought us up the

egg. I then threw in both, desiring him to bring up the

plain one only, which as readily he did, though he saw

the
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the spotted one at the bottom close to it. I afterwards

threw in the white and a piece of painted wood, 4 inches

long, prepared for the purpose, with lead in it to sink it.

He then brought up the egg in one hand and the wood in

the other. Being perfectly satisfied with these experi-

ments, and the wind being at North East, we did not

desire our diver to repeat them.

For my own part, I confess, I should not like to con- —and proba-

tract with our African friend to throw in as many guineas succeeded In all

separately, as he would separately pick up in the same his attempts,

depth of water, provided the bottom was free from weeds

and mud, though he were to give me two for each he •

missed finding.

Perhaps the relation of these facts may strike your Proposal to re-

mind less forcibly, P^^' *^f
^ "-

•' '
periments.

Quam quae sunt oculis subjecta fidelibus, et quse

Ipse sibi tradit spectator.

If so I shall be very happy to have these on any other

experiments, more convincing if possible, exhibited before

you and your friends whenever you may please to ap-

point.

I could cite many accounts of the pearl fisheries from Narratives ef

Respectable authors ; and the fact of divers bringing up
* '

the particular shell fish, that produce the pearls, I think

stands upon incontrovertible evidence, though you have,

•misled by a false hypothesis, treated these accounts as

fabulous.

I am well convinced. Sir, from your known charac- Conclusion,

ter, that if you find you have been mistaken in what

you have asserted, you will be most ready to allow it,

thereby verifying what Solomon long since has said.

<' Give opportunity to a Avise man and he will yet be

Wiser.

I am,

Sir,

With the greatest respect^

Your most obedient servant,

A DIVER.

X 2

"
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Rcplj/. JK N,

Question whe- After expressing my satisfaction that the present
ther W. N. or , .

,
.

"^

. "',
-^

, ^ , , , • j. .

his corrcspon- suDject ot enquiry has been treated by an immediate

dent have rea- reference to facts, I will take the liberty to make a few

frora^^^thetr^^^ remarks, chielly with a view to indicate what conclusions

facts. we ought to deduce from them.

W. N. because ^ admit that every remark I made upon Dr. Franklin's

he cannot him- assumption, that men can sec under water, was founded

water has'con- "po"™y ^wn experience, that the contrary position, with

eluded that no regard to myself, is true ; and my error appears to have
one can. The ^q^j^ ofthe same nature as that ofmy able oponent.—I, by
diver has made j r ^

the opposite making a general inference from particular facts, have
conclusion concluded that no man can sec or disiinguif^h under wa-

li^nil"ed^tosome
^^''

'
—

^^5 on the contrary, making too extended a deduc-

menonly. tion from his Qwn observafions, has concluded that I

have been misled by a false hypothesis, and seems to think

that all men can !^ec under zcater,

I think the present controversy has given us both suf-

ficient reason, to enquire whether, among mtn who can

see objects in the air at all distances, with considerable

distinctness, there be not many who like myself, cannot

distinguish at all under water ;
and many others, who

like my correspondent, can see almost as distinctly in that

clement as they do out of it. At all events the former

cannot be a question of any doubt to those who find they
' "

do not distinguish (or sec) under water.

Vindication of It fJocs not seem to me necessary to enter upon any dis-

the use of the cussiou respecting my cylindrical glass, becausemy expcri-
gass\e53e. ment appears to have been misapprehended. There was

nothing but water between the eyes and the objects, and

yet we could not distinguish them. The vessel being glass,

the objects were well enlightened ; in eftbcting which the

figure of the glass was of no consequence, as we did not

look through it. The experiment of the lens neither

confirms nor weakens the truth of the general fact.

Whether the Whei; I was ayoung man, I saw objects distinctly at

fi2ure"o^ aT to ^^"'^ inches distance. At present I see imperfectly at less

see inair at two distances than twelve inches, though I am still near*
inchesdistance.

sighted with regard to objects more remote than four feet
Probably not. "

, /. . ,

'

i—Butthissecms As the curvature ana refractive density of the human cor-

nea
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nea may differ in different subjects, and have not, that wantlngfordis-

'

n visiou
^

water.
I know of, been well determined, I shall not attempt to

^^^
treat this inquiry on the strict principles of optics ;

but

only observe that I was then able to do by adjustment of

the organ^ what would now require the assistance of a

four inch lens
; and that I do not apprehend that I could

thep, or that any one else can, see distinctly in the air at

two inches distance. But this appears necessary to be

done by an eye like mine in order to see underwater.

A certain part of the refraction performed by the eye
is effected by the anterior surface of the cornea, and the cornea the less

rest by the internal structure. Two eyes may be so would an eye
be affected by

constructed, as that in one of them the cornea may per- immersjon in

form a very considerable part, and in the other, the greater water,

part may be effected by the internal structure ;
and both

these eyes may see equally well : but they would not

both be alike affected by immersion in water. That with

the most prominent cornea would afford the least distinct-

ness
;
the other might be so little affected as to give dis-

tinct vision under water, by a change within the reach of

its ordinary adjustment. Do the curvatures of the cornea ^j.^ human
in different subjects, who see well, vary sufficiently to tyessovarious?

admit of this solution of our difficulty ?—This must be re-

ferred to experiment.

My correspondent has offered to exhibit his experiments ^rr
before Hie. I shall be happy to accept his kindness, and the experi-

at the same time should be glad if his African friend "^cnts.

would look into my large jar.

xiy.

Experiments and Obftervations on the Adhesion of the

Particles of Water to each other. By Benjamin,
Count of Rumford^ F. R. S. Sfc . Communicated bi/

tJie Author to the National Instilution of France^ and

transmitted to him by the Editor.

(Continued from page 56.)

IF the particles of water adhere strongly to each other. The film is

it appears to me to be a necessary consequence that a
j^e conse-

**

ks lid of pellicle will be formed at the surface of the li- qucnce of the

quid, and even at all these surfaces, whatever may be in
adhesion of the

^
.

•'

aqueous parti-
otherdes.
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other rcspocts the mobility of these particles, or rather

of the small liquid masses composed of a great number of

them, when they are remote from the surface and possess
their fluidity without itnpedhnent.

Film at the When a small solid body, placed on the surface of wa-

of the water.*
ter becomes wetted, it immediately descends beneath the

pellicle, which no longer opposes its subsistence. At this

period the viscidity of the water begins to manifest itself

in a very diiierent manner, but with infinitely less efl'ect

than when it acts at the confines of the liquid. But it is

not yet time to enquire into this part of our subject.

Waecr was With a view to render sensible the resistance which the

poured on mer-
peHide of the inferior surface of a stratum of viater opno-

cury and ether
*"

,. , , i , . , , , ,

upon the wa- ^es to a solid body which passes through that stratum by
^ci"'

falling freely downwards, I made the following experi-
ment.

EXPERIMENT VI.

The lower sur- Having filled a small wine glass to about half its height^
face of the wa- with very pure mercury, I poured a stratum of water of

mercury sup-
*^*'®6 lines in thickness upon the mercury, and upon that

ported a larger a stratum of ether of two tines.

globule than ^vhen the whole was at rest, I took with the small
the upper

'

could have *ool before described a spherule of mercury of about one
done. third of aline in diameter, and let it fall through the stra-

tum of ether.

This spherule being too heavy to be supported by the

pellicle at the superior surface of the water broke it, and

descended through that fluid; but upon its arrival at the

inferior surface it was stopped, and remained there pre-

serving its spherical form.

I moved this spherule with the extremity of a feather,

and even compressed it ;
but it always preserved its form

without mixing with the mass of mercury on which it ap-

peared to rest.

The lower sur- ^^ ^^^ no doubt the pellicle of the Inferior surface of the

Cace of gum stratum of water which prevented this contact, and as this

cd^jTstiinar^^'r P^^^^^^*^ ^^^ supported by the mercury on which it rested,

glohulc. I was not at all surprised to find that it could support
without being broken, a spherule of mercury much larger

than the pellicle ofthe superior surface could support.

In order to satisfy myself that the viscidity of the water
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was the cause of the suspension of this mercurial globule

at the bottom of that fluid I repeated the experiments and

varied it by substituting water, containing a certain

quantity of gum arabic, in solution, in the place of pure

water ; and I found in fact that much larger spherules

were supported when the viscidity of the water was thus

augmented.
[To be concluded.]

XV.
Observations on some Errors contained in Mr, Thomas

Reitfs Papery published in the Journal of tlie last

Month, From a Correspondent *.

As Mr. Reid^s paper inserted in the last Number of ^"*'^^^"<^**'^^*

Mr. Nicholson's Journal, contains some statements which 1

materially affect the history of chronomctry, but which,
on referring to the original documents appear to be very

incorrect, it seems proper not to lose time in rectifying

'errors which otherwise might mislead such persons a^

have no opportunity or leisure to investigate the matter

in question.

The invention of the detached escapement Is one of the The Invention

points the most satisfactorily ascertained in the progress escapement be-

of time-piece making. It is clearly due to P, le Roy, longs to P. Ic

who first produced an escapejnent of that sort, and pre-
^J^*

sented it in 1748 to the Academy of Sciences at Paris;

and his claim has never yet been disputed with any degree

of reason, though considerable discussions have arisen

respecting the pretensions of other artists who since the

above date have thought proper to aspire to a shar^ in the

same honour. The subject has been canvassed on several

occasions, during the long interval of time which has

elapsed since that epoch ; and every thing that could be

said upon it seemed exhausted, till the present moment,
when Mr. Reid, in a postscript to his paper, tells us, that ^^-

^^'^ ??•
AT rtM ' X • ,^.t . uV u J XI. 1 • X. r serts that Thi-
Air. Ihiout m 1741 t published the description, of a out invented it

before.
* Viz. the author of the Memoir at page 273 of our last Vol.

f The title of Thiout's work is,
" Traite de I'Horlogerie me-

"
chanique et pratique, approuvee par rAcadcmic Royale de« Sci-

" cnces." a vol. 4to.

2 detached
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detached escapemenf, which, if it were really such, would

of course be the first model of that idea ever communi-

cated to the world, knd would consequently degrade Le

Roy from' the rank of an inventor to that of a mere

. copyist or imitator. The real state of the case, however,
is as follows :—The Academy of Sciences in 1748 received

the escapement of Le Roy as new, though Thiout's book
was published only a few years before ; and no opposition
was made to this declaration by the author, (whom we
believe to have been then alive,) or by any of his friends

HJs contcmpo- and successors. One of the committee who examined

t^bouchrV
*^'^^ invention was Mr. le Ca^nus, a good judge of watch-

making, who, as such, came, afterwards, with Mr. Ber-
^ •

thd^d, to this coitntry, by order of the French Govern-

menf^ in order to witness the disclosure of the principle

of Mr. Harrison's time-keeper; and the same Mr. le Ca-

mus, who first mentioned that Dutertre the elder had .

conceived the idea of a detached escapement, according to

a construction which was preserved in his family, never >

. said any thing respecting the invention of Thiout, al-

though that inventid* was described in a work generally

k|jown. Nay, the Academy of Sciences continued so

miserably blind, that when, some years after, Mr. Pla-

tier.^submitted to^that body a new detent escapement,

their committee declared, that P. le Roy was the first who
had thought of this sort of escapement*. The same

— nor subsc-
igporaitce, or wilful error, has, since that time, attended

quent writers.
^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ philosophers who have candidly endeavoured

to investigate these matters, but also the critics ajid rivals

who may liave maliciously searched for circumstances

likely 4;o
humiliate the pride of the different competitors

who have pretended to the credit of originality in the

construction^of the free escapement. This we cannot

but ob&eryc seems an extraordinary case. The truth

Mr.'^cid has howevefis, as may be easily guessed from the preceding

capc^tnt^from statement, that the representation of the escapement, as

that published published by »Mr. Reid, is totally different ftom the \
by Thiout.

, * * " M. le Roy I'aine est le premier qui ait pense a cette sorte

#
«

d'cchappemcnt
" Observations sur la Physique, Sec. par

M. rABbc Rozier, T. III. Par t I. Juin 1774.

figure
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^giire given in Thioiifs work. Mr. Reid saves himself'

the trouble of referring to the passages of the books he

quotes in the course of his paper; but, as our object is,

not only to rectify, but to enable other persort8*"to judge —and has not

for themselves, we think it inciifnibent upon us to do it quoted his ori-

forhim; and shall also annex a faithful copy of that

part of the abovementioned work, fromj^^which he has

taken the escapement here treated of, bat which he has

altered into a detached form.

Fig. 5. Plate 3. is a copy of the representation given
Correct cqjy

by Thiout (Fig. 30. Plate 43. Vol, I.), and the follow-
here^gWcn.

'""

ing is a literal translation of his explanation of that me-
*

chanism (p. 1 10. ditto):
'' It is an

esca£ement
of a watch

in which half of the vibrations seem lOTependent of the * *

train of wheels^ while they are performed. The detent B
stops the escape wheel ; the balance

bringing
back ^he

pallet A, the detent recedes, to leave the escape ^vheet

free to strike the pallet: and so on. This escapement
could not perform without a spiral spring*."
From the preceding description, it plainly appears Explanation.

that this escapement acts with a single pallet, and^ de-
^^^^^^ L^^"

tent to stop the train of wheels during the intervals
th^t

elapse between the successive communications ofthe main-

taining power; but that the balance In^t, is nalrerdi|pn- The detent

gaged from the detent
; consequently this construc^on bdJncrduriM

does not possess the distinguishing principle of tne de- the repose* of

tached escapement. Mr. Reid has made it a very di^
^^^ wheeh

ferent thing, by introducing certain alterations, wl^jlh Mr Klid's ait

will be easily perceived, on comparing his^ure with that »^ered escape-

of Thiout. He has broken the coSnunication between
be^freef"'

*^

the detent and the pallet, and provided the foAiei^^ a

fork, which is not in the original ; and the escapement, ^ ^
with th^e changes, seems, at first sight, capable of acting

freely. Such, however, is not the constructiop given by

* For the reader's satisfaction, as well as our own, we subjoin an 41
exact copy^fThiout's explanation:

"
Fig. 30. esfikin echapemeht

*'

de montre dont la moitie des vibrations paroissent independantes du

rouage, pendant qu'elles se font. Le crochet B reticnt le rochet;
le balancier ramcnant la paletie A, le crochet s'eloignc pour laisscr

le rochet libre a frapper la palette; et ainsi de suite. Cctte sorte

d'echappement ne sgauroit aller sans spiral." P. no.

Vol. XV.-^OcT. 1806. Y Thiout:
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•»but it is not Thiout; and it may be farther observed, that the sort of

Thiout's, and mechanism represented by Mr. Reid is incomplete, and

as a^^free ^es-
could never have been executed in that form, there being

capcment. no provision to keep the detent, by a spring or otherwise,

in its proper place, and prevent its getting disengaged in

consequence of external motion.

Thiout himself Thiout was SO far from attributing to his escapement
did not set

^^^ merit which, after making it suffer a complete meta-
much value on ^ °

, . .

this contriv- morphosis, is now claimed in its favour, that, m a section

ancc. of his work where he gives very particular rules for the

construction of many escapements, he rests satisfied, re-

specting this, with the short explanation we have already

copied. With regard to the property in question, he

says, not that it is, but that it seems detached ; and this

expression is, if possible, more conclusive, when the arti-

cles of the same chapter are read in their natural order.

The passage above extracted comes after the description

of an escapement (pp. 105 and 106) for pendulum

clocks, acting with a single pallet and a detent, which

was invented by Sully, and formerly published in the

Regie Artificielle du Temps, Thiout's escapement is an

He made it in imitation of the above mechanism, adapted to watches
imitation of with a balance: and the opinion he entertained of the
one of Sully. .... . . , ,.,<.„ . , *

original, is positively expressed in the following words of

his description :
" It seems that half of the vibrations are

independent of the train of wheels; but this is what ex»

perience does not prove*."

Mr. Rejd sup-
There are no bounds to Mr. Reid*s predilections in fa-

poscd to be your of Thiout's escapement, and he reminds us of a

es^cap^mciit he ^^^^^ making the picture of his mistress, who cannot draw
has drawn. a feature without embellishing it, and, after all, produces

a figure from which no one can form the least idea of the

original. Not satisfied with placing the mechanism in

question at the head of that most honourable branch of

By making the the family of escapements called detached; he represents
pallet curved, ^^i^ pallet under such a form as authorises him to conclude
though straight r r y

in the original,
that Mr. Ihiout's escapement is also the origin of the

he considers it
^cA«per///e/z^ it virgule. But Mr. Thiout has as little

as the origin of
^

tJie virgule es-

capement. « a
jj parolt que la moitie dcs vibrations sont independantes du

rouage ; mais c 'cat ce que I'cxpericnce nc prouvc point." P. io6.

1 right
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right to be esteemed the father of the last mentioned

escapement, as of the detached. From the copy we have

given of his figure, it will be immediately perceived, that

the pallet of the original escapement is strait, and shews

no marks of the curvature Mr. Reid has thought proper
to bestow upon it, previous to his comments upon its

shape.

We think it needless to expatiate more upon this sub- Tf there be any

ject. The copy of Thiout's book, which is now before edition of Thi-

.., , li/r n -t

' ^'^^ *° justify

US, IS m direct opposition to the account Mr. Reid has Mr Reid's

given as an extract from it ; and we cannot but suppose drawing and

that the whole edition, which has been in circulation for must be^ac-

more that sixty years, contains the same text and figures quitted of mis-

without variations. If Mr. Reid, however, can shew a
But'The^^^-*

copy with the description and figure as given by him, we ments here of-

shall willingly acquit him of the charge of misrepresenta- ^^^^
^^^ *^^^

tiOn ; but, even in that case, we must still insist upon the

fairness of our observations, which are warranted by the

nature of the case, and called for by the interest we take

in the history of Chronometry.
Mr. Reid seems animated by a violent desire of finding

Mr. Reid as*

new things in, and deriving extraordinary conclusions
compemation*^

from, publications which are generally known. He balance is Har-

asserts that the invention of the compensation balance is
"*<^"'^*

due to Mr. Harrison ; and quotes as a proof the follow-

ing passage of a letter from Mr. Mudge to Count de

Bruhl: " You will now permit me to speak a word or

two, as to the compensation for heat and cold in the ba«.

lance. It is the original ipethpd by which Mr. Harrison

attempted to correct the error, which, as he was pretty
tenacious of his own opinion, he carried into execution

contrary to the advice of Mr. Graham, but found by
experience that Mr, Graham was right, and was forced tq

throw it all away, and to contrive his method of applying
it to the balance springs *."

We have transcribed the whole of the extract given by But Harrison

Mr, Reid ; and we now ask, What does Mr. Mudge's
did not con>

statement prove, even supposing his information perfectly Certainly never

published it>

• This passage is in p. 150 of the correspondence published In

J 799 by the son of Mr. Mudge.

y 2 accurate I
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accurate? viz. that Mr. Harrison attempted to provide

the compensation for heat and cold in the- balance, and

that he miscarried so decidedly, that he was obliged to

apply it to the spiral spring. How he endeavoured to

accomplish it, is not known ; therefore, any other person

might be afterwards the real inventor of the same con.

trivance, and have the additional merit of succeeding in

an undertaking where so great a genius had failed. Upon
this ground, although the letter above quoted has been

now published some years, and the report contained in it

had been circulated long before its date, the invention of

the compensation balance has been, in this country, gene-

rally ascribed to the late Mr. Arnold; aijd certain it is,

It is generally that if there existed no other reason to invalidate his claim,

English to Ar- ^^^ memory of that artist woyld continue to be accom*

nold; panied with the credit of that important invention. But

f*^L ''l^^^°—
^ the invention of the first compensation balaaee that ever

was executed, (that of the fluid thermometer), as well as

that of the compensation balance upon the principle now

universally used, are clearly due to P. le Roy; and the

•— and subse- merits of the late Mr. Arnold, as an original author, in

noW h^wesup-
^^'^ respect, merely rest upon the supposition that he

pose him to possibly may have had no ^previous knowledge of P. le

have been ig- Roy's w ritings. This, however, is foreign to our present
norant of that ,/ , i ,, , -, , ,. , . .

artist's works, object ; and jve shall conclude by remarking, that it is

If Harrison
very probable Mr. Harrison never thought of using his

jt^he wqiild°
wictallic thermometer in the construction of the balance;

have complet- this method being so simple and certain, that, if he had
^ ^^' hit upoQ it, it could not have failed in his hands. From

a passage in his last work*, it also clearly appears, that

what he had in vain sought for was, the construction of a

balance similar to his gridiron pendulum ; and, as this

^ but his re- passage has been frequently quoted in a mutilated man-

dlrecte^r^th i^^r, to shew the great difficulty
and importance of the

gridiroc. present method of compensation, we shall transcribe it

entire, in order to produce the grounds upon which our

opinion is founded: ^' And I can now boldly say, that if

the provision for heat and cold could properly be in the^

A Description concerning such Mechanism as will afford ^

-liice,
or truQ Mensuration of Time, &c. 176J, p. 103.

balance
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balance itself, as it is in 7ny pendulum^ the watch (or my
longitude time-keeper) would then perform to a few

seconds in a year."

Indeed, after the compensation for heat and cold was His first at-

perfected in the pendulum, the first idea that would ^^J^^Yn ^b^s

na< urally occur to any person who wanted to correct the way, and,

same errors in watches, would be, the application of a

similar contrivance to the balance; and the method of a

thermometer acting upon the spiral spring, could only be

thought of in consequence of the first attempt proving -, was aban*

abortive. But, let us repeat it again, in whatever man- doned for the

ner Mr. Harrison tried to effect a compensation in tKe curb,

balance, the fact is, that he did not succeed ; and, as his

ideas upon the subject were never communicated to the

publfc, the example of his endeavours, far from lessening,

rather increases the merit of those artists who have actu-

ally accomplished that great desideratum in Chro-

nometry,
R.M.

XVI.

fiescription of a Machinefor the use ofShoemakers, By
Mr. Thomas Parker*.

,R. Thomas Parker, the inventor of the machine, was Machine fo?

desired to attend with it upon a committee appointed hy
shoemakers,

the Society of Arts, on the 22d of November, 1804, and

then informed them, that he had used this apparatus for

twelve months past, and found it very useful. That all

the work of shoe-making may be done with it standing ;

but that in some parts thereof he finds an advantage ia

using along with it a high stool ; and that before he used

this machine, he never saw or heard of a similar inven^

tion ; and that he has found it of great service to his

health.

He stated the cost of such a nvachine to be about two

guineas.

* Communicated to the Society of Arts, who gaVe a premium of

fifteen guineas. See aho our Journal, XIV. p. 1^:5,

.Fig,
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Fig. 5. Plate III. Fig. 5, 6.—T. A bench standing on

four legs, about four feet from the ground.

V, A circular cushion affixed to the ^bcnch, in the centre

of which cushion is an open space quite through the

bench, through which hole a leather strap U ii

brought up from below. This strap holds the work
and last firm upon the cushion in any position re-

quired, by means of the workman's foot placed upon
the treadle W.

X, Shows the last upon the cushion, with the strap hold-

ing it firm.

y, An implement used in closing boots,

Z, A small flat leather cushion, useful in adjusting the

last and strap.

Fig. 6. The shoe-last shown separate from the cushion.

The round cushion is formed of a circular piece of

wood, covered with leather or stuffed with wool

or hair to give it some elasticity.

XVII.

On the Propagation of Ekdridi^, By. Dr,

Oersted*.

JL HE internal mechanism of the propagation of electric

city, has not, I believe been hitherto explained. It is

certainly very difficult to trace all the mystery of this pro,

cess, but it is certain that many interesting consequen-

ces may be deduced from the very nature of the subject,

aqd from the facts already known.

Phcnomenaof The first action of an electrified body upon one which
communica- is not electrified, is,

as every body knows, to establish an

Ui^

of electri-
^^^^^^^^ polarity. Let A. Fig. 2 Plate IJI. describe an

electric body ; 1^, C, a cylindric conductor ; B will acquire

a negative electricity, whilst C becomes positive. This

is denominated the communication of electricity. It is

known also, that if the extremity C, of the conductor, be

deprived of its electricity, the conductor will retain onljr

the power of B, but on bringing A and B into contact, the

f Ipscrtcd in the Journal de Physique, Vol. LXII. May i8o6.

contrary
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contrary electricity is established in both A and C, which

act is called the electric distribution. Communication is

GTideritly the first, and distribution or division the second

indication of electricity. We may denote the first act by Zones of plu«

the term, j^r*/ degree of electricity^ the second by tlw ^^^^"^^^^

second degree of electriciti/. Theformer is a polarization ;

the latter an identification. By these denominations, we

may avoid, even in expression, the false notion of a dis-

tribution. The electricity of the body A cannot be

communicated from to C) without employing some time,

however short it may be. To explain this more clearly,

we will imagine, after the manner of mathematicians, that

space and time are divided into an infinitude of minute

portions. Let us suppose the space infinitely small,

wherein an electric polarity is excited ; if,
for example,

during the first infinitesimal time, B be positive, B b will

be negative in B^ and positive in b : during the second mo-

ment it will endeavour to augment the negative zone :

consequently the positive zone will in like manner be

extended, whilst the positive zone of B endeavours to —inferred to

establish a negative one farther bif towards C This pro- extend through

cess will continue till the negative electricity extends over
<^ooauctor«.

the whole of the nearer surface of the cylinder, and the po«
sitive over the remoter surface, whilst the middle remains

indifferent.

The above process is to be understood as continued and

uninterrupted, though for the sake of elucidation, and in

order more clearly to describe the internal action of elec-

tricity in its propagation, it is here represented as dis-

Crete. -

The propagation of electricity depends on the laws

already laid down ; for, admitting that each electricity
excites its opposite, it is the very nature of the thing that it

should be so propagated. But philosophers require to see

their theories confirmed by nature in all points and under
all circumstances. It is our intention to shew these

proofs.

The electric fluid passes through good conductors at the
Electricity

rate of about a German mile in a second. In so rapid a passes thro'one

course, it is impossible to follow the successive changes
^""*^

^^^
«f negative and positive electricity: but with bad con-

ductors
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ductors this may in some measure be efFected, Hold a

r<yd of glass, resin, or sealing wax, towards an electrified

body ; and on observing it with an electrometer, you
will perceive the alternate zones of opposite electricity.

This experiment is known to all philosophers.

It is needless to remark that we do not now speak of

those infinitely minute changes from positive to negative,
above spoken of, which, as we have already observed, we
Can never hope to distinguish ;

but to give a general

notionof them, from their operation in these bodies. It

^ight, however, be possible, to describe mathematically
the number and properties of these zones.

The zones may It is admitted that the foregoing mode of the propaga-

conducto^s

^
^^°" ofelectricity may be traced on bad conductors, and

that it may fevfeti be observed in the air. We have then a

right to consider the propagation of electricity as pro-

ceeding from undulation ; which may be proved by other

experiments. We cannot follow with the electrometer

the rapid propagation of electricity on good conductors ;

but it frequently leaves traces upon them which confirm

the opinion just advanced,

—and their If we attempt to melt a long thread of iron by mean^

dT?wire'^^^^°*
^^* ^^^^ charge from the electric battery, we shall quick-

ly perceive that one part of the thread is fused, whilst

another remains entire, and that these parts are alternate;

If a stronger charge be employed, the whole thread Will

be fused, and formed into small globules, which are pro-

duced by the expansive and contracted zones. The charge

tnay be so managed as io give a red he?t to the metal

without fusing it ;
on which will afterwards appear evi-

dent marks of the transition of expansive and contracted

zones.

The foregoing experiments are all Well known to phi-

sophers, and afford the strongest proofs of the undulatory

propagation of electricity. But if the charge of the bat-

tery be augmented to such a degree as to volatilize the

iron, and the experiment be so contrived as that the va-

pour may be caught upon a sheet of paper, we shall have

a complete image of the propagation of electricity, in the

clouds described upon the paper by the alternate trans-

itions from expansion to Contraction. The thickAcss

• evtn
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etren of the smoke, and its colaur change so regularly, ^,
that we may call it a coloured portrait of the oscillatory metals explo-

expansion of electricity. From the* Constant recurrence *^ed by large

of the phenomenon, it is evident that this appearance is

Hot an accidental etfect, for let the experiment be made

with any metal, the result will be similar without excep*
tion. Van Marum has in numerous and faithful repre-

sentations explained this experiment, which may save us

the trouble of repetition.. The regularity of this image

may be seen by another method. If electricity acted on

the metallic thread by an expansive force solely, all the

Clauds of the vapaur would be parraUel and straight : but

as each conductor acts with a repulsive force on the near-

est extremity of the thread, the clouds of vapour thrown Van Marujn*$

to the two extremities by two powers w^hich cross each experimente.

other perpendicularly, follow the diagonal of those powers
or rather, as the powers are constant and unequal, the

clouds represent the
^ image of a curved line, whose con-

cavity is opposed to the metallic thread. The more dis-

tant a cloud is from one of the conductors, the less will it
-

be affected by the repulsive force parallel to the thread,
and the nearer will its position approach to the perpendi-

cular force of the wire.

In the middle of the wire exists a perfect equilibrium

of the opposing powers ; and consequently the position of

the shade will be exactly perpendicular to the wire.

The foregoing appearances will not be obtained if the

force employed to evaporate it be too strong ; l^ut even

in this case the figure will describe a zigzag, at each sec-

tion of which, indications of the above order may be dis*

cerned.

An examination of the dectric spark will afford us The electric

another proof. If the conductors, between which the '?^f^.
^^^^^

spark appears, be pretty close, the spark is differently

coloured at its two extremities, being red on one gide an^
blue on the other, whilst the centre is white ; but if the

conductors be placed further apart, the spark will vary
its colour as often as it makes transitions from positive to

negative.

All that has been here observed of electricity is equally Undulation or

applicable to magnetism. The action of the load-stone f?^^.^
observa-

VoL. XV,—Oct. 1806. Z originates tism!^
"^*sn«'
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originates in polarization, and like electricity, communi-
cates its powers with an undulatory motion. One zone

of polarity must acquire its maximum of expansion,
and thus give rise to another. This is confirmed by ex-

perience ; for in magnetising a very fine steel wire, it ac-

quires the alternate poles of north and south, in its whole

length.

To understand the propagation of magnetism, we must
reflect a little upon its production ; and examine what

effect is produced by drawing a magnet over a bar of

steel : the two poles are impelled forward, so that the

part which was -J- ?» becomes—m; like a wave of the

sea, which fills up a furrow before it, whilst it leaves

another behind.

AU the opera- This_ mechanism in the action of undulatory propaga-

^r^'^'th^

°^'"^^
*^°"' *^ doubtless general in all the operations of nature ;

pagated.
but it is very difficult to shew it. It has long ago been

observed, that the compression of a small portion" of air

is succeeded by its expansion, whereby contiguous por-
tions must be compressed, and these, by expanding in

their turn, compress others, &c. It is thus that the com-

munication of sound through the air has been accounted

for ; but this mode of communication has not yet been

suspected to take place through solid bodies.

Chladnl'sexpc-
The majority of philosophers oppose the discovery of

rimcnts. the celebrated Chladni*, of the tremulous motion of the

particles of bodies in the production of sound. But no-

thing is more easy to demonstrate both from the nature of

the thing, and by experiments the necessity and the exist-

ence of this tremor. We need not much insist upon the

theory, because the same proofs which are adduced to

demonstrate the imdulatory communication of sound

through the air, may be applied to all other bodies ; be-

sides as motion cannot be communicated without employ-

ing some portion of time, all the particles cannot be simi-

larly affected at the same moment.

Experiment This is manifested in the following experiment : cover
with a wireand

qj^^ ^^f ^j^^ extremities of a steel wire with powder of Ly-

copodium, and then strike it with a sharp and moderately

Inserted in the Journal de Physique, Vol 47i ?• 390.

hard
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hard blow, the powder will be divided into small heaps,

describing a line, the length of the wire
;
those nearest

the point struck will be the largest, the others will gra-

dually diminish in size as they lie further off. This ex-

periment may be made in a still more simple manner : take

a square of glass or metal, whose edges are quite even,
cover thesurface with powder of lycopodium, and hold it

^^^ ^^^^

with the fingers by opposite sides, leaving the other sides with a square

quite free. If one of the free sides be struck with apiece P^^^^* n

of wood, the powder m ill be immediately thrown into

lines parallel to the direction of the blow, in which may
be observed many elevations and depressions. But if the

blow be given with a rough board, oh the whole extent of

the edge, the powder will dispose itself in lines parallel to

the side struck. The lines will be liiore or less wavy, in

precisely the same degree as the side struck was more or

less even. If one ofthe surfaces be struck, a number of

little heaps will be formed. This is doubtless the result

of an oscillatory movement, and most decidedly of a pro-

gressive and an undulatory motion.

But if the tablet be held between the finger and thumb

upon the two surfaces, without touching the edges, and a

blow be giren on the upper surfaces, not only heaps are

formed by the powder, but a sound is emitted. The heaps

receive a motion which obliges them to reunite at the ex-

tremity and they nearly assume the figure described by
Chladni. Prepare the whole as if to obtain the figure of

Chladni, using lycopodium instead of sand, and the figure

will gradually appear. At the first blow the heaps will
Figures formed

be formed like small knots, ranged about the points where by lycopodium

the largest were formed. Let ABCD (Fig. 3, PI. Ill,)
°" Slass, &c.

represent the tablet struck on the point E ; the heaps
described by e ^, //', g g\ &c. will be formed : e<?will

be formed sooner than //', and //' sooner than gg\
The first on the point E, and on all the line E £', will

be driven towards E' ; but that on e and e will be deter-

mined by two powers in the direction EE or ED and

E E'y it will then describe the curved line e h'y and all

the other points will traverse similar lines.

In this manner the curve C E' D will be described
; and

jis all the other squares of the tables ^£'(7, AE' B,
A
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A E' D, will have received oscillations at the Same Ino-

ment, they will form as many curves', altogether forming
a kiild of Cross Or star. It is to be observed that the

lines at Vest are not described by heaps of dust, but are

surrounded by them. These lines cannot be described

in the ordinary manner by the scattered sand, because it

is elastic, and its particles are too considerable for each

one to continue jin niotion*untiII it finds a tranquil and

appropriate place. If two grains of sand be thrown

upon a square of glass, thrown into motion by means of

a bow, the experiment will confirm what has been just

laid down. Consequently, the lines of powder must not

be confounded with the lines of repose, which are deno-*

minated lines of knots. Tlie powder^
on the least motion^

detaches itself from the lines of knots, as is seen in the

experiment ; but it is very difficult to detach it from the

lines of sand. Hence we may suspect that the undulatory
movement excites a degree of electricity, which is doubt-

less negative in the lines of knots and positive in those
' of repose, since the negative lycopodium is attracted by

it. It is pfrobable that all philosophers are acquainted
with what Ritter has said on this subject in Voigt's

Magazine.

LECTURES ON SURGERY.
Mr. A. CARLISLE, F.R.S. F.L.S. and Surgeon to

the Westminster Hospital, intends to deliver a Course of

Lectures bn the Art and Practice of Surgery, in all its

Branches, during the present Season, at his House in

Soho Square.
The History and Treatment of the Diseases and Affec-

tions, which belong to the Province of Surgery, will be

fully investigated , the several Methods of Practice ex-

amined, and accompanied with such Observations as the

Lerturer's Experience may furnish. The various Chi-

rurgical Operations will be demonstrated, and the Ana-

tomy of the Parts explained, together with the Devia-

tions, Accidents, and Difficulties which occasionally hap-

pen, and the Rules to be observed in each Instance.

An Introductory Discourse, (open to all Students)

comprising the Plan of these Lectures, will be given on

Monday, October 13, at Seven o'Clock jn the Evening.
And the Lectures will be continued on Mondays, Wed-

nesdays, and Fridays, at the same Hour —Tickets for

the Course, Three Guineas ; perpetual, Five Guineas.

i
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ARTICLE I.

Experiments and Observations on the Adhesion of the

Particles of Wafer to each other. Bi/ Benjamin,
Count of Rumford, F. R. S. S^c,, Communicated hy
the Author to the National Institution of France, and

transmitted to him by the Editor.

(Concluded from page 159.)

O prove this fact in another manner, I again varied A stratum of

the experiment, by placing a stratum of ether immedi-
^^rcui^v—

ately upon the mercury. The particles of this liquid ap-

pear to have very little adhesion to each other ; for which

reason I imagined that the kind of film that would be

formed at its surface, must have very little force. The

results of my experiment fully confirmed this conjecture.

The very smallest spherules of mercury which I let .„ appears to

fall through this liquid, seldom failed to mix immediately
afford no re-

with the mass of mercury on arriving at its surface, where ^cending^v"

they entirely disappeared ; and I have never succeeded dies.

in causing either a spherule of mercury, or the smallest

metallic particle, nor any other body of greater specific

gravity than ether, to swim upon its surface.

Vol. XV.—NoY. 180Q. A a The
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Alcohol. Xlic results of the experiment were not perceptibly dif-

ferent when alcohol was substituted in the place of ether.

The evapora- It is known that ether evaporates very rapidly. Is not
tion of ether—

this another proof that the particles of this liquid adhere

to each other with much less force than those of water ?

But the following experiment proves this fact in a decisive

manner.

EXPERIMENT VII.
is incompara- Having half filled a small cylindrical glass with mer-

than o? water, ^wy? I placed on the mercury a stratum of ether four

and shews less lines in thickness, and blew upon the ether with a pair of
adhesion. common bellows.

In less than one minute the ether had disappeared.
The same experiment being made with water, no sen-

sible quantity of this fluid had disappeared in one

minute.
Dust, which r^^Q objects which aw. before our eyes from the earliest
has no adhe-

. , i ,. , , , i- .

sion, rises by periods of our lives seldom employ our meditation, and
the wind; not often our attention. We see, without surprise, im-

mense masses of dust raised by the winds and carried to

great distances
;
and at the same time we know that every

particle of this powder is really a stone, almost three times

as heavy as water, and of a size so considerable, that its

form may be perfectly seen by means of a good micro-

scope.

And we see also, without surprise, that water, which

is much lighter than dust, and is composed of particles in-

comparably smaller, is not carried oft' by the winds in the

same manner,

—but those of I" order to convince ourselves that the particles of

water do not. water do strongly adhere to each other, and tliat they re-

quire to be so in order to prevent the greatest confusion in

the universe, we need only figure to ourselves the inevi-

table consequences that would result from the want of

such an adhesion.
If they did not 'j'^g particles of water would be raised and carried off

wouM rise^^ ^7 ^^e winds with infinitely more facility than the finest

more easily and lightest dust. Every strong breeze setting in from the
t an ust.

Ocean would bring with it a great inundation. Naviga-

tion would be impossible, and the banks of all the seas,

lakes, and large rivers wQuld b^ uninhabitable,

T The
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The adhesion of the particles of water to each other is

the cause of the preservation of that liquid in masses. It

covers the surface with a very strong pellicle, which de-

fends and prevents it from being dispersed by the winds.

Without this adhesion, water would be more volatile

than ether, and more fugitive than dust.

But the adhesion is also the cause of other phenomena,
which are of the greatest importance in the phenomena
of nature.

The viscidity which results from the mutual adhesion of Hence all bo-

the particles of water renders this fluid proper to hold dies may be

,, /. , ^ ,. . , . ,,11 suspended in
all kinds of bodies in solution

;
as well the most heavy as water.

the lightest ; .provided always that they be reduced to

very minute particles.

I have folind by a calculation, founded on facts which Calculation of

appear to me to be decisive, that a solid spherule of pure
^^^^ ^'^^'

gold, of the diameter of one 300,000th of an inch, would

be suspended in water by the effect of its viscidity ; even

though this small body should be completely wetted and

submerged in a tranquil mass of the fluid *.

This viscidity, or want of perfect fluidity, which causes The nutriment

it to hold every kind of substance in solution, renders it
*^f

.P^^"':? ^^'' ' animals is thu«

eminently proper to become the vehicle of nourishment to conveyed.

plants and animals
; and we accordingly see, that it is

exclusively employed in this office.

If the adhesion of the particles of water to each other

were to cease, and the fluidity of this body were to be-

JEomc perfect, every living being would perish by ina-

nition.

May I be permitted to remark the simplicity of the

means employed by Nature in all her operations
—May

I be permitted to express my profound admiration and

adoration of the Author of so many wonders !

*
Fragments of gold leaf, which are about onc-a8o,oooth of an

inch thick, subside in water with considerable velocity. This,

however, docs not invalidate the argument in the text. N.

Aa2
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II.

Abridged Extracts relatiu}^ to the means used to reduce

the weight of Horse Jockics and the methods of Train"

ing Horses, so as to augnwnt their Strength, Wind^
and Speed. From Sir John Sinclair's Pamphlet on

Athletic Exercises f

IR Charles Bunbury tratisnnttcd a letter from W. S.

Rickword, Esq. who after mejitioniiig some of the diffi-

culties of collecting information from many of the persons
of the class who practise the arts in questionj proceeds
to give the following observations, p. 65.

Physic is not
"

Physic of no kind is used now, so common as it used
much used in to be, either in wasting men to ride, or in training them to
training men .,. ,. .

i. i- i

or horses. puguistic engagements, or extraordmary muscular exer-

tions of any kind. The number of questions put by this

author might be compressed into a very few ; like sum-

moning and capitulating commanders of armed men, many
of the articles are said to be answered in the foregoing,

number so and so, as the numerous questions* (made iise

of in this pamphlet) are (in a great degree) by the fol-

lowing general observations. The good effects of air, ex-

ercise, and aliment, to animal bodies, to the attainment of

feeding not health, is tolerably well known. No general rule can

subject to any ^^ i^j^j ^^^^.^ as to the mode of feedinir ;
the quantity of

general rule. . ^, ^. . j x u -xi.

exercise, or the tmic required, to bring either man or

horse to perform the utmost he is capable of doing : the

conformation, and idiosyncrasy of the body of each ani-

mal, the trainer should make himself acquainted with ;

men and horses diil'er in constitutions, as in dispositions.

The great art amongst trainers is,
or should be, to disco-

ver what quantity of exercise, &c. a horse will take to

bring him to, and keep him at his best. As to physic, it

is my opinion, that it is much too generally in use amongst

racing horses in particular ; but, upon that subject, I

have more to say than is convenient for me to advance at

Exercise, air present. More depends, far more, on exercise than is

and thorough generally believed, even at this period, though the benefit
j^roomniG: re- . ,, . , j ... i . ,

<iuired by
i^ pretty well known and admitted ; yet, by no means

horses.

* See our Journal

sufficiently ;
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sufficieiitly ; pure air, proper exercise, good oats and

hay, with thorough grooming, would bring horses to the

starting post, far better able and in condition for running

than they usually are brought, in consequence of the too

cowwio^z use of physic, and the quantity given at each

dose. I am persuaded that alterative medicine would an-

swer a better purpose than stronger physic, in most cases,

where, even it is exhibited judiciously ; I do not say, that

physic is at no time proper, there are situations, when it

is highly necessary ; but I contend against the frequency

of its exhibition, and the quantity exhibited ; I do so,

thoroughly convinced of its laying the foundation of some

diseases, and rendering the animal incapable of contending

against any other, with which he might unfortunately

be attacked. As to the food used in the training of men. Food for train*

I should consider that which affords the most nutriment, ingmcn.

occupying the least space, and digesting easy, to be the

most proper, and likely to give the greatest assistance to

the other requisites, in training them to perform any feats

requiring extraordinary exertion of the muscular system;
this attended to, with the benefit of free respiration

(without which, nothing great can be performed, either

by man, horse, or other animal) will admit of astonishing

and wonderful powers and strength, either in wrestling,

pugilism, walking, running, &c. &c.
" As far as relates to strength and wind, the foregoing Fowls,

observations apply to fowl, as well as other animals.

Fighting of all kinds I am an enemy to ; cocking I never

see, nor do 1 like to hear of it. The foregoing observa*

tions are hastily written, but rest on the best founda-

tion."

Mr. Sandevir, an eminent surgeon at Newmarket, re-

turned in substance, the following information to Sir John
Sinclair.

The training of jockies of high repute is continued or Particular ac-

kept up, more or less, from about three weeks before <^o",^^
^^ '^^

Easter to the end of October, which is about eight months : wh^h V^kies
but a week or ten days are quite sufficient for a rider to are reduced in

reduce himself from his natural weight to a stone and a ^"S.^J» ^^' ^^'-' consists m talc-

half below it. They breakfast very sparingly on bread ing little food

and butter, with tea : dinner, tisb, or else pudding with *"4 ^^^^ ^^'
' - ; ? r »

ercisc.

very
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rety little meaf^; wine diluted with twice its measiife of

water is their drink : tea in the afternoon with little or no

bread and butter, and no supper. It appears that absti-

nence is their principal object.

As to their exercise, they load themselves with clothes,

that is, five or six waistcoats, two coats, and as many pair

ofbreeches ; in which dress they take a severe walk of

fifteen or sixteen miles after breakfast. On their return,

they change their clothes for dry, and some who are much

fatigued, will lay down for an hour before dinner. No
severe exercise is taken after dinner ; but the day is

passed as they please. They generally go to bed at eight

or nine, and rise about six or seven.

Those who are unwilling to take excessive exercise,

have recourse to purgative medicine ; which usually con-

sists of two ounces of Glauber's salts.

This treatment JNIr. Sandevir is positive in recommending a similar

recommended
process for reducing corpulency in either sex. as from

against corpu-
^

. , -
j.-, j. A x-x x- j ^

Icncy. experience he perceives that the constitution does not

appear to be injured by it : but he is apprehensive that
*

very few indeed could be prevailed upon to submit to such

severe discipline, unless he had been early inured to

it.

Extreme case This gentleman mentions as an additional fact, that

of sudden re-
j^^Ijh Arnall, when rider to the Prince of Wales, being

desired to reduce himself as much as he possibly could,

for a particular purpose, abstained from animal and evea

from farinaceous food for eight succeeding days, and eat

only a piece of apple now and then. He was not injured

by it at the time, and is now in good health. The writer

also adds that Dennis Fitzpatric, a person at this time con-

tinually employed as a rider, declares that he is less fa-

tigued by riding, and has more strength to contend with

a determined horse in a. severe race, when moderately re»

! duced, than when allowed to live as he pleased, though

he never weighs more than nine stone, and frequently has

reduced himself to seven stone seven pounds.

Another person answered the queries to the following

eflect.

Another ac- Jockies are trained and reduced by abstinence and by
count of jock- sweating, in consequence of additional cloathing and long
*^^» ^^' continued
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jcontinued walking. Neither their health nor their

strength are impaired unless these practices are carried to

excess. When much reduced they are peevish and irrita-

ble, but perhaps not less courageous than usual. Many
of them are naturally lean, but some recover their weight

very rapidly when the course of training is left off*. Nei-

ther their health, nor their continuance of life appear to

be affected by this practice.

Mr. Robsou, an eminent trainer at Newmarket, gave

in substance the following information respecting race

horses.

The perfection of a race horse consists in his wind, Method of

which is innate in their breed, and degenerates when framing
race

mixed or crossed with other horses. It is observed some- course.

times that the other species of horses go nearly or quite as
,

The running
r J. j.^ ^ ^ • J r r. ^ ± ^x. horse IS of a su-
lastas the slower kind of race horse, but they very soon

r,a:iot race.

tire for want of wind, whilst the running horse has the

peculiar merit, from his wind, of bearing fatigue so much Exercise,clean-

better than any other breed of horses. The perfection
hncss and good

depends on their parentage and on the female most. The
^^^tutT the^

foal must have corn during its rearing, otherwise it \vi\\ treatment.

not grow in proportion, but grow lean in the haunches.

Different individuals of the same family will greatly differ

in their natural constitution. Good size, with strength

and symmetry of form, are essential to the running horse ;

but the most essential qualities are activity in speed, and

good wind. With regard to form, he should be broad,

deep, and have great declivity in his shoulders, his thighs

let down very low, the hocks stand far behind and from

him, thence downwards to the next joint, short, &c. large

bones arc preferred. Each sex is alike for speed, but the

horse bears fatigue better. The foal is kept in grass fields

'in the state of nature till broke, and well fed with corn, as

he will eat it, and with hay where grass is scarce. The

training is began at two years and a half. Soft meal is a

cooling food, but laxative and injurious when horses are

at hurrying work.

Race horses are purged two or three times a year ; each
phyeic, food,

course, perhaps three doses preparatory to their getting
&c- ^^^ race

their training exercise. Mild physic which has no ten-
°^^^^'

denry to weaker, is made use of. (I suppose this to mean

a moderate
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a moderate dose). Oats are the most esteemed proyender
for horses; and of these they have three feeds daily, of as

much as they can cat m ith appetite. Their drink is soft

water at least twice a day, always cold, except during

physic or illness. Their skins are kept perfectly clean

when in the stable, by friction with the brush and curry-

, comb, which clean and brace the skin and muscles. It is

necessary to health and strength that they should be

sweated, and this is done by putting on a few extra

clothes and cantering them five or six miles according to

their age and other circumstances. They are exercised

twice a day ; a mile or so in a gallop before they take

water ; and afterwards a short or long canter, as circum-

stances and their constitution require. The training is

completed by good keep and a proper proportion of

work, which enables them to bear fatigue. This is kept

up for two or three months only, and effects no more than

a temporary change in the animal. Running horses cer-

tainly live as long as others ; they are not sooner worn
out by the treatment they undergo, but on the contrary

they bear fatigue much better than other horses.

Mr. Holcroft's Mr. Holcroft's observations in the same treatise, near-

aceountofrun-iy coincide with those of Mr. Robson. This celebrated
ninehorses and . . i- j tvt i • l-
their treatment dramatic writer lived at JNewmarket, m his youth, under

John Watson, the groom, who was employed in the two-

fold office of training the horses and riding them. John
Watson died at a very advanced age. I quote Mr. Hol-

croft's words, page 11,

They arc pur-
' ' When the racing season is over, these horses have most

ged and exer- ^^ ^^^ green meat for some time, and repose from their

severe exercise ; their high spirit and vices soon begin to

shew themselves, much to the terror of timid boys.

Having fed grossly for a time, they are regularly purged,

I forget how often, but 1 believe every other day, for

three doses ; and that these purgations are repeated, at

intervals, three times. They then gradually begin to in-

crease their exercise, so that, early in the spring, they re-

main out of the stable about eight hours in four-and-

twenty, and take what are called four brushing gallops,

two in the morning's exercise and two in the afternoon's ;

a brushing gallop means a gallop of nearly a mile, begiu-

ning
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nlng at a moderate rate, increasing, and ending full speed.

They are stinted in their water
;
the horse that blows the Stinted in theit

hardest, the most ;
their hay and oats are of the best qua-

water.

lity ; the hay is long in the stalk, and the seed shaken

out; the oats are thrashed in a sack, and winnowed, and

every care is taken to keep the horses from chaif and im-

purity ofevery kind. After feeding, their heads are muz-

zled. They are not allowed above six hours in the night ;

for they arc supped up at nine, and out again at three in

the morning ;
but they have the intervening hours in the

day, between their morning and evening exercise. When

they become wet, from the accidents of weather, or other

things, they are carefully rubbed till dry. Each horse
Method of

has a boy for the performance of all these particulars ; sweating.

they are occasionally sweated, I forgot how often
;
that

is, they are heavily clothed, galloped nearly full speed

for four miles, relieved from their violent perspiration,

first by wooden scrapers, then by rubbing them till they
are perfectly dry, and after a little gentle exercise, are

taken home.

I have spoken to the best of my memory of things that

happened at least six-and-forty years ago, and concerning

which, when I quitted Newmarket, I never imagined I

should be more questioned. The skins of the horses are

kept perfectly and peculiarly clean ; severe perspiration They are not

is thought absolutely necessary. I see no reason to sup-
'^^"^^ ^^^'

posethat their lives are shortened; some of them live to

a great age. Eclipse, I think, died above thirty.

III.

Second Letterfrom R. B. on the Developement of InteU

led and Moral Conduct in an Infant^ during the earliest

part of her Existence 5 being concluded at the fourth
Month ofher Age.

To Mr. Nicholson.

Sir,

JL thank you for inserting my paper on the Progress of

Intellect in an Infant, and have now the pleasure of send-

VoL. XV.—Nov. 1806. Bb ing
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ing you the remainder of my notes on the same indiyidiial.

Continuation ^^ i ij^vc made it a particular point to keep close to what
of a register ,, .

^
, . , , ^

of the progress ^^^^^^^"^''/ ^''^*^^^" at the time, instead of trusting to

of an infant any thing my memory might now suggest, you will find
from twelve

days old.
Some repetitions and perhaps defects of style, which that

resolution has prevented me from amending. The dates

continue to express the age of the child, whose pro-

gress from one day to another became less marked, in

proportion as her stores of knowledge and ac(iuirement

became greater when compared with the improvement of

any short interval of time,

ijtft day of her Fifteenth day of her age. The infant decidedly knows
age. Knows her mother when near her

; but doubtfully if distant. She

a shortdistance ^^^^ ^^"S known her when in her arms. Her acuteness of

observation and the use of her hands improve, though

slowly. She grows very fat and is indolent, probably
from the constitutional habits of her age and growth, and

perhaps from the less lively impression of surrounding

objects to which she is now accustomed. I thin]4 she

still shows me a marked preference of intelligent atten-

tion. This morning her mother was talking to her, and

——and is a- upon her giving some striking signs of pleasure, her mo-
ft-arcof theuse ther called to me '' do look at her,"—the infant instantly
of language.

turned her head from her mother to me, and appeared

highly pleased at my coming to her. This could scarcely

be casual : if it was not, she must have made considerable

progress in the knowledge of the shortest and most fre-

quent sentences used respecting her, of which " do look

at her," is certainly one of the most frequent,

j^th. Diverted Nineteenth day. She is highly interested and diverted

by other chil-
^^ ^^^^ brothers and sisters, who are running about the

room and occasionally take notice of her.

a^d. Endea- Twenty-third day. The infant is very desirous of arti-

v6urs to articu-
culating, and makes many efforts, by varying the form of

the mouth and position of the tongue. When she suc-

ceeds in producing the resemblance of a word or syllabi*

she is much pleased and shews her satisfaction by motions

of the legs and arms. She nevcA makes this eifort but

when engaged and attentive to some person who speaks

to her, and whose approbation she seems to court by an

endeavour at imitation,

1 Twenty
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Twenty-sixth day. She can without, any difficulty
a6th day.

. , 1.1 TT More perfect
utter many voluntary simple sounds at pleasure, '^^r

jj^gj.j.-p^l^j^g.

wants being now more numerous and habitual, she betrays

more impatience than formerly, at privations or incon-

veniences. This impatience appears to be grounded upon

a moral deduction that she has a claim or right to be in-

dulged.

It is to be observed that her health, appetite and sleep

have hitherto been perfect, and she has become much

fatter than at the earlier part of her life.

She was baptized three days ago, and of course does —knows that

not yet know her own name ; but she has long known j^^^^s ^e^elf .

the word ^'
child," as denoting herself.

Sixth week elapsed. The infant very decidedly knows 6th week.

that the word ''mama" denotes her mother, which word Knowsherown
'

,
name and va-

pleases her more than any otlier, except the word '' child." rious other

She knows her own name and attends when called by it. words.

Conversation fixes her notice, even though not addressed

to herself; and she can utter many sounds without hesi-

tation or effort, in the imitation of conversing or answer-

ing, very diiferently from her manner a few days ago.

Seventh week. Her preference, directed to her mother, ytU week,

myself, and other favourites, are now expressed in a va-

riety of ways. She holds out her arms and leans beyond
the equilibrium, in order to prevail on us to take her from

her maid, at the same time that her looks and voice are

perfectly intelligible and expressive.

Ninth week elapsed. C is now more pkased to
^th week.

listen to distinct general conversation, than to common Attends to gc-

phrascs addressed to herself, i suppose this preference to
j-^^^^

arise chiefly from the greater variety of tones and articulate

sounds which are new to her, and perhaps from the in-

terest she may take in the concomitant action of the

speakers. Her general habits and use of the eyes have

gradually improved inaccuracy and minuteness. She has —can support

nearly, but not perfectly, a command of the vertical po-
^^^ ^^'^^^ /^"^

sition of the head ; and turns to the place whence a voice
acting with the

addressed to herself, proceeds. But she does not always muscles on the

perform this last action with certainty and precision. In
^^

the use of her hands she gradually improves ;
and particu-

larly exerts this action in feeling or pinching the breast

Bb 2 whilQ
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Uses the hands while sucking. There is yet, however, very little con-

nection

*

with

'
'^^^^•o'^ between the hand and the eye. While she is at

the eyes. the breast, contemplating her mother's face, she occasional-

ly stretches forth her arms and is delighted if her mother

will lean forward and kiss her hand. Her smile, which

originally seemed to denote simple pleasure, is now more

Pleased with expressive and intelligent. She laughs at being mocked
tncksandmoc-

qj, suddenly deprived of the breast ;
and waits with some

eagerness for a repetition of the trick. The nurse's

practice of covering the child's face with her pin-cloth,

and then suddenly plucking it off affords her diversion.

Very attentive Keys rattled before her, or a nosegay held near her, are

toher^but does
^^^^^^ ^^^^ eager attention and prominence of the mouth;

not
try to take at the same time that she grasps her own clothes, but does

thenu
jjQ^ attempt to apply the hand to the object of attention.

She has a very marked fondness for her mother, and

shews it, occasionally, by applying her mouth, opened

very wide, against her mother's cheek, making at the

same time, a gentle noise expressive of affection,

loth week. Tenth week. Though her improvement in connecting
No attempt to the action of the hands with the sense of sight is very evi-

objects.
<^®"^ i^ ^^^ manner of taking hold of her own clothes or

her mother's neck-handkerchief, yet she makes no

attempt to seize any thing, in consequence of first seeing

it.

Peculiarity in Hogarth in his "
Analysis" of beauty mentions as one

the infant face; of the characters of the infant face, that the iris or coloured

^a"rth^^^^^°' ci*'^^^ ^^ the eye, being nearly of the same size in all ages,

bears a greater proportion than usual to the size of the

face in young subjects. But there is another more strik-

ing and very general difference. In this infant, the bony

edge which supports the eye-brow, being naturally low,

the upper eye-lid at first covered part of the iris as it does

,—another still in many adults ;
but when the face became full and pro,

more remark-
^^j^ej^t^ as is the case with thriving children, the lower

eyelid, being pressed upwards, covered more of the iris,

than the upper. This effect is common with infants, but

is,
I think, never seen at a more advanced age.

iith week. Latter end of the eleventh week. The attachment of

Attempts to C to her mother seems to increase. She laments or

swer^b Tound' ^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ servaat carries hev away. Jler attempts
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to spCak improve in manner and precision of answering

when spoken to, which she does by a sonnd sometimes of

pleasure and sometimes of mere assent or attention.

These sounds considerably resemble those of a monkey
we had some years ago, which was habituated to reply —resembling

to kind language. Her mother, as well as myself, thinks
amonl^y,

C 's power of mind and observation are at this time

much superior to that of the monkey ; but her education,

or quantity of acquired habits, less.

C refused to go from her mother to her eldest
spinning a

sister, but readily left her to come to me. She knows pieceofmoney.

when her maid, though absent, is called to take her.

The amusement of spinning a half crown on the table di-

verts her much, but she makes no attempt to seize it. If

however it happens to touch her hand, she is greatly en-

tertained, and seems to have a notion of possessing it.

Twelfth week, or age nearly three months. The variety 12th week.

of tones and what may be called words which C can Ma^es herself

now command, are sufficient to make herself perfectly stood.

understood, as to pleasure or pain or the mental ati'ections,

without crying; and she certainly understands quite

enough of language to apprehend all that her wants and

powers require to be communicated. She does not yet

attempt to seize any object, with her hand under direction

of the eye.

End of thirteenth week. C having been ill with a mhweek.
complaint in the bowels, has shewn the most marked par- In illness she

tiality for me
; so as to quit the breast to come to me, J^ ^"^^hed

to

when I appear. I think this arose from an habitual con-

viction that I, as the adviser and director of the family,
could do her good*. It is probable also that my greater

personal strength and ability to walkabout with her and

also the facility with which she and I understand each

otfier, might afibrd strong motives of preference, by giving
her that amusement which beguiles pain.

She has often and long ago been carried to a looking shcknows that

glass, which amuses her. From various facts I am con- a looking gla«$

* The same attachment and conviction has always been mani-
fest ia the ilhiess of her and my other children at later pe-
riods.

' vinced
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show, images vinced she at present knovrs that the figures are not real

persons, but represent herself and others.

Three months End of the fifteenth week, or age exactly three calendar

nection of the
"^^"t^s. Yesterday C

,
who has been assiduously

hand with the watchcd for that purpose, did not move her hand totak*
wglit.

jjp any thing ; and to day, at six in the evening, she com-

pletely acted with the hand and eye in conjunction. It

seems as if this operation had been projected and previous-
The operation ly arranged in her mind. She raises her arm by the

a^^d seems"* to shoulder-jointto a level with the object she desires to take,
have been stu- and then by an horizontal sweep, brings her hand before

di^
or plan- her, opening and shutting the hand till she has clasped the

object, in which she does not readily succeed. Anxiety
and impatience accompany this manoeuvre, and, on th«

whole, she is a good dsal vexed with the desire to possess
in this new way and the difficulty of bringing her hand to

the object. I think she uses her right hand with rather

more success than the other* When she had, with both

hands at once, grasped the tea tongs, she could not com-

mand the voluntary power of letting go and therefore

cried from the confinement of her hands.

3$months. Ar- Three months and a half old. That effort at articula-
ticulation, Ian- , . , . , „ ^ ,,, .

guapc, &c. **°" which nurses call telling a long story, was very ear-

nestly practised at this period, and some days afterM'ards

she became very troublesome, from a wish to seize what-

ever was in her view. That habit of tossing the arm up
and down, which infants acquire, and to which some au-

thors ascribe the use of the right hand in preference to

the left, was also exhibited at about four months old*.

And soon afterwards her knowledge of words and things

She know» her was so far advanced, that she knew her hands and feet by

* The argument is that infants are usually carried on the right

arm, because it is stronger; and in this position, the right arm of

the child being at liberty, is said to be exercised more readily and

early. It does not seem however, that there is much force in this

remark
; for the nurse is as likely to carry them on her left arm, in

order to have the free use of her own right arm ; and even on the

former supposition, it seems to me that the arm nearest the nurse,

Woul4 probably be more fully exercised by faking hold of her, or

her clothes, than the other, which for the most part can have no

object within its reach, B.

same;
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Mamc ; that is to say, she shewed them when asked hand and her

" wliich is your hand,"—" which is your foot," provided
^°°' ^^ °*"'^-

her attention was not turned to other objects.

'J'o this period I carried my journal. The subsequent xhe journal
months were not noticed ; and indeed in these she became ends here.

one of the family as to general intercourse, making her-

self understood by all, and comprehending what was said

to her to the full extent of her understanding and the sim-

plicity of her wants. I shall not extend my communica-
Qy, why j^

tion hy arguments and inferences ; but will only take not children

notice that children do not speak sentences, and indeed
^^^^ at^twelve

scarcely words before they are twelve or fourteen months months?

old, though my narrative seems to shew that they possess

ability to do it much earlier. On this subject I would Because their

remark that the latter part of the first year of the life of necessity for

an infant, is a time of indolence ; when most of their not operate till

wants are supplied by attendants who are constantly with ^hey walk, &c.

them ; and in the lower ranks of society, they are so

ignorantly treated that they do not speak intelligibly for —and they

years ; and again that they seldom have their teeth till
^^^ "°^ teeth,

after the twelvemonth. I have known a child who had Tn$tance of a

teeth at six months, and spoke many words very well at
^^^^

"^^^
^f^

that period, with a knowledge of their meaning* ; but ^^ six months -

though he was highly satisfied at his own performance, he butdidnotper-

did not find motives for proceeding in his labours after T^^^*^'"®?^^** ^ nemoreadvan-
language, till about the fourteenth month, when he began ced at the

to run about- and found his wants and yiews so muiti- twelvemonth

plied under this new change of circumstances, as to re-
(jr^^.

quire a greater share of diligence than he had found

leedful in the arms of his protectors.

I remain,

than otherchi^r

Sir,

Your constant reader,

R. B.

* He is now a very intelligent, unaffected bey; but has no

extraordinary claim* to notice, either in his own opinion or that of

•thcrs. B.
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IV.

On the Culture of Beans preparatory to a Wheat Crop.

Bi/3onN Christian Cuiuven, £v<jr. 31.P, of Work"

ington Hall., Cumberland*,

Siu,

Cultivation of JL HE offer of a premium by the Society of Arts, &c.

k^'t^Sf
^^^ ^^^^ culture of beans preparatory to a wheat crop,

being, as I conceive, for the purpose of demonstrating
the superiority of green crops over dead fallows; I shall

be considered, I flatter myself, as acting consonant to

. the views of the Society, in offering a detailed account of

my proceedings, more especially as it will appear incon-

tcstably, that, if any advantage has resulted from a trial

under such very unfavourable circumstances, the most

sanguine expectations, may fairly be entertained of the

general utility of the system.

;»9J loa 9v ^J'he plot of ground on which the experiment has been

made, contains forty-two acres, the soil is a stiff clay, so

flat as to afford very little fall for the water. The least

continuance of rain renders it unworkable, though it has

been drained as far as was practicable. It was broken

np in the spring of 1800, and in that and the following

year was under oats, both crops very heavy ; in 1802 it

was set with potatoes ; in June, they were run through

with the potatoe harrow, and made quite flat before they

could be stitched up again. The wet set in and conti-

nued so long, that the crop was in a great measure ruined,

and the weeds got to such a head that it was not possible

to get the ground clt^aned. It was sown with wheat in

November 1802, by great exertions, but it was in so

very unfit a situation that the greatest part of the seed

perished: above half was re-sown with oats, in April

1803, being as soon as it could be got uj)on. Immedi-

ately after the crop was got off (early in October 1803)

the stubble was turned up ; in many parts the grass was

* This communication was made to the Society of Arts, in

three letters to the Secretary, which I have here given without

abridgement.
SO
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SO thick and strong, as to make it difficult for the plough Cuhivation of

to get through it. The winter proved so mild that it had ^^ans an4

done it little good. In many parts the harrows could

not break it, and the grass was obliged to be cut and

carried off by the hand. The advantage of a second

ploughing would have been great, but by attempting it I

might have lost the season for getting in the beans; I was

restrained therefore from attempting it.—Forty acres

were drilled before the end of February 1804, with a

drill of the construction of Mr. Mac Dougals, six feet

wide, sowing the rows at twenty-six inches apart. The

weeds and roughness of the land would not admit of th»

drills being kept exactly straight, which occasioned ad-

ditional trouble in cleaning, as also soma loss in the crop.

Forty-nine and a half Winchester bushels were sown.—
I have been thus particular, to convey a just idea of the

uncommon foulness of the ground, and the difficulty I

had to contend with in consequence of it. The beans

came up extremely well, notwithstanding the extreme

severity of the spring. No step was taken in cleaning
till the 10th of May 1804; this neglect proceeded from
the multiplicity of other business, and my over-man be-

ing unacquainted with the drill husbandry, and the ad-

vantages of beginning to destroy the weeds as early as-

possible ; from the 10th of May till the middle of July,
which was as long as it was practicable to continue, the

ploughs and harrows were constantly employed, and it

was twice hand-weeded during the time. The cutting of

the beans commenced the 20th of August : had the wea-

ther permitted, it might have been a week earlier. The
method followed, which I had practised with success the

year before, was to cut and spread the beans thinly, and

to leave them exposed to the sun two days previous ia

binding. By the 26th, the whole was cut, and the field

cleaned by the 29th.—I gained by these means above a

moiith, which on wet laudisof infinite advantage; I had

great mortification in finding, after cutting the beans, the

stitches extremely foul, notwithstanding all the pains I

had taken. Any thing so dirty as this ground could sel^

dom be met with ; the season was very favourable, and I

began to clean it immediately ; I gave it two ploughings,
Vol. XV,—Nov. 1800. C c and
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Cultivation of ^^^ in some parts three, breaking it with harrows, raking
beans a ad and hand-picking it. I had, by the 20th of September
wheat, &c.

1804, the satisfaction of seeing it in a better situation

than any fallow in the neighbourhood, and began to

plough for wheat ; on the 29th it was completely

drilled, rolled, and water-furrowed. My friend Mr.

Green, a member of the Society, who visited the field,

was so struck with the busy scene, that he requested to

have the people and the horses counted. There were

fifty-nine men and women, and thirty-one horses ;
four-

teen single, and one double cart, four ploughs, four har-

rows, drill, roller, and water-furrow plough, a horse

each. It took sixty-two and a half Winchester bushels

of seed: I had sixty carts of compost per acre, composed
of dung, ashes, and street-rakings, that had been collected

during the summer, and laid in the most convenient situ-

ations to facilitate the work. The filling, leading and

spreading of 2500 carts of compost was a work of some

magnitude ; the month of October proved so wet, that,

had it been delayed a week later, I should not have been

able to have accomplished it. • The labour it cost me after

the beans were cut Avas very little inferior to a regular

fallow; notwithstanding, the result, with this increased

expense, will be found to be in favour of the experiment.

The tick bean, wliich was sown on thirty-nine acres out

of the forty, produced more abundantly than the other

bean, which was sent me by Messrs. North and Bridge,

ar.d, being a later bean, is not adapted to this climate.

The crop was good; one stalk of the tick bean had 70

pods, and these produced 353 beans; the weight, four

stone thirteen pounds the Winchester bushel
;
the other

bean, four stone four pounds. The crop produced 20JO

stooks; from a few stooks which were left out of the stacks

for the purpose of affording specimens for the Society, I

have reason to suppose they will yield ten quarts per stook,

or C28 Winchester bushels, I estimate by the London

seed,'which is least productive. The selling price is five

shillings per Winchester, which would make the ainount

i^l67 9*. 4d. The stooks had been exposed to the in-

spection of various persons who wished to see in what

ptate the beans were, so that I suppose some loss in the

quantit^^
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quantity. - The following is taken from the over-man's Cultivation of

day-book, and I believe the greatest attention was paid
^^a^^ and

to have the expense correct.

£. s. d. £, , s, d,

49| bushels of seed, at 5s. 4d.. .13 3 11

40 acres ploughing and harrowing,
at 12s 21

8 days work with drill, at 7s. 6d» 3

4 carts two days leading weeds,
at 5s 2

24 women cutting weeds, at 9d. . . 18— 43. 1 11

141 days ploughing and harrow-

ing, at 5s 35 5

435 days work ofwomen weeding,
at 9d 16 6 3

45 days work of men, at 2s 4 10 o
m 1 3

168 days work of women cutting, .

at Is. 3d 10 10

SO men's days work, at 2s 3

6Q women's days work, binding,

at Is. 3d 4 2 6

22 men's ditto, making bands, &c.

atSs 2 4
19 16

27 men and horses leading the

beans off the ground, at 5s 6 15

18 women's days w^ork, at 9d. ... 1 2 6

Stacking and leading the beans.. 7 15

15 2 6

<:^134 12 2
Further expenses after the crop of

*

beans was cut. v

Twice ploughing and harrowing
40 acres, at 12s .48

Ditto 6 acres a third time, at 12s. 3 12

2 carts 6 days, leading off weeds

and stones, at 5s 3

48 women picking, at 9d. ..... . 1 16

10 men ditto, at 2s 10
. M 57 8 a
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Cultivation of
^^^"® ^^ ^^^P ^^^ bushels, at 5s. 4cl. c£l67 9 4

beans and Expense of sowing,
wheat, &c.

cleaning, and

reaping the beans, ^134 12 2

Had the wheat been

then sown, the

balance in favour

of the crop would

Lave been .... , 75 12

^243 1 4

By further expenses

as above 57 8

192 2

Balance in faTOur of

the green crop,

giving credit for

the expense ofthe

fallow 51 1 2

^^243 1 4

The appearance of the wheat is most promising. It is'

my intention to take another crop of beans, which will

most completely clean the ground, then give a second

dressing of from 20 to 30 cart-loads of compost, and sow
it with wheat and seeds in the spring.

Should farther information be requisite, I shall bp

liappy to give it.

I am, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

I. C. CUIiWEN.
Workington Hail, March 30, 1804.

Charles Taylor, Esq.

Dear Sir,
An opportunity offering by which I can send you a

sample of my beans for the inspection of the Society, I

think
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Khlnk it more advisable than waiting till the meeting of Cultlvatloa of

Parliament
;

sliould it occur to you that any further in- heans and

formation is requisite, I will be much obliged to you to
'

*

.

acquaint mc with it. I think I may, without arrogating

too much, say, the manner in which the crop was worked

and got into the ground, and its present appearance, is

not inferior to any thing which has been done in any part

of the kingdom. The accounts of expense were kept

with great care and attention. I shall be highly grati-

fied in being successful in my application for the medal.

Should any information be wished by the Committee,

my friend, Mr. Greene, of Bedford-square, would wil-

lingly attend, as he expressed great pleasure at what he

saw whilst we were putting in the crop. It has drawn

the attention of the farmers in the neighbourhood ; and

when I come over it again, I hope they will be sensible of

the advantages resulting from the plan. I am this winter

trying an experiment in feeding milch cows, and selling

the milk to the poor, who have hitherto been extremely
ill supplied. I concdve, by feeding the cows with green
food and oil-cake, I can furnish the milk as cheap, and

with as much profit as in summer. I give each cow four

gtone of green food, at l^d. per stone, four pounds of

oil-cake at Id. straw 2d. making the total one shilling.

New milk is 2d. per quart—any thing above six quarts

is profit. I have thirty cows, mostly heifers; these

afford less milk ; but I can dispose of them without loss

in March or April, having no keeping in summer, or de-

sign to interfere with other farmers. I sell near two

hundred quarts per day, besides my own consumption,

farm-house, &c. &c. The cattle are in admirable order.

1 keep them in open sheds, and turn them out several

hours every seasonable day. The crops here were in

general good. I had an acre and three rood of carrots,

which produced five thousand stone ; the ground was by
no means good ; but they were sown upon ridges, gather-

ed as high as possible, with a double mould-board

plough, and kept well worked during the summer. My
success will induce many trials. I give five pounds each

day to my horses, instead of oats, which saves me sixty

Winchester bushels per week, or <j^20. The Bishop of

Llandaff
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Cultivation of
^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^Y busily employed planting a hundred

beans and acres, mostly with Larch ; not to interfere with him,
wheat, &c. I ^ait till next year, when I shall plant between one and

two hundred acres, lately purchased.
With great respect, I am.

Dear Sir,

^ Your obedient humble servant,

J. C. CURWEN.
Workington Hali, Nov. 20, 1804.

Charles Taylor, Esq.

Dear Sir,
I wish to add to the communication I had the pleasure

of making to you, respecting the culture of beans, that

I have threshed out two stacks, and found the straw most

admirable fodder. Horses are extremely fond of it
; and

I have, in no instance, found^it to disagree with them,
which I have understood to be frequently the case when
the bean stands till it is quite withered. This advantage
in favour of cutting the bean green had not occurred to

me, and will add much to the value of the crop, and

supply the place of oat straw, which is nearly of equal

value with hay. I hare not used any hay this season,

but given bean and other straw with potatoes and corn,

and find the horses in high condition. The experience of

every year convinces me of the great saving in my plan of

feeding, as well as its being the best food that horses can *

have for keeping them in condition and health. Lucerne

and an equal quantity of corn will not keep the horses in

the same condition as with potatoes. It is supposed this

feed is not adapted to quick M'ork : I can only say, I seU

dom travel less than eight miles per hour with my car-

riage-horses so fed, and I drove them thirty-five miles, a

few days ago, in four hours and three quarters, and this

without any injury or distress to them.

With respect, I am.
Dear Sir,

/ Your obedient humble servant,

J. C. CURWEN.
Workington Hall, Jan. 25, 1805.

Charles Taylor, Esq.
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i

V.

On the Arrangement and mechanical Action of the Mus~

des of Fishes, By Anthony CarlislEj Esq, F.R.S,

Jl r was my intention to have continued my physiologi- Introductory
,. . . ,^ , n

,

*^

\. . remarks.
cal inquiries on the phenomena ot muscular motion, by a

series of chemical experiments; and to have communi-

cated the result, when duly matured, to the Royal Soci-

ety. But an unexpected request, made at a late period,

for the Lecture of the present year, obliges [me to defer

those researches, and to limit the investigation of the sub-

ject I have chosen.

The application of the motive organs of animals has Peculiar struc-

already furnished examples of general utility by increas-

ing our knowledge of mechanical powers ; and the culti-

vation of this study promises still further improvement.
The muscles of fishes are of a very different construc-

tion from those of the other natural classes. The medium

in which these animals reside, the form of their bodies,

and the instruments employed for their progressive mo-

tion, give them a character peculiarly distinct from the

rest of the creation. The frame-work of bones or carti- ,-«,
-^

, ,

lages, called the skeleton, is simple; the limbs are not is simple; mus-

formed for complicated motions, and the proportion of ^^^^ volumi-

rauscular flesh is remarkably large. The muscles of

fishes have no tendinous chords, their insertions being al-

ways fleshy. There are, however, semi-transparent,

pearly tendons placed between the plates of muscles,
which give origin to a series of short muscular fibres pass-

ing nearly at right angles between the surfaces of the ad-

joining plates. Lewenhoeck+ appears to have over- Tendons.

,
looked these tendons, and the numerous vessels, which he

describes in the interstices of the muscular flakes, I have

not been able to discern.

Tiie motion of a round shaped fish, independent of its The motion of

a fish

* Read before the Royal Society, Nov. 1805, being the Croonian

Jjecture.

t Phil. Trans. Vol. XXXI. p. 190.

finsj
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fins, is simple ; and as it is chiefly eflfected by the lateral

flexure of the sjjine and tail, upon which the great mass
of its muscular flesh is employed, whilst the fins are moved

by small muscles, and those, from their position, compa-
ratively but of little power, I shall only describe in de-

tail the arrangement and application of those masses,
which constitute the principal moving organs.— explained For this purpose a well known fish, the cod*, has

tureofthccod!
^^^" selected as a standard of comparison for themu-^cles

of other fishes, there being a conspicuous resemblance

among them all.

The side fins The pairs of fins have been considered as analogous to

regulate posi-
^^^*' ^^"^ *^^.^ ^^^ ^"^^ employed for the purposes of

tion, &c. turning, stopping, altering the position of the fish toward
the horizon, and for keeping the back upward.-:. The

single fins appear to prevent the rolling of the body,
whilst the tail is employed to impel it forward.

Manner in Each of those fins, which are in pairs, is capable of
which the fins fouj. motions, viz. of flexion and extension, like oars,
act, ' '

and of expanding the rays, and closing them.

The extension of the whole fin is performed by a single

radiated muscle, which is often supplied with red blood :

the antagonist is of a similar character. The greater

power of the extensor muscle (Vide Plate V. a, a.) shews

how strongly it is required to act when employed to stop

suddenly the progressive motion. A series of intervening
muscles expand and close the rays.

In the act of extending the fin the interosseal muscles

are passive. It is advanced forward edgeways and closed;

but during its flexion, the -rays are expanded, striking

the water with its broadest surface : this action assists

the tail in turning the fish. In the effort to stop, these

fins are strongly retained at right angles with the body,

by the force of the extensor muscles, the rays are ex*

pandcd, and the efi'ect is assisted by the tail turning later-

ally with its broadest surface forward.

The single fins, for the expansion and contraction of

their rays, are furnished with two sets of muscles; one

of which is situated at their roots, and lies oblique;

* Gadus Morhua of Linnaeus.

(bbbbb)
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(bbbbb) the other, parallel with the spines, to which the

rays are articulated (cc). The fin has also a lateral mo-

tion, by which it is occasionally drawn out of a straight

line; and by the co-operation of these muscles on both

sides, it is kept steady whilst the body of the fish is

turned oblique in swift motion, or in eddies. When

placed near the tail, the single fins seem also to aid the

effect of that instrument by increasing its breadth.

The tail is the principal organ of progressive motion, Explanation of

and its actions are performed by the great mass of lateral
^jj^

action of

muscles. There are a series of short muscles for the pur-

pose of changing the figure of the tail fin, which arise

from the spine and coccyx^ and are attached to the rays

immediately beyond their joints : {dd): their action is to

expand the rays, and by partial contractions to alter the

lateral position of the fin. Slender muscles are placed

between the several rays, (ee,) whose office is to converge
them previous to the stroke of the tail.

The muscles situated on the head are those, which act

on the membrana branchiostega^ the under jaw, os hyoi"

des^ fauces^ and the globe of the eye.

In order to determine the effect of the fins on the mo- Experiments

tions of fishes, a number of living dace*, of an equal size,
o"

i^Jf j^^"*^^

were put into a large vessel of water. The pectoral fins ^^ ofcthcir^fiai^

of one of these fishes were cut off, and it was replaced

with the others. Its progressive motion was not at all

impeded ; but the head inclined downward, and when it

attempted to ascend, the effort was accomplished with

difficulty.

The pectoral and abdominal fins were then removed

from a second.fish. It remained at the bottom of the

vessel, and could not be made to ascend. Its progressive

motion was not perceptibly more slow ; but when the tail

acted, the body shewed a tendency to roll, and the singl*

fins were widely expanded, as if to counteract this effect.

From a third fish, the single fins were taken off. This

produced an evident tendency to turn round, and the pec-

toral fins were kept constantly extended to obviate that

motion.

•
Cyprinvt* Ic\i«Ucu8.

Vol. XV.—NoT. 1806. Dd From
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From a fourth fish, the pectoral and abdominal fins

Ivere cut off on one side, and it immediately lost th«

power of keeping the back upwards. The single fins were

expanded, but the fish swam obliquely on its side with the

remaining pectoral and abdominal fins downwards.

From a fifth fish all the fins were remoTed. Its back

was kept in a vertical position, whilst at rest, by the ex-

pansion of the tail, but it rolled half round at every

attempt to move.

From a sixth fish, the tail was cut off close to the body.
Its progressive motion was considerably impeded, and the

flexions of the spine were much increased during the en-

deavour to advance : but neither the pectoral nor abdo-

minal fins seemed to be more actively employed.
From a seventh fish, all the fins and the tail were re-

moved. It remained almost without motion, floating near

the surface of the water, with its belly upward.
These experiments were repeated on the roach*, the

gudgeon +, and the minnow
;{:,

with similar results.

Differences be- The muscles of fishes differ materially in their texture

tween the tex- fj-Qm those of other animals : they are apparently more

muscles of fish homogeneous, their fibres are not so much fasciculated,
and other ani- but run more parallel to each other, and are always com-

'*

paratively shorter. They become corrugatt^ at tho

temperature of 156o of Fahrenheit, when their tendinous

and ligamentous attachments are dissolved, and their se-

rous juices coagulated. Under those circumstances the

muscles lose their transparency, and the lateral cohesion

of their fibres is lessened.

Mechanical But the mechanical arrangement and physiology of the

*^'^?"W^r la^c^^^ muscles of the body of fishes constitute my present

of the lateral object. These parts have already been described in a
muscles.

general way by Professor Camper, M. Vicq-d-Azyr, and

M. Cuvier, to whom I am indebted for much useful infor-

mation. They have been denominated couches muscum

laires, by M. Vicq-d-Azyr§, and muscles laterals by
M. Cuvier||. The term used by M. Cuvier seems very

*
Cyprinus rutilus. f Cyprinus goblo. | Cyprinus phoiinus.

§ Mem. etrangers de I'Academ. des Sci. de Paris. Tom. VII.

p. i8 et 423-
•

g Lc^om d'AnatomIc comparce. Vol. I. p. 196.

appropriate
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appropriate for the general division or class. But, as

the flakes are arranged in distinct longitudinal rows,

these rows must be considered as orders. And, as couches

appears objectionable, I shall adopt series in its stead ;

distinguishing each by a word referring to its situation in

the animal, viz. the dorsal, vertebral, abdominal, and

Tcntral series.

These series are composed of thin masses of muscle, or, They are dig-

as they are commonly called, flakes; which for the most
P^^^^^

m ^akc*

part are thicker upon their outward edges, and become

wedge-shaped toward their interior attachments. Each

series is separated from the next adjoining by a membra-

nous partition, which is most apparent between the ver-

tebral and abdominal scries.

The dorsal series {ff) arises from the back of the head. Particular de»

In its course it is terminated on the upper edge by the ^^'^^P^^^"*

bones, which support the single fins, and a membranous

septum : at this part the flakes are thin. Its lower margin
is bounded by the vertebral series, where the flakes be-

come gradually thicker. The first flake is composed of

longer fibres than the rest, and possesses more red b|ood.

Those succeeding it range obliquely backwards. They
are all joined together by cellular membrane, and shining

fasciae, which resemble the tendinous expansions in qua-

drupeds.

Toward the middle of the fish the flakes are thicker,

and stand more perpendicular to the surface, becoming

oblique and thin as they approach the tail ;
whilst the in-

tervening fasciae are most dense at each extremity. This

series consists of forty-five flakes, a number correspond-

ing with that of the spinous processes to which they are '

attached, and which docs not vary with the growth of

the fish.

The muscular fibres constituting each flake, run nearly
at right angles with its anterior and posterior surfaces,

and parcllel to the length and surface of the fish ; except

that their posterior extremities incline somewhat inwards.

As the skull affords the ultimate fixed attachment of

this series, and its moveable insertions are on the verte,*

brae, and the tail, it follows, that its combined action is

to bend the whole body and tail towards one side; or, if

J)d % the
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Particular dc- the flakes contract partially, to give it a serpentine mo-
scription of ^Jq^. To produce these eflfccts all the other scries co-
the muscles of

fishes. operate.

The superior external edges of the flakes of the verte-

bral series (gg) form acate angles with the inferior exter-

nal edges of those of the dorsal series, the apices of which

point toward the tail : the flakes are larger, but their num-
ber is the same. The lower margin of this series is bounded

by the central membranous partition, which has already
been noticed to be more conspicuous than the other lon-

gitudinal diyisions, and It apparently admits of greater
motion.

The abdominal series (hh) is composed of flakes similar

to the preceding. They range toward the tail, forming
an angle with those of the vertebral series, the apex o£'

which is presented toward the head. They are attached

internally to the transverse and inferior spinous processes

of the vertebrae. The ribs are placed in the line of the

centre partition, and lie between the flakes. This series

arises from a bone which borders the opening for the

. gills, and the pectoral fin, with its scapula and muscles,

is situated between its foremost flakes. Wherever this

series encloses the viscera, its flakes are shallow, and

their thickness internally is not much less than at their

iBxternal superficies.

Lastly, the flakes of the ventral series (?V) form acute

angles with the abdominal flakes, the points of which

incline to the tail. It is attached anteriorly to the os

hyoides^ and the bones of the lower jaw. In its course it

is bounded above by the abdominal series, and below by a

membranous fteptum, within which the inferior single fins

arise. The flakes, that cover the viscera, are shallow ;

and they lie more oblique as they approach the tail.

Both this, and the last described series^ have their muscu-

lar Xibres arranged according to the length and figure of

the fish.

Three large superficial nerves {kk) passing longitudi-,

nally from the head to the tail, in the course of the mem-

branous partitions, give off" fibrils at right angles, which

bend inwards between each of the muscular flakes. A
larger set of nerves are sentfrom the medulla spinalis^ one

bctwecBi
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between each flake, the branches of which seem to enter Particular dc«-

without ramifying there. Another small nerve passing ^JP^l^offishef
from the head, and running deep-seated, and close to the

dorsal spines, crosses and unites with each of the spinal

fibrils, and at the junction a remarkable body appears :

it is a loose transparent vesicle, about the size of a millet-

seed, containing a white substance like the carbonate of

lime found in the intercostal ganglions of frogs. This

vesicle is included within the sheath of the nerve.

The coats of the blood-vessels are of a delicate texture,

and easily ruptured. In order, therefore, to secure them

from being injured by the violent and sudden actions of

the muscles, the principal trunks both of the arteries and

veins are inclosed in osseous canals, formed by the bases

of the superior and inferior spinous processes ; and their

first ramifications lie vrithin grooves in the spines. As

they pass out to supply the muscles, their branches are

immediately subdivided, so that a considerabfe vessel soon

becomes extremely minute.

The rate, at which many fishes move through a medium Fish movewlth

so dense as water, is very remarkable ; their velocity loc^y f n^ariv"

being scarcely surpassed by the flight of the swiftest birds ; equal to that

and although the large proportion of muscles, and their °^^^^*^''

advantageous application, may partly account for the phe-

nomenon, yet the power would be inadequate to the eflect,

if it were not suddenly enforced; as is evident from the

glow progress of eels, and such fishes as are incapable

from their length and flexibility, of giving a sudden late-

ral stroke.

But the quickness and for.ce of action in the muscles of This extreme

fishes are counterpoised by the short duration of their
^^^'^^

^*

^^^'^

powers. Those accustomed to the diversion of angling,

are aware how speedily the strength of a fish is ex-

hausted, for if, when hooked, it be kept in constant

action, it soon loses even the ability to preserve its ba-

lance, and turns upon its side, fatigued and incapable of

motion. This has been vulgularly attributed to drown-

ing, in consequence of the mouth being closed upon the

hook
; but the same eflfects take place when the hook

is fastened to the side, or tail. This prostration of

strength n^ay depend partly on fear, and partly on iu^

terrupted
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terrupted respiration, since fishes, when swimming rapid-

ly, keep the mcmbrance branchiostigcc closed, and whea

nearly exhausted, act violently with their gills.

The stnicturc The shortness of the muscular fibres, and the multiplied

fonns'a^con" ramifications of the blood vessels, are probably peculiar

trast to slow- adaptations for the purpose of gaining velocity of action,
moving am- ^hich seems to be invariably connected with a very li-

mited duration of it. Such examples form an obvious

contrast with the muscular structure of slow-moving

animals, and with those partial arrangements where un-

usual continuance of action is concomitant.

These doc- Since my former communications on the subject of
trincs further cylindrical arteries*, another instance of their supplyinff
illustrated. / .

, . •
i. vi r i

slow-moving muscles, which arc capable of long con-

I tinned action, has been pointed out to mc by Mr. Ma-

cartney. It is in the muscles, which act upon the feet

and toes ofmany birds, and seems to be an adaptation for

the long exertion of those muscles while they sleep, and

also when they alternately retract one foot under the

feathers to preserve it fr^ the effects of cold.

The muscles of the human body, which perform the

most sudden actions, have their masses of fibres subdivided

by transverse tendons, or are arranged in a penniform
direction. The semi-tendinosus, and semi-mcmbranosus

of the thigh are thus constructed ; the former having its

fleshy belly divided by a narrow /amar, and the fibres of

the latter being ranged in a half-penniform manner. The

recti abdominis are also divided into short masses by
transverse tendons, and all these muscles are conjointly

employed in the action of leaping.

Perhaps these observations may indicate the reason for

that diversity in the lengths of various muscles, which act

together ; thus, organs of velocity are joined with those

of power, and mutually co-operate to produce a simulta-

neous effect.

DESCRIPTION OF PLATE.

Explanation of The drawing was made from a cod which had been

the engraving, coagulated by heat, in a case of plaister of Paris, the skin
" V.

* Phil Trans. 1800, p.98.-^Al60i8o4,p. 17.

being
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being taken away, and an equal portion of the flakes

carefully removed from each series, to exhibit their seve-

ral directions. The subject was reduced to the present

size by accurate measurements.

««, Muscles which extend the pectoral and jugular

fins.

bbbbb, Oblique muscles, which erect the rays of th*

single hns.

ccy Muscles which depress the rays.

del, Muscles which extend the rays of the tail.

ee, Interosseal muscles, which close the rays.

ff, The dorsal series of muscular flakes,

ggy The vertebral series.

hh, The abdominal series.

eV, The ventral series.

kkk, Three superficial nerves which run longitudinallf

between the series of flakes.

I,
Posterior surface of a dorsal flake.

7», Posterior surface of an abdominal flake.

n, Anterior surface of a vertebral flake.

©, Anterior surface of an abdominal flake.

The middle portion of the fish from whence the flakes

have been removed, shews the several directions of them,
and also their diiierent thicknesses. The spine appears

in the chasm. - -

VI.

On the Use and Abuse of Popular Sports and Exercises^

resembling those of the Greeks and Romans, as a

National Object, By Samuel Argent Bardslet,
M,D.

[From the Memoirs of the Manchester Society, Vol.
I.]

UMAN nature is so constituted as to require both Recreation or

bodily and mental recreation. This instinctive propensity
*"^"**"^^"'

to amusement in man, is suificiently proved by the uni-

versality of the appetite, in every stage of life, under

every variety of clime, and constitution of government.
But the regulation of this natural propensity difliBrs great-
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ly according ta the Gircumstanccs under which he ii

placed. The reefNations and sports of mankind are there-

fore diversified by the influence of moral, political and

physical causes. The means of gratification are yarious

—is sought by and complex: the end simple and uniform. To escape

t^^chiSgrtis
^^^^ *^® sensations which may be induced by too great

state of re-ac- ^ too little exertion of body or mind, and to enjoy the
tion. pleasure which sympathy extracts from the varied inter-

course with fellow riian, give rise to that fondness for

public dirersions and sportive contests, sO corispicuously

displayed in the history of mankirid.—The influence of -

physical causes, in regulating the nature of these diver-

sions, may be readily conceived.

Influence of The hardy, strenuous and active amusements of the

affJcTour^" -^*
inhabitants of the temperate and frigid zones, would die-

musements. press and exhaust, rather than enliven and invigorate, the

^^'^^^^y^^'^fP
residents of a torrid clime. Hence the supreme delight

matcindolence ^^ ^^^ Asiatic consists in the enjoyment of those pleasures
in a. hot one. which are purchased with little fatigue of body, or agita-

tion of mind. To inhale the grateful fumes of his pipe,
and to foil his adversary in the stratagems of chess, or

other sedentary games, constitute the pi-incipal part of

his amusements.

Moral causes Although physical causes necessarily circumscribe the
act likewise,

sphere of man's active pursuits, yet they have much less

controul than those of a moral and political kind. Man
is endued above all other animals with a frame and consti-

tution which can adapt itself to every diversity of clime

and change of temperature. He can, in a measure, sub-'

due physical obstacles, when powerfully stimulated by
moral and political causes.—The savage, compelled to

hunt his prey for food, has little leisure to cultivate his

intellectual taste and powers. If not exposed to danger
from hostile neighbours, his recreations are mostly of a

negative kind.—He is happy when idle and at ease.

JButifhebe stimulated by the prospect of war, all his

amusements tend to accomplish him for carrying on suc-

cessfully his military exploits. His songs are praises of

the heroes of his nation; afld his dances are connected

with martial discipline. The public shews and festivals

of
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©f his country are, almost without exception, of the cha-

racter of savage war*.

According to the degree of civilization will the public Civilization

sports and amusements of a people partake more or less
^^^^^1^^^™.

of the mixed character of corporeal and meiital recreation, tion

A display of the arts which refine and gladden life, can

only flourish where the condition of man has been long
meliorated by the enjoyment of moral and political advan-

tages.
—Indeed the kind and nature of the popular sports

and exhibitions of a people, whether just emerging from

barbarism, or passing through the various stages of im-

provement, or arrived at the highest pitch of refinement,

serve to measure, as by a scale, the different degrees of Whence the
state of barba-

their advancement to the acme of civilization. The two j-ism or refine-

most powerful and celebrated nations of antiquity, Greece ment may be

and Rome, afford ample proofs of the truth of this re-
JJe^'p^biic^"*

mark. The shews and public sports of each of these sports.

nations, while they issued from their character and man-

ners, operated on this very character and manners, and

rendered them more ardent and permanent. This con-

4aection between the character of a people and their

iport«, was forcibly impressed on their legislators and

rulers. Their public games were instituted for other pur-

poses than mere amusement and relaxation. They were Legislators

rendered subservient in Greece to the noblest tiewS of '^^'^^

°^^^" *^'

legislative policy. Intimately connected with the whole \{c sportj to

system ofgovernment, whether civil, military, or religious,
inoral and po-

they had a moral as well as a political tendency. To pro-
^ °

^"^*^^'*

mote ardor, emulation, friendship, patriotism, and all the

a,nimated principles and connections of active life, th«

Olympic and other solemn festivals were instituted. In

* The savage tribes of America furnish varipus proofs of the

truth of this remark.——Likewise in Collins' account of the native*

of New Holland, there is a curious illustration of the propensity of

a rude and savage people to those amusements v^'hich arc adapted
to their peculiar situation.

Indeed the singular and ludicrous ceremony of initiating youth
into the rank of warriors, at the celebration of their military exer-

cises and games, is a striking instance of that disposition to amuse-

ment, which even the most savage and wretched #tate of life cannot

eradicate.

Vol. XV.—Not. 1806. E e ovditv
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order to Investigate some of the moral an(J political effcctft

of these popular sports and public games, which contri-

buted so largely in raising the G reeks and Romans to a

height of unparalleled grandeur, it will be necessary to

examine the foundation of a system, which, in some res-

pects, when freed from its worse abuses, particularly those

which the more ferocious character of Rome introduced,

may not illaudably nor unusefully be imitated by the most

civilized nations.

The ancient Though it may, perhaps, be admitted, that the dilFer-

Gree s irect-
^^^^ -j^ ^j^^ state of knowledge and general policy,, in th»

cd their sports
° ^ i j >

to afford plea- ancicnt and modern world, will not admit of a close ap*
sure and to

proximation in the system of their public sports and
ffive ability and , . ^i . . , , ,. , ^ A,

personal now- amusements; yet the principles to which the Greeks di-

er. rccted their attention in controuling popular amusements

deserve the limited imitation of every free and enlightened

people. For, their aim was to direct to innocent and

useful objects two of the most powerful principles of the

human breast;—the love of pleasure and the love of

action. Hence arose the institution of the *
gymnastic

exercises, which formed the principal part of all the so-

lemn games. The gymnastic art consisted in the perform-
ance of bodily exercises calculated for defcHce, health and

The athletic diversion. That branch of these exercises, called thw

tpprtsare prac- j^^JjIp^j^ or sportive, must be considered as coeval with
tisedbyalina- -

^ . - . , rr«, /.

tioAs. the formation oi society t. Ine live J gy ninic exercises,

so

*
Lycon, according to Pliny, first instituted the gymnastic games

in Arcadia, whence they were extended throughout Greece and

successively contributed to the highest gratification of both the
• Greeks and Romans, in their private schools and public solemni-

ties, .

They were performed in the Gymnasiumy where not only youth
Were instructed in these exercises, but also the philosophers taught
their different doctrines.—The Palaestra, which formed a part of the

building, was the school for the gymnic exercises.

f In almost every island of the Great Pacific Ocean, we find a si-

milarity, more or less striking, in the athletic and warlike exercises

of the natives, with those practised In Greece.

I These five exercises were called Pentathlum by the Greeks,

and Quinpcrtium by the Romans. They consisted of leaping, run-

ning, throwing the Discus, darting the javelin, and wrestling ; but

itstead of darting the ja.veli», others meation boxiug. The last ex-

ercise
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«o accurately described by Horacr, Pindar, Sophocles,

and Paiisaiiius, formed the principal branch of the educa-

tion of youth.
To be enabled to excel in the performance of these, How the

they were trained with the greatest care; and every
^''^^^^.'^^^'^''^

means was employed to excite powerful emulation.

Their object was, to recreate and strengthen the body,

as well as fortiiy and exalt the mind. For, the firm or-

ganization acquired by perpetual exercise, counteracted

the propensity to vicious indulgence, which a Toluptuous

climate naturally inspires.

They likewise infused a courage depending on animal Animal vigour

strength and vigour, which was excited to the highest
^*^^* courage,

pitch among this warlike people *. Besides, the ambition

of honest fame (the sure f reward of excellence in these

sports and contests) taught them to controul the appetites

of the body by the affections of the soul.

But the chief aim and end of the institution of athletic —and renders

gymnastics among the more warlike states of Greece,
"^c» c^P^^l^ 9^

were, perfection in the military character. Their phi- ^oy^rlj^by^i'

iosopliers inculcated this doctrine by their precepts and Utary art.

example.
—

Plato, in his book of laws, after having viewed

the high importance of acquiring bodily force and agility,

adds,
" a well governed common-Avealth, instead of

-prohibiting the profession of the athletic, should, on the

contrary, propose prizes for all who excel in those exer- ,

cises, which tend to encourage the military art."—-And^ ^

perhaps no better plan could have been contrived to fos-

ter a warlike spirit amongst a people devoted to military

enterprize, than the training of youth in these hardy and
laborious exercises, and in proclaiming rewards for those

erchc was combined with wrestling ; and then took the name oC
Pancratium. «-.—See Hieronymus Mercurialis, de arte gymnastJca
—and Potter's Arcboeologia.

*
Hacarte, Pollux & vagus Hercules

Innixus, arces attigit igneas.-s-HoR.
** Thus modnted to the towers above,
" The vagrant hero, son ofJpveJ*

t Such as gained victories in any of these games, especially the "^

Olympic, were universally honoured, and almost adored. See
Plvi.tarch's Sympos. lib. n. Quest. VI. and Potter's Archaeol.

^^^^ wha
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Mere strength
wlio excelled in their public exhibition. If man were

or animal cou-
only destined to conquer and triumph over the weaker

cd by ferocity.'
^^i^id less valiant of his race—if the lust of dominion were

the only appetite worthy of gratification, then the culti-

vation of bodily prowess and ferocious courage would

properly form the business, as well as pleasure of life.

But man has a nobler part to act in society ; and enjoy-
ments more pure, lasting, and better fitted to the dignity
and character of his nature, become necessary to his well

being in an advanced stage of civilization. It may rea-

dily be conceived, that those arts which sooth and em-

bellish human existence, and which depend on the culti-

vation of feeling and of taste, would be neglected by the

Greeks, when only bodily strength, activity, and address

could carry off the palm of victory. In the distracted

state of the first settlers in Greece, when the bodily ener-

gies were constantly in action, courage and personal

strength decided the day in most of their military con-

flicts. Hence courage became associated with every idea

of patriotism, honour, and virtue. It is the opinion of

Mcnwho have
Aristotle,

" That the nations, most attentive to the

strength and formation of the body, strive to give it too athletic a

Ardour will not habit, which injures the beauty of the shape, and stints
e good 801-

the growth of the person. The Lacedemonians avoid

this error; yet, by imposing excessive labour on the body,

they engender ferocity in the mind, thinking this con-

ducive to martial spirit. But mere warlike courage,
taken separately by itself, is a doubtful and defective

quality, and, cultivated too assiduously by the hardening

discipline of toils and struggles, will degrade and debase

the 7nan, blunt his faculties, narrow his soul, and render

him as bad a soldier as he is a contemptible citizen*."

This necessity of rendering the gymnastic art subservient

to nobler pursuits, was felt and acted upon by the Athe-

nians, and other polished states of Greece.

The Greeks "^^^^ cultivation of poetry and music was encouraged
cultivated poe- by bestowing the highest honours and rewards on those

try and music
^,j^^ excelled in these del ighful arts at the celebration of

as part of
,

^

th?ir public all the public games. 1 o such a happy combination of

jaracs.
»

Gllli^s's Aristot.
polit, p. jjo.

mental
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mental with corporeal excellencies, cherished and dis-

played under the most pompous and fascinating appear-

ances in their popular diversions and solemn festivals,

may the splendid achievements of this distinguished peo-

ple be attributed*. Considered in the light of affording

amusement, exciting generous emulation, and of creating

robust and hardy citizens, endowed with energy to resist

slavery at home, and enemies from abroad, the gymnastic

exercises, with some exceptions, and under proper regu-

lations, are worthy of the admiration and imitation of all

free and civilized states. But there was another kind of p^i^Ug sports,

popular sport, common to the less polished states of consisting in

Greece, and which has been practised by mankind, not
ferocious ani-

only in the rude and barbarous, but (to the disgrace of mals; which

humanity) in the most advanced and polished period of ^^^,*}^P^^^^^
and barbarous,

civilized life. This amusement depended on the contests

of ferocious animals, whose natural antipathies were

made use of, and designedly inflamed to gratify a depraved
and barbarous taste,— ''

They delight," says Lucian,

(speaking of the Greeks,)
" to behold the combats of

bald and generous animals, and their own contentions are

still more animated."—The savage ferocity inspired by
the frequent repetition of such barbarous exhibitions, ac-

counts in some measure for the conduct of the Ephori of

Sparta, who, when they declared war against the Helots,
ordered that the young bull-dogs should be employed in

*
Montesquieu is of opinion, that the want of employment for

the majority of the citizens, compelled the Greeks to become a

society of athlelcz:nd military combatants; for, he observes,
"

they were not permitted to follow the ordinary occupations of

agriculture, commerce, and the baser arts; and they were forbiddeo

to be idle; consequently, their only resource was in the gymnastic
and military exercises." But this assertion is contradicted by the

practice of some of the Grecian states, s We know that in Athens
commerce was highly esteemed and successfully cultivated. This
writer must therefore be understood in a restrictive and qualified

sense, when he says,
"

II faut done regarder les Grecs comme unc
societe d'athletes & des combattans."—Montesquieu de I'esprit de
loix. liv. IV. chap. VIII.

The Pancratium, in which the antagonists voluntarily threw
themselves on the ground, and annoyed each other by pinching,

biting, scratching, and every kind of savage attack, ought not to

lie endured in a civUizc^ country.

worrying
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worrying these miserable slaTcs. To the Greeks may be
attributed two barbarous diversions, which have been

eagerly adopted by succeeding nations. The fighting of
Cock fights. cocks, and the diversion of bull-fights. The former was
" ^ "•

first introduced by Themistocles, as a religious festival :—
it soon degenerated into a sport for the gratification of

avarice and cruelty. The latter had its rise in Thessaly,
and was afterwards transported to Rome by Julius

Caesar*.

The Roman To Greece, Rome was indebted for almost every insti-

hT^^iTh"^^
tution of popular sports and bodily exercises

;
—but the

•f Greece. Romans carried them to a height of splendour and mag-
nificence unknown to their first inventors. The Circus

and Amphitheatre ofRome, exhibited, on a scale propor-
tioned to the immense extent and power of the nation,
all the popular sports + celebrated at the Grecian so-

lemnities. In their gymnasia, youth were likewise care-

fully instructed in the gymnic exercises, and likewise th^

athletic combatants trained up for public exhibition ;—
But the barbarous policy of the state, or rather the rude

They were and ferocious manners of the people, gave rise to the alli-

more gloomy, ^j^qq gf bloody shews and combats, with manly sports
ferocious, and , .''- , i/..,-.
crueL *"" exercises. A gloomy and ferocious superstition,

operating on the minds of a people inured, like the Ro-

mans, to foreign warfare and intestine broils, suggested

the practice of shedding the blood of captives, as a grate-

ful sacrifice to the manes of illustrious warriors. This

practice, at first a superstitious rite, became a ceremony^
of more pomp and ostentation at the obsequies ;]:

of dis-

tinguished persons. Hence the origin amongst the Ro-
Combatsof ^ ., ... r i j- i. j u xi

gladiators.
mans of the protessiou of a gladiator

—and when the

• See Pcgge's Dissertation on Cock-fighting in t^e ArchceologJa
'

Brittan., and Potter's Antiquities of Greece.

f The Ludi circenses, or circensian games, included all the diver-^

sions of the Circus, viz. Th^ Pentathlum, or Quinquertium, cha-.

riot races, Pyrrhic dance of the Greeks, to which were added

sports of Roman origin.—The Naumachia, or sea fights, aad bloody
combats of gladiators, and the contests of ferocious animals with

each other and with man.

\ The first shew of gladiators
was instituted by Marcus and

Dccius Brutus, on the death of their father, in the year of thq

•»ty» 490.—^See Kcnnet's Antiquitiw of Rome.

people
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people had once acquired a taste for bloody exhibitions,

the detestable spectacle of gladiatorial combats was pre-

sented for their amusement.

The progress of cruelty and the danger of gratifying

barbarous propensities, cannot admit of more striking

illustration than what is aflforded by. considering tha

effects of these savage exhibitions on the manners and

character of the Romans.

This is not the proper place to discuss the question of

Right or Expedience/y
which man has always claimed of

rendering subservient to his wanton sports, the lives and

feeling? of the brute creation. It will come with mort

propriety under discussion in the sequel of these observa-

tions.—But it may not be improper, at present, to ani- ^
madvert on the consequences of rendering bloody scenes

familiar and amusing to even an enlightened people.

The frequent spectacle of animals* conflicting with Conflicts of

each other in the games of the Amphitheatre, gradually
wild animals

hardened the public mind, and begat a necessity for diver-
^^ "ten-

sions of a more animated and dangerous kind.—Men
were encouraged, and even compelled to enter the lists

with wild beasts. At first, condemned criminals forfeited ^. ^j-gj. ctlml-

their lives in these contests. But these were not suf- nals,and after*

ficiently numerous to gratify the appetite of a degraded ^^^'^^.^^"|i
and licentious people. Men + were professedly instructed initructed, &c
and regularly hired to sell their blood, like gladiators, in

these bestial contests. Such enormities, great as they are,
hide their diminished heads before the supreme wicked-

ness and cruelty of gladiatorial exhibitions. When the

susceptibility to humane and tender feelings became al-

most extinct by the bestial encounters, it became neces-

* In the shew of wild beasts exhibited by Julius Casar in his

third Consulship, twenty elephants were opposed to joo footmen,
and ao more with turrets on their backs (sixty men being allowed
to each turret) engaged with 600 foot and as many horse. There
were three sorts of these diversions, under the common title of Ve-
nation. The first, when the people were permitted to run after the

beasts and catch what they could for their own use—the second,
when the beasts fought with one another', and the third, when
they were brought out to engage with mea.—See Keanet's Romam
Antiquities.

t These were caU^d Bestiarii.
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sary to gi*atify their depraved a})petites by the exhibition
These cnormi- of humafi butchery and sacrifice. So lost to erery spark

to all ranks
^^ decency and humanity were this infatuated and fero-

and even to cious people, that the Highest ranks of society gloried in
women.

voluntarily taking a part in these encounters : and even

the softer sex, throwing aside every trait of amiable mo-

desty and timidity, were ambitious of displaying their

personal courage in these savage contests. This conduct

did not cicape the lash of the Roman satyrist.

** Cum Masvia Tuscum,"
*•

Figat aprum, & nuda teneat venabula mamma."

Persons of every age, sex, and condition attended thest

barbarous sports. The intoxication of the populace,
"~

from frequent gratification, arose to such a pitch, that

streams of blood flowed annually from several hundreds,

perhaps thousands, of the wretched gladiators, through-
out the various cities of the empire. When the people
had been so far steeped in blood as to prefer beyond any
other these sanguinary combats, all the candidates for

These habitual ^'S^ offices bribed their favour, by outvying each * other

cruelties viti- in the number and pomp of these impious shews. Even

mkidt^of their
^^^"^^^^ powerful and enlightened minds among the Ro-

philosophers. mans were tainted by the contagious influence of custom

and the strength of national prejudice: Cicero, the hu-

mane and digiiified statesman and philosopher, very faintly,

if at all, disapproves of the excessive fondftess of the peo-

ple for this abominable exhibition in his time ; and plainly

expresses his approbation of the practice as antiently con-

ducti'd. His words are,
" crudele gladiatorum specta-

culum & inhumanum nonnullis videri solet ; & baud scio

an ita sit, ut nunc fit: cum vero sontes ferro depugna-

bant, auribus fortasse multae, oculis quidem nulla poterat

*
Julius Caesar, in his Edlleship, presented three hundred and

twenty pair of gladiators
—and Trajan, as averse from cruelty as

the former, brought out looo pair of gladiators during a solemnity
of 123 days. But the sanguinary hero enlisted 400 senators and 600

knights (if there be not a corruption of the text of Suetoniui, the

historian) as gladiators, at a celebration of the Circerisian games.—
See Gibbon's History of the Deciifie aod Fall of the Roman Em-
pire.
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esse fortior contra dolorem & mortem disciplina."

—" The
^^g^^a and

shews of gladiators to some persons may seem barbarous inhuman argu-
and inhuman : and 1 don't know as the case now stands "^^^t-

that the censure is unjust;
—But when only guilty per-

sons were the combatants, the ear might receive better

instruction—it is impossible, however, that any lesson to

the eye can better fortify the mind against the assaults of

grief and death." A ridiculous and inhuman assertion

(an eloquent historian exclaims) admirably confuted by
the bravery of anticnt Greece and modern Europe.

Indeed so little was the practice connected with military xhe Romans
ardour and true courage, that before its establishment the did not im-

Romans were, perhaps, more distinguished for bravery, J^a^y Ipirit^^'
steadiness of discipline, and contempt of death, than at

any subsequent period of their history.
It is, however, certain, that in proportion to the frc- — but became

quency and extent of these bloody exhibitions, did the degraded in

military valour and discipline of the Romans sink into a
crudtv!'"^*

°

state of degradation and contempt.
'' After subsisting a

period of 600 years" (according to the remark of Gibbon),
^' Honorius gave the final blow to this inveterate abuse,
which degraded a civilized nation below the condition of

savage cannibals."

Rome justly suifered moral and political evils from Dano-er of

fostering such inhuman propensities : her existence was surrection.

more than once at stake by the insurrection of the wretch-

ed and despairing victims of her barbarity. Besides, the

corruption of the populace, through the medium of

these diversions, was no difficult task to the powerful and

wealthy. When man has been taught to subdue the hu-

mane feelings of his nature^ he contracts an indifference

to the purer and nobler virtues which l&t him for discharg-

ing the duties of a good citizen. Indeed every habit that

wears out the sympathizing sensibility of the heart, pro-

portionably disqualifies man from exercising the pleasing
duties and tender charities, connected with public and

domestic life.

It would appear from this hasty sketch that the popu- ^he Grecian
lar games and exercises of the Greeks when compared sportshadgood

with those of the Romans, were better calculated to pro- ^^*=ct\^e
Ro-

^ man, the con-
mote the social as well as individual welfare of mankind, trary.

Vol. XV.—Nov. 1806. Ff The

in-
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The Grecian sports fortified the body and disciplined the

mind, without injuring the one or brutalizing the other.

Universal de- Indeed the superior wisdoju ol' Grecian policy rendered

pravityaccom- the public diversions subservient to the interests of the
pamedthc lat-

^^^^^ ^^ ^^jj ^^ ^^ ^^^ happiness of the people. The Ro-
man government did not always neglect this branch of

policy. For, their sports, in the early and rude state of

the nation, were adapted to the circumstances in which

the people were placed. But incessantly harassed them-

selves, or employed in harassing others, they had neither

leisure nor inclination to cultivate those arts which con-

tribute to liberal amusement : ever occupied with war-

fare, all their amusements had a warlike tendency. Th«
contests of savage animals and the conflicts of gladia-

tors, suited alike the ferocious manners of the populace

—. which was ^^d the political views of their rulers. When the era-

iiot changed by pire had subdued more polished nations, it might have

witli morTpo-
^*^^" expected, that its amusements would have assumed a

lishcd Rations, different spirit and complexion. But the habits of the

people were too deeply rooted and depraved to be easily

changed—And, indeed, so far were their rulers from

wishing to accomplish this reformation, that, from cor-

rupt and selfish views, they studiously excited the pro-

pensities of the people toward degrading and inhuman

shews, by administering constant food for these savage

enjoyments.

Modern eivi- In the progress of civilization, since the downfal of the
hzation has Roman empire, great and important changes have taken
bettered the

, . . t^ .^i Ix i- • ,-.. ,

condition and piace m Jburopo-, with respect to religious, political, and
manners of civil institutions. The melioration of the condition of
society; ^^^^ j^ j^j^ social and domestic state, and the general re-

finement of his character and manners, have been the

happy result of these moral and political revolutions.

— but barba- Yet still there remain sufficient vestiges of antient bar-

rity stdl re-
barity to throw a dark shade on the present state of im-

*

proved civilization. The cruel sports still so highly re-

lished in many parts of modern Europe, and which bear

go near a resemblance to the savage congests of the Cir.

cus, exhibit lasting and disgraceful proofs of the relics of

antient barbarism. Our own country has been but too

justly stigmatized, eren by her less polished neighbours,

for
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for the devotion of the lower rants of the people to those

amusements which are derived from the fiutferings of the

Jjrute creation.

Although t)ie resemblance (whether it be original or

imitative is of little importance) between the cruel diver-

sions of England and olRomej^may be considered a sub-

ject of just regret; yet the similarity in some of the

manly exercises and hardy sports, practised by the two

nations, cannot but claim our warm and just admiration.

If we have retained more of the barbarous sports of Especially

antiquity than the rest of Europe, there is the merit due amongst us;

to us of having more extensively adopted and practised mostly athlc

those amusements and exercises, which inure the body to tic.

-labour and fatiguej and inspire the mind with courage
and emulation. In treating on the general character and

spirit of some of the sports and exercises of the people of

England, it will not be necessary to enter into particular

detail. It is only proposed to hint at those of a popular

nature, and which seem to be interwoven with the cus-

toms and manners of the mass of the people. They may
be comprised under two heads.

1st. The sports which are derived from the animal

creation.
^

2d. The amusements which depend upon bodily exer-

cises and personal contests.

• I. It cannot be denied, that mankind, at every period Britl&h sports,
of society and under every diversity of country and go- contests of ani-

vernment, have rendered the animal race subservient to
^^ ^'

their wanton and cruel sports. But the universality and

antiquity of a practice, founded on inhumanity an^ im-

policy, arc inadequate to sanction its
utility and conti-

nuance. If it can be shewn that barbarous sports tend

to brutalize the human character, and are inconsistent

with the manifest intentions of Providence; the argu-
ment derived from long custom and authority must fall to

the ground. There is a sympathy implanted in our na-

tures, which renders us feelingly alive to the pains and

pleasures of our fellow-creatures, and is even extended to

every part of the animal creation. Upon the due exer-

cise of this principle depends great part of our social and

individual happiness.
—Whatever then has a tendency to

Ff ^ diminisl^
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Cruelty to anl- diminish the influence of this principle, ought carefully*
mals will de- iq ^^ avoided. Now every single act of cruelty contri-
stroy the gene- , , ., . ^ , ., ^ - ^. • i •

•

ral sympathy
"utcs its share toward the weakening or extinguishing

Qfmaq; the principle of sympathy; and by the repetition of

such acts, according to the general laws of habit*, a.dis-
'

position to cruelty is likely to b? generated. If a child

be early indulged in sportively tormenting animals^ and

this vicious propensity be suffered to grow up into a ha-

bit, his sensibility to human suffering will be proportion-

ably diminished ; insensibility will harden into brutality ;

and at length he will not be restrained from positive acts

of cruelty towv^rd his own species, whenever goaded by
— and render the feelings of interest or of passion. Hogarth, our great
him callous to nioral painter, has admirably illustrated the progress of
every proper

x o

feeling in soci- cruelty in the human breast. The first stage of his hero's

cty. career is marked by sportive and wanton barbarity to

animals. Upon this foundation crimes are soon erected ;

and at length grown callous to every social + and moral

feefing, he closes his profligate career, by the perpetra-

lUustrationsby tion of a deliberate and cruel murder. Another excellent

Dr.^Moor^" judge of the human heart, Dr. Moore, has forcibly de-

picted the effects of wanton cruelty to the inferior crea^

* " The habitude which the people of this country (viz. Cape
of Good Hope) necessarily acquire in witnessing instances of cru-

elty on human as well as brute creatures, cannot fail to produce a

tendency to hardness of heart, and to stifle feelings of tenderness

and benevolence. In fact, the rigour of justice is seldom softened

with the balm of mercy."—.See Barrow's Travels in Africa, Vol. II,

P-4I-

f Such is the general impression on the mind of the power of

habit to generate cruelty, that in most countries, those occupations
•which employ men in the destruction of animal life for the suste-

nance of human kind, are held in degradation and contempt. The
lowest of the butchering tribe, in default of an executioner, is com-

pelled to perform his functions in France and many other parts of

the continent. There is an opinion prevailing in England, that

butchers, and even surgeons, ar<* equally disqualified, by the nature

of their occupations, to sit upon juries, in trials affecting the lives

of their fellow-subjects. This is probably a pppular error; or, if

true, yet a much more honourable reason may be assigned, why
surgeons are not required to act in the capacity of jurors. Their
office Is to administer to the sufferings and calamities of their feU
low-creatures—and it is fit they should every moment be disen-

gaged and free to obey the surftinons to so humane a duty.

, tion,
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Hon, in tha character of Zeluco. The feelings of

humanity became stifled in this monster's breast, from

an early gratification of his caprice and passion in

sporting with ihe torments of the animal race. It is

likewise our duty as well as moral advantage—to refrain

from all acts of wanton cruelty to the brute creation.

The organs of sensation in all the inferior animals, arc

evidently adapted for receiving and transmitting impres-

sions of pain and pleasure,
—and although deprived of

speech, their groans and cries are intelligible indications

of their painful feelings. Nor are animals less capable

of expressing signs of pleasure, as well as of suffering.

This provision for the gratification of their several senses,

is a sufficient proof of the intentions of the Creator. Like

man, they were formed to feel and to enjoy. Here rests /

the foundation of their natural right to protection and

humane treatment from mankind.

It cannot be inferred from this mode of reasoning, that The system of

animal life should in every instance be held sacred. The nature requires

laws of nature and necessity demand from us the painful should be des-

sacrifice.-i—Man must destroy life in order to live. Be- troyed;

sides, we must consider that ifman had subsisted only on

vegetable food, the majority of the animal race which

furnish his table would never have enjoyed life. Instead

of increasing the breed of animals, he would have been

compelled to destroy them to prevent a famine.—But —but not with

barbarously, wantonly and deliberately, to torture and
fl^Jctbrortlrl

destroy animal life, is eq^ually repugnant to humanity, turc.

duty and the best interests of mankind. Experience
teaches us, that the common sense and feeling of mankind,
condemn that man whose greatest delight seems to consist

in bloody and barbarous sports.
—

Youth, it must be

observed, commonly inflict pain on animals in mere sport

without a due knowledge of the evil they commit. And
. the ignorant populace frequeritly err from the same cause.

They are led to consider, but too often, from the conni-

vance and even encouragement of their superiors iti

knowledge and station, that the animal race are equally

indifferent to pleasure or pain; and only created for the

purpose of gratifying the appetite, or contributing to the

diyersion of mankind.

If
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Question. If the question be asked,
—*^ Whether all sports tlfw

ether all
piy^^ f,.Q^^ animal suiferine be entitled to equal condem-

flictcd by man Tiation ?" The answer is decidedly in the negative.
—

or animals are For. although perhaps none can be completely justified,
tobccondemn- /., .

,.,, !, ,.„, • ^. , c ,

^} yet there is still a wide dillerence m the degree of moral

and physical evil resulting from their practice. That class

of diversions pursued for the benefit of health and exer-

cise, where the enjoyment of pleasure springs from the

exertion of our active faculties, must not be compared
with those depraved and cruel sporty, which merely con-

sist in the torture and destruction of the animal. In the

present state of society, active diversions become almost

necessary to the well being of the opulent and sedentary

classes of mankind. Man cannot be happy without oc-

casional active employment. He pines in the lap of ease

and pleasure, and requires the stimulus of animated exer-

Apology for tion.—Hunting in all stages of society has therefore

hunting. formed a principal share of the business and pleasure of

man. But in this kingdom especially, a considerable por-

tion of its inhabitants devote part of their time to the ac-

tive and vigorous pursuits of the chace. And although

it may be urged in favour of this exercise, that it invigor-

ates the spirits, teaches men to despise enervating pleasure,

and inures them patiently to sustain hunger, cold and fa-

tigue ; yet it cannot be denied, that it has a tendency,
when too eagerly pursued, to blunt the sensibility,

—to

render the manners rude and coarse, and thus to degrade

the dignity of the human character. The man of enlarged

understanding, liberal notions and elegant manners, may
occasionally call in the aid of the chace to relieve the fa-

tigue of sedentary employment, or renovate the powers

of nature, exhausted by mental exertion, without much

apparent injury to his manners or morals ;—-but /re-

qiiently to take pleasure in that, by which misery to

animals is inflicted, if not absolutely vicious, is yet of no

good tendency ; it conduces neither to form the gentleman

nor the man.

If it be considered as too nice and fastidious a delicacy

to impute blame to the practice of destroying animals for

- the purpose of health, exercise and recreation, it may,

however, be allowed to call in question the policy and

iumanity
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hamanity of other diversions, once highly cherished, and

still too much practised by the people of this country.

Some of these national sports are sanctioned by the prac- Cock-figbting

lice and encouragement of many persons distinguished for
fn^condcmned

rank and talents.—That there should be found such abet-

tors of the bloody and barbarous diversions of cock-Jlght-

ing and bull-baitings is both a subject for surprise and

regret.
—These two amusements seem to have survived

the destruction of many other sports equally as unmean-

ing and barbarous ; but that they should not have entire-

ly yielded to the improved state of manners—or the

interference of the laws, is a subject of just reproach to

us by foreigners, and of deserved reprobation by -the

humane and reflecting of our own countrymen. The re-

ciprocal influence of sports and manners on each other,

may be shown from these and similar diversions, as

practised in various periods of our history. A late inge-

nious and laborious writer* has described the ancient and

modern diversions of the people of Great Britain, from

the earliest authentic records to the present time.—This

picture confirms the general truth of the position : —
That as a nation improves in manners and civilization, it

loses its high relish for inhuman and ferocious diversions.

It is more than probable, that the sports derived from

animal contests, such as bull-baiting, bear-baiting, and

cock-fighting, are vestiges of Roman amusements intro-

duced by that people into this conquered island. It is

at least certain they were practised t in the early period
of

* See Strutt's Diversions and Pastimes of the People of Eng-
land.

f The jongleurs or jugglers, in the reign of Henry the 2d, made a

profession of training bulls, bears, and even horses, for the purpose
of baiting them with dogs.—The sport of fighting cocks in pitched

battles, first appears on record in the same reign. During subse-

quent reigns this sport became general ;
and to the disgrace of our

country was countenanced by royal favour during James the ist and

Charles the and's reign. If the Romans set us the example in devi-

•ing these sports, it must be confessed, we have " bettered the in-

struction." For to English refinement and ingenuity may be as-

cribed the noble invention of the GalHe or Spur ; by the aid of

which, the gallant combatants of the cockpit mangle, torture and

destroy cjich gther ; no d,oubt to thf great satisfs^ction aod delight

of
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of our history. During the military enthusiasm of the

irtlddle ages, while jousts and tournaments furnished

amusement to the nobility and gentry, martial exercises

constituted the chief diversions of the body of the people.
Science of dc- Hence arose the establishment of schools for teaching the

fighters orEng-
" Noble science of defence," as it was called. These

liih gladiator*, laid the foundation for professed gladiators, or prize-fight-

ers.—The great preralence of murder, robbing and every

species of barbarity, in consequence of these proceedings,

during the reign of Edward the First, compelled the go-
vernment to issue an edict to suppress the schools as well

the combats of prize-fighters.

During the reign of Henry the Seventh and Henry
Eighth^ these schools were revived in consequence of a

supposed degeneracy in the military spirit of the people ;

and the baiting of animals at the same time became a

favourite * diversion.

The bear gar-
The Bear-garden+, during the 16th and the early part

of the 17th century, was the place of rendezvous for the

highest as well as the lowest classes of society. The Tat-

ler, when treating on the barbarous sports of this national

circus, and tbe comments of foreigners on the subject,

of admiring spectators. Another instance of our barbarous inge-

nuity must not be omitted. No other nation but the British has

contrived to put in practice the Batth-Royaly and the Wehb-Main.—
In the former, the spectator may be gratified with the display of

numbers of game-cocks, destroying each other at the same moment
without order or distinction. In the latter, these courageous birds

are doomed to destruction in a more regular, but not less certain

manner. They fight in pairs, (suppose i6 in number) and the two
last survivors are then matched against each other ; so that out of

3a birds, 31 must be necessarily slaughtered.«^See Peggc's Essay on

the Archoelogia Britannica.

*
Stephen Gossen, in the latter end of Henry 8th's reign, consi-

ders that our ancestors had entirely sunk into the lap of effeminacy,

-as may be proved by the following singularly quaint and alliterative

style of abuse. " Our wrestling at arms is turned Into wallowing in

ladies' laps ;
our courage to cowardice

;
our running to riot ; our

bows into bowls ; and our darts into dishes.

f Another common diversion, during the period of Queen Eliza-

beth and in the two following reigns, consisted in several persons

at the same time scourging with whips, a blind-folded bear round

the ring, whose sufferings and awkward attempts at revenge highly

gratified the noble, as well as ignoble spectators.

adds,
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adds,
" I wish 1 knew how to answer the reproaches

which are cast upon us, and to excuse the death of so

many innocent cocks, dogs, bulls and bears, avs have been

set together by the cars, and died an untimely death only

to create us sport." Bull-baiting was not conliucd within

the limits of a bear-garden, but was universally practised

on various occasions, in all the towns and villages

throughout the kingdom. In many places the practice

was sanctioned by law, and the bull-rings affixed to large

stones driven into the earth remain to this day, as memo,,

rials of this legalized species of barbarity. The regular BuU-baitinf

system of bull-baiting seems to have commenced with the still continues

reign of King John. Its general prevalence since that

period, until within a few years, must have produced im-

portant efi'ects on the manners and character of the people.

The misery it has inflicted on the harmless and inoffensive

brute, is a matter of no small regret and indignation with

the humame and considerate part of mankind ;
—but the to degrade the

injury done to public morals and social huppiness, by P"J^'^. "^°^^2'

an attachment to this degrading pastime, is still more to be the nation,

deplored. Numbers of bulls were, and still continue to

be, regularly trained and carried about from village to

village^ to enter the lists against dogs bred up for the pur-

pose of the combat. To detail all the barbarities com-
mitted in these encounters would be a disgusting and
tedious task. All the bad passions which spring up in

ignorant and depraved minds are here set afloat. The
torments and blood of the suffering beast, are purchased

by money of his unfeeling master; and the owners of the

dogs are not more gratified in gaining their sanguinary

wagers, than in applauding the savage ferocity displayed

by these animals. We cannot often appeal to the annals

of bull-baiting ;
—but if they were regularly laid open, it

is probable that many instances of a similar kind to the /

following might be held up as a lesson to the abettors of

such diversions.—* " Some years ago at a bull-baiting Detectablebar-

in the North, a young man, confident of the courage of ^.^^''^^^ V^^^'

his dog, laid some trifling wager, that he would at separate mtJ'Js S""
times cut off all the four feet of his dog, and that after this sport.

* Sec Bewick's Quadrupeds.—Article Dog.

Vox,. XV.—Nov. 1806. G g every
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every amputation he would attack the bull. The cruel

e;cperiment was tried, and with success." Such detest-

able barbarity can only be exceeded by the following
recital extracted from the public prints of 1799. At a

bull-baiting in Staffordshire, after the animal had been

baited by single dogs, he was attacked by numbers let

loose at once upon him.—Having escaped from his

tormentors, they again fastened him to the ring ; and with

a view either of gratifying their savage revenge, or of

better securing their victim, they actually cut off his

hoofs, and enjoyed the spectacle of his being worried to

death on his bloody and mangled stumps. These factss

speak more than a volume against the sophistic ar-

guments of the advocates for exciting brave and manly
courage by the exhibition of bloody and barbarous

sports.

[To be concluded in our next.]

VII.

,
' Kemarkable Effect of the Effluvia from Ammonia Mu^

riate of Platina on the Ei/es, Nostrils^ Throaty and

Lungs, as in a Catarrh, In a Letterfrom An Occa^

sional Correspondent.

To Mr. Nicholson.

Sir,

Effects not hi- X DO not know that the following effects of the effluvia

thcrto noticed of precipitate of platina by muriate of ammoLia, i. e. of

ammonia muriate of platina, have been observed ; and

whether or no these are like those from the effluvia of

ipecacuanha, in occasion, as asthmafical paroxysms, only
to be considered as produced in particular constitutions,

I must learn from the intelligent correspondence of your

journal.

-on tlicsystem, Every time I have had occasion to open a paper, or

byvapourfrom small parcel of the above precipitate, although I merely
ammonia mu-

^o^ched it with my fingers, or even when I did not touch
Tiatc oi platina.

•' ° '

it, but merely inspected it for a minute or two, I was in a

few
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few minutes affected with an uneasy sensation in my eyea,

nostrils, throat and lungs, exacting a discharge of tears,

sneezing, with running from the nose as in a catarrh,

shortness of breath, attended by an itching and heat of

the face with sometimes redness of it as from erythema.
The last time I was affected, although 1 had not touched

the precipitate, I experienced along with the above effects

a slight disagreeable taste, and the dyspnoea continued

after the catarrhal symptoms had vanished
;
which they do

usually in about an hour. It may be proper just to

mention also, that after -leaving my laboratory for

about two hours after the above effects came on, and

by which time I was nearly recovered, as soon as

I returned to the place where I opened the parcel, but

did not again expose myself to it, the above symptoms
were again brought on, although in a slight degree.

I found wetting my face with cold water very serviceable

in removing the erythema, and removing of course the

heat.

I take for granted it is commonly known that by a si-

milar exposure to the powder of ipecacuanha root, a fit

of asthma is brought on in particular persons, although so

rarely that such persons are considered to have what is

called idiosyncrasy of constitution.

The diffusion through the air, manifested in the above
'

cases of Invisible and imponderable particles of matter,

may serve to enable us to conceive the mode in which in-

fectious matters are communicated.

I am,

Dear Sir,

With much regard,

An Occas-ional Corfespondeat.
Oct. 10th, 1806.

Off 2
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VIII.

Extract from a Letter of M, Proust, to M. Vauqudin,
on Porcelain and on the Almcntarij Use of lAchcn

Isla.'idicun^,

Madrid, Dec. 22, 1805.

Sir,

Excellent pot- JL WAS visited by one of jour pupils, M. Siquicra, an

spirnia mari°"^ interesting and intelligent Portuguese young gentleman.
We are going, to-morrow, to see the manutacture of por-
celain under the direction of M. Sureda, who was

brought up to this art in the manufactory of Sevres, and

now makes a most beautiful porcelain, of a much harder

texture than yours. This is not effected by means of

Itaolin, but with the spuma maris, a siliceous magnesian

stone, found in the neighbourhood of Madrid j we shall

send you some patterns which will astonish you. He
covers his biscuit with feldspaths of Gallicia, which are

Tery beautiful. The stone above mentioned would be

excellent for the construction of chemical furnaces.

When taken from the quarry, it is soft and admits of

being cut like soap. Furnaces made of this stone arc

extremely light, and nev^ undergo fusion, however in-

tense the heat may be. Were such a fossil to be met
M\i\\ near Paris, we might do without the rue mazUm

rine, (qu?). Besides magnesia, silex, and some particles

of argil and lime, this stone contains a portion of potash,
which contributes, not a little, to the superior qualities of

the porcelain.

Lichen Island- '^^^ following fact is perhaps no less interesting than

icus; its value that above alluded to. Don Mariano la Gasca, pupil of

Cavanillez, a young botanist of great promise, has just

presented me with a specimen of Lichen (Islandicus)

which he has discovered in the mountains of Leon, whcra

it grows plentifully.

I expected to find in it merely a weaker or stronger tinc-

torial matter ; but I find when properly boiled it is very

-good to eat, is very tender, and, I think ought to be con-

* Annale» de Chimic, Vol LVIL p. Z96.—February i8o6.

- a sidered
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srderctl a resource for food provided by Nature perhaps in

every country, which has hitherto been overlooked. I

would recommend you to draw the attention of the bota-

nists at Paris towards this plant, and provide some your-

self for the entertainment of your friends; it is an excel-

lent culinary vegetable. 1 think I once saw some at

Vincennes or in the Jio/.v dc Boulogne,

One pound of this Lichen, dry, produced three pounds Particular ac-

when dressed and well drained : it may be eaten with ^^^^^
°^

'.^5
\\r \. good qualities

oil, butter, and no doubt in many other ways. VV-e have of ti^^ Lichen.

already had it six times on our table, and my friends were

much pleased with it. Its texture is purely membrana-

ceous, containing neither wood nor filaments, which

renders it a very agreeable food. It may be reasonably

expected, that in so numerous a family, other species may
be found equally nourishing, and perhaps more so. Al-

though very elastic after being dressed, it contains not the

least animal matter ; for its products are similar to those

of sugar, which has surprised me, A pound of this Li-

chen will make eight pounds of soup, which in cooling,

turns to jelly, like that made from animal food. It is

slightly bitter, but not more so than weak chicory water.

I seasoned some with sweet and bitter almonds, lemon

peel, and sugar, and it made me a very nutritious and

ijgreeable dish. The mucilage of this plant is gelatinous,

very different from gum ; it appears to me to resemble

t'lat obtained from fruits. I am going to examine it iii

other respects, and to ascertain whether this plant affords

any colouring matter for dying processes. At all events

it appears that Nature cannot furnish a more excellent

article of food than this Yegetab'e.

IX.

On the Means of preserving Water m long Sea Voyages^
and the application of the same Moans for keeping
Wines, By M. L. G.*

.R. BERTHOLLET in the year 1803 communicated
proposal by

to the Class of Mathematical and Physical Science of the Bertholkt to

carbonize or
* Annalcs dc Chimic, UX. p 9^. char the iasidfl

National «^ ciuks.
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Successfully
carried into

cifcct at Sea

by Mr. Kru-
senstcrn.
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National Institute of France, the result of an esperiment
on the property of charcoal to preserve water. He had

four mouths before that time filled with water two casks,
one of which had its internal surface burned. The wa-
ter it contained proved fit for use, and without any bad

flavour; while that in the other cask, which had not been

so prepared, was so much corrupted that the smell was

intolerable.

The Court Gazette of Petersburgh, of May 30 last,

contains an account of the success which this process was

attended with in the ship of Captain Krusenstern.

He writes from Kamschatka, the 8th July 1805, to

Mr. Schubert, of Petersburgh, that during his stay at

Copenhagen a journal* fell into his hands, in which this

process is indicated by a French chemist ; that he imme-

diately caused the internal surface of 50 or 60 casks to

be burned within in a much more effectual manner than is

usually done in ships of war, where the charring being

only slight, the advantages are also very trifling.

During his stay at the Brazils, Mr. Krusenstern also

caused the greatest part of his casks to be burned inside;

and during the whole of his passage as far as the Isle of

Washington, the water in these casks was constantly-

found to be good. In order to maintain the cleanliness

* This journal is probably that of M. M. PfalF and Friedlander

which was printed at Leipzic under the title of Die nsuesten entdec*

kungen FransosUcher gelehrten, \^c. It contains, in the Number for

May 1803, an extract of the memoir of Bcrthollet on this subject;

the author of that article thinks he recollects that Lord Macartney
had before used powdered charcoal in his provision of Water* for hi»

voyage to China; but this does not take away the priority of car-

bonizing the inner surface of the casks,—Note of the Author.

The author proceeds to express his doubts whether charcoal wa»

really used for this purpose in that voyage, but I have thought it

jieedless to translate his remarks, because it is certain that Lowitz,
to whom the merit of the first discoveries of the active power of

charcoal in purifying and otherwise changing a great number of

bodies, did very early apply it to the purifying and preserving na-

tural waters. See three volumes of Memoirs translated from Crell's

Journal, and published in London in 1793, by Baldwin. Thepro-
cess of clarifying muddy water by a very minute addition of alum,
which is mentioned in the same voyage as practised in Chiaa> ha»

Veen long known, and in common use here.—N.

ef
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of these casks, he preferred the inconvenience of having
his ballastage to attend to rather than fill them up with

sea water, as is usual, when they were empty, which

tends to hasten the corruption of the fresh water that

may be afterwards put into them. On his arrival at Ja-

pan, he burned as strongly as possible every one of his

water <;asks, and the success of this practice was still mor^

evident during a passage of seven weeks from thence to

Kamschatka.
" Our water," says he,

'^ was constantly pure, and as The water at

"
good as that from the best springs ; so that we have seawasastaste-

" had the honor of being the first to carry so simple and -water.
'' so useful a practice into effect ; and the French Che-
^' mist will perhaps receive some satisfaction from hear-
''

ingof our happy success."

The preceding notice is followed by an address on the

part of one of the Editors of the Annales de Chimie to

Mr. Berthollet, in farther explanation of the subject.

He remarks, that
,

.

The coating of charcoal acts in two manners ; 1 . It

opposes the solution of the extractive part of the wood.

2. It prevents the putrefaction of that which may have

been dissolved from such parts of the wood as might not

have been originally well charred, or from which the coal

may have been detached.

If the charcoal were merely to be put into the cask,
or the putrefaction were corrected by means of filters con-

taining charcoal powder, the first effect would not be ob-

tained
; and the second would even cease to be produced

as soon as the property of the charcoal should be ex-

hausted.

The process for carbonizing the inner surface of casks The same pro-

may also afford advantages for the preservation of wines, cess promises
^fT' 11 . 1- , .1 . to be of value
Wine, as well as water, must dissolve the extractive in casks for

part of wood ; and its taste, particularly when it has not wine.

one which predominates, must by that means be altered.

This is the reason why casks which have already been

much used are preferable to those which are new.

% This extractive part probably favours the acid fer-

mentation, which easily takes place in sea voyages in con-

sequence of agitation and an elevated temperature. Hence
it
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it is that many kinds of wine cannot be conYdycd by sck*

or to great lUstancos.

Wine sufficiently clarified becomes perfect in bottles.

Does not this arise from its being preserved from the ex-

tractive part of wood? and may wc not conjecture (hat

it would become still more agreeable if preserved in casks

charred within, and which on that account might be sub--

' stituted instead of stone ware, or good glass, besides pos-

sessing that large capacity which is favourable to the last

fermentation, which renders its qualities perfect ?

General view Spirituous liquors likewise di solve the extractive part
of the subject, ^f ^ood, and receive qualities which are in some cases

vajued, but in others detrimental. The charred casks

would prevent this effect. In a word, the casks which

have received this preparation may be used for all the

purposes in which liquids are to be preserved, witjiout

being affected by the extractive part of wood, and they

prevent the putrefaction ta which sonie of them may be

subjecti

These views are perhaps carried too far, and may re-

quire to be supported by experience. The observations

here given may serve to direct the proceeding for this

purpose, which cannot but be interesting to chemists as

well as others.

X.

ji Chemical Examination of the Ilepafk Ore of Mercuri/

from Idria. By M. Klaphotii.

Analysis of the -*- HE compact hepatic Mercury employed in this ana-

hepatic ore of
lysis, is of a colour which holds a middle rank between a

Mercury.
Jeep cochineal red and the grey of lead; it is almost al-

ways found in compact masses. The faces of contict are

brilliant. It exhibits a very sliglit metallic lustre in its

fracture; is opake; its powder is of a deep brown red;

and the scraped part shinesa little. It is tender, not brit-

tle, and has a specific gravity of 7, 1.

The polish it takes is bad, and in this
'

state it ap-

pears
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pears of a clear liver-coloured brown, whence it has its Analysis of the

«ame. hepatic ere of

Mercury,
A. 1000 grains of this ore, distilled with half its weight

of iron filings, afforded 818 grains of pure mercury, the

residue consisted ofsulphurct of iron mixed with a black

powder, soiling the fingers like soot.

B. a. 100 grains reduced to fine powder were heated in

500 grains of muriatic acid to ebullition.

Sulphurated hidrogen gas was disengaged. The mine-

ral was decomposed by adding, a little at a timcj 100

grains of nitric acid ; a black residue of ten grains re-

mained. This residue was burned in a porcelain capsule

very carefully, in order that the sulphur oftly might be

burned. There remained three grains of a light coaly

powder, which became ignited and burned by a stronger

heat, leaving one grain of reddish ashes.

b. The solution was precipitated by the muriate of ba-

rytes. The sulphate of barytes, which was obtained after

having been made red hot, weighed 46,5 grains; so that

there were 6,5 grains of sulphur converted into sulphuric
acid by the action of the nitric acid. Estimating the

quantity of sulphur contained in the sulphurated hidro- "

genous gas at 0,25 grains, we have 13,75 parts of sulphur
in 100 of the mineral.

Ci a. 1000 grains of hepatic mercury in powder were

put into a retort adapted to the pneumatic apparatus ; the

heat was gradually raised till the residue became red hot.

After the first heat had driven out the atmospheric air,

sulphurated hidrogen gas issued forth, which burned with

a blue flame ; its volume was 24 cubic inches, without

reckoning that which had been absorbed by the water

put into the intermediate receiver, which was strongly

impregnated with it.

b. A few globules of mercury were collected in the

receiver. In the neck of the retort was a mixture of -

Ethiops mineral of a greasy looking humidity, some

small metallic globules, and a few small needles of cinna-

bar. The mercury which was mechanically extracted

from this mixture weighed 3,17 grains. The posterior

part of the neck of the retort was alone Covered with a
, ',

Vol. XV Nov. 1806. Hh solid
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Analjrsis of the solid sublimate of pure cinnabar which weighed 2^56
hepatic ore of

grains.
Mercury. m. ., i - , ^

c. Ine residue appeared iii the form of a coaly powder
resembling soot, and weighed 39 grains. When burned

in the open air in a roasting test, it left 16 grains of

ashes; so that the carbon consumed amounted to 23

grains.

d. The earthy residue was digested with muriatic acid.

Silex remained at the bottom, which after ignition weighed

6,5 grains.

e. The muriatic solution, which was of a yellow co-

lour inclining to light green, was supersaturated with

ammonia; a brown viscid precipitate fell down, and the

fluid assumed a light blue tinge. The precipitate when
dissolved in an hot alkaline lixivium left the oxide of iron,

which was attracted by the magnet after having been

ignited, and weighed 2 grains.

f. Muriate of ammonia was poured into the alkaline

fluid, and threw down alumine, which after ignition

weighed 6| grains.

g. The other ammoniacal fluid was supersaturated

with muriatic acid. A bar of zinc immersed therein

separated 0,20 grains of metallic copper.
On collecting the results of this analysis of the hepa-

tic ore of Idria we find that 1000 parts consist of

Mercury 818

Sulphur 137 50

Charcoal 23

Silex 6 50

Alumine 5 50

Oxyde of Copper 2

Copper 20

Water which served to form

the sulphurated hidrogen

gas, and other loss 7 30

1000

This analysis may serve to rectify the false notions

which have been adopted coDCcrning the composition of

this
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this mixed mineral. By shewing that the sulphur is com-

Analjrsis ofthe

bined Avith the metal in the same proportion as in cinna-
hepatic^

ore of

bar, namely as 1 to 6 in round numbers, we are taught

liow little foundation there is for the opinion of thosi

who, like Sage and.Kirwan, think that a part only of the

mercury is in the state of sulphurated mercury, and that

the other is in the state of a simple oxide. If that were

the case, the non-sulphurated part would certainly be

soluble in the nitric acid. Experiment shews that this is

not the case, because the acid cannot dissolve any part,

even when boiling, the mineral powder remaining un-

changed at the bottom of the vessel. This opinion has

perhaps been taken up from observing that in sublima-

tion a part only of the mineral rises ia the state of cin-

nabar, while the other passes in the form of fluid mer-

cury. But this arises from the presence of charcoal

among its ingredients, which decomposes cinnabar at an ^

elevated temperature : whether it be that the carbon

takes from the mercury the minimum of oxygen neces-

sary to the formation of cinnabar, or whether it be that

the sulphur which combines at an high temperature with

the carbon, and forms carbonated sulphur, is put into a

state in which it cannot combine chemically with the

mercury. The facts shew that it is really so ; for having
as a direct proof sublimed artificial cinnabar with lamp

black, the greatest part of the cinnabar was decomposed
in the same manner as the hepatic mercury, and the re-

sult was a mixture of Ethiops mineral and globules of

metallic mercury.
As an observation on the state in which mercury ex-

ists in cinnabar, I shall add that the antient opinion that

it has the state of a perfect oxide cannot be maintained

from th« proofs which have been given by Proust, Bu-

cholz, and others.

But does cinnabar absolutely contain no oxigen ? and

is the mercury in the metallic state ? For my part, I

think the question requires to be examined more exactly.
From the appearances it seems that the mercury must

exist in cinnabar at a very low degree of oxidation ;

which on that account has not yet been examined by
observers. On this question, respecting which the pre-

Hh^ sent
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sent limits do not permit me to say more, it must be ob-

served, 1. that in cinnabar, whether natural or artificial,

.the metallic base, like all the other metals, at their lowest

degree of oxidation, resists solution in the nitric acid ;

^. that in the fabrication of cinnabar in the dry way, is

always accompanied with an inflammation which appears
tome to be an oxidatimi.

XL
On the Quantity and Velocity of the Solar Motion. By
William Herschel, L.L, D. F. R. S. From the

Philosophical Transactions for 1806.

nr . .

Investigation
-^ HE direction of the solar motion having been suffi-

of the proper ciently ascertained in the first part of this paper*, we shall

^ * ^ ^ now resume the subject, and proceed to an inquiry about

its velocity.

The proper motions, when reduced to one direction,
have been called quantities, to distinguish them from the

volocities required in the moving stars to produce thoso

motions. It will be necessary to keep up the same dis-
' -

tinction with respect to the velocity of the solar motion ;

for till we are better acquainted with the parallax of the

carth^s orbit, we can only come to a knowledge of the

extent of the arch which this motion would be seen to

describe in a given time, when seen from a star of the first

magnitude placed at right angles to the motion. There

is, however, a considerable difference between the ve«

locity of the solar motion and that of a star ; for at a

given distance, when the quantity of the solar motion is

known, its velocity will also be known, and every approx-
imation towards a knowledge of the distance of a star of

the first magnitude will be an approximation towards the

knowledge of the real solar velocity ; but with a star it

I
will be otherwise ; for though the situation of the plane
in which it moves is given, the angle of the direction

Phil. Trans, for 1805, page 231 ; or see our Journal, Vol. XIII.

Of
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of its motion with the visual ray will still remain un-

investigation

known. of the proper

As hitherto we have consulted only those proper mo- g^^^

tions which have a marked tendency to a parallactic cen-

tre, we ought now, when the question is to determine the

velocity of the solar motion, to have in view the real mo-
tion of every star whose apparent motion we know; for

as it would not be proper to assign a motion to the sun,

either much greater or much less than any real motion

which may be found to exist in some star or other, it fol-

lows that a fieneral review of proper motions ought to be

made before we can impartially fix on the solar velocity ;

but as trials with a number of stars would be attended

with considerable inconvenience, I shall use only our

former six in laying down the method that will be fol-

lowed with all the rest.

Proportio7ial Distance of the Stars.

We are now come to a point no less difficult than es-

sential to be determined. Neither th« parallactic nor real

motion of a star can be ascertained till its relative distance

is fixed upon. In attempting to do this it will not be

satisfactory to divide the stars into a few magnitudes, and

suppose these to represent the relative distances we re-

quire. There are not perhaps among all the stars of the

heavens any two that are exactly at the same distance

from us ; much less can Ave admit that the stars which we
call of the first magnitude are equally distant from the

sun. And indeed, if the brightness of the stars is admitted

as a criterion by which we are to arrange them, it is per-

fectly evident that all those of the first magnitude must

differ as much in distance as they certainly do in lustre;
^

yet imperfect as this may be, it is at present the only
rulewe have to go by.
The relative brightness of our six stars, may be express-

ed as folloMS : Sirius - - . Arcturus - Capella 5 Lyra * .

Aldebaran , Procyon.
The notations here used are those which have been ex-

plained in my first Catalogue of the relative Brightness of

the Stars* ; but to denominate the magnitudes of these six

• Phil. Trans, for 1796, page 189.
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Inirestigation stars, SO that they may with some probability represent
of the proper ^jjg distances at which we should place thera according to
motion of the ,, . , . , . i . t . -. ^ .

j^n, their relative brightness, 1 must introduce a more minute

subdrvision than has been commonly admitted, hy using
fractional distinctions,^ and propose the following arrange-
ment.

Table VIII.
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ofthe solar motion will have a contrary effect upon the tnvcstigation

required real motions^ of different stars ; and as tve are o^ ^^e proper
, , , ,..,,. , ^. motion of the

to regulate the solar velocity by these real motions, an g^^^

attention to this circumstance will point out the staws

which are to be selected for our purpose.

Table IX.

1

Stars and relative

Distances.
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Investigation Aldebaran, which hare at negative sign prefixed to thoit*

»iotion of^the
^^"^^ motions when the solar motioti is I'^O are afl'ected

«un. differently from Arcturus, Siriiis, and Procyon, which

have a positive sign ; and that even the motions of the

two last become negative when the solar motion is in-

creased beyond a certain point. It may be easily under-

stood that tlie motion of Arcturus itself would become

negative were -we to increase the solar motion till the

parallactic motion of this star should exceed its apparent
motion.

From these considerations it appears, that a certain

equallization, or approach to equality may be obtained

between the motions of the stars, or between that of the

sun and any one of them, selected for the purpose; for

instance, the motions of Arcturus and Aldebaran being

contrary to each other, may be made perfectly equal by

supposing the sun's annual motion to be l'',S59^5. For

then we shall have the real annual motion of Arcturus

towards the parallactic centre l",09 1
,
and that of Aldeba-

ran towards the opposite part of the heavens, in which

the solar apex is placed, will be l",091 likewise 5 the

first in a direction 550 29' 39" south-preceding, the latter

88<^ 16' 31" north-following their respective parallels;

and a composition of these motions with the parallactic

ones arising from the given solar motion, will produce

the apparent motions of these stars which have been es-

tablished by observation. But since Arcturus, by the

hypothesis which has been adopted in Table VIII. is a

nearer star than Aldebaran, the velocities of the real mo-

tions, describing these equal arches will be 1309109 in the

former and 1527780 in the latter. And it is not the

arches but these velocities that must be equalized.

Therefore, in order to have this required equality, let the

solar motion be 1",718865 then will a velocity of 1399478

in Arcturus, and 1399842 in Aldebaran, which are suf-

ficiently equal, occasion such angular real motions in the

two stars as will bring them, when compounded with

their parallactic motions, to the apparent places in which

we $nd them by observation.

Before we proceed, it will be proper to obviate sL re-

mark that may be made against this way of equalization

01'
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or approach to equality. We have said that the caku-

investigation
lated velocities are such as would be true if the stars^wcre «^ f^ie propc

at the assumed distanccRj and if ilicir real motions were ^°^^^"
^ ^ ^

performed in lines at right angles to the visual ray; id

^hich it may here be objected that the last of these as-

Stimptions is so far from huviiip, any proof in its favour,

that even the highest probability is against it. We may
admit the truth of what the objection states, without ap-

prehending that any error could arise on that account, if

the solar motion were determined by this method. For

if the stars do not move at right anglers to the visual ray,
their real velocity will exceed the calculated one ;

so that

in the first place we should certainly have the minimum
of their velocities : and if we were obliged, for want of

data, to leave the other limit of the motion unascertained,
it must be allowed to be a considerable point gained if

we could shew what is likely to be the least velocity of

the solar motion
; but a more satisfactory defence of the

method is, that if we were to assume a mean of all the

angular deviations from the perpendicular to the visual

ray that may take place in the directions of the real mo-

tions of the stars, the only position we could fix upon as

a mean would be an inclination of 45 degrees. For in

this case the cliance of a greater or smaller deviation

would be equal ; and when a number of stars are taken,
the deviations either way iuight then be supposed to com-

pensate each other ; but what is chiefly to our purpose,
not only the angle of 45 degrees, but also any other,

that might be fixed upon as a proper one to represent

the mean quantity of sideral motions, would lead exactly
to the same result of the solar velocity to be investigated.

For if t*e velocities of any two stars were equalized, '

when their motions are supposed to be perpendicular to

the visual ray, they would be as much so when they make

any other given angle with it ; and it is. the equalization

or approach to equality and not the quantity of the velo-

cities that is the spirit of this method, I have only to

add, that an equalization of the solar motion with that of

any star selected for the purpose may be had by a direct

method of calculation, and will therefore be of great use

in settling the rate of the motion to be determined,

Vol. XV,—Nov. 180G. I i U
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Investigation It must be evident from what has been said, that a cer-

of the proper ^j^j^ p^^jj^p ^3^^^ ^j. ^riiddle rank, should be assigned to the

sun. motion of the sun, unless very suflicient reasons should

induce us to depart from this condition. To obtain thit

end must consequently be our principal aim
;
and if wo

' can at the same time bring the sidereal motions to a great-

er equality among each other, it will certainly be a very

proper secondary consideration.

There are two ways of taking a mean of the sidereal

motions, one of them may be called the rate and the

other the rank. For instance, a number equal to the

mean rate of the six numbers, % 6, 13, 15, 17, 1 9, would

be 12 ; but one that should hold a middle rank between

the three highest and three lowest of the six would be 14.

In assigning the rate of the solar motion it appears to be

most eligible that it should hold a middle rank among the

sidereal velocities. We shall however find that nearly

the same result will be obtained from either of the

methods.

With respect to our second consideration, w^e may see

that it also admits of a certain modification by the choice

of the solar motion ; for in Table IX. when this motion is

1",5 the velocity of Arcturus 1565735, will exceed that

of Sirius, 217007, more than seven times; whereas a

solar motion of l" will give us the proportional velocities

of these stars as 188867 to 465174; and the former will

then exceed the latter only four times.

Calculations for druwing Figures that Kill represent the

oljserved Motions of the Stars.

The necessary calculations for investigating the solar

motion are of considerable extent, and may be divided

into two classes, the first of which will remain unaltered

whatsoever be the solar motion under examination, while

the other must be adjusted to every change that may bo

required.

The direction of the sun remaining as it has been settled

in the first part of this Paper, the permanent computa-
tion of each star will contain the annual quantity of the

observed or apparent motion, its direction with the pa^

rallel of the star, its direction with the parallactic motion,
and
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and its velocity. The changeable part will consist of the investigation

angular quantity of the real motion, the parallactic direc- °^
^^^ proper

^. -
, . f , . , .

' * inotion of the
tion of this motion, and its velocity. sun.

Before we can make a calculation of the required velo-

cities, we must fix upon the probable relative distance of

the rest of the stars, in the same manner as we have

done with the first six. In this 1 have thought it advisa-

ble to distinguish the stars that, from their lustre, may be

called principal, and have limited their extent to the

brightest of the second magnitude, on account of the un-

certainty which still remains about their progressive dis-

tances. For though it appears reasonable to allow that

the bright stars of the second magnitude may be twice as

far from us as those of the first, it will admit of some

doubt whether this rule ought to be strictly followed up
to the 3d, 4th, 5th, and 6th magnitude j especially when
it is not easy to ascertain the boundaries which should

limit the magnitudes of very small stars.

The number of these principal stars is 24. The re-

maining 12 are also arranged by admitting that their mag-
nitudes express their relative distances; and notwith-

standing the doubtfulness we have noticed, their testimony
with respect to the proper quantity of a solar motion,

though it should be received with some diffidence, must

not be neglected ; some considerable alteration in their

supposed distances, however, would have but little effect

upon the conclusions intended to be drawn from their

velocities.

The following Table contains the result ofthe calcula-

tions that relate to the permanent quantities. In the first

and second columns, we have the names of the stars, and

their assigned relative distances. The third gives the

apparent angular motions, and the fourth their direction.

The fifth contains the direction of the same motions, with

respect to the parallactic motions arising from the given
solar direction ; and the sixth gives the velocity of the

stars which produce the quantity of the apparent motions.

I i 2 Table
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Table X.

Names of the
Stars.
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The contents of this Table will enable us to examine
investi^atioa

the motions of the stars in different points of view. For of the proper

instance, by the apparent motions in the third column, ^^^^^

and their directions in the fourth, a figure may be drawn

which will represent the actual state of the heavens, with

respect to those annual changes in the situations of our

36 stars, which in astronomical tables are called their

proper motions.

Fig* 1, Plate VI. gives us these motions brought into

one view, so that by supposing successively every one of

the stars to be represented by the central point of the

figure, we may see the angular quantity and direction of

the several annual proper motions represented by the

line which is drawn from the centre to each star. By this

means wc have the comparative arrangement and quantity
of fuese movements with respect to their directions.

Fig. 3 represents the same motions, but instead of be-

ing drawn so as to show theit directions with regard to

the several meridians and parallels of the stars, they are

laid down by the angles contained in the fifth column ;

and will therefore indicate their arrangement with re-

spect to a line drawn from the solar apex toward the

parallactic centre. These directions will remain the

same, whatever may be the velocity of the solar motion

upon which we shall ultimately fix, provided no change be

made in the situation of the apex toward which the sun

ha^ been admitted to move.

In these two figures, the lines drawn from the centre

give us only the angular changes of the places that have,

been either observed or calculated, and not the velocities

which are required in the stars to produce them. It will

therefore be necessary to represent the velocities by two

other figures, in which the same directions are preserved,

but where the extent of each line is made proportional to

the distance of the stars in the second column.

Fig. 2 is drawn according to this plan; the angles of

the directions remain as in the fourth column, but the

lines are lengthened so as to give us the velocities con-

tained in the sixth.

In Fig. 4, the angles of the 3d figure are preserved,

'but the liaes are again lengthened as in Fig, 2.

N, B. The&e
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N. B. These two last figures w«ukl have been of an

inconvenioiit size if they had been drawn on the sanle

scale ^vith the two foregoing ones, for which reason, in

comparing the ^(\ and 4th with the 1st and 3d, it must be

remembered that the former are reduced to one half of

the dimensions of the latter.

[The Conclusion in our next.]

XII.

DiscoverT/ of a Nezo Vegetable Principle in Asparagus,

(Asparagus Sativus. Linn,), By Messrs, Vauquelin
and RoBiQUET*.

New vegetable
JOV examining more attentively than was formerly done

principle in as- the products of vegetation, modern chemists have distin-

paragus.
guished a great number of substances unknown to the

antients ;
but it is a long time, I apprehend, since any

immediate principle has been discovered which is so

singular and interesting as that of which we are about to

speak.

During the last summer, Mr. Robiquet, a young che-

mist, who unites solidity of reasoning to a great skill inr

experiments, subjected upon the invitation of Mr. Par-

mentier, the juice of asparagus to chemical analysis, of

which the interesting results are to be found in our

Annals.

Two kinds of Having set aside in my laboratory, during a journey
crystals formed which he made, a certain quantity of the juice of aspara-

Sparaeus?^

°
S^-^? concentrated by evaporation, I observed a considera-

ble number of crystals, among which tvro appeared to

me to belong to new substances ; and as their form,

transparency and taste were different, it was easy for me
to separate them.

Description of ^^^ ^^ these kinds was perfectly white and transpa-

one kind rent after having been several times crystallized.
—Its

taste is cool and slightly nauseous, so as to occasion a

* Annales de Chimiei Jan. I606.

secretion
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secretion of the saliva ; it is hard, brittle, and of a regular

form.

The other kind which is also white, is not so transpa- and of the

rent nor hard, neither has it the same form ;
on the con- ^^^^^'

trary, it has little consistence, is crystallized in the shape

of fine needles, and its taste is perceptibly saccharine,

resembling that of manna.

Mr. Robiquet in making the analysis we have alluded

to, had noticed the first of these substances, but he took

it for an ammoniacal salt, because in the very small quan-

tity of imperfectly purified crystals he could then obtain,

it retained between its plates. According to all appear-

ance, some traces of salt with base of ammonia, with

which the juice of asparagus abounds, and which misled Figure of the

him. Since that time we have in conjunction submitted
^"{^13!"

this substance to new experiments, the principal of which

follow. The form which it effects in its crystallization,

according to M. Hauy, to whom we sent a certain quan-

tity, is derived from a right rhomboidal prism, of which

the great angle of the base is about 130 degrees. The

borders of this base, and the two angles, situated at the

extremity of its greater diagonal, are replaced by facets.

This substance is moderately soluble in water, and its They are sola-

solution gives no signs of acid or alcali. The infusion of
^^^^"

water,

nut galls, the acetate of lead, the oxalate of ammonia, the add nor alka-

muriate of barytes, and the hydro-sulphuret of potash,
line,

produced no change in its solution. Alcohol does not

dissolve it.

As these experiments indicate that the substance in They are not

question is not a salt with an earthy base, we triturated earthy iior anv.

. , -ill,-, moniacal.
a certain quantity with caustic potash and a little water,

in order to see whether ammonia would be disengaged;

but no traces were exhibited. The potash appeared to

ns to render it more soluble in water.

As we saw that it contained neither earth nor ammonia, »-nor neutral,

we directed our enquiries to ascertain the existence of the

alcalis, and for that purpose w^ burned a somewhat con-

siderable quantity in a crucible of platina. At first it

swelled up and emitted penetrating vapours which affected

the eyes and the nose like the smoke of wood. It af-

.forded a large portion of charcoal, which had no taste and

left
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left nothing after its incineration but an almost impercep-
tible trace of earth, which no doubt was casually pro.
sent.

Towards the end of the decomposition of this substance,
the odour which was disengaged was somewhat similar to

that of animal matter, and likewise inclining to that of

ammonia.
Action ofnitric The nitric acid decomposes this substance, nitrous gas

being disengaged while the fluid assumes a yellow colour

and a bitter taste, like animal substances. When tho

action of the nitric acid is completed, lime disengages

abundance of ammonia from the liquid.

This alkali is therefore formed in the operation we have

described, since the substance from asparagus did not

afford perceptible signs before.

General con- This substance is not an acid sincfe it docs not redden
cuMons.

the tincture of tarnsole, and has not the taste which all

these subst:ances have in a more or less eminent degrQC.

It is not a neutral salt because it contains neither earth

nor alkali ; but as it affords by means of fire the same

products as regetables, wcare obliged to consider it as an

immediate principle of asparagus.

It is probable that like them it is composed of hidrogen

oxigen, and carbon, in particular proportions ; it is nb

less probable that it has likewise a small quantity of azote ;

this at least seems to be indicated by the smell, which is

disengaged by heat, and the ammonia wliich it forms with

the nitric acid.

The authors Though we have obtained a considerable quantity of
intend to pur- ^j^j^ substance, we have not been able to submit it to a
sue their cxpc-

'

riments. greater number of experiments, because most part of it was

scattered in our laboratory, and there only remained the

little portion which we gave to Mr. Ilauy to determine

its form. We have nevertheless thought it proper to

communicate these facts to the Institute, in order to fix

the date of its discovery, and it is our intention to proceed

in our examination on thtii' return of the asparagus sea-

son. We shall also endeavour to ascertain whether this

singular matter do not exist in other vegetables.

The second With regard to the saccharine matter which we also

wa8^°^roJaW^'^^^^"'^^'**^®J^^^® °^*^P^'^^S"^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^ sufficient

wminfr
* ^

quantity
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quantity to ascertain what species of sugar it might most

nearly resemble ;
we take it to be manna.

We may therefore consider it as decided that besides Conclusion.

the principles discorerod in the jui6e of asparagus by
Mr. Robiquet, there e^^ists in it a principle which is crys-

tallizablc like the salts, but is neither acid nor neutral,

and of which the solution in water is not aft'ected by any
of the reagents usually employed to ascertain (he presence

and nature of the salts dissolved in water; and also

another principle which appears to resemble manna.

XIII.

A Chemical Examination of Native Cinnabar. Bt/

M. Kl.APROTII.

I. The Cinnabar of Japan,

HE cinnabar of Japan is brought to Europe in the External cha-

form of single grains, more or less large and crystalline,
racters of thq

w , . ^ , , , f , . 1
cjnnabar of la-

Its colour is of a deep cochineal red, approaching the
pan.

grey colour of steel in the places which arenot damaged;
in others it is of a scarlet red, inclining to a brick-dust

colour. The grains are fragments of ilattened hexahe-

dral prisms ; externally smooth and of a metallic lustre ;

internally very bright and of a semi-metallic lustre.

Their fracture crosswise is conchoidal, but longitudinally,

it is obscurely lamellated. This mineral is tender, its

scrapings of a scarlet red, and its specific gravity=7.710.
Its fragments sometimes include specks of pyrites, and in

other instances they adhere to a quartzose gangue. In

order to distribute these heterogeneous parts uniformly

through the mass of grains subjected to analysis, they were

mixed and pounded together.

J. One thousand grains of this powder were sublimed
impurities sc-

in a small glass retort with a receiver adapted thereto, and parated from

filled w ith water. The water of the receiver acquired a he^t^

turbid yellowish appearance from the particles of sulphur,

which were volatilized. It had a faint smell of sulphura-

ted hidrogen, and a slight taste of sulphureous acid. The

matter remaining in the retort weighed 38 grains. It was

Vol. XV.—Nov. 1806. H k digeste(\
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digested with muriatic acid ;
the iron from the pyritous

particles ^as dissolved and the quartzQse gangue re-

mained.

Solution of the B' One lumdrcd and four grains of the mineraj, which
nic.allic part, (^qj,^ ^jje preceding experiment contained 100 grains of

pure cinnabar, Mere reduced to an extremely fine powder,
and put into 500 grains of muriatic acid (sp. grav. 1,125)

and heated : sulphurated hidrogen gas was disengaged.

Into the solution was poured drop by drop, 100 grains of

nitric acid (sp. grav. 1,235). Every time the acid was

added, there was an immediate effervescence. In this

manner the process was carried on till the decomposition
of the cinnabar, and the complete solution of the metallic

parts were effected.

Combustion of ^^ fhe sulphur that remained was of a greyish yellow
the sulphur. , ^.^ ^ . . , .. . i i , V « •

colour and m some degree viscid : it weighed 11,8 grains.

It was burned in a roasting test and left a blackish resi-

due of 1,5 grains, so that the contents of pure sulphur
were 10,3.

c. The lively action of the nitric acid upon cinnabar,

gives reason to believe that part of the sulphur was con-

verted into sulphuric acid, by the oxigen of the decom-

posed nitric acid.

Deduction of In order to ascertain the quantity of sulphur which had

lulphur^whidi iindergone this change, the solution of the metallic part of

had been acidi- the cinnabar (which was of a yellow colour, on account
fied,andthence ^f j^Qn) ^as taken and decomposed by means of a solu-

of mercury and tion of muriate of barytes. The sulphate of barytes
sulphur in the which fell down, after having been ignited, weighed 30

grains ; which answers to 4,2 grains of sulphur. A small

quantity likewise escaped which has contributed to the

formation of sulphurated hidrogen gas; but as this quan-

tity did not exceed one fourth of a grain, we may conclude

that 100 parts of pure cinnabar contain 14,75 of sul-

phur.

Analysis in the C 1040 grains of the mineral, containing, according
drywayafFord- ^q ^Jj^ essay A, 1000 grains of pure cinnabar, were mixed

gult.

'

with half their weight of iron filings, and distilled in a

suitable apparatus: the mercury thus obtained, being

carefully collected weighed 845 grains,

FroDi
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From these essays wo may conclude that 100 parts of

Japan cinnabar, exclusive of its foreign parts, contain

Mercury ... 84,50

Sulphur . . . 14,75

99,25

IT. Cinnabar of Neumaerktel in Carniola,

Among the cinnabar mines of Europe, that of Terhitz External clia-

- rac''crs of tiic

on the mountain of Z/o/^/ near Neumaerktel, in Carniola, cinnabar of

is particularly distinguished by the beauty of the specimen Carniola.

it affords.

The colour of this mineral is of a lively cochineal red.

It is found in masses of considerable size, in a compact
calcareous stone, of a blackish grey, and crossed by veins

of white calcareous spar. The faces of contact of the

ore against its gangue are brilliant, with a metallic aspect^

the cross fracture is of little brilliancy, of a shining greasy

aspect. It is obscurely luminated and irregular in other

directions. The fragments are of an indeterminate form

with obtuse edges. The masses are composed of thin

separate laminae, striated on the faces of separation. This

mineral is translucid ; its scrapings or powder of a very

lively scarlet; it is very tender, and weighs 8,16.

A, 100 grains of this cinnabar were reduced to very ^'^Hy^^V^^ J^'
fine powder, and then boiled in 500 grains of muriatic

^gy,
acid. Sulphurated hidrogen gas was separated, and 100

grains of nitric acid was gradually added. The metallic

part having been entirely dissolved, there remained 10,20

grains of sulphur of a clear yellow, which bei»g burned

on a test, left no residue. The muriate of barytes pre-

cipitated 27 grains ofsulphate of barytes, containing 3,80

grains of sulphur. Admitting three fourths of a grain of

this substance to have existed in the sulphurated hidrogen

gas, it will follow that 1425 parts of sulphur Avere con-

tained in 100 of the cinnabar.

B. Five hundred grains of cinnabar were distilled with ^^^
^^^^ ^^

half its weight of iron filings. The mercury obtained

from this operation, carefully coUectad, weighed 425

K k 3 grain?.,
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grains, whence it follows that 100 parts of cinnabar; con.

tain by analysis

Mercury . . 85,0

Sulphur . . -"Ij^S

XIV.

Notice of some Experiments made by the Galvanic Society
at Paris*.

Pile without I.alvJLo MARECIIAUX, of Wesel, correspondent

any moisture, of the Galvanic Society, announced to them that

he had determined that water, whether pure or mixed

with an acid, or charged with any salt, is not indispensa-

bly required for producing the eft'ects of galvanism. He

added, that some time ago he had constructed columns of

zinc and brass with the interposition of discs of card, not

moistencdy which were very useful. The Galvanic So-

ciety was of course desirous of verifying a fact of this

nature, and determined to repeat the experiments of M.

Marechaux, as described in his letter,

—verified by Discs of zinc, which had been before used, were cleaned

experiment. and restored to their usual polish. Similar pieces were

made out of new brass, A vertical column of 49 pieces
of discs was formed by the interposition of pieces of card,
not moistened, standing upon a plate of brass, of greater

dimensions, having three holes near its edges, through

which, cords of silk were passed iu order to support the

whole apparatus. These cords were tied together at top,
and the whole column suspended by them. This pile

It was weak, which M. Marechaux distinguishes by the name oiColonne

pendiiley was put into communication with the electric

micrometer of M. Marechaux, simplified by M. Veau de

Launayf and it manifested an intensity of 360 degrees J,
which

"* Annales de Chimie, Jan. i8o6.

f See Journ. de Phys. Messidor, an. XIV.—See also our Journal,
XIV. p. 350.~N.

1 By intensity we deii9te the measure of the distance, at which

a leaf
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•which was ascertained to be the effect of galvanic action,

and not from the electricity of the atmosphere.
This first experiment was repeated and varied in differ- The same re-

ent ways. Blotting paper was substituted instead of the *^

pieces of card to the number of four for each, and there

was no effect produced. Discs of card, dried in the oven

were used, and the mean term of attraction in several

experiments was 372 degrees. With the same pieces

and twenty-five pair of discs only, the attraction

was 160. The experiment was afterwards made with a

column, having the same number of pairs of metallic discs

but without the interposition of any pieces of card. In

these circumstances no effect was produced.
These first results would have been sufficient for the So-

Question how

ciety to confirm the fact announced by M. Marechaux, far they may

and which was intended to be verified ; but this galvanic
P*^®^^ ^^^

action of the pendulous column was not proved, but by
the help of an instrument of very great sensibility, and

with regard to quantities scarcely to be estimated. It

remains therefore for the Society to ascertain the advan-

tage which it is possible to derive for the progress of gal-

vanism, by means of a discovery so important, by em-

ploying more powerful modes of action, and by compar-

ing them with the effects obtained from piles excited by
humidity or by saline solutions. The class of the Society
w hich is employed on physical researches,has been charged
to direct its investigations. »

II. A notice appeared in the Moniteur of the 22nd of Pile of vcgeta-

Brumaire last, that Dr. Joseph Baronio of Milan, had pub.
ble matteronly,

lished a description of a galvanic pile, formed of vegetable
matters only, with an invitation to philosophers to

repeat and vary his experiments, flattering himself that

they would serve to extend the application of the theory
of galvanism to the whole of vegetable life. The Gal-

vanic Society was called upon to answer th^s observation

of Pr. Baronio*.

a leaf of gold, suspended to a vertical stem of brass, is attracted

towards another stem of the same metal, terminating in a ball, whea
these two stems are in communication with the two poles of the pile.

Each degree of this measure answers to the eighteen thousandth of

an inch.

* Annales dc Chimie, Jsp. i8o6.

A pile
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The experi- A pile was accordingly formed by them In his manner :

mcnt repeated,
gj^^y equal discs of walnut-tree were made, two inches

in diameter, having a raised edge of one eighth of an inch

high. These pieces were boiled in vinegar and with these

and round pieces of raw beet root and of a thick raddish,

(raphanus sativus of Linna3us,) a pile was constructed of

sixty couple of pieces of beet root and raddish, separated

by discs of wood, on the upper extremity of each of which

was poured by means of the border, a solution of the

acidulous tartrite of potash in vinegar. Lastly, at the

lower extremity of the pile was placed a leaf of cochlea-

ria, and at the upper extremity a double-band of blotting

paper, steeped in vinegar. Every thing being thus dis-

posed agreeably to the full description inserted in the

Moniteur ; frogs properly prepared for the action of this

pile, were placed with the leaf of cochlearia in contact

with their spinal marrow, and the band of paper with their

Ij ^jjj ^Qj ,^j..
muscles. Three frogs being thus successively and re-

cced, peatedly presented, shewed not the least motion, though

they were sufficiently sensible to be strongly agitated

when being supported on a knife to bring them near the

conductor of the pile, they were in contact with the blade

or silver mounting of the handle. After having made every

probable experiment with these frogs without success,

the pile was brought into communication with the electo-

micrometer, upon which also it produced no effect. The
same instrument was then presented to a pendulous pile,

constructed after the manner of M, Marechaux, composed
of 60 pair of new discs of copper and of zinc, with

the interposition of pieces of card, not moistened. The

intensity was about 180 degrees. At the same moment
the frogs which had been presented to the vegetable pile

were put into communication with this last, and they gave
no indicaHon of sensibility.

The electro mi- The Galvanic Society did not therefore obtain in the ex-
crometer more

periments indicated by Dr. Baronio, the results which

frogs.
^® announced ; but they have served to show that the

electro-micrometer made use of, is still more sensible than

frogs, to shew the smallest effects of galvanism.
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XV.
Observations on the Congelation of Water. By M, Dis-

PAN, Professor of Chemistry at Toulouse,

jnLBOUT the close of the winter of the year XI. we Remarkable

had at Toulouse, after several days of a temperature re- factofcongela-

markably mild, a return of cold very sudden and strong; ing water,

the canal was frozen in one or two nights, and there was which did not
, , . , , - XL •

1.
freeze under »

skating, a spectacle very uncommon la this country, bridge.
The ice remained for eight hours without thawing; but

notwithstanding this, the water under the bridges was

never frozen, not even slightly. This singularity was no-

ticed with surprize by every one, and I was for a long
time at a loss to discover the cause. I think I now un-

derstand it.

The earliest and the latter frosts are called white frosts. Explanation.
and their cause is well understood. The white appear- Black and

ance is formed by the dew, which crystallizes as it falls.
^"^'^ ^°*'''

The hard frosts in the depth of winter are, on the con-

trary, called black frosts, and this expression is. equally

a,pplicable to the appearance of the ground in that cir-

cumstance. For this effect it is requisite that the cold

should have previoisly deprived the atmosphere of the

moisture it contained. No hirg is precipitated; but the

water upon the ground or soaked info it becomes solid.

In fact, when a cold night suddenly follows a succession Their cause,

of warm days, as iiappens at Toulouse at the times I men-

tion, an abundant hoar frost succeeds. The still waters

receive such a quantity, that their caloric, already in part
absorbed at the surface by the coldness of the air, can no

longer keep up the fluid state. The hoar frost, or pre-

cipitated ice, then forms a pellicle at the surface of the

water, and by its contact determines the congelation
from one part to the other to a certain thickness.

This is not the case with running waters. These hy
their continual motion prevent the hoar frost from form- which running

ing a coating to the surface. The frozen particles as they
water congeals,

fall from the atmosphere are immersed and mixed with

the stream ; and when the coldness of the atmosphere
itself
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itself determines the crystallization, the same thing hap-"
pens with regard to thespicular crystals thus beginning to

be formed. This is the reason why rivers always bt'gin

to freeze near their marshy sides, and at places where

the current is the least rapid.

— And stand- But to return to the stagnant waters. However abun-

mg water, ^^^^^ ^^ y^^ ^j^^ deposition of hoar frost, the water bc-
which explains , / . , .,, . - . %¥,, ~ «

the phenome-
neath abridge will receive no part of it. Ihe surface of

a* the water has therefore this cause of refrigeration less than

\ at the other parts. Its caloric is not taken away but by
the mere contact of the air. This condition would bo

sufficient to render its congelation much more slow ; but

its fluidity is not less preserved by its surface being de-

j

fended from the predominating action of the hoar frost,

I

which would follow if that obstacle were not interposed.

Other facts of These facts enabled me to explain certain experiments
the same kind,

urged by a philosophical gentleman at Paris a few years

i.^ ago, to support his opinion on the existence of a mate-

rial principle under the name offrigoric. The author of

these experiments assured me, that in a frosty night the

frigoric fell perpendicularly from the atmosphere upon
the surface of the earth ; and he offered the following

proof. If plates filled with water be exposed to the

open air at night, and it be cold enough, the water will

freeze; but if one of these vessels be covered with a pane
of glass, or any other body, that water will not freeze,

even though the covering body do not rest immediately

upon the plate. It is sufficient, continued the author,

that the fall of the frigoric be interrupted, no matter

whether from an higher or lower distance; and to com-

plete his demonstration, he added the following experi»

ment, which at first aspect seems very cogent, and is cer-

tainly very interesting. It is as follows : place in the

evening, at a certain distance above a plate filled with

water, a funnel, of which the diameter shall be less than

that of the plate, you will find the next day a ring of

ice formed round the circumference ; but all the water

situated perpendicularly beneath the funnel will remain

fluid.

Explanation,
I h^ve not repeated this last experiment ; but every

thing leads me to conclude that it would succeed in favor*

able
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iible circumstances ; that is to say, when the air holding

a, certain quantity of water in solution, shall be forced to

deposit it all at once in the solid form. We see conse-

qucnlly that in this case, without hav ing recourse to the

existence of a frigorific principle, the hoarfrost falling on

the sides of the funnel will be guided toward the edges of

the plate, where a ring of ice will be formed before the

middle shall become congealed.

253

XVI.

Practical Rules for reducing the apparent Distance of

the Moon from (he Sun or afixed Star to the true Dis^

tance^ for the Purpose of ascertaining the Longitude

of the Place ofObservation, Bj/ a Correspondent.

-A.T some former periods of my life I was not unfre-
origin of the

quently in the habit of amusing myself with practical Investigation,

astronomy, and, amongst other departments of it, with

what are usually called the common lunar observations.

In the course of these it was impossible to avoid remarks

ing that none of the rules given atth« end of the " He- Former rules

quisite Tables" for reducing the apparent to the true dis- Jhensome to

tances are by any means so short, or so easy to be remem- the memory.

bered, as might be wished; and that it would be highly

desirable to diminish the labour of this process. I was,

indeed, previous to the investigation of the methods here-

after described, usually accustomed to prefer the direct

solution of the two triangles, in the former of which the

apparent co-altitudes and observed distance are given,

and the vertical angle required, and in the other of which
^

the true co-altitudes and azimuthal angle are given, and

the base or true distance required. The following me-

thods of performing this reduction, which I then hit upon,

appearing however to me to be somewhat more eligible

than any others which I have seen, I shall venture to

communicate them to the public through the medium of

the Philosophical Journal. They are all founded on the Analogies on

t>ro following well-known analogies, viz. Tliat the r«ct- which the fol-

angle of the sines of the sides containing the vertical
a'J^Jfounded*

Vot.XV.—Nov. 1806. L 1 angle

^ ^ ^
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angle : the square of radhis : : the rectangle of the sines

of the differences between thie half-sura of the three sides,

and .each of those lirst-mentioned sides : the square of

the sine of half the contained angle; and : : the differ-

ence between the versed sines, (or the sum or difference

of the co-si)ies.) of the base and of the difference of the

sides : the versed sine, (or sum or difference of radius

and co-sine,) of the same angle.

RULE I*.

Arstrule. j. If the apparent distance be greater than 90°, take

the sum, otherwise take the difference,, of its natural

co-sine and the natural co-sine of the difference of th«

apparent altitudes, and call it A.

2. Add together the arithmetical complements of the

logarithmic co-sines of the observed altitudes, the logarith-

mic co-sines of the true altitudes, and the logarithm ofA;

reject 20 from the index, and find the correspondent na-

tural number, which call B.

3. The difference between this number and the natural

co-sine of the difference of the true altitudes is the natur^,!

co-sine of the observed distance, which v?ill be greater op-.

less than 90<» accordingly as B js greater or less than the

last-n?entiQned co-sine,

RULE II.

Second rule, 1, Add together the two apparent co-altitudies and the

use of

^

at r 1
^PP^^*^"*^ distance, and take the difference between their

niimberg. half-snm and each of the apparent co-altitudes sepa-

rately.

2. Add together the arithmetical complements of the

4 logarithmic co-sines of the two apparent altitudes, the

logarithmic sines of the two before-mentioned differences,

and the logarithmic co-sines of the true altitudes, and

halve the sum,

* Since writing the above I find that there is a method perfectly

analogous to this in Mr. Thos. Keith's Trigonometry, published in

, and differing only in hjs using secants in one part of the

process instead of co-sines. As I think it, however, a very useful

mode of reduction, I have not struck it out, but shall content my-
self with thus resigning to that gentleman the merit of the first

publicatipn of it, Q^
3. Subtract
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S. Subtract from this half-sum the logarithmic sine of

half the difference of the true altitudes, and the remainder

will be a logarithmic tangent.

4. Find the correspondent logarithmic sine, subtract

it from the before-mentioned half-sum, and the remainder

will be the logarithmic sine of half the true distance.

RULE III.

1. Add together the arithmetical complemetit of the Third rule,

logarithmic sine of half the apparent distance and the
^j^^

without

logarithmic sine of half the difference of the apparent ^^^al numbers.

altitudes, and their sum will be the logarithmic co-sine

of an arc, which call A.

2. Add together half the sum of the logarithmic co-

sines of the true altitudes, the logarithmic sine of half the

difference of the apparent altitudes, and the logarithmic

tangent of A.

3. Add together also half the sum of the logarithmic
co-sines of the apparent altitudes and the logarithmic sine

of half the difference of the true altitudes*

4. The difference between these sums is a logarithmic

tangent of an arc, which call B.

5. To the logarithmic sine of half the difference of the

true altitudes add the arithmetical complement of the

logarithmic co-sine of B, and their sum will be the loga-

rithmic sine of half the true distance.

RULE IV.

1. Add together the arithmetical complement of the Fourth rule,

logarithmic sine of half the apparent distance and the analogous to

logarithmic sine of half the difference of the apparent
^ ^

altitudes, and their sum will be the logarithmic co-sine of

an arc, which call A.

2. Find the logarithmic sine of A ; subtract from it

the before-mentioned arithmetical complement, and dou-

ble the remainder.

3. Add to this doubled remainder the arithmetical

complements of the logarithmic co-sines of the apparent

altitudes, and the logarithmic co-sines of the true alti-

tudes, and halve the sum.

4. From this half-sum smbtract the logarithmic sine of

LI 2 half
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Example ;-

half the difference of <hc (rue altitudes, and the remain-

der will be a logarithuiic tangent.
5. Find the corrcsjioiulont logarithmic sine ; sub(ract

it from the before-mentioned half-sum, and thfe remainder

vvill be the logarithmic sine of hall" the true distance.

We will work one of the cases given in the '•
Requisite

Tables" by each of these rules.

ExAMPLi:.

Let the apparent distance of the moon from a

star be 89''. 58'. 6". the apparent altitude of the

star 5*^. 6'. that of the moon 84°. 46'. and her hori-

zontal parallax 61'. 18'.; what is their true dis-

tance?

In this case the correction for the moon's paral-
lax and refraction taken from Tab. VIII. Requisite

Tables, is + 5', 30".; and that for the star's refrac-

tion from Table I.—9'. 44".; so that their true alti-

tudes are 84°. 51'. 30". and 4^. 56'. 16".

, , , The7i, by the First Rule.
»— worked by f

-^

ih« first rule: -Nat. COS. 79°. 40 1793746
Nat. CO?. 89°. 58'. G". .000552"

A.-... .1/88219

Ar. comp. log. cos. 84° . 46' 1 .0399483

5°. 6' 0.001722S

Log. COS. 84°. 51'. 30" 8.9523977
4°. 56'. 16". ...--...-. 9.9983855

Log. A „ T.2524208

Log^B 1.2448751

xVat. COS. 79°. 55'. 14" 1750135
B. nat 1757418

Diff. 0007283

==: nat. COS. 90°. 2\ 30". 3. tlie true distance.
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Or, by the Second Rule: «-. by the sc-

As. comp. log. COS. 84**. 46' 1.0399483 cond rule;

5°. 6' 0.0017228 <

Lag. sin. 5°. 9'., 3" 8.9531696

84^.49'. 3" 9.9982210

Ldg. COS. 84*>.5l'. 30" 8.9523977

4°. 56'. 16' 9.9983852

2)38.9438446

19.4719223

Idg.siri. S9°. 57'. 37" 9.8077084^

Log. tan. (24^. 46'-f) 9.6642139

Correspondent log. sine 9.6222792

Which subtracted from abore\ ^ 8496431 «^^^^^'*^^'

half-sum, gives .-.. ./

=s
log. sine 45°. 1'. 15". 15. half the true distance.

Or, by the Third Rule. _ . ^^ ^^^^
As. comp. log. sin. 44°. 59'. 3". .- 0.1506351 rule;

*

Log. sine 39°. 50' *.. 9.8065575

Log. cos. A. (== 25°. 1', 4-) 9.9571926

Log. C^^. 84°. ^l'. 30' --.v^-*^ 8.9523977

4°. 56'. re"-.,-.;-!!.^ 9.9983852

2)18.9507859

9.4753914

Log. sin. 39**. 50' 9.8065575

Log, tan. A..- 9.6691375©

•

IstSurii. 2^8.951086*
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Log. COS. 84°. 46' 8.9600517
5°. 6' 9.9982772

2)18.9583289

9.4791644

Log. sin. 39^ 57'. 3Y' 9.8077084

2d Sum 19.2868728

DifF. sums= log. tan. B. (=24^.46'. +)9.6642136

As. comp. correspond, log. cos. . « 0.0419345

Log. sin. 39°- 57'. 37" 9.8077084

Sum=log. sin. 45^. 1'. 15". 15 as before 9.8496429

Ovy by the Fourth Rule,
-.bythefourth ^s. comp. log. sin. 44*>. 59'' 3" 0.1506351

"^Z* Log. sin. 39°. 50' 9.8065575

Log. cos. A. (= 25°. 1'. +) 9.9571926

Log. sin. A 9.6263301

BifF. bet. it and the above as corap. 9.4756950

2

18.9513900

Ar. comp. log. cos. 84**. 46' 1.0399483

5''. 6' 0.0017228

Log. cos. 84°. 51'. 30". -., 8.9523977

4°. 56'. 16". .- 9.9983852

2)38.9438440

Half-sum 19.4T 19220

log. sin. 3^^. 57', 37\ 9.8077084
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Log. tan. (24°. 46'. +) 9.6642136

Correspondent log. sine, which sub-"^
tract from above half-sum

6222790

Diff.==log. sin. 45°. l'. 15". 1 5. half \
.u . A' . 1 ^ r 9.8496430
the true distance, as betore J

The advantages of the preceding modes of reduction Advantages of

are, that they are not difficult in practice, that they are
*^ ^" "*

perfectly correct, that they may be applied without

using any but the common tables, that they are not in-

cumbered with any complex distinction of cases, and that

their results are void of ambiguity.
IGthDec. IS05. Q.

SCIENTIFIC NEWS,

National Institute of France,

The Class of Mathematical and Physical Sciences of j^ational Insti-

the National Institute of France held its public session on tute ef France,

the 7th of July last. The order of the readings was as J"*^ ^' ^^°^'

follows :
'

1 . The mathematical prize proposed for the month of

January 1809 was announced.

2. A notice of the proceedings of the Class, from the

1st Messidor in the year XIII. to the 1st July 1806,

philosophical department, was read by M. Cuvier, the

perpetual secretary.

% A like notice of the mathematical part of the Class

during the same interval was read by M. Delambre, per-

petual secretary.

4. A memoir on the affi^nities of bodies for light, by
M.Biot.

5. A memoir on the adhesion of the particles of water

to eaeh other. By the Count of Rumford, foreign asso-

ciate.

6. IJistorical Uulogium on M. Cells. By C. Cuvier.

The
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The subject oi' the mathematical prize, and the pro-

spective remarks upon the same, were as follow :

Prize question. U is required to establish a theorij of (he perturbaitQns^

of the planet Pallav^ discovered bi/ Mr.Olbers.

On the com- Geometers have given the theory of perturbations suf-

putations for
ficiently extensive and accurate for all the planets formerly

the respective ^^i^^wn, and for all those which might be discovered,

places of the provided they were confined to the same zodiac and had

Mercury until our time was the i?iost eccentric of ^11

the planets, and at the same time that which had the

greatest inclination ; but its small mass, and^ its situation

at one of the iim'its of the planetary system, render it of

little effect to produce any sensible alteratior^s in the

motions ofthe other planets ; Uranus, discovered twenty-
fire years ago by Dr. Herschell, is placed at the other

limit of the system. With a small mass and moderate

eccentricity it has also the smallest of all the known in-

clinations ; so that the formulas which had served for

Jupiter and Saturn have been more than sufficient for this

modern planet.

Ceres, discovered five years ago by Mr. Piazzi, having
with a considerable eccentricity an inclination 10° 38',

must be subject to great and numerous inequalities. It

appears, nevertheless, that all the astronomers who have

laboured to determine them have been content vrith thoN

known formulas, of which the developemcnt docs not ex-

ceed the products of three dimensions of the eccentricir.

ties and inclinations. Those of five dimensions have been

used in the Mecaniq '^ Celeste according to a formula of

Mr. Burckhardt. l*he same astronomer has since pre-

sented the general and complete developemcnt of the

tliird, fourth, and fifth orders; but this degree of pre-

cision is hot sufficient for PaHas, of which the eccentri-

city is greater than even that of Mercury, and the incliM

nation 34° 38' is five times as much as that of any
anticnt planet. It is even difficult to conjecture what

'may be the powers and what may be the dimensions of

the products which admit of being neglected ; so that the

calculations may be so long, and the formulas so compU-
i)ated
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cated as to discourage geometers and astronomers the best

qualified to execute a work of this kind.

Two years ago the Class of Physical and Mathematical

Sciences of the Institute determined, from this considera-

tion, to propose the subject for the prize to be distri-

buted at the public sitting on the first Monday in Messi-

dor of the year XIV. But the term having appeared too

short, and the number of the planets being again in-

creased by the discovery of Juno by M. Harding, of

which the eccentricity appears to be still greater thart

that of Pallas, and the inclination of 13 degrees greatly

exceeds that of all the other planets except Pallas; the

Class has thought proper to propose the same subject

again, with some modifications and a double prize. They
accordingly invite astronomers and geometers to discuss

completely all the points of this theory, with the omission

of none of the inequalities which may become sensible ;

and as these inequalities cannot be well determined if the

elliptical elements be not perfectly known, it is indis-

pensible that the concurrents should not confine them-

selves to give the numerical coefficients of the equations.

It is more particularly important to exhibit analytical

formulas, in order that substitution may be successively

made of more exact values of the mean distance, the

eccentricity, the perihelium, and the inclination, accord-

ingly as the elements shall become better known. The

concurrents may even dispense with giving any numerical

faluc, provided the analytical expressions be presented

sufficiently in detail to enable an intelligent calculator to

follow the developement and reduce them into tables.

Another advantage will result from these general for-

mulas j namely, that the planets Ceres, Pallas, and Juno

being at distances from the sun so little difterent that it

can scarcely at present be with certainty decided which

of the three is the nearest or the most remote : the for-

mula given for Pallas may serve equally for the two

others, as well as for every planet which may hereafter be

discovered which shall have its eccentricity and inclina-

tion within the same limits.

The Class entertains the hope that this question will

appear of sufficient interest to geometers to induce them

Vol. XV.-—Nov. 1806. Mm to
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to make exertions proportioned to the difficuliy of the

subject. The prize which will be proclaimed in the pub.
lie sitting of the first Monday in January 1809 will be a

gold medal of 6000 francs ci^SO).
The works presented must be written either in French

or in Latin, and will not be received later than October

1, 1808. This term will l>c strictly attended to. The
other conditions are as usual.

Nitrate of Soda.

Nitrate of soda Professor Proust writes to Dr. D 'lamether.?, that he

."["^
^

^^f finds the nitrate of soda an economical article for fire
times as long
as common ni- works. Five parts of the nitrate, one of charcoal and
trc,&c. one of sulphur, afford a powder which gives a flame of

a reddish yellow, of considerable beauty : and the mixture

burned in a metallic tube, will last exactly three times as

long as the same charge of common powder.
The nitric acid in this combination is not decomposed

to the same degree as that of nitrate of potash. Its

ga^es are a mixture of carbonic acid, with a small quan-

tity of gaseous oxide of azote, and much nitrous gas.

The cheapest method of obtaining nitrate of soda,

> would no doubt be to use soda, instead of potash, to satu-

rate the mother waters.

'l
Examination of the Birds'' Nests which are eaten in

Chiiia^ and other Eastern parts,

JSii'ds^ nests of The same chemist has examined the birds' nests of the
the East.

j^^g^ ^j^(j gjjjjg ii^Qjy^ to consist merely of a single piece of
'

cartilage, uniform in its texture. IJe boiled one in

water, which became soft, but was not separated in its

parts and what was still more remarkable, it lost only
four hundredths of its wt^ight.

Subterraneous Road or Tunnel, made upwards of three

^ Centuries ago (Jour?ial des Mines
^
Fcv. 1806).

Subterraneous The Marquis (de Saluces) Louis II. being desirous of

passage or tun-
increasing the commerce of the country dependant on

madc"in''die his sovereignty, undertook in the fifteenth century to

fifteenth cen- pake an excellent road in thciuHey of the Po, which

tury.
'

passing
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passing over a mountain, placed beside Mount Viso,

called La Traversetta, should lead into Daupliiny.

But as this passage was surrounded by frightful preci-

pices^ and was only passable for men on foot, he dug

through the body of the mountain, a passage, which,

without the assistance of gunpowder, was completed in

less than five years. This passage is 74 metres (about 80

yards) in length, four in width, and about the same in

height.

The opening through (his mountain has been attributed

by some to the ancient Romans, at the time when they

penetrated into Gaul ;
others have ascribed it to the ce-

lebrated warrior of Carthage, who made the Romans

tremble, and was their eternal enemy. But it is certain

that it was effected by the Marquis Louis II. The acts

relating to several undertakings, composing part of this

work, still exist in the archives of the former office of

Secretariat of the interior of Piedmont, and Mr. Bresli,

sub-prefect of the Arrondissement, author of Notices His-

toriques dela VilledeSaluces, published at Turenneinthe

year XIII. asserts that he himself being occupied on the

spot in clearing this passage from rocks and other obsta-

cles which had detached themselves from the mountain,
observed on the right hand within the same passage, the

engraved date of 1480, the epopha at which this work
was finished.

Method of conveying Carp and Pike to great Distances

alive.

This method which is. no less simple than easy, and Carp and Pike,

which I am informed is also practised in England, is men-

tioned in La Revue. It may be practised by any proprie-

tor of ponds, and may afford a good return if used

in situations where carriage may easily be had. Tiie fish

it is said, may be thus conveyed some hundreds of miles,

in a state of life and health equal to what they possessed
when first caught.

"

Crumb of bread is soaked in brandy, and when well

swelled, it is used to fill the whole of the fish's mouth,
into which, half a glass more of the spirit is then to be

poured. The fish remains motionless and as if deprived of

life :
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life ; in which state it is to be wrapped in fresh straw, and

afterwards in a cloth.

In this condition the fish may be kept or conveyed to

any distance for eight or ten days. When arrived at the

place ofdestination, they must be unpacked and thrown
into a cistern of water, where they remain a quarter of

an hour, or sometimes and hour, without shewing any
signs of life ; but at the end of that time they disgorge

Tery abundantly and recover their life and ordinary mo-
tions.

Horse-Chesnuts as Foodfor Sheep,

Horse Chcs- The fruit of the horse-chesnut tree is collected in Saxony
nuts for Sheep, (q^ feeding sheep, where it is considered as an wholesome

food and a specific remedy against the rot. It is given to

them in Autumn when the green food is no longer to be

had. The horse chesnuts are cut in pieces and distributed

in the quantity of about two pounds and a half for each,

and less for the lambs. Sheep as well as cattle at first re-

fuse it, but greedily take it when custom has made it fa-

niiliar« They eat the prickly outside with satisfaction.

There is danger in giving these fruits without cutting

them in pieces, as they may stick in the throat and occa*

sion the death of the animal.

Mr. CUTIIBERTSON, No. 54, Poland Street, Phi-

losophical Instrument Maker, and Member of the Philo-

sophical Societies of IJoHand and Utrecht, has in the Press

his Work on Practical Electricity and Galvanism; being

a Translation of the most interesting Experiments con-

tained in a Treatise published by him during his residence

in Holland, with the addition of all such as have since

been invented by Himself and* Others ; together with an

Appendix, containing the most interesting Experiments
on Galvanism.
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. Facts and Observations respecting Vision under Water ;

and various Particulars relative to Swimming, Sfc» .

In a Letterfrom James Horsburgh, Esq.

To Mr. NICHOLSON.

Sir, Walworth, Nov. 6, 1806.

JL HE perusal of your observations relative to Swini- On swimming,

ming, in No. 58 of your Journal, and the letters from ^^^^ vision un-

your correspondent inserted in Nos. 60 and 61, affirming
^^ ^^ ^^*

that objects are visible to the human eye under water,
which concurs not with your opinion, encourage me to

state some few facts relative to this subject, the result of

my own observations.

In high latitudes the sea is seldom transparent ; but Great transpa-

within the tropics, and near the equator, the bottom U ^^^^J ^^ ^^^

. . , . \. r^p t,
sea between

often visible m from ten to fifteen or twenty fathoms wa- tropics. Bet-

ter, when it consists of variegated coral or white sand and ^°"^ ^^^^ ^' ^^^

coral mixed. In various parts of the Indian seas,
^^

^^x
*

Voi. XV,—Dec. 1806. Nn the
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the bottom is discernible at the depths mentioned above.

In the Mindora Si-a I have seen the spotted coral at the

bottom when the depth of M^atcr over it was twenty-live

fathoms; and liave often tacked ship on the edges of co-

ral shoals, by the appearance of the bottom, in depths of

ten and twelve fathoms.
The author can Swimming has ever been my favourite amusement. At

with the face M^^ras, where the snrf is higii, and ships' boats not per-
undtr water mitted to land, I once had the im])rndence to swim on

as in theaiT^
shore through the surf, by way of diversion, and returned

through it to a boat at a grapnel outside, ^vhich nearly
cost me my life, being obliged to dive so frequently in

resisting many heavy surfs. I have always observed

when the bottom was clear, and any object upon it visible

when my head v/as above water, it was nearly as well per-
ceived when my head was under water. At the island

Diego Garcia, where the water is very transparent in the

harbour and at other places, I have frequently, when

swimming underwater, seen fishes darting about in vari-

ous directions, and every article on the bottom very

plain. The legs and feet of persons standing at six or

eight yards distance were always visible in clear water

when my head was under it ; and at discretion easily

taken hold of, by swimming under water to them with

open eyes.
As far as his I have always supposed that all persons could see under

co« 'au'^Dcr- '^^'^^^'''?
^^ timidity did not prevent them from open-

sons can see ing their eyes during immersion
; but must own that 1

under water
j,ave been in company witir persons who could swim, but

could not be prevailed on to open their eyes underwater,

affirming that they could not, although they endeavoured

to doit. Those persons who could open their eyes with

facility whilst immersed, always asserted that they saw
•-but not ob-

objects in the water. Vision under water is probably

whUe^h^mt''^' confined to this element, for I never could distinguish

selves are im- external objects, such as the sun, clouds, &c. but only
mersed. confused rays of light (in looking upward) were viable.

Infants proba- It is probable that most infants will float ; I have seen

Wy will float, one of ten or twelve months old fall from a boat into tiie

water; the mother leaped in and rescued it, apparently
without either receiving injury. The natives of China

that
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that live in boats do not, however, trust to their children

floating naturally, for they keep gourds fixed to their

shoulders to prevent them sinking should they happen to

fall in the water. This precaution seonis prudent in

China, the water^inthe canals and rivers here being of a

ery soft quality.

Men who cannot swim, ha])peningto (all in the water, Menareaptto

are certainly (as you observe) very apt to drown them-
sJiy^" by ^rTfs-

selves by pushing their hands and arms above water ; for ing their

a person cannot sink if the hands are kept under the sur- "^"^**

face and a gentle motion performed by them. But I can-

not avoid observing that Doctor Franklin's remarks re-

lative to the specific gravity of the human body in salt and

fresh water seem liable to some objections, if indiscrimi-

nately applied to all persons, there being great reason to

think the specific gravity of the human species difiers

considerably. The following instance appears to favour

this opinion : In company with two friends, some years p^cts which

ago, it was customary for us to proceed to the sea to shew that the

enjoy the exercise of swimming; this was at Bombay in
^P^^^"J^

gravi-

India; the gentlemen who accompanied me could both and conse-*

swim, but neither of them had ever tried to lioat on the <l"cntly their

water without motion. When swimming on their backs
floating, are

they were requested to endeavour to lie quiet without different.

any motion of hands or feet. The best swimmer of the

two could not float without using a little motion with his

hands or feet, although he repeated the trial several days ;

when he lay without motion his head gradually sunk till

completely under water. This person was of short sta-

ture, strong, and athletic. The other gentleman was of

a spare make, thin, and delicate in constitution
; and at

the first trial floated on tlie surface like a cork, without

any motion of hands or feet; his toes, part of his
feet,

knees, part of his shoulders and head, remained above

the surface, when every part of his body was at rest ;

whilst the stout gentleman could in no position float on
the surface without a gentle motion of hands or feet. It

certainly appeared to me evident that the specific gravity
of these persons differed considerably.

When the sun has been obscured by clouds, or other-'Particular ob-

wise not too powerful. I have frequently amused myself ^^'^^^^*^"\^^'
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situation of ^Y tying on my back without motion for considerable

floating per- periods of time;, sometimes for half an hour, or longer,
eons, c.

when the water was mild and smooth; ai; such times I

have found a strong inclination to sleep, which induced

me to lie no longer without motion, for fear of carrying

this amusement too far. When floating on salt water I

have always observed the following effects produced by

pkcing the arms in various positions : 1st. When my
arms were placed across my, breast, the body floating in

the horizontal position, face upwards, in a short time

the feet and legs sunk downward, until the body assumed

nearly a vertical position ; then the head frequently sunk

so far as to bring the nose under the surface, but the face

quickly resumed its former position above the surface

without using the least motion of any limb. The body
alters its position, sometimes, by turning round from one

side to the other when the feet sink far below the sur-

face, but soon returns to its natural floating position

with the back undermost, the legs and feet at the same

time ascending to the surface as at first. With the hands

laid acjross the breast this revolution of the body in float*

ing on the sea has been reitorated often in the space of a

quarter of an hour without moving a limb.

2nd. When the arms were laid close along each side,

OTer the belly, or under the back, the body was liable to

the same revolutions as mentioned above.

3rd. When the arms were stretched in a perpendicular
direction from the body, they always prevented it from

turning round by acting on the water as levers to retain

^
the body in its natural floating position ; although with

the arms in this position the feet sometimes descended

considerably from the surface, but shortly after ascended

to it again.

4th. To keep the body in the horizontal equilibrium,
the arms were stretched backward beyond the head, the

hands open and resting on the surface of the water ; the

legs and feet then remained constantly near the surface,
the toes generally above it. On drawing the arms from
this position gradually forward to the perpendicular di-

rection from the body, the feet always inclined to

descend from the surface; but so soon as the arms were

moved
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moved more backward, the toes and part of the feet al- Particular ob-

ways appeared above water, the body continuing in per-
gp^^jj^g^^^g^'

feet equilibrium, with the face and toes above the surface, situation of

the chest and knees close to it. When the water is not floating per-

too cold, and the surface smooth, it would be an easy
'

matter to fall asleep floating in this position.

None but those who can swim above and under water

will readily comprehend the great pressure of the water

upward, and how easily it will sopport on its surface

human beings, when it is smooth, without any broken

water. For amusement 1 have gone into the sea full

dressed into deep water, and by floating in various ways,
as most coavenient, taken off coat, waistcoat, opened'

the knee buttons of my smallclothes, taken them and

stockings ofi^ with equal ease as on shore, and finally

pulled my shirt
ofi", swimming then with them to the

shore.

Swimming is very easily acquired when a few good
lessons are given. Seamen, and others who are liable to

be much on the sea, rivers, canals, &c. should not neglect

to learn this art.

I am, Jiir,

Your most obedient,

and most humble servant,

JAS. HOliSBURGH.

II.

On the Quantity and Velocity of the Solar Motion, By
William Herschel, L.L.D. F. R. S. From the

Philosophical Transactions for 1806.

[Concluded from p. 242.] nieU

Remarks on the sidereal Motions as /they are represe

from Observation,

jfxS we have now before us a set of figures which give a
investigation

complete view of the result of the calculations contained of the proper

in the Xth Table, we may examine the arrangements of
"^^^^^^

°^ '^^

the stars, and draw a few conclusions from them; that

will
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will throw some light upon the subject of our present

of the proper inquiry.

gjyj^
In the first place, then, we have to observe in Fig. 1,

that 17 out of the 21 stars, whose motions are directed

towards the north, are crowded together into a compass
of little more than 76^ degrees. But this figure, as we
have shown, is drawn from observation. We are con-

sequently obliged to conclude, that, if these motions are

the real ones, there must be some physical cause which

gives a bias to the directions in which the stars are mov-

ing ; if so, it would not be improbable that the sun, be-

ing situated among this group of stars, should partake of

amotion towards the same part of the heavens.

Our next remark concerns the velocity of the sidereal

motions ; and therefore we must have recourse to Fig. 2,
where we perceive that the greatest motions are not con-

fined to the brightest stars. For instance, the velocity of

j6 Virginis is but little inferior to that of Arcturus, and

exceeds the velocity of Procyon. Likewise the velocities

of/3 Aquilag, a Librae, and a Capricorni, surpass that of

Sirius
;
and an inspection of the rest of the figure will be

sufiicient to show how very far the velocities of Capella,

Lyra, Rigel, a Orionis, Aldebaran, and Spica, are ex-

ceeded by those of many other stars.

If we look at the arrangement of the stars with respect
to the direction of the solar motion, we find in Fig. 3,

that a somewhat different scattering of them has taken

place ; but still most of the stars appear to be aifectcd by
some cause which tends to lead them to the same part of

the heavens, toward which the sun is moving; and thft

directions of the greatest number of them are not very
distant from the line of the solar motion.

The whole appearance of this figure presents us with

the idea ofa great compression above the centre, arising

from some general cause, and a still greater expansion in

the lower part of it. The considerable projection of a

few stars on both sides, is however a plain indication that

the compressing or dilating cause does not act in their

directions.

When the velocity of the stars, represented in the

same point of view in Fig. 4, is examined, wc find a par-

ticularity
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ticularity in the direction and comparative velocities in the
investigation

largest stars that must not be overlooked. Four of them, of the proper

Rigel, a Orionis, Spica, and Antares, have a motion to-
^^^'*°"

°^ ^^^

ward that part of the heavens in which the solar apex is

placed, and their motions are very slow. Three other

stars of the 1st magnitude, Arcturus, Procyon, and Si-

rius, move toward the opposite part of the heavens, and

their motions, on the contrary, are very quick.

The direction of the motion of Aldebaran, compared

with its small velocity, is no less remarkable ; and seems

to be contrary to what has been pointed out with the

three last mentioned stars; we shall however soon have

an opportunity of showing that it is perfectly consistent

with the principles of the solar motion.

The Solar Motion and its Direction assigned in the first

Part of this Paper are confirmed by the Phenomena

attending the observed Motions of the 36 Stars,

An application of some of the foregoing remarks will

be our next subject; and I believe it will be found, that

in the first place they point out the expediency of a solar

motion. That next to this they also direct us to the

situation of the apex of this motion: and lastly, that they
will assist us in finding out the quantity requisite for giv-

ing us the most satisfactory explanation of the pheno-
mena of the observed proper motions of the stars.

In examining the second figure, it has been shown that

no less than six stars of the first magnitude, namely, Ca-

pella, Lyra, Rigel, a Orionis, Aldebaran, and Spica,

have less velocity than nine or ten much smaller stars.

Aldebaran and a Orionis indeed have so little motion that

there are but three stars in all the 36 that have less. But

the situation of these bright stars, from their nearness,

must be favourable to our perceiving their real motions

if they had any, unless they were counteracted by some

general cause that might render them less conspicuous.

Now to suppose that the largest stars should really have

the smallest motions, is too singular an opinion to be

maintained; it follows, therefore, that the apparently
small -m^tious of these large stajs is owing to some gene-

ral
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^^^ causc, which renders at least some part of their real

of the proper rnotion inyisible to us. But when a solar motion is intro-
mo ion o

duced, tlie parallax arising from that cause will com-

pletely account for the singularity of these slow motions.

If the foregoing argument proves the expediency of a

solar motion, its direction is no less evidently pointed
out by it. For if the parallax occasioned by the motion

of the sun is to explain the appearances that have been

remarked, it will follow, that a direction in opposition to

the motion of Arcturus, will answer that end in the most

satisfactory martner. That compression, for instance,

which has been remarked in the motions of the stars

moving toward the solar apex in Fig. 3, and which is so %

completely accounted for by a parallactic motion arising

from the motion of the sun, points out the direction in

which the sun should move, in order to produce this re-

quired parallactic motion. The expansion of the mo-

tions that are in opposition to the former is evidently

owing to the same parallactic motions, which in this di-

rection unite with the real motions of the stars ; and as,

in the former case, the observed motions are the differ-

ences between the parallactic and real motions, so here

they are the sum o" them.

The remark that stars having a side motion, are not

affected by the cause of the compression or expansion,

which acts upon the rest, is perfectly explained ; for a

parallactic motion, in the direction of the motion of Arc-

turus, can have no effect in lengthening or shortening the

perpendicular distance to which a star may move in a

side direction.

I have only to add, that the small velocities of Rigel,
^

a Orionis, Spica, and Antares, in Fig. 4, as well as the

great velocities of Arcturus, Procyon, and Sirius, point

out the same apex which in the first part of this Paper

has already been established by more extended compu-
tations.

The case of Aldebaran, though seemingly contrary to

what has been shown, confirms the same conclusions. ,

This will appear by considering that a star, moving to-

ward the solar apex with a greater real motion than its

parallactic one^ must continue apparently to move in its

real
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real direction

;
but should a star, such as Aldcbaran, investigation

move toward the apex with less velocity than tlie paral-
^^

^}^^ proper
, . , . . .11 . r motion of the

lactic motion which opposes it, there will arise a change gun.

of direction, and the star will be s«eu moving toward the

opposite part of the heavens.

Trial of the Method to obtain the Qaantitj/ of the Solar

Motion hif its Ra?ifc among the sidereal Velocities.

According to the conditions that have been explained,
a calculation may be made with a view of equalizing th$

velocities of the sun and the star a Orionis
;
and the re.

suit of it will show that the proposed equality will be

obtained when the solar motion is 1 ",266230. It will

moreover be found that so small an increase of this mo-
tion as 0",01 would give us 19 stars with less, and 17 with

more velocity than that which the calculation assigns to

the sun ; this consequently fixes one of the limits to which

the solar motion ought not to come up, if we intend it

should hold a middle rank among the sidereal velocities.

On the other hand, by a similar calculation of the velo-

cities of the star Pollux and the sun, it appears that a

solar motion of 0,967734 will make them iqual ; and

that a diminution of this motion not exceeding 0",0l

would give us 1 9 stars moving at a greater rate than the

sun, and only l/falling short of its velocity. This con-

sequently fixes the other limit to which the solar motion

ought not to be depressed. And thus it appears by this

method, that the quantity we are desirous of ascertain*

ing, is confined within very narrow bounds, and that by

fixing upon a mean of the two Hmits, we may have the

rank of the solar motion true to less than 0"5l5.

Calculations for investigating the Consequences arising

from any proposed Quantitif of Solar Motion^ and for

delineating them hij proper Figures,

Before we can justly examine the real motions of sfars

which it will be necessary to admit in consequence of a

given solar motion, it will be convenient to have them

represented in two figures that we may see their arrange-
VoL. XV,—J)ec. 1806. O Q ment
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Investigation mcnt and extent ; and as a calculation of the required
^
mi^^ ^f^th^ particulars will oblige us to fix upon a certain quantity,

sun. we shall take the motion that has been ascertained to be-

long to the middle rank of the sidererl velo«ities for a

pattern. The result of the necessary calculations is a$

follows ;



Table XL

Names.
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Investigation By the contents of this Table, Fig 5 is drawn with the

motioa of^the
^^^^^ contained in the third column and the angles of the

sun. fourth ; the scale of it is that of the 5th and 3d figures;

and it represents the directions and angular quantities of

the real motions that are required to compound with the

parallactic effects of the second column, so as to produce
those annual proper motions which are established by
observation.

Fig. 6 is drawn on the reduced scale of the 2d and 4th

figures. The lines make the same angles with the direc-

tion of the solar motion as before, but their lengths are

in the proportion ©f the Telocities contained in the last

column.

Remarks that lead to a necessary Examination of the

Cause of the sidereal Motions,

The first particular that will strike us when we cast

our eye on Fig. 5, is the uncommon arrangement of the

stars. It seems to be a most unaccountable circumstance

that their real motions should be as represented in that

figure; indeed, if we except only ten of the stars, all the

rest appear to be actuated by the- same influence, and,

like faithful companions of the sun, io join in directing

their motions towards a similarly situated part of th«

heavens.

This singularity is too marked not io deserve an exa-

mination ; for unless a cause for such peculiar directions

can be shown to exist, I do not see how we can reconcile

them with a certain equal distribution of situations,

quantities, and motions, which our present investigation

seems io demand. In order to penetrate as far as we can

into this intricate subject, we shall take a general view of

the causes of the motions of celestial bodies.

A motion of the stars may arise either from their mu-

tual gravitation toward each other, or from an original

projectile force impressed upon them. These two causes

are known to act on all the bodies belonging to the solar

system, and we may therefore reasonably admit them to

p.xert their influence likewise on the stars. But it will

aoi be^ sufficient to know a general cause for their mo-

tions,
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tions, nnloss we can show that its influence will tend to inrcttigation

make them go toward a certain part of the heavens rather °^
*,^^ proper

.1- X ^1. T J.
• I- ^u motion of the

than to any other. J..et us examine how these causes are 5^^,

acting in the solar system.
The projectile motions of the planets, the asteroids,

and the satellites, excepting those of the Georgium Sidus,
are all decidedly in favour of a marked singularity of

direction. We may add to them the comet of the year

1682, whose regular periodical return in 1759 has suffi-

ciently proved its permanent connection with the solar

system. Here then we have not less than 23 various

bodies belonging to the solar system to show that this

cause not only can, but in the only case of which we
have a complete knowledge, actually does influence the

celestial motions, so as to give them a very particular

appropriate direction. Even the exception of the Geor*

gian satellites may be brought in confirmation of the same

peculiarity ; for though they do not unite with the rest

of the bodies of our system, they still conform among
each other to establish the same tendency of a similar di-

rection in their motion round the primary planet. And
thus it is proved that the similar direction of the motion

of a group of stars may be ascribed to their similar pro-

jectile motions without incurring the censure of impro-

bability.

Let us however pursue the objection a little farther,

and as we have shown that the celestial bodies of the

solar system actually have these similar projectile mo-

tions, it may be required that we should also prove that

the stars have them likewise; since the appearances iia

Fig. 5 may otherwise be looked upon as merely the con-

sequence of the assumed solar motion. To this I answer,
that setting aside the solar motion, and allowing the ob-

servations of astronomers on the proper motion of the

stars to give us the real direction and angular quantity of

these motions, even then the same similarity will equally
remain to be accounted for. In ray examination of

Fig. 1 and 3, it has been shown that we oaght to ascribe

the similar directions of the sidereal motions to some phy-
sical cause, which probably exerts its influence also on

the solar motion ; therefore in reverting to those figure*

I may
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Investigation I may be Said to ajipeal to the actual state of the heavens^

motion of'tf'^
^^^ ^ proof of what has been advanced, with respect to

•uu. the similarity of the directions of projectile motions.

• Having thus examined one cause of the sidereal mo-

X tions, and shown that as far as we are acquainted with

its mode of acting in the solar system, it is favourable to

a similarly of direction ; and that moreover, if we ascribe

the motion of the stars to it, we have also good reason,

from observation, to believe it to be in favour of the same

similarity ; we may in the next place proceed to consider

the mutual gravitation of the stars toward each other.

This is an acknowledged principle of motion, and the

laws of its exertion being perfectly known, we shall in

this inquiry meet with no difficulty relating to its direc-

tion, which is always toward the attracting body.

Considerations of the attractive Power requiredfor a

sufficient Velocity of the sidereal Motions*

As attraction is a power that acts at all distances, w©

ought to begin by examining whether the motions of our

stars can be accounted for by the mutual gravitation of

jieighbouring stars toward each other, or by a periodi-

cal binal revolution of them about a common centre of

gravity; or whether we ought not rather to have re-

course to some very distant attractive centre. This may
be decided by a calculation of the effects arising from the

laws according to which the principle of attraction is

known to act. For instance, let the sun and Sirius be

two equal bodies placed in the most favourable situation

to permit a mutual approach by attraction : that is, let

them be without projectile motions, and removed from all

other stars which might impede their progress toward

each other, by opposite attractions. Then, by calcula-

tion, the space over which one of them would move in a.

year, were the matter of both collected in the other as an

attractive centre, would be less than a five thousand mil-

lionth part of a second ; supposing that motion to be seen

by an eye at the distance of Sirius, and admitting th^

parallax of the whole orbit of the earth on this star to b«

one second.

This
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This proves eyidently that the mere attraction of Investigation

neighbouring stars acting upon each other cannot be the
^oJiJ^ ^of'^hc

cause of the sidereal motions that have been observed. sun.

In the case of supposed periodical binal revolutions of

stars about a common centre of gravity, where conse-

quently projectile motions must be admitted, the united

power of the connected stars, provided the mass of either

of them did not greatly exceed that of the sun, would

fall very short of the attraction required to give a suffi-

cient velocity to their motions. The star Arcturus, for

example, which happens to move, as is required, in an

opposite direction to the proposed solar motion, were it

connected with the sun, and had the proper degree of

necessary projectile motion, could not describe an arch

of l" of its orbit, about their common centre, in less

than 102 years ; and though the opposite motion of the

sun, by a parallactic effect would double that quantity, it

still would fall short of the change we observe in this star

In the course of a single year.

Other considerations are still more against the admis-

sion of such partial connections : thfey would entirely

oppose the similarity of the directions of the sidereal mo-
tions that have been proved to exist, and which we are

now endeavouring to explain.

Let us then examine in what manner a distant centre of

attraction may be the cause of the required motions. By
admitting this centr3 to be at -a great distance, we shall

have its influence extended over a space that will take in

a whole group of ^tars, aid thus the similar directions of

their moti-^ns will be accounted for. Their velocities

also may be ascribed to the energy of the centre, which

may bo sufficiently great for all the purposes of the re-

quired motions. A circumstance, however, attends the

directions of the motions to be explained, which shows

that a distant centre of attraction alone will not be suffi-

cient; for these motions, as we may see in Fig. 3, though

pretty similar in their directions, still are diverging ;

whereas if they were solely caused by attraction, they
would converge toward the attracting centre, and point
out its situation. It is therefore evident that projectile

motions must be combined with attraction, and that the

motions
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n^o^»<**s of the stars when regulated in this manner, arft

of the proper not QoUke the disposition by which the bodies of the solar

mo^jon
c

gyg^gj^ jjpg governed. If we pursue this arrangement, it

will be proper to consider the condition, and probable

existence of such a centre of attraction.

There are two ways in which a centre of attraction, so

powerful as the present occasion would require, may be

constructed : the most simple of them would be a single

body of great magnitude ; this may exist, though we

should not be able to perceive it by any superiority of

Ivstire; for notwithstanding it might have the usual

starry brightness, the decrease of its light arising from its

great distance would hardly be compensated by the size of

its diameter ; but to have recourse to an invisible centre,

or at least to one that cannot be distinguished from a

star, would be entirely hypothetical, and, as such, can-

not be admitted in a discussion, the avowed object of

which is to prove its existence.

The second way of the construction of a very power-

ful centre, may be joint attraction of a great number of

Stars united into one condensed group.

The actual existence of such groups of stars has al-

ready been proved by observations made with my largo

instruments ; many of those objects, which were looked

upon as nebulous patches, having been completely re-

solved into stars by my 40 and 20-feet telescopes. For

instance, the nebula discovered by Dr. Halley in the year

1714, in which the discoverer, and other observers after

him, have seen no star, I have ascertained to be a globular

cluster, containing, by a rough calculation, probably not

Ivis than fourteen thousand stars. From the known

laws of gravitation, we are assured that this clnster must

luvea very powerful attractive centre of gravity, which

may be able to keep many far distant celestial bodies in

control.

But the composition of an attractive centre is not

limited to one such cluster. An union of many of them

will form a still more powerful centre of gravitation,

who.o influence may extend to a whole region o( scat-

ter«d stars. To prove that I argue entirely from observa-

tions, I shall mention that another nebula, discovered by
Mr.
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Mr. Messier in the year 1781, is. by the same iristru- Investigation

ments, also proved to consist of stars : and thouffH they
^^

^]^^ proper
• , , . . ,, J motion of the

are seemingly compressed into a much smaller space, and 5^^.

have also tlie appearance of smaller stars, we may fairly

presume that tlicse circumstances are only indications of

a greater distance, and that, being a globular cluster,

perfectly resembling the former, the distance being al-

lowed for, it is probably not less rich in the number of its

component stars. The distance of these two clusters from

each other is less than 12 degrees, and we are certain that

somewhere in the line joining these two groups there must

be a centre of gravitation, far superior in energy to the

single power of attraction that can be lodged in either of

the clusters.

1 hare selected these two remarkable objects merely for

their situation, which is very near the line of the direction

of the solar motion
; but were it necessary to bring far-

ther proof of the existence of combined attractions, the

numerous objects of which I have given catalogues*
would amply furnish me with arguments.

If a still more powerful but more diffused exertion of

attraction should be required than what may be found in

the union of clusters, we have hundreds of thousands of

stars, not to say millions, contained in very compressed

parts of the milky way, some of which have already been

pointed out in a former paper +. Many of these im-

mense regions may well occasion the sidereal motions we ^

are required to account for; and a similarity in the di-

rection of these motions will want no illustration.

With regard to the situation of the condensed parts of

the milky way, and of the two clusters that have been

mentioned, we must remark, that the seat of attraction

may be in any part of the heavens whatsoever; for

when projectile motions are given to bodies that are re-

tained by an attractive centre, they may have any direc-

tion, even that at right angles to its situation not

excepted.

* Phil. Trans, for 1786, page 457; for 1789, page »i»; for 1801,

page 477-

f Ibid, for 1 80a, psige 495.

Vol. XV.—Dec. 1806. Pp It
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Investigation It M'il] give aclditional force to the arguments I hare used

motion o?Thc
^^^ ^^^^ admission of far distant centres of attraction, as

««n. well as projectile motions in the stars that are connected

with them, when we take notice that, independent of the

solar motion, and setting that entirely aside, the action

of these causes will be equally required to explain thet

acknowledged proper motions of the stars. For if th«

sun be at rest, then Arcturns must actually change its

place more than 2" a year, and consequently this and

many other stars, which are well known to change their

situation, must be supposed to have projectile motions,
and to be subject to the attraction of far distant centres.

Determination of the Quantity of the Solar Motion,

If I am not mistaken, it will now be allowed that no
'^

objection can arise against any solar velocity we may fix

upon, for want of a cause that may be assigned to act

upon the sun, and many stars, so as to account for their

motions, and similar tendency toward a certain part of

the heavens ; we may consequently proceed in examining
whether the quantity that has been assumed for calculat-

ing the contents of the Xlth Table, will sufliciently come

up to the conditions we have adopted for directing our

determination.

In Fig. 6 WQ have the velocities of the 3G stars deline-

ated, and by examining the last column of the Table

from which they are taken, we find that the parallactic

elFects arising from the proposed solar motion require the

velocity of ] 8 stars to exceed that of the sun, and exactly
the same number to be inferior to it

;
so far then tha

rank which has been assigned to the solar motion is a

perfect medium among the sidereal velocities.

If we examine in the next place how this motion will

agree with a mean rate deduced from the velocities in

the above mentioned column, we find a 36th part of their

sum to be 1196550. A solar motion, therefore, which

agrees with this mean rate will differ from one assigned by
the middle rank no more than 'j079538 ; and, on ac-

count of the smallness of this quantity, the calculations

required to lessen it, by some little increase of the solar

motion,
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motion, might well be dispensed with; but if we were investigation

desirous of greater precision, the secondary purpose,
°^

^]^^ proper
^ * '

,.
motion of the

next to be considered, would rather incline us to an op- su^.

I posite alteration.
^ The great disparity of the sidereal motions, which has

been mentioned as an incongruity in the first
part

of thk

Paper, and has more evidently been shown to exist when

we examined the representations of these motions in the

3d figure, is the next point we have to consider in the-

cifect of the solar motion. Let us see how far we hare

been successful in lessening the ratio these velocities bear

to each other. The last column of the Xth Table con-

tains them as they must have been admitted if the sun had

been at rest. The proportion of the quickest motion to

the slowest is there as 2504G21 to 103036; and tha

velocity of one is therefore above 24 times greater than

that of the other. But in consequence of the solar mo-
tion we have used, the two extreme velocities are reduced

to 2902716 and 395212; which gives a proportion of

less than 7i to 1.

If the quantity of the solar motion were lessened to 1",

we might bring the ratio of the extreme velocities so low

as 6 to 1
; but as the middle rank has already given it a

, little below the mean rate, I do not think that we ought
to lower it still more

;
so that when all circumstances

are properlj^ considered, there is a great probability that

the quantity assumed in the last calculation may not be

far from the truth. It appears, therefore, that in the

present state of our knowledge of the observed proper
*

motions of the stars, we have sufficient reason to fix upon
the quantity of the solar motion to be such as by an ey©

placed at right angles to its direction, and at the distance

of Sirius fromus, would be seen to describe annually an

arch of l", 116992 of a degree ;
and its velocity, till we

are acquainted with the real distance of this star, can

therefore only be expressed by the proportional number

of 1116992.

Concluding Remarks and Infet^ences,

We have now only to notice a few remarks that may be

Pp 2 raadcj
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Investigation made, by way of objection to the solar motion I hav«

motion of^the ^^^^'^ upon. If the quantity of this motion is to be as-

»un. signed by the mean rank of sidereal velocities, it may be

asked, will not the addition of every star, whose proper
motion shall be ascertained, destroy that middle rank,

which has been«^stablished ? To this I shall answer, that

future observations may certainly afford us more exten-

sive information on the subject, and even show that the

solar motion should not exactly hold that middle rank,

which from various motives ive have been induced to

-assign to it; but at present it appears, that according to

the doctrine of chances, a middle rank among the sidereal

velocities must be the fairest choice, and will remain so,

unless, what is now a secondary consideration, should

hereafter become of more importance than the first.

That this should happen is not impossible, when a gene-

ral knowledge of the proper motions of all the stars of

the 1st, 2d, and 3d magnitudes can be obtained ;
but then

the method of calculation that has been traced out in this

and the former Paper, is so perfectly applicable to any
new lights observation may throw upon the subject, that

a more precise and unobjectionable solar motion can be

ascertained by it with great facility. Hitherto we find

that a mean rank agrees sufficiently with the phenomena
that were to be explained : the apparent velocities of Arc-

turus and Aldebaran, without a solar motion for in-

stance, were to each other, in the IXth Table, as 208 to

12; our present solaj- motion has shown, that when the

deception arising from its parallactic effect is removed by

calculation, these velocities are to each other only as 179

to 85, or as 2 to 1, And though Arcturus still remains

a star that moves with great velocity, yet in the Xlth
Table we have 4 or 5 stars with nearly as much motion ;

and 4 with more.

Our solar motion also removes the deception by which

the motion of a star of the consequence of cc Orionis is so

concealed as hardly to shov/ any velocity; whereas by

computation we find that it really moves at a rate which

is fully equal to the motion of the sun.

I must now observe, that the result of calculations

founded upon facts, such as we must admit the proper
motions
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motions of the stars to be, should give us lome useful in-

irtTcstigation

formation, either to satisfy the inquisitive mind, or to of the proper

lead us on to new discoveries. The establishment of the
^^^^

solar motion answers both these ends. We have all'eady

seen that it resolves many difficulties relating to the pro-

per motions of the stars, and reconciles apparent contra-

dictions ;
but our inquiries should not terminate here.

Wc are now in the possession of many concealed mo-

tions, and to bring them still more to light, and to add

new ones by future observations should become the con-

stant aim of every astrono^ier.

This leads me to a subject, which though not new in

itself, will henceforth assume a new and promising aspect.

An elegant outline of it has long ago been laid before the

public in a most valuable paper on general Gravitation,

under the form of "
Thoughts" on the subject*; but I

believe, from what has been said in this Paper, it will

now be found that we are within the reach of a link of

the chain which connects the principles of the solar and

sidereal motions with those that are the cause of orbituq,!

ones.

A discovery of so many hitherto concealed motions,

presents us with an interesting view of the construction

of that part of the heavens which is immediately around

us. The similarity of the directions of the sidereal mo-
tions is a strong indication that the stars, having such

motions, as well as the sun, are acted upon by some con-

necting cause, which can only be attraction ; and as it

has been proved that attraction will not explain the ob-

served phenomena without the existence of projectile

motions, it must be allowed to be a necessary inference,
that the motions of the stars wc have examined are go-
verned by the same two ruling principles which regulate
the Orbitual motions of the bodies of the solar system.
It will also be admitted that we may justly invert the in-

ference, and from the operation of these causes in our

system, conclude that their influence upon the sidereal

motions will tend to produce a similar effect; by which

means the probable motion of the sun, and of the stars in

* See the note Phil. Trans, for 1783, page 283.

orbitSj
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Investigation Orbits, becomes a subject that may receive the assistance
of the proper of arguments supported by observation,
ihotion of the ,,;^ i.,,..,. ,^. t^
,un. ^^ ^^^ "^^ been said in a paragraph of a former raper,

where the sun is placed among the insulated stars *, docs

not contradict the present idea of its making one of a

rery extensive system. On the contrary, a connection

of this nature has been alluded to in the same Papcrf.
The insulation ascribed to the sun relates merely to a

supposed binary combination with some neighbouring

»tar; and it has now been proved by an example of Arc-i

turns, that the solar motion cannot be occasioned or

accounted for by a periodical revolution of the sun and

this or any other star about their common centre of

gravity.

in.

Explanation of a common Impurity in the Nitrate of

Ammonia^ zmhich interferes with the production of
Nitrous Oxide, Bi/ Mr, John Sadler.

IT t d attempting to procure nitrous oxide from nitrate of

ebullition and ammonia by heat, it has frequently happened, when I ex-

cxpansion of
pccted the salt to be at the point of decomposition, and

auwDouia. nitrous oxide about to be formed, a violent ebullition has

taken place, and dense white fumes have been disengaged

so rapidly as frequently to burst the retort. When first

I observed the fact, I imagined too great a degree of heat

had been employed, and the nitrate of ammonia rapidly

sublimed and carried over with the nitrous oxide. In my
subsequent attempts I endeavoured to guard against the

possibility of falling into the same error by increasing

the heat gradually and interposing a plate of iron between

the bottom of the retort and the furnace when I sup-

It did not arise P^^^^ *^® ^^^* *^° intense ; yet, notwithstanding these

from excess of precautions, the same rapid disengagement of dense white
keat.

• See the note Phil. Trans, for i8oa, page 478.

f Phil. Trans, for 1 8o^, page 479.

vapoui-i
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tapours took place, and continued for a considerablt

time after the retort had been removed from the fire.

The residue in the retort scarcely ever exhibited the same

phenomena upon being again subjected to the same treat-

ment; but nitrous oxide was always produced without

any farther trouble.

Having frequently procured nitrous oxide without any Suspected Ira-

of the phenomena 1 have described, I suspected the ni- ^^^'^ ^*

trate of ammonia I had been operating on was impure.
I made an examination of the salt, and found it contained If was muriate

.. c •
J. f' ' rn J.

• 1 of ammouia.
a portion ot muriate ot ammonia, lo ascertain whe-

ther the muriatic acid had been the cause of the rapid

disengagement of white vapour, I took a portion of tha

same kind of salt I had before made use of, and freed it

perfectly from muriatic acid by means of nitravte of silver.

Thij purified salt I introduced into a retort, and pro-

ceeding in the usual way, obtained pure nitrous oxide

without any of the dense white vapour.
To assure myself the presence of the muriatic acid had Proof by direct

been the occasion of the facts I observed, I made some

pure nitrate of ammonia by the direct combination of

pure nitric acid and carbonate of ammonia. I took two

portions of the solution, and to one of them added a so-

lution of muriate of ammonia. The two solutions were

then crystallised, an equal quantity of each salt was ex-

posed to the heat of an Argand lamp, in glass retorts

communicating with the pneumatic trough; the retort

containing the compound salt gave out very rapidly a

dense opake elastic fluid similar to the white vapours
first described ;

after a short time the evolution of gas
became considerably less abundant, and the interior of

the retort became clear ; the receiver was then changed ^

upon examination, what came over now was nearly pure
nitrous oxide.

The first portions of the gas evolved, that is the opake p *; f

gas, had the following properties : the opake gas

1st. It remained opake after being passed through cold ol^t'ijned
from

°
the impure.

water.
salt,

2nd. A slip of paper coloured blue by tinctu^re of

turnsole, when immersed in the gas was changed to red.

3rd. It is not iuflaramabl*.

4th. A
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4th. A lighted taper is immediately extinguished by
immersion in it,

5th. It has a disagreeable acidulous taste, and pungent

smell, in which the peculiar odour of nitro-niuriatic acid

gas is perceptible.

6th. An equal bulk of water did not seem to dissolve

any very considerable portion of this gas.

Pure nitrate The retort containing the pure nitrate, exposed to the

gives much same degree of heat, gave out very soon pure nitrous

«ldd^^
*^^

oxide; but considerably more in quantity ;
I think con-

siderably above a third more.

It may be observed from what I have detailed, that the

j)resence of muriatic acid is of considerable disadvantage
in nitrate of ammonia, when intended for the production
of nitrous oxide, the process being rendered by it so

much more troublesome, and the quantity of oxide so

much less than what is obtained from an equal quantity
of pure salt.

I have not observed how small a quantity of muriate

affects the process, but considerably under ^ is suflScient

to make a disagreeable interruption in the operation,

farther expe- Many experiments are wanting to point out the pecu-
iiments still

jj^^p mature of the gas first produced by the decomposition

of the impure salt^ an examination may probably tend

to throw some more light upon the nature of affinities.

The subject 1 think is worth pursuing; at present I have

neither the time nor means to give it a farther examina-

tion
;

at some future period I may proceed farther, un-

less some abler person should take it in hand.

wanting.
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IV.

On the Absorpilon of Electric Light bi/ different Bodies.

In a Letterfrom Mr. Wm.^krimshirt., Juii. to Mr.

CuTiiijKRTsox, Pliilosophical Instrument Malcer^ Po"

land Street^ Soho. Communicated by Mr. Outhbertson,

Dear Sir,

IF you think any of the following fact.^ worthy of

publicity, you are at liberty to make what use you please

of them.

You know that if a shock be passed through or over Electric light

the surface of a lump of sugar, the electric light is ab- renders sugar

sorbed, and the sugar becomes luminous. This circum-

stance induced me to try if other substances did not pos-

sess the same property, and with this view I have under-

taken a course of experiments, beginning with the calca-

reous substances, which genus I have already gone

through as far as circumstances would permit me. Whe«

ther or not the same thing has been undertaken by others

I do not know, but as far as my reading enables me to

decidtf, I think it has not; at least with the sole view to

the phosphorescence of these substances systematically

pursued, the path is clearly untrodden.

My mode of making the experiments was as follows :

I placed the substance to be tried on a brass plate, New cxpecir

which, by means of a piece of thick wire, was fixed h'ori- ^lents.

zontally on the knob of the prime conductor, and endea-

vouring to take the spark from it by means of the ball

of the discharger. It was afterwards placed upon a

table, or wooden stand, and the shock from a Leydcn

phial, first passed over it about a quarter or half an inch

above its surface, by resting the ])oints of the discharging

rods at an inch or more distance from each other, uj)on

the stone to be tried. It need scarcely be observed that

ill Ihc iollovving experiments it is necessary to close the

eyes until the explosion be heard. Some of the results

were very beautiful and curious.

All the calcareous species which I tried were more or

A'oL. XV.—Dec. 1806. Ql less
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Calcareous less phosphorescent, and the sparks taken along the snr-

spars very lu- face of a piecc of rhombic spar was reflected so intensely
minous by the -.,,.,,, . , ,, . , ,.
electric shock *^ *^ illuminate the whole table with a brilliant white

'light.

"7 ?f'^^^'^*^^y Amongst the aerated species, common chalk was ex-

tremely lum?noiis when the shock was passed at some

distance above it, and when passed along its surface the

fluid left a very vivid zig-zag track of light, which con-

tinued for spveral minutes.

Ketton stone. Next to chalk in its phosphoric appearances was a

i
stone called Ketton stone, which consists of large distinct

grains, aggluted together like the roes of fish ;
in passing

the shock along its surface, some portion of the stone was

shattered, and its iumiuous grains dispersed in all di-

rections.

Other bodies. Amongst the several varieties of the sulphate of lime,

the specular gypsum, or selenite, is by far the most beau-

tifully phosphoric, but at the same time its light is much
inore" evanescent than in other substances which are less

luminous. An oblong six-sided prism of specular sele-

nite shone by the electric explosion with a vivid greenish

light, but it continued a very few seconds only. Nitrate

of linic fresh made, and tried whilst yet warm, gave small

jparks, which upon the surface of the nitrate were quite

red, or rather llame-colourcd, and it absorbed the elec-

tric light but slightly. Muriate of lime was somewhat

more phosphorescent than the nitrate. All the fluates

absorbed the light freely; the dark purple fluor spars

alforded no spark, but allowed the electric liuid to pass

in a purple stream, accompanied with a whizzing noise,

whilst a yellowish ilnor, and another with a greenish tint,

which was phosphoric by heat, afforded very good

sparks.

Sulphuret of Sulphuret of lime, commonly called Canton's phosphq-
Itmc partfca- ms, is much the most luminous by the electric explosion
ar y uminoub.

^^ ^^^ substance I have hitherto tried, and affords some

beautiful experiments, one of which I cannot help

mentioning.

Striking and Mix sulphate of lime with the white of an eg^, and
beautitul expe- spread it about the tenth of an inch thick upon a piece of

board ; dry it in the air for a day or two (as it dries very

slow).
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slow), and when perfectly dry it is very hard ; place the

ends of the discharging rods upon this substance, about

two inches asunder, and take the explosion of a Leydea

phial. The fluid does not pass over the surface of the

sulphurct quietly, but strips it from the board, and dis-

perses it with violence in every direction, giving the ap-

pearance of a beautiful shower of fire. ^

Phosphate of lime. All the bones which I have tried
Phosphate of

are luminous by the absorption of electric light, and the lioiQ.

enamel of the teeth is still more so; ivory is very phos-

phorescent by the explosion, and readily perforated by
it. The shock from a small phial will perforate from

nine to twelve ivory fansticks, and the spark renders

these thin slips of ivory transparent. Phosphoret of lime

gives a very minute red spark, and is but slightly phos-

phorescent when the explosion is made above its surface.

But its most remarkable property is that of being in- — Isinilarama-

flammable by means of a very small shock passed through gmaU^shoick^'^

it. As the flame is readily extinguished, a very small

piece of the phosphoret, about half the size of a
filbert,

may be set on fire several times.

I have tried many of the testacea and lithophyta, and

considering the facility with which all of them imbibed

the electric light^ I suspect it is a general property be-

longing to those tribes. The same may be said of all

extraneous fossils, which are of a calcareous nature.

Considering how beautifully luminous calcined oyster Q^ick
^i^«

*•

shells and belemnites are rendered by the electric explo- luminous,

sion, I was much surprised to find quick lime fresh from

the kiln rank amongst the least phosphorescent of the

calcareous genus. Besides the substances here individu-

ally specified, I have tried several of the marbles, lime-

stones, stalactites, and spars, all of which were phos-

phoric.

Should any thing curious occur in my trials with the

remaining genera, I shall not fail to inform you, if you
think this communication worth acceptance.

I remain your's, &c.

WM. SKRIMSHIRE, Jun*

Wisbech, Oct. 16. 1806.

Qq ^
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V.

Description of a Portable Blow Pipe for Chemical Expc^
riments. Bj/ W. II. Wollastox, M.D. Sec. R.S. S)C.

To Mr. Nicholson.

Sir,

Pocket blow JL HE consideration of those instruments which facili-

**'**
'

tatc thfe attainment of chemical knowledge cannot ba

thought foreign to the design of a Journal which pro#^

fesses to have for one of its objects the diflfusion ofche-

nitcal information ;
I am in hopes, therefore, that a short

description of a portable pocket blow pipe may be accept-

^ able to many of your readers.

T t 1 I'd
It consists of three parts, so adapted to each other that

and draw out, they may either be packed together, one within the other,
*"^' as in Fig. 1. PL VIII. which represents them of their

actual size, or they may be connected for use, as in Fig. 2.

^ in which the whole is reduced to one half of its real

dimensions.

In Fig. 1. the interior tube is sKcwn to be longer than

the exterior ; and it is made so, that it may be more rea-

dily withdrawn.

In each figure, the upper edge of the large end appears
turned outward, in order to diminish the elfort of the lips

requisite for retaining it in the mouth.

In Fig. 2. it will be seen that the small extremity is

placed obliquely (at an angle of about 120°), with the de-

sign tliat the llame impelled by it may be carried to a

more convenient distance from the eye, so as to answer

the purpose of a longer blow pipe.

This oblique piece is itself composed of three parts, of

which the largest is made stronger than the rest of tha

blow pipt^j that it may not be strained by frequent use.

One end of this is closed, and into the other is inserted a

small peg of wood, perforated so as to receive the tip,

/ which is intended to be occasionally separated, for tha

purpose of passing a fine needle into it to remove any

accidenta^obstruction.
TliO
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The intention of interposing the piece of wood in this

place is, to prevent the communication of heat, which

might be inconvenient to the hand that holds the blow

pipe.

I remain, Sir,

Your obliged servant,

WM. 11. WOLLASTON.
The blow pipe was made by Iloltzapfel, Long Acre.

VI.

Experiments on the Growth of fVhite-Thorn, By S&M,

Taylor, Esq, of Mostotij near Manchester^,

o THE Society of Arts, ka.

Gentlemen^

nilVERY one of yon, I thinli, will allow that fences The most ya-

are material objects to be attended to in agriculture ;
luablc fence*

you must also be convinced that there is no plant in this the white

kingdom of which they can so properly be made as the thorn^

Crataegus Oxyacantha Linnjei, or common White Thorn.

In consequence of my being convinced of this, I have

been induced to make a few experiments to effect the

better propagation of that valuable plant ; the result of

which, along with specimens of my success, I beg leave

to submit to your inspection.

In the year 1801, I had occasion to purchase a quan- Eipcriment*

tity.
of thorns, and finding them very dear, I was deter- for its propa-

mined to try some crvperiraents, in order if possible to ^'^^^^^'

raise them at a less expense, I tried to propagate them

from cuttings of the branches, but with little or no suc-

cess, I likewise tried if pieces of the root would grow;
and I cut from the thorns which I had purchased, about a v''"'u^'°^-^i^^ ' branches did
dozen of such roots as pleased me, and planted them in a not grow;
border along with those I had bought. To my great

*'^°^^
^f"°"^ ^^?

astonishment, tixH one of them died
; and in two years

they became as good thorns as the average of thgse I

*
Society of Arts, Vol. XXIU,
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p.
- had purchased. The thorns I purchased were three years

white thorn ^^^d when I got them. In April 1802, I had occasion to

successfully move a fence, from which I procured as many roots of

from cuttinffs
thorns as made me upwards of two thousand cuttings, of

of the roots, which I did not lose five in the hundred.

In the spring of 1803, I likewise planted as many cut-

tings of thorn roots as I could get. In 1804, I did the

same ; and this year I shall plant many thousands.

I have sent for your inspection specimens of the pro-

duce of 1802, 1803, and 1804, raised after my method,

with the best I could get of those raised from haws in the

common way, Avhich generally lie one year in the ground
before they vegetate. They are all exactly one, two,

, and three years old, from the day they were planted. I

was so pleased with my success in raising so valuable an

article to the farming interest of this kingdom, at so

trifling an expense, (for it is merely that of cutting the

roots into lengths and planting them,) that I was deter-

mined to make it known to the world, and could think of

no better method than communicating it to your Society;

and should you so far approve of this method of raising

thorns, as to think me entitled to any honorary reward, I

shall receive it with gratitude, but shall feel myself amply

repaid for any trouble I have been at, should you think

it worthy a place in the next volume of your Trans-

actions.

The method of raising the thorns from roots of the

plant, is as follows :

I would advise every farmer to purchase a hundred or

a thousand thorns, according to the size of his farm, and

plant them in his orchard or garden^ and when they have

attained the thickness of my three-year-old specimens,

which is the size I always prefer for planting in fences,

let him take them up and prune the roots in the manner

I have pruned the specimen sent you, from which he will

upon an average get ten or twelve cuttings from each

plant, which is as good as thorns of the same thickness ;

so that you will easily perceive that in tUree years he wi^
have a succession of plants fit for use, which he may if he

pleases increase ten-fold every time he take* them up^

The spring (say in all April) is the best time to plant
the
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the cattings, which must be done in rows half a yard plants of the

asunder, and about four inches from each other in the white thorn

row
; they ought to be about four inches long, and

p^op^'g^^J
planted with the top one-fourth of an inch out of the from cuttings

ground, and well fastened : otherwise they will not sue- ^^ ^^^ roots,

ceed so well.

The reason why I prefer spring to autumn for planting

the roots, is, that were they to be planted in autumn,

they would not have got sufficient hold of the ground
before the frost set in, which would raise them all from

the ground, and, if not entirely destroy the plants,

would oblige the farmer to plant them afresh.

I have attached the produce of my three-year-old

specimen to the plants it came from, cut in the way I

always practise ; on the thick end of the root I make

two, and on the other end one cut, by which means the

proper end to be planted uppermost, which is the thick

One, may easily be known.

Although I recommend the roots to be planted in

April, yet the farmer may, where he pleases, take up the

thorns he may want, and put the roots he has pruned off

into sand or mould, where they will keep until he has

leisure to cut them into proper lengths for planting ; he

will likewise keep them in the same way, until planted.

The great advantage of my plan is : first, that in case

any one has raised from haws, a thorn with remarkably

large prickles, of vigorous growth, or possessing any other

qualification requisite to make a good fence, he may pro-

pagate it far better and sooner, from roots, than any
other way. Secondly, in three years he may raise from

roots a better plant, than can in six years be raised from

haws, and with double the quantity of roots; my three-

year-old specimen would have been half as big again, had

I not been obliged to move all my cuttings the second

year after they were planted.

It would not be a bad way, in order to get roots, to

plant a hedge in any convenient place, and on each side

trench the ground two yards wide, and two grafts deep ;

from which, every two or three years, a large quantity
of roots might be obtained, by trenching the ground
over again, and cutting away what roots were found,

which
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Planks of the ^^"ch would all be young and of a proper thickness. 1

white thorn do not like theni of a larger size than the specimens
successfully .

propagated
^^"'^•

from cuttings I am at present engaged in several experiments, to cn-
of the roots. deavoiir to propagate the thorn from the branches, which,

if successful, I will communicate to you ; but I am of

opinion, that what is now done is sufficient.

Should the Society require any further explanations, I

shall be Imppy in doing my utmost to furnish such expla-

nations*.

SAMUEL TAYLOR.
mosiou^ near Manchestery

Maij 6lhy 1805.

vn.

On the Phantasms produced hy Disordered Sensation,

In a Letterfrom a Correspondent.
»

To Mr. Nicholson.

Sir,

Spectres seen JL HAVE lust been perusing in your Journal for Not.
bvNicolaifrom ^ , ^t • ,. tvt. , • ,. , .

nervous indis- 1S03, the Memoir oi JNicolai, on spectres which haunted

position. that intelligent and estimable man for two months. His

narrative developes many curious topics of investigation,

respecting our perceptions, and may perhaps lead to a

farther explanation of the laws by Avhich our trains of

ideas are governed, and the mechanism of our organs
of thought ; concerning which, so little is known. The

perusal induces me to send you a few more facts relative

to the same obscure subject.

These pheno- Many persons, particularly females, within the circle
mena are y ^^ personal knowledge, have related to me incidents
no means un- •' ^

.

•ommon. of the same nature, arising from nervous indisposition.

Nothing is more common than the appearance of figures

and sounds in fevers ; and they are very frequently exhi-

bited to persons in apparent good health. In all the in-

{Stances related to me, the parties were aware of the

*
Specimens were sent to the Society,

objecfs
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objects being the mere consequences of indisposition, or

what may be called internal sensation, and spoke of them

as such. It is not a month since I was sitting alone with Account of »n

a lady, for whose powers of mind and moral habits, I have *"''»"c«-

the highest respect, when after a short and sudden pause,

she said—'' This moment 1 saw M standing in

'' his usual manner just behind your chair, and a little

" while afterwards he was in the corner of the room :"

Upon my inquiring respecting the appearance, she said

the figure was paler, or less clearly visible, than usual,

and that it gradually faded away.
I know a gentleman, at present in the vigor of life, who Phantasm

in my opinion is not exceeded by any one, in acquired ^hich appear*
1 ,

/ , . . ,. ^ / ,

"^

,
ed for many

knowledge, and originality of deep research ; and who, months on ly-

for nine months in succession, was always visited by a^^^g down to

figure of the same man, threatening to destroy him, at

the time of going to rest. It appeared upon his lying

down, and instantly disappeared when he resumed the

erect posture. This was not related to me by himself,

but by another friend, and his absence has since prevented

my inquiring farther.

Little doubt remains in my mind, that many of the Many of the
stories ofapparitions, which have been in all ages so gc- stories of appa-

nerally received, were true, though probably incorrect, beg°"^j. ^^^1
from the influence of the imagination under an impression originated in

of terror. When I was a boy, I once or twice in the
^^^^^s^'

assisted

night awoke with the disease commonly called the night- ^
mare ; and then the fit was accompanied with a sense of

Night-mare,

weight, as if caused by a person actually pressing on me,
and touching me with cold hands ; and in the momentary
interval between one crisis and the next, I had a con-

sciousness that that person hurried round the room and

came back to torment me again, before I could recover my
speech or motion. But afterwards, when I was older

and considered these as the effects of disease, I had an

attack, in which I experienced no terror, nor had any
concomitant notion of an external agent ; and as soon as

I felt a remission of the rigor, I sprung up and was re-

lieved ;
no other consequen'ce remaining but a slight tre-

mor of the surface of the body.
About twelve years ago, I had an attack of fever, ari- Narrative of

Vol. XV.—Dec 1806. , Rr sing
the phantasnft
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produced by sing from some deep seated inflammation which cansed
disordered sen- acute pain in the left side. It was occasioned by a cold
•ation in fever. "^

caught at the breaking up of the hard frost in the Spring
of 1795. The pulse was generally about 110 hi the

minute, and the illness, which lasted some weeks, was

accompanied with disordered perception, through almost

its whole duration. My recollections of what then hap-

pened, renewed by occasional meditation on the subjects

since that time, are now so far impaired, that some of the

particulars recur in a less striking manner; the exact

t)rder of their succession, and time of their respective du-

ration, are less certain than these would have been, if my
'

first intention of writing down the various phenomena
soon after the event, had been carried into efl'ect.

The disorders The phantasms or delusions which accompany and mark
of perception disordered sensation, (which term I would use in contra-
form a subject .... i. i . , r

of interest,
distinction to disorder in the powers of memory reason-.^

where a law of
iiyg or the moral habits) are perhaps too frequent and toa

indicated.
little varied, to afford much interest in describing them,

unless where the narrative can point out some law which

the elTects may seem to follow, or may aftbrd some gene-
ral inferences that may prove valuable as rules of conduct

Patientsmay under such sufferings. It must no doubt be a consider-

derive much f^]y\Q advantage and consolation to those who might ascribe

being aware of these visiOns to supernatural powers, or who might be

the phenomc- driven to insanity by impatience or terror, on the sup-
°**

position of reality, for w^ant of knowing these phenomena
of disease;—it must, no doubt be highly beneficial that

they should have such knowledge : but the events I offer

to your readers, are, in my opinion, principally remark-

able for a certain connection they shewed with that com-

mon law O'' association, by which our usual train of ideas

is so immediately and rapidly governed.

Commence- -A^t the commencement of the fever, a slight defect of

ment. Slight memory was perceived in forming the phrases for dic-

nenr^efe?t"^of ^***"S * ^^tt^'^ > but this did not last, and I found no

memory. difficulty afterwards in performing arithmetical and other

processes by memory to as great an extent as my usual

habits could have gone. The first night was attended

with great anxiety, and the fatiguing and i)eri)et«al re-

currence of th^sam&j^ream. I supposed myself to be in

th»
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the midst of an immense system of mechanical combina- Anxiety : in-

tion, all the parts ofAvhichwere revolving with extreme "ssant recur-

•j-^ 1 • 1 i .1 J.' T •
1
^^"cc of the

rapidity and noise, and at the same time 1 was impressed same dream.

with a conviction that the aim or pnrposc of this distract-

ing operation was to cure my disorder. When the agita-

tion was carried to a certain height, I suddenly awoke,
and soon .afterwards fell again into a doze, with repetition

of the same dream. After many such repetitions it oc- This rccur-

curred to me that if I could destroy the impression or *"c°<^c was pre*
•^ *^ vented by an

conviction, there might be a probability that the delirious act ofdiscipline

dream would change its form ; and as the most likely
*" '^^ mind,

method, I thought that by connecting some simple visible

object in my mind, with the notion of cure, that object

might be made to occupy the situation of the rapidly

moving objects in the dream. The consequence, in some

measure, answered my expectation ;
for upon the next

access, the recollection of the figure of a bottle, to which
I had previously directed my mind, presented itself, the

rotation ceased, and my subsequent dreams, though dis-

turbed, were more various and less irritating.

The medical treatment consisted in the external appli- Medical treat-

cation of leeches to the side, with venesection, and the «ient.

saline mixture was taken internally.

A second night was passed with much agitation in re- Disturbed

poated dozing, with dreams, in which, except with regard '^^Sbt '.

to the strangeness and inconsistency of the objects that

olFered themselves, it was dillicult to distinguish the time

ofslcop from that of wakefuhiess. None of that anxiety
of mind remained whicii had added to the sullerings of the

prCMing night. When morning came, the state of the sen- and in the

nations had either undergone a change ; or it was more easy, morning, a sue*

n., ^ 1 f- ji 1
• • r \ cession ofphan-

artley* remarks, for the real impressions ot surround- t^sms of faces

ing objects, to predominate over the phantasms of disease, succeedingeach

Being perfectly awake, in full possession of memory, rea-
"f^^^^"

fo^* a ^""S

^on and calmness, conversing with thosie around nie, and

seeing, without difficulty or impediment, every surround^

jng object, I was entertained and delighted with a suc-

cession of faces, over which I had no control, either as

to their appearance, continuance or removal.

* On Man.

11 r 2 They
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Manner of They appeared directly before me, one at a time, very
their appear- suddenly, yet not so much so, but that a second of time
ancc, duration . , , , , .

and change. Bright be employed in the emergence of each, as if through
a cloud or mist, to its perfect clearness. In this state

each face continued five or six seconds, and then vanish-

ed, by becoming gradually fainter during about two

seconds, till nothing was left but a dark opake mist, in

which almost immediately afterwards appeared another

face. All these faces were in the highest degree inter-

esting tome, for beauty of form and the variety of ex*

pression they manifested of every great and amiable

emotion of the human mind. Tliough their attention was

invariably dirccttUl to me, and none of them seemed to

^ «peakj yet I seemed to read the very soul which gave
animation to their lovely and intelligent countenances :

admiration and a sentiment of joy and afiection when
each lace appeared, and regret npon its disappearance,

kept my mind constantly rivettedto the visions before it:

and this state was interrupted only when an intercourse

Avith the persons in the room was proposed or urged.

Theory of It was in my recollection that Hartley in his work
Hartley ; that ^pon Man adopts a theory, that the visions of fever are
the visions of

* .,/.,, ,, , .

fever are com- common ideas of the memory recalled m a system so

mon ideas of
irritated, that they act nearly with the same force as

cd'by inltTbi-
^^^^ objects of immediate sensation, for which they are

iity. accordingly mistaken : and therefore it is, says he, tha^

when delirium first begins, if in the dark, the effect may
be suspended by bringing in a candle, which by illumina-

tion gives the due preponderance to the objects of sense.

It is not the This, however, I saw was manifestly unfounded.
]^.^_ "^

^^^'*
in my power to thhik of absent objects (e. g. of sigl^t) \^

usual, but they did not appear. The ideas were in the
'

Diind as usual, and at the very same time, the real objects

of sense, and the objects of diseased sensation stood visible

before me.

Ideas, scnsa- When my attention was strongly fixed on the idea of

tionsandphan- ^^ absent place or thine, the objects of sensation and of
tasnns can be .

^
, . , , , ,,r.

all distinctly
delirium were less perceived or regarded. When the

prcse/itat once, ijjiiij ^yas left in a passive or indolent state, the objects

of delirium were most vivid, and the objects of sen-

sation, or real objects in the room, could not be seen.

But
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But when by a sort of exertion, the attention was roused, ^rjie voluntary
the phantasms became as it were transparent, and the ob- attention of

jects of sensation were seen as if through them. There
v^gou^^;^!}^"

was not the least difficulty in rendering either object visi-
strength to ei-

ble at pleasure : for the phantasms would nearly disap- 'J^r
of the

, ., . . , iM /- J J.1, , three, at pica-
pear, while the attention was steadily fixed on the real sure.

objects. Each particular phantasm was neither hastened

nor retarded in its whole appearance or duration by this

process.

After a morning passed in this manner, I had a visit
Advantages of

from Dr. C
,

to whom I related the effects, and self-command,

among other remarks I observed that I then ^"j^yed ^^^^^"^
the satisfaction of having cultivated my moral habits, and

particularly in having always endeavoured to avoid

being the slave of fear. '' I think," said I, "that this

"
is the breaking up of the system, and that it is

" now in progress to speedy destruction. In this state,
^' when the senses have become confused, and no longer
<' tell me the truth, they still.present me with pleasing
''

fictions, and, my sufferings are ipitigatcd by that calm*

^' ncss which allows me to find amusement in what are
^'

probably the concluding scenes of life,"

I give these self-congratulations without scruple, be- The phantasm*

cause I am an anonymous writer, and more particularly
a^c affected by

. "'the convers^-
bocause they led to an observation of fact, which deserves tion,

notice. When the doctor left me, my relaxed attention

returned to the phantasms, and some time afterwards,

Instead
ofa pleasing face, a visage of extreme rage appear-

ed, which presented a gun at me and made me start ; but

it remained the usual time and then gradually faded away.
This immediately shewed me the probability of some

^^^^j ^-^^^ g^^^'

connection between my thoughts and these images ; for gested a con-

I ascribed the angry phantasm to the general reflection 1
"^^^'o^ he-

had formed in conversation with Dr. C . I recol-
thoughts and

lected some disquisitions of Locke in his Treatise on the ^^^ visionary

Conduct of the Mind, where he endeavours to account ^PP^^^^"^^^?

for the appearance of faces to persons of nervous habits.

It seemed to me, as if faces, in all their modifications,

being so associated with our recollections of the affections

or passions, would be most likely to offer themselves in

delirium : but I now thought it probable that other objects Attempt t«

would
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alter the ap- would be seen if previously meditated upon. With this

phamasms^^^
"^''*''^^

!^
'''^' ^^^^ ^ reflected upon landscapes and scenes

of architectural grandeur, while the ilices were flashing
before nie ; and after a certain considerable interval of

time, of which I can form no precise judgment, a rural
- scene of hills, vallies and fields appeared before me, whiqli

—which sue- was succeeded by another and another in ceaseless sue-

cession ; the manner and times of their respective ap-

peavance, duration and vanishing being not sensibly dif-

ferent from those of the faces. All the scenes were calm,

and still, withotit any strong >lights or^lare, and delight-

fully calculated to inspire notions of retirement, peace,

2^tKe'Tns?ant ^^'^"^"i^^'^y ^"^ ^^ppy meditation. T do not remember
of takingamc- ^ow long these lasted, but think it was the next morning
4iaac:— that they all vanished, at the very instant of taking a

draught, composed of lemon juice, saturated with potash,
with a small addition of the pulvis londinensis. I cannot
think the effect was owing to any peculiar virtue of this

medicine (for it took place before the draught had ac-

tually entered the stoiiiach) but merely to the stimulus
of the subacid cold fluid.

—^but return How long the appearances were suspended, I did not
af^ain, though note, or have now for£;otten. The fever continued with
111 other forms. ,, - ^ , ,..,.,

the same frequency of pulse, and pain m the side, attended

with yawning and great increase of suffering while in the

prone posture. Notwithstanding the saline antimoiiial me-

dicine was continued, the figures returned ; but 'they now
consisted of books, or parchments, or papers containing

printed matter. I do not know whether I read any of

them, buf^m at present inclined to think they were either

not distinctly legible or did.not remain a sufficient time
—which were before they vanished.

'

I was now so well aware of the

Jitkvrf^
^ ^°'

connection of thought with these appearances, that "by

fixing my mind on the consideration of manuscript instead

oftlic printed type, the papers appeared, after a time, only
with manuscript writing : and afterwards by the same

process, instead of being erect, ibey were all inverted or

appeared upside down.
Delusions of It occurred to me that all these delusions were of one

hearinT^^
^

sense only ; namely, the sight ;
and upon considering the

recurrence of sounds, a few simple musical tones were

afterwards
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afterwards heard, for one time only ; soon after which,

having dropped asleep, an animal seemed to jump upon

my back, with the most shrill and piercing screams, which

were too intolerable for the continuance of sleep.

Diseased perceptions of the hearing did not again Another mod«

recur, and I do not remember by Avhat gradation pgrceotion of

it was, that the frequently changing appearh;nce9, be- visible objects,

fore the sight, gave place to another mode of delusive

perception, which lasted for several days. All the irre-

gularly figured objects, such as the curtains or clothes, .

were so far transformed that they seemed to afford out- ;

lines of figures, of faces,'animals, flowers and other objecis,

perfectly motionless, somewhat in the manner of what

fancy, if iqdulged, may form in the cloiids or in the ca-

vity of a fire; but much more compkteand perfect, and

not to be altered by steady observation or examination.

They seemed to be, severally, as perfect as the rest of the

objects with which they were combined, and agreed with

them in colour and other respects.

I can make so few inferences or observations upon the

several other characters, which these diseased sensations

assured, that I shall not attempt to describe them'.

Various authors have given narratives which coincide Various ac-

with the preceding, in part ; and as analogy is the great counts of ocu-

clue for investigating the phenomena of nature, I Avill
^^ ^^^**

give a few facts and remarks which may bring us more to

a point.

None ot the phantoms in ray illness were of known Phantoms of

places, objects or persons. But on another (Tccasion, real objects

when I accidentally fell into the sea, and after swimming pi'otluced by
, . ,. . 1 , . » , . - emotion of

a certam time without assistance, began to despair of ray mind,

situation
; the image of my dwelling and the accustomed

objects appeared with a degree of v^ividness, little differ-

ent from that of actual vision. Mr. Start, M. P. when

greatly in danger some year.? ago, by being wrecked in a

boat, on the Edystone rocks, relates, in an account

which appeared in the papers, that his family appeared to

him in this extremity,
" He thought he saw them." I

think both these instances arc referable to Hartley's

Theor}'. Thp illusions of figures i^^pearinj to persons
near death are very eomm.on.

Sl^ep
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Delirium pre- Sleep is, I think iiiTariably preceded by a diminished
cedes seep. power of judgment and the appearance of phantasms.

Dreams are
'^^® objects of dreams appear to be of the same class, or

like the phan- description, as those I had in feTcr. Lik« them they ap-
tasms of fever,

pg^,. uncontroled by the will for the moment, and resem-

ble the objects for sense ; and like them ihcy can be often

traced to some preceding thought or incident. Is not a

certain degree of debility one of the conditions required

for the appearance of these phantasms ?

Comparison of The ear is much more an instrument of terror than the

^^h?'''^^
^^^

^y^' -'^is^^sed perceptions of sight are more common than

tions caused bv^^ose of hearing, and they are in general borne with more
disease.

tranquillity. A few simple sounds usually constitute the

amount of what the ear unfaithfully presents ;
but when

incessant half-articulated whispers, sudden calls, threats,

obscure murmurs, and distant tollings are heard, the mind

is less disposed to patience and calm philosophy. Instan-

ces however are not wanting, in which musical combina-

tions of enchanting melody haunt the mind, and occupy
the senses of those who are oppressed with indisposition.

I will not make this letter longer by apology. Do
with it what you please, and I shall continue,

A grateful sharer

In yoiir labours.

L. M.

VIII.

Earli/ Account of the Bath Waters^ hy John Mayow.
Extracted in a Letter from W. R. Clanny, M.D,

Hon. Member of the Royal Philos. Soc. at Edinburgh,
Senior Physician to the Durham Irijirmary,

To Mr. Nicholson.

EING lately much engaged in the interesting study
of mineral waters, amongst other books on the subject 1

read with much pleasure a scarce work, entitled,
'' A

Discourse of Bathe, and the Hot Waters there, &c. by
Tho. Guidottj M, B. London, 1676." The author has

inserted
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inserted a translation of Dr. Mayow's Analysis of the Earlyexamina-

Cath Waters, for the purpose of refuting it ; and in his ?j°^
^^ ^^«

w ... ^^,.. ,. VI. J. -t
Bath watcrg.

zeal to support his own analysis, m which he asserted

that the Bath Waters contained nitre and sulphur, he

has preserved Dr. Mayow's analysis, which, even at this

enlightened period of chemical science, must beestejemed

as a superior production. On reading it I was impressed
with the idea that it would be interesting to many of your
scientific readers, who may not have seen the work I

allude to.

How far Dr. Mayow understood the oxydation of me-

tals his own words will shew; nor will any unprejudiced
reader suppose that

thcj
thread of science was broken in

his hand.

Dr. Mayow's Analysis was published in the Latin lan-

guage, which 1 have not seen ; but it is rather an ad-

vantage to general readers to have a translation in the

vernacular language, and being translated by a cotempo-

rary, though a rival Physician, may in some degree assisK

in fixing our ideas of the meaning of the author.

Since writing the above, Dr. Gebbes' excellent analysis
of the Bath Waters has come to hand ; his judicious re-

marks on Dr. Mayow's Analysis preclude me from offer-

ing any further observations, except, that by Dr. May-
ow's Analysis I was led to understand that the Bath

Waters contained iron in a pure state, which is since cor-

roborated by Dr. Gibbes' late communication to your
excellent Journal. I shall now give the whole chapter
from Mr. Guidott's work; wherein is inserted Dr. May-
ow's Analysis.

CHAP. II.

*' The Opinion of a late Author concerning the Nature
joh. Mayow,

of the Baths of Bathe, UUT>, & M.b.

" And here I cannot but take notice of a novel writer,
who magesterially thus determines : Quod ad nitrum ct

sulphur attinet^ quibus Thermas Bathonienses imbutas

esse hactenus creditum est, eorum neutrum aquis thermae
'

rumistarum solutum esse arbitror: As to zehat concerns

nitre and sulphur zeith which the JSaths of Bathe have

Vol. XV.-—Dec. 1806. S s hitherto
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Earlycxamina-
hitherto been thought to be impregnated^ I suppose there

tloa of the jg nothing of either of them dissolved in the waters.
. <c ^ 1,q1^1 assertion! which had it been vented and be-

' lieved but fifty years ago, would have prevented much
trouble in evincing the contrary; but since 'tis the

fashion to be peremptory, I do assert, That both nitre and

sulphur are to be found in all the baths of Bathe, and

that dissolved in, and mixed with, the bodif of the waters.

In order to the proof of which I shall take some account

of the forementioned author's XVth Chapter of his tract

of Sal-Nitre, the arguments he hath against it^ and his

opinion to the contrary.
^' His words therefore, as well as I can translate them,

are these :

'^ Among the most celebrated bathes, we may justly

reckon those of Bathe, in which admirable waters a con-

tinual vestal and sacred fire is maintained, as if things of

a most different nature were interleagued. Before I

come to the manner how these bathes receive their heat,

it will not be improper if I make some inquiry into the

contents of these waters.
" It is therefore manifest, that the bathes of Bathe are

impregnated with a certain salt of an acrid nature ; for if

any sal alkali, or volatile salt purely salined, be mixed

with these waters, a precipitation will ensue, and the

waters will become turbid, and of a milky nature.
'^

Moreover, the Bathe waters powred on boyling

milk, will coagulate it, as any other acid doth.

" Neither doth this acid salt seem to be the only salt of

the Bathe, but is complicated with an alkali ;
for if the

water be evaporated quite away, a certain salt of a more

fixed nature will be found in the bottom of the vessel,

which, on the powring of any acid on it,
will ferment.

'' Of the same nature also are the mud and sand of

the bathe, which are wrought up with the springs; for

any acid liquor being powred on them, an ebullition will

follow.
'^ There may be also observed in these waters a salt,

or rather a lime-chalk kind of earth, sticking to the bot-

tom of the gouts, or passages, almost in all places where

the water passeth.
From
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" From what hath been said may be collected, That Earlyexamint-

the bathes of Bathe are impregnated with a certain acid
g°^

°^ ^^^

saline salt; and the salt of the bathe seems not much un-

like tartar vitriolated, or aluminous salt.

" The reason why these salts destroy not one another,

but each of them ferments with its contrary salt, may be

understood from what hath been delivered in the former

•Chapter; to wit, these salts are so imperfect, that in

conjunction they cannot destroy one another. But more

of thefee salts hereafter.

'^ As to nitre and sulphur, with which the Bathes

have hitherto been thought to participate, I suppose that

neither of them is dissolved in those waters.

.

" That there is no nitre in the waters appears by this.

That the salts that remain after the evaporation of the

Bathe Water, put on a coal, burn not as nitre doth.

Although I shall not deny, that those immature salts of

an alkali nature (which are also contained in the sand

and mud of the Bathe) being exposed some time to the

air, may, perhaps, by its influence, be conrerted into

nitre.

*' As to sulphur, which hath been so much reported
to be in all bathes, 'tis not, I believe, dissolved in these

waters. Because,^
'' If a solution of alom, vitriol, or any other salt,

whether acid, or fixt, be mixed with the water of the

Bathe, sulphur discovers not itself to be precipitated,

either by a fetid smell, or any other sign, which notwith-

standing in the solution of sulphur in the water of

unslack'd lime, or made into lixivium, doth appear, when
the sulphur by the effusion of any acid liquor is pre-

cipitated.
" I am not ignorant that the water of these bathes, if

salt of tartar, or a purely volatile salt, be cast into it, will

presently turrt white, as is declared before, which colour

proceeds not from sulphur, but a stony, or aluminous

matter precipitated, not much unlike to what is observed

in the water of unslack'd lime, when any fixt salt is

mixed therewith; in which, notwithstanding, it is not to

be supposed the sulphur is dissolved ; for if sulphur be

bpyled in water of unslack'd lime, the water becomes

S s 2 white.
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Earlycxamiaa- white, not by the effusion of a fixt salt, as before, but of

BaUi^^ t
^^ ^^'^ ' *^ ^^^* *^® ^''^^ ^^^^^ ™^^ dissolve sulphur, but

not precipitate it. Wherefore if sulphur be con ained

in the waters of the Bathe they would be precipitated,

not by a purely saline, as formerly, bur an acid salt, and

the sulphur so precipitated would discover itself hy a

fetid smell, which it doth not do.

^' To which I add, that an acid salt, or something

aluminous, doth seem to predominate in the bathes afore-

said, so that they become altogether unfit to dissolve the

sulphur.
*'

Moreover, if common sulphur be boyled in those

waters they are never tinged with a yellow or sulphurous

colour, neither can sulphur by any means be precipi-

tated from the decoction, as I have often experimented.
" And therefore I must admire the famous Willis, in

his Treatise of the Heat of the Blood, should affirm,

that sulphur boyled in Bathe Water may -be dissolved

after the same manner, as if boyled in water of unslack'd

lime.

'^ Now if sulphur seems to be dissolved in the waters

aforesaid, the occasion of the mistake, I suppose to be,

that the decoction was made in a vessel, in which some

jfixt salt had been decocted, so that the solution of the

sulphur may be made by some particle of a fixt salt, with

which the vessel might be seasoned.

"
Concerning the bathes of Bathe, 'tis the common

opinion that silver dipped into thorn is colored yellow, in

the same manner as if it were cast into a solution of sul-

phur, and hence it is supposed that the Bathes have sul-

phur in them ; but experience evinccth the contrary;'

for silver put into the Bathe Water becomes not reddish,

6t yellow, but rather black.

'' The mistake may seem to arise from this, that 'tis

customary with the Bathe-Guids to tinge and as it were

guild over pieces of silver with the salino-sulphurous

jnud, or dung, such as is often found in houses of office,

and put them off to strangers, for a little profit, as if they

were coloured with the Bathe-water.

*' And here this is to be noted, that a kind of bitumi.

JJ0U5 mud, with a small pittance of common sulphur,
is

brought
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brought up with the springs, which only swims on the
Earlyexamina*

top, or else continues at the bottom, but never is dis- tion of the

solved in the waters themselves.
^**^ water*

*' Neither is sal armoniack, as some imagine, to be

found in these waters, for if on the solution of sal armo-

niack, salt of tartar be injected, the purely saline volatile

salt (of which sal armoniack in part doth consist) being
at liberty from the acid salt, to which it was formerly

united, will presently fly off into the air, and will quickly
be discovered by a pungent affecting the nostrils, which

is never obsei ved in the Bathe-waters.
''

Lastly, as to vitriol, the Crosse and Hot Bathe

seem to have none at all; for if galls are beaten and in-

fused into these waters they neither turn purple nor

black, which would certainly be, if these waters had

vitriolln them,
^' The King's Bathe seems to have a little vitriol in it;

for if some beaten galls are cast into that water, it will

have a light tincture of a black purple colour.

" 'Tis also to be noted, that a certain mineral of a

metallick nature ariseth out of the earth, with springs of

the Bathe, which is easily turn'd into vitriol. For if any
acid liquor be affuscd on the sand, (which breaking out

with the springs, is found in the bottom of the Bathe,) it

being corroded with an acid menstruum, not without a

remarkable effervescence, will in part be converted into

vitriol, just as |t happens to the
filings

of iron corroded

with an acid liquor.
" For if that sand of the Bathe corroded with an acid

liquor, be put into the infusion of galls, the liquor ac-

quires an atro-purpureous colour. Whereas if the infu-

sion of galls be put on the sand newly taken out of the

bathe, aind not corroded with an acid liquor, it will, by
no means, be of a purple colour ; an apparent sign, that

the metallick sand of the Bathe, unless corroded with an

acid menstruum, doth not turn to vitriol.

'' It is further observable, that the sand of the bathe

kept some time, and exposed to the open air, will of its

own accord be converted into vitriol; for if that sand

be mixed with the infusion of galls, the water will contract

an atro-purpurcous appearance. ^

^^
Bloreover,
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Earlycxamina-
*'

Moreover, if it be laid on the tongue, it hatk a per-
tion of the feet vitriolick taste ; and no wonder, for the nitro-aere-
at waters.

^^^^ spirit, after some time, closeth with the metallick

mineral, and salino-sulphureous marchasite, of which

vitriol useth to be made, mixed in the sand, and causeth it

to ferment, and at last, as was shewed before, converts it

into vitriol."

Should the above extract prove interesting or amusing
to your scientific readers, I shall be much gratified.

I am,
With much respect,

^ Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

W.R. CLANNY.
Durham^ 15th Nov. 1806.

IX.

The Improvement of Boggij Land hi) Irrigation^ as

carried into Effect, By Mr, William Smith*.

SiK,

Improvement
•^n.AVING paid very considerable attention to im-

of boggy lands provemcnts of land by irrigation, and applied the water
by irrigation, j^^ a manner which I believe to be new and advantageous ;

I beg leave to submit my account thereof to ^he Society
of Arts, (fee. Upon this plan, the rushes and noxious

parts are destroyed, the land is rendered firm, and grasses

of good quality spring naturally. Even ferruginous wa-

ters will have a good effect thus used.

I am. Sir,
*

Your obedient servant,

William Smith.

J3uc7cingh(wi-Streety

Oct. 31, 1804.

To Charles Taylor, Esq.

* Soc. of Arts, Vol. XXIII. The silver medal was awarded for

this communication.
' Mode
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Mode of improving Boggy Land,

The whole surface of the boggy ground was pared ^f ^r^^l^d?
with a breast-plough, and the peaty matter thrown to- by irrigation.

*

gethcrin ridges, like common high-ploughed land, with

a ridge, like a head-ridge, at one end of each set of ridges.

Each ridge has a cut or channel for water on the top, and

a drain in the furrow or hollow between it and the next

ridge. The head-ridge has a larger channel for water on

its top, which supplies all the other ridges with water, and

this main ridge is itself supplied by its connexion with

a larger channel or Teeder, which first conveys the water

out of the common brook-course into the meadow.

The furrow between each head-ridge and the ends of

the beds has a larger drain, into which all the channels of

drains in the furrows discharge their water, and which is,

by this main drain carried into the brook-course again.
Thus the water is diverted out of its usual channel, only
to float over the surface of the land, and run into that

channel again lower down.

To gQt the water high enough to swim over the surface

of any piece of ground, it is generally necessary to make
a dam in the original channel, to pen up the water till it

rises to the surface, or near it, and convey it along a chan-

nel which shall have less fall than the brook, until it can

be got out upon the surface. The length of such conduit

or drain must therefore depend upon the fall in the lands

which lie parallel to the original channel of the water ;

and the quantity of land that can be covered with water,

depends upon the distance between the proposed new
channel and the old ones.

And, to perform this business in the most methodical

manner, it is necessary to new model the surface, other-

wise the water (which will always find its level) would lie

too deep, or move too slowly over the low places in the

ground, and thereby injure the grasses by a redundancy
of water, while all the higher parts of the ground would

appear like little islands above the surface of the water ;

and consequently receive no benefit from such an imper-
fect system of irrigation.

Where these inequalities of surface are large and nume-

rous.
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Improvement rous, it will be attended with much more expense to make

b^ ^rn^ado"^''
^"^^ ^^"^ marks into a regular form for floating, on ac-

count of the great expense of wheeling the earth from the

hills to the follows. In these cases, it is necessary (in

order to avoid expense) to adopt an irregular method of

floating : by taking advantage of such irregularities of

surface, a meadow may often be floated at a quarter of

the expense required to put it into a regular form, and

this method is found to answer the purpose very well, if

the works are properly laid out, with the spirit level.

When the fall of water is ascertained, the form of the

ground is the next thing to be attended to ; if there are

no natural declivities in the surface, down which the water

may run from the overflowings of a cut on the summit

into a drain in the hollows, so that the water may keep

constantly running down such slopes by a regular cur-

rent, which prevents a diminution on the ridges and a

quick discharge in the lower drain ; to avoid an accumu-

lation in the furrows, it must be made with good slopes

and plenty of drains ; these, with a constant supply of

water in the winter, are the most essential parts ofa water

meadow. The water must be constantly kept moving
over the surface, and the practice proves, that where the

water moves the quickest, there is always the most

grass.

And, as the water must be constantly running oif the

land, it follows that it must be constantly running on, to

keep every part of the surface properly supplied ; and

this requires a much greater quantity of water than is

commonly imagined by those, who are wholly unac-

quainted with the practice of irrigation. In fact, every

good water-meadow should be formed so that it may be

said to be nothing but a wide extended channel for the

water, no part of which should be too deep to prevent
the points of the grass from appearing above its surface,

consequently the water cannot be seen when the grass

begins to grow. Yet it will still find its way between the

shoots, and nourish the grass without bearing it down, or

excluding it from the benefit of the air and sun : this is a

state, in which the grasses of a water-meadow increase

very rapidly; in this state, no water can be seen in any

part
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part of a meadow, but in the cuts which bring it on and improvement
drains that take it olflf ; the motion down the slopes is only

of boggy lands,

perceptible where it runs off the upper cut and in the

lower drain ; in the still more perfect parts, when the

grass has got a considerable shoot, even this part of its

motion is not perceptible ; and a well-regulated meadow,
in the spring, cannot be known to be in a state of irriga-

tion without walking into it. The water running among
its shoots, soon becomes perceptible to the foot which

proves that there is no inconsiderable quantity running
down the slopes, though its motion upon that part can-

not be seen.

It is therefore one of the fundamental principles of ir-

rigation, to keep the water moving, and that in such well

regulated quantities as shall neither be too great nor too

little; for both of the extremes are alike unfriendly to

vegetation ; but I believe there is much more mischief

done to a water-meadow by giving it too little, than too

much water, and the greater the supply the less nicety

is required in the adjustment, if the meadow is so laid

out as to prevent its accumulation in any part thereof.

But where the quantity of water is small, it is necessary

to be very nice in the distribution of it,
in order to re-

ceive the full benefit of tbe stream upon as much land as

it is capable of floating.

Here again we must not run into extremes, and try to

get the water over too much land at a time, and thereby

prevent the grass from receiving the full benefit ofaquan-

tity of water wliich is capable of giving it a good soaking:

what that quantity is, will be best determined by prac-

tice, for some ground requires much more water than

others.

In case of a short supply of water, which is extended to

the improvement of as much land as it is capable of cover-

ing, according to the best principles of irrigation, it will

be better to unite all the water upon such a portion' of

the work as practice shall prove it capable of covering

well, and to let that part have the full benefit of the water

as long at a time as is necessary to give a good soaking,

or as long as it may be kept off the otlier parts without

injury.

Vol. XV.—Dec 1806. T t In
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Improvement In some meadows, after they have had a compFctc soak-
of boggy lands, ing, which has saturated the soil, and the grass has
^ '^ '

thickened npon the surface, vegetation will not be retard-

ed for sometime for want of water, and those parts which

were forced the most in the autumn, will require the

least in the spring. It will therefore be always advisable

on account of the water and a succession of grass, to get

somepart of the water-meadow as forward as possible in

the autumn, that that part may be dried and fed the first

in the spring, while all the water is employed in forcing

on those other parts of the meadow which were neglected

in the autumn.

By a prudent management of the water in uniting its

vegetative powers upon those pieces of meadow which

are disposed to produce the earliest vegetation in the
^

spring, and so on in succession, from the earliest to the

latest pieces of ground, or those which can be made so ;

a regular succession of grasses might be obtained, which

would be much better than trying to get the whole alike,

especially, if the quantity in one person's possession be

very considerable, and his quantity of water likely to fail

or barely to sujSice for the purpose.

This method of using the water in succession upon por-

tions of the meadow, wliich practice shall prove it capa-

ble of covering at one time, will be applicable to most

meadows ;
for there are few, that are well formed, that

have too much water, especially in the winter, or where

there are any mills or navigations ;
I have generally ob^

perved tliat the best meadows upon the large streams, are

. those which have the most water and the best falls.

Account of the Nine Acres of Water Meadozv, on Prism

leij Farm near Fletwick^ IVestoning^ and Tingrith in

Bedfordshire^,

As the quantity of water is sometimes insufficient tq

iloat the whole of this meadow at once, it has been con-

* A map of this meadow, but without any account of the me-

thod of forming it, may be seen in the Communications of the

Board of Agriculture, Vol. IV. page 341.

trived
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trked to be divided into three parts, by means of two

improvement

large hatches within the meadow. Each of these princi-
of boggy lands,

pal divisions may again be divided into still smaller parts,
^ S •

by putting a common hatch or board made to the shape

of either of the main feeders, which will stop the water

out ofany part, and force so much the more upon that

which is intended to be floated. These contrivances are

often necessary on account of the great scarcity of water,

and also for the purpose of employing all the water upon

any one part of the meadow, while the grass is feeding off ,
•

the other ; and (if the levels will admit of it) something

like this ought to be done in every good water-meadow,
for it is not merely the elevated or high-ridged form of the

surface, which constitutes a good water-meadow, but such

a disposition of the parts as is best calculated for the ge-

neral purposes to which the land, the water, or its pro-

duce, may be most advantageously applied. The three

parts of tliis meadow are upon two diiferent levels, so

that the drawing of either of the hatches before men^

tioned lays all the high part dry, and puts either the

North or the South part of the lower level afloat at the

same time. By keeping down one of those hatches and

opening the other, all the water may be turned either

upon the North or the South part of the low level, as oc-

casion may require ; or if both the hatches be shut down,
the whole of the water may be used upon the high level,

•rtwo first sets of beds.

If there is more water than is sufficient to float either

of the three parts separately, either of the two regulating

hatches may be fixed at such a height as to use the remain-

der on the upper level
* or the high level of the meadow

may be made to receive its full quantity of water, and an

opening be left under one or both of the hatches, so as to

distribute the remainder of the water on either of the

jparts of the lower level, wherever it may be wanting ; or

-the whole of the water may be used upon one of the

lower levels, by adjusting the hatch so that that part

*hall have sufficient water, and drawing up the other high

enough to discharge the surplus ; or, if one part is float-

ing, and neither of the other pieces in want of water, any

overplus may be turned down the waste ditch which di-

T t 2 Tidei
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Improvement
^Wes the meadow from the tipland, by drawing the oul-

of
bo^gy lands, side or main hatch, high enough to discharge such surplus

byirngatioa. ^^ter under it.

The water is capable of all these rariations, but there

will seldom be any occasion for turning any water to

waste, as it may generally be all employed upon the mea-

dow or upon a third of it. If the other two parts should

be in use, it will be found most advisable to feed only one

part of such meadow at a time, as the other two-thirds

might then be floating alternately.

When that third has been fed off, the most forward of

the other two may then be laid dry for feeding, and the

hew^-fed part floated in its stead. By this plan of feed-

ing one-third at a time, and keeping the other two-thirds

afloat at the same time, either together or Separately, ac-

cording to the quantity of water, the water will be always

constantly employed from the first commencement of

floating to the conclusion o f the feeding and floating after

it
; when the whole may be shut up together for mow-

ing.

The spring floating may be continued at intervals, (if

the water be not foul) till the grass has gained a consider-

^able height, but it must only be put on for a day or two
at a time to cool the ground, and keep the grass grow-

ing. This management, if it be well conducted, will be

of great service in forwarding the crop and increasing the

bulk ; the ground will also be the cooler and better for it

when the crop comes off, consequently, it will occasion the

after-grass to grow so much the quicker. No time

should be lost in putting on the water immediately after

the hay has been removed ; or, as soon as one-third of

the meadow can be cleared, the water should be imme-

diately put upon that part till it is pretty well soaked, and

then upon the other parts, in their turns, as soon as they

are cleared. Great care should be taken both in feeding

and taking off the hay, that it be done m ith a view of

clearing that part first, where the water can'be first ap-

plied to the purpose of producing another crop. The

water should never run to waste but in the height of sum-

mer, when the grass may be high enough to form a thick

feoier to the ground, and keep it cool and moist enough
for
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for the purposes of yegetation without the aid of water ; improvement
and also at the end of summer or autumn, when, if the of boggy land*,

meadows are fed with sheep, there may be some danger
of rotting them by using the water at this time of the

year. It will appear to those who are acquainted with

the management of Wiltshire water-meadows (by the ac-

count annexed, which I received from his Grace the Duke
of Bedford, and which states the quantity of grass cut

and the time of feeding the meadow), that the grass was

begun to be fed off before it war fit ; and, from the long
time that the sheep w^ere kept upon the ground during
the months of February, March, and April, there was
much of the water wasted, which should have hourly been

employed at that most prolific season. Experience proves,
that there is no danger of getting the grasses too strong

upon the ground at this early season, and that crops
which are six or seven inches high, and apparently too

coarse and high for a bullock to feed, are eaten with the

most eagerness by sheep in the spring ; and those parts

where the grass is the thickest and most luxuriant, are

always fed the closest, and sought after with the greatest

avidity. This being contrary to the common habits of

all animals which graze upon dry pastures, where they

give a decided preference to short and sweet herbage, may
lead many persons to think that the grass of a water mea-

dow may be too high and luxuriant for sheep ; but expe-
rience has proved, that such long grass is neither unfriend-

ly nor unsavoury to them ; and we know, that the grass

always grows the fastest when it has gained considerable

height and strength. It will also thicken at the bottom,
and the roots will get much stronger hold in the ground,
and consequently will not be subject to feel the want of

water so soon during the time of feeding, and be able to

make a much stronger shoot as soon as it is shut up again,

and the water restored to it. The greatest crop will also

be ©f the best quality both in grass and hay, and will

always be fed much closer and evener than in those places

where the floating has been any ways deficient. The

drowner, as he is generally called, or the man who has the

superintcndance of water-meadows, should therefore en-

deavour to make every part of the crop as uniform as

possible ;
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Improvement possible ; for no meadow can be said to be complete till

ofboggy lands, that is accomplished, and a good eye may easily discover

the management of a meadow by the crop upon the ground,
whether it be in the spring, summer, or autumn : for, if

the grass appear patchy, or of different sorts and colours,
there can be no doubt but that the water has been partial-

ly applied. The different shades of the ground after close

feeding and mowing, will also show the parts which have
had the most water, and where it has been deficient.

Workmen who have been accustomed to the mowing
Such crops, can also tell all those parts by the different

cut of the grass. Much of the perfection of a water-

meadow also depends upon the care and pride which the

drowner takes in doing his work well. It would there-

fore be very advisable not to change those men too often,
but to keep the water-meadow constantly under the care

of the same workman, so long as he manages it well ; and
no one should ever alter the water but him who has the

constant care of attending it. Water-meadows will ne-

ver be brought to perfection in aijty country, till the

proprietors and managers of them shall take a pride in

doing them well, and strive to rival each other in excel-

lence. Land-owners and agricultural societies should

therefore offer premiums for the greatest produce that

can be obtained from a given quantity of water-meadow,
and a smaller premium to the drowner or managing man.

This would excite emulation, and create a conversation

and rival spirit of industry, and attention to a pursuit

which many might not otherwise have thought about ; as

the crops of water-meadows are much more at the com-

mand of the farmer, and less subject to blight, drought,
or uncertainty of season, than any other crop which he

cultivates; this w^ould be a fair subject of competition in

the skill of the managers, and the premium should not be

determined by the produce of a single crop, but by the

aggregate produce of the whole year, taken in spring*

feed, hay, and autumn-feed.

Account
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Account delivered to Mr. Smithy by order of his Grace the Improvcmeni:

Duke of Bedford, of the produce of nine acres from
^^'°^^^l^^^*

Prisley PVatcr-Meadozo, made out of a Bog,

1803. Marcli ^9.—Stocked it with 12 score of sheep,

kept them three weeks.

April 16.—Shut it up for hay.
June 23.—Cut the first crop of hay, supposed to be abovt

two tons per acre.

August 20.—Cut the second crop, supposed to be one

and a half ton per acre.

September 16.—Stocked it with four score of fat sheep,

three weeks ; after that it was pastured with lean

bullocks, as long and as often as they could find

food.

1804. February 27.—Stocked it with eight score and

four lamb-hogs.

April 28.—They have now been nine weeks. This is

more than eighteen sheep to an acre for nine

weeks. It had more and better water this last

winter than the winter before, but from our want

of grass upon the farm, we have eaten it longer
than we should have done.

June 21st.—Began cutting the first crop of hay, which is

a greater quantity than the year before, and a

larger proportion of the best grasses.

N,B. At the Woburn sheep-shearing in June, 1805,
the above meadow was examined by the Secretary of

the Society, when the quantity of the grass upon it was

not only found to be great, but the kinds of grass it

produced in general, excellent in quality, and appear-

ing, on comparison, to improve every year.

Jieference to the annexed Plan of the six Acres of Water-.

Meadow, on Prisley Farm,—Plate VIII,

1. The main hatch, which, when closed, occasions

the water that is to irrigate the meadow, to flow into the

feeder which fills the highest cuts, made upon the first

eight
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Improvement eight ridges, from which cuts it gently glides down th©
of boggy lands, slopes into the eight drains, which unite and discharge
^ ^ *

themselves under the arch at b.

2. The second hatch, which regulates the water for

the ten ridges in the second division of the meadow.

3. The third hatch, which regulates the water for the

five ridges in the third or lowest division of the meadow,
from whence it falls into the old course of the brook*.

X.

On the Use and Abuse of Popular Sports and Exercises^

resembling (hose of the Greeks and Romans^ as a

National Object. By Samuel Argent Bardsj.ey,

M.D. From the Memoirs of the Manchester Soctet
?/^

Vol, I.

(Concluded from p. aai.)

Bull-baiting /ilLTHOUGH persons of rank and education, at the

present period, have abandoned bear and bull baiting to

the lowest and most despicable part of the populace ;

and even among them these sports are much less frequent

than formerly; yet the practice meets with countenance

in some parts ofthe kingdom, and has been supported not

long since, in one of the first assemblies of this nation,

extolled by men of rank and abilities, as encouraging

harmless amusement, manly spirit, and contempt of

danger.

These opinions appear to be so much at variance with

the present enlightened, liberal, and humane state of

society, that to hear they have been defended by serious

arguments and with perseTcring ardor, is sufficient to

excite both regret and astonishment. Cruelty in every

shape is unjustifiable; but wanton deliberate barbarity

is dishonourable to our nature, and contrary to the prin,

ciples of natural religion^ honour, justice, and humanity.

A certificate, in terras of high approbation, was given by

Mr. Farey, of Crown Street, Westminster.

Of
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Of all the cruel sports, buII-baiting, as generally prac- — ©n account

tisedjjs, perhaps, the least defensible. It is not only a of baseness and

cruel, but a foolish and detestable diversion. That the

spectacle of two animals endowed with courage, strength

and activity, exerting their antipathies to each others

destruction, upon fair and equal terms, should excite our

curiosity and animate our feelings, is reconcileable to the

constitution and nature of man ; but that any human

being should delight in beholding a noble and useful ani-

mal tied to a stake, and deprived in a great measure of

the means of offence and defence, and then worried and

tormented by dogs and men, is a sport so insipid, so un-

sportsman-Hke*, and so cruel, as to excite wonder as

well as detestation. But the ad?ocates of these and

similar cruel diversions, exclaim in a tone of triumphant

interrogation ^" Do not these sports inspire manly

courage and contempt of danger?"—Certainly not.

They are only calculated to generate cruelty and a thirst

for blood. They may, indeed; inspire ferocity and in-

fensibility to danger, but they are unfit to impart genuine
and manly fortitude.

The Romans indulged, as before remarked, in these The Romans

savage diversions to a greater extent than any other nation did not derive

^^ antiquity; yet they did not excel the Greeks, nor
jj^^g^^^^^^^^j^"^

sports.

^ Throwing at cocks is another specimen of unmeaning brutality Cock- fighting.
conSned solely to our own country. After being familiarized to

the barbarous destruction of this courageous bird in the cock-pit,
it was oqly advancing one step further in the progress of cruelty, to

fasten this most gallant animal to a stake, in order to murder him

piece-meal. This detestable barbarity has declined as our manners
have become more polished and humane; but the strong hand of

the law was obliged to interfere in many places to hasten its aboli-

tion. The cruel treatment of the animal race might well lead an

ingenious foreigner f to remark, when describing our popular
diversion, as follows: '* The women of Rome beheld barbarities,

and murders in cold blood; but the boxing-matches—the bull-

baitings, cock-fightings, and the numerous attendance oC both sexes

at public executions, indicate that there is at least a remnant of

Roman manners, and thp taste of those times, left in England
"

f Wcnderborn, oil the character and manners of the people of

Great Britain.

Vol. XV.—Pec. 1806, V u hart
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have ^rpassed tho moderns, in the display of military
ardour and true courage.

It is a superficial and unphilosophical view of the sub-

ject, to consider the barbarous sports of Rome contri-

Ibuting to the establishment of her power and military
fame. These spectacles never became common till after

Hannibal's defeat ; and that the Romans, subsequent to

this period improved in valour and hardihood, is not re-

corded in the pages of their history. But may we not,

with jastpridCj appeal to facts furnished by our own age
and country ? Has the valour, enterprize, or intrepidity

of British soldiers and sailors shone less conspicuous^
since the period that bull-baiting and other barbarous

sports have declined, throughout most parts of the king-
dom ? The answer is recorded in the history of our late

naval and military transactions.

Kor are Spain The conduct of the Spaniards and Portugueze, when

exalted for
contrasted with that of our own countrymen, is astrik-

their bull- ing proof of the incompetency of savage and cruel

^^ ^^' amusements to create a courageous and warlike dispo-

sition. Bull-fights still constitute the only active popular
amusement of the two countries. If these bloody sports

were capable of inspiring active courage and manly for-

titude, how are we to account for the acknowledged

degeneracy of the people of Spain and Portugal in these

warlike qualities ?

Arguments The advocates for bull-baiting and similar sports, have
with regard to

j-gcourse to another argument, or rather assertion, which
Britain, and ^ -, ,r r%
thcinfluence they urge With great confidence : "Cruel sports," they
of its sports, contend,

'^ do not necessarily generate cruelty in a

people."
" The English, (say theyj who are fond of

these diversions, are, at the same time, less ferocious, and

indeed hold the shedding of human blood more in ab-

horrence than any other nation on the face of the globe."

Granted that wc really deserve this honourable distinc-

tion—Does it follow that human nature is differently

constituted in England to what it is in other parts of the

world ? Can it be necessary to prove, that habits of in-

difi'erence to human suffering are acquired by repeated

acts of cruelty to brutes ;
and that the sympathy of our

matures must be blunted in proportion to our familiarity

Trith
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with scenes of unnecessary and wanton barbarity ? These Arguments

are almost self-evident suppositions; at least they are
gJjJ^J^Sard

to

such inductions from daily and repeated expericncCj as the influence

to pass current for intuitive truths. But if we admit that ^^ »^5 •ports,

the English are more addicted to cruel sports, and yet
hold human life more sacred than the people of other

countries, it by no means follows, that such sports have

not a tendency to create a disposition to cruelty. How
then are we to reconcile this apparent contradiction?

The paradoit, if there really be any, is not difficult of

solution.

The life of man is always most respected, where it is

of most consequence. For, in a country like Britain,

where the whole body of the people enjoy political and

civil rights, their own importance, and that of their fel-

low-citizens will be felt and esteemed ;
and where just

and equal laws protect the life and property of the

meanest of the people, and consequently private injuries

can be redressed by an appeal to the tribunals of justice,

man will be less disposed to be the avenger of his own

wrongs. Besides, ignorance is commonly the parent of

cruelty. Now it may be safely asserted, that the know-

ledge of man's duties both towards his neighbour and his

Creator, are better understood and more widely diffused

amongst the mass of the people in this kingdom, than in

tliose otherwise civilized countries, where a thirst for the

bloQd of their fellow-creatures seems chiefly to prevail.

These eminent moral and political advantages are the

powerful counteracting causes of that spirit of barbarism

which cruel diversions are calculated to excite. If it be

desirable then to efiace the harsh lineaments of rudeness,

and a want of feeling nearly allied to brutality, which

still mar the otherwise fair visage of the national charac

ter, let all barbarous diversions be entirely abolished ;

but especially let the sport of bull-baiting be the fi.rst

offering to be sacrificed at the shrines of humanity and

justice!
*' A diversion," to speak of it in the language

of a justly celebrated orator*,
" which may be chafac-

* Sheridan. Parliamentary Debate* on the abolition of Bull-

\iaiting, &c.

Uu a terised
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tcrised as inhuman, cruel, disgraceful, and beastly, anA

which can excite nothing but brutality, ferociousness and

cowardice; for, its direct tendency is to debase th«

mind, deaden the feelings, and extiuguish every spark of

benevolence."

II. The amusements which depend on bodily exercisci

and personal contests.

On the art of It is not compatible with the limits of this essay to

boxing. notice the variety of bodily exercises and active sports to

which the people of England are generally addicted.

But there is one kind of personal contest, to the con-

sideration of which the remaining part of these remarks

will be chiefly devoted, as it has been the source of ob-

loquy and reprobation among foreigners, to the national

character. The public exhibition of boxing, and the

practice of the same art in deciding private and persoiiiil

quarrels, are here alluded to.

Whether pu- The exhibition of pugilism on a public stage, is uu>st

gilism be com-
probably a relic of one species of the Roman gymnastic.

This mode of venal stage-fighting is a barbarous prostitu-

tion of a manly and useful art, whether considered as an

exercise calculated to inspire fortitude and intrepidity, or

to afford etficacious means of defence against personal

Insult and violence. But when considered merely in thi

light of yielding gratification as a public spectacle, or

of furnishing an opportunity for gambling speculations,
It U less dan- jt is then viewed

.
in all its naked deformity—Yet, is not

most^other" *^® ^^^ ^^ boxing, by which instantaneous insult may be

means of 4ud- avenged, or personal injury averted, less dangerous than
den combat.

^^^ other practice adopted by the inhabitants of the con-

tinent on similar occasions and for similar purposes ?

The question is an important one; and the folloAving

facts and observations may serve, perhaps, to apologize

for, if they cannot justify, a custom so intern o^reu with

our national manners and character.

If man cannot So long as man is subject to the imperfection of his
be prevented ^^^^^pg j^g ^„5j- ij^ compelk-d to acquire the art of self-
irom some ap-

^ '^ ^

peal to vio- defence, as well as that of annoyance to others. Our
leuce, then—

experience of his conduct and character, teaches us the

impossibility of extinguishing the passions of pride and

resoutment, which, although they frequently involve him

in
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in misery, are still the sources of some of his noblest qna-

lities and attributes. As some portion of evil will attach

to the best and wisest system of moral or ciril restraint;

that policy is, perhaps, the wisest, which legislates for

man as he
is, not altogether as he ought to be. Sutler the

passions to reign uncontrouled, and you dissolve the

bonds of society ;
stifle the active energies of a resolute

independent spirit, and you degrade the man into a

passive slave. The feeling of resentment for unprovoked

injury and insult is a salutary, if not instinctive provision

of our common nature. It may be asked—" Is man

then to be the judge and avenger of his own wrongs? Is

not every olfence against the person of a citizen a breach

of the laws of society ? and should it not be punished as

such?" Certainly:
—But if in the best regulated

itates it be found impracticable to prevent man from fre-

quently asserting a claim to the vindication of his own

real or supposed wrongs, it then becomes a question of

expediencij as to the most preferable mode hj which he

may be enabled to obtain this end. Boxing may not __ t •

^

unjustly be considered as the most eligible means of most eligible,

offence and defence. It is properly ranked among those for various
r£ SISOUS

athletic exercises, which, at the same time that they im-

part address and strength to the bodj, inspire courage
and fortitude in the mind. It may indeed lead bad hearts

and had heads into acts of presumption and petty tyrannyj
but this propensity to an improper exertion of skill and

courage would be checked, in proportion as men were

more equallij possessed of the means of defence or ag-

gression. They would leara to respect the skill and

bravery of each other, and consequently be less prone to

undue resentment and quarrels. The government that

would attempt, with a despotic and severe authority, t6

controul the exertions of self-confidenc6, and a mbderafo

exercise of just rasentment, cOuld only expect to rule

over a nation of timid and revengeful slaves. The open
and ingenuous expression of manly indignation might be

repressed ; but the rancorous feelings of malignant re-

venge would be fostered and encouraged. But no state

can, with any prospect of success, attempt such an abso-

lute doaiinion over the passions of men. And if it did,
"

it
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'^ it must (according to the observation of a spirited

author) in order to act consistently, prohibit the use of

knives, hatchets, and even pokers; for any of these^

upon a sudden emergency, might impart a fearful power
to the enraged and the feeble."

Other coun- jf ^g consider the practice of other countries, where

destructive boxing is unknown, we shall find, that the modes of re-

means. senting injuries, resorted to by the common people, are

full of danger and ferocity. In Italy*, the stiletto is

not only the weapon of the hired assassin, but is also

^ kept ready in the bosom of the respectable citizen, to be

plunged into the heart of his friend or neighbour, upon

any sudden provocation from anger, or motive of re-

Tcnge.

Destructive
When the passions are under greater restraint, from

effects of want the influence of laws, of climate and of custom, such
of regulation dreadful consequences do not ensue from the quarrels of
in personal

^ ^

struggles.
the populace +. let even in France, and most parts of

Germany, the quarrels of the people are determined by a

brutal appeal to force, directed in any manner, however

perilous, to the annoyance or destruction of an adversary.

Sticks, stones, and every dangerous Idud of weapon, are

resorted to for the gratification of p.i^sion or revenge.

But the most common and savage method of settling

quarrels upon the continent is the adoption of the Pan-

cratium. The parties close, and struggle to throw each

other down : at the same time the teeth and nails are not

• In an authentic publication of the life of the late Pope, it is

affirmed, that upwards of looo persons annually fall victims in

Rome to the stiletto
;
cither by the hands of the hired assassin, or

in private quarrels. Dr. Moore reckons the number of murders in

Naples, by the dagger, at not less than 400 annually.

f The mode of fighting in Holland, among the seamen and

others, is well known by the appellation of Snicker-Snee. In this

contest sharp knives are used; and the parties frequently maim,

and sometimes, destroy each other. The government deems it

necessary, to tolerate this savage practice. Certain fines are im^

posed if wounds be Inflicted on dangerous parts of the body; but a

very trifling, and Indeed seldom any punishment ensues, provided

the general rules of the combat have been adhered to.

unemployed.
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unemployed. In short, they tear* each other like wild

beasts, and never desist from the conflict till their strength

is completely exhausted; and thus regardless of any

established laws of honour which teach forbearance to a

prostrate foe, their cruelty is only terminated by their

inability to inflict more mischief. And yet superficial

observers, and especially all foreigners who have written

concerning our customs and manners, loudly brand the

English character with savage rudeness and brutality,

because they have s6en men terminate their quarrels by
an appeal to boxing; in which the parties are not per- jn boxing no
mitted to take an unfair advantage of each other, but unfair advan-

when one is disposed to yield, the combat immediately ^^fo^gj^*^*^

closes, and the conqueror and the vanquished are often

seen to give and receive a hearty shake of the hand, in

token of mutual good will and forgiveness. In no in-

stance does the manly, spirited, and generous character

of Britons, rise to a higher pitch, than in this alacrity

almost universally shewn by the most ignorant and lowest

order of the people, to terminate their personal contests

in a kindly and honourable manner. The mind indeed is

thus relieved at once from the brooding mischief of ma-

lice and revenge. For, when the idea of self-conse-

quence has been maintained, in courageously supporting
the contest, man is better satisfied with himself and

others, and consequently more likely to dismiss his ill-

will and resentments. In order to foster manly fortitude

and vigour, and to prevent the mischiefs arising from the

irregular and brutal exertions of strength and ferocify
—

would it not be advisable to encourage the art of boxing
with mufflers, as a subordinate branch of the gymnastic
exercises ? All stage exhibitions of prize-Jighting ought

* In Virginia and the other southern states of America, the most

savage acts of barbarity are committed, in the quarrels of the peo-

ple. Gouching—or thrusting out the eye from the socket, is one of

the means resorted to upon almost every personal dispute. An in-

telligent traveller, Mr. Weld, declares, that at Richmond in Vir-

ginia, it was nothing uncommon to meet with pei"5ons deprived of

one or both eyes from this horrid practice. He mentions another

mode to disable an antagonist, so detestably barbarous, as to excite

incredulity, if the account had not been corroborated by other

yvriters.
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to be rigidly proliibitcd ; nor should men eTcrbe snffercd

to prostitute their strength and valour for the sordid pur-

pose of gain.

Where boxing It is a singular though striking fact, that in those part?
IS not used m ^f ^j^^ kingdom where the generous and manly system of
our country, . .

°
.

° v /

there is a great- pugilism is least practised, and whcpe, /or the most part^
er nse of bar- ^H personal disputes are decided by the exertion of savage

^
strength and ferocity

—a fondness for barbarous and

bloody sports is found to prevail. In some parts of Lan-

cashire bulLhuiting and nian-slai/ing are common prac-

tices. The knowledge of pugilism as an art is, in these

places, neither understood nor practised. There is no

established rule of honour to save the weak from the

strong, but every man's life is at the mercy of his success-

ful antagonist. The object of each combatant in these

disgraceful contests, is,
to throw each other prostrate on

the ground, and then with hands and feet^ teeth and

nails, to inflict, at random, every possible degree of in-

jury and torment*. This is not an exaggerated state-

ment of the barbarism still prevailing in many parts of

this kingdom. The county assizes for Lancashire afford

toamany convincing proofs of the increasing mischiefs

arising from the^e savage and disgraceful combats.
Murders pre- The Judges, on these occasions, have frequently de-

th N°^tV° Glared in the most solemn and impressive charges to the

CircBit, where

they do not
•o^» * A disgusting instance of this ferocious mode of deciding quar-

rels, was not long since brought forward at the Manchester sessrons.

It appeared in evidence, that two persons, upon some trifling dis-

pute, at a public-house, agreed to lock themselves up in a room
with the landlord and "

fight it out" according to the Bolton me»
thod. This contest lasted a long time, and was only terminated

by the loss of the greatest part of the nose and a part of an ear,

belonging to one of the parties, which were actually bitten off by
the other, during the fight. The sufferer exhibited at the tr-al,

part of the ear so torn off; and when asked by the counsel, what
had become of that part of his nose which was missing

—he le-

^ plied, with perfect naivete—'* That he believed his antagonist had

swallowed it!!" It has happened to the writer of these remarks to

witness, in more than one instance, the picking up in the strctta,

lacerated portions of ears and fingers, after these detestable and

savage broils. Purely cither our laws or manners might interfere

, in suppressing such deeds of savage barbarity!

Gran4
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Grand Jury, that the number of persons indicted for

murder, or manslaughter, in consequence of the bestial

mode of fighting practised in this county, far exceeded that

of the whole Northern* circuit; and that, in future,

they were determined to punish with the utmost rigour
of the htw, offt;nders of this description

—
But, alas !

these just denunciations have little availed. Is it not

then highly probable, that the evil which the severity of

the law has been unable to correct, might be gradually
and elTectilally abolished, or at least greatly mitigated, by
the encouragement of a more manly, and less dangerous
mode of terminating the quarrels of the populace? In

the Southern parts of this kingdom very rarely (and then

chiefly in pitched battles for gain) is there any danger to

life or limb from the practice of fair boxing. If then in It would be ad-

the public schools and large manufactories of Lancashire, J'roduceboxhi?
where immense numbers of boys are under the entire into the manu-

controul of their masters and employers, some pains were ^^^^""^^2

taken to introduce the manly system of boxing, and the

laws of honour, by which it is regulated, there can

scarcely be room to doubt, but that the life of man would
be more respected—barbarous propensities subdued, and
the prc:sent character of the county rescued from the^

stigma of savage rudeness. It has been asserted, bjr

those qualified to judge, that since the late diffusion of th«

knowledge of the pugilistic art by itinerant practitioners

among the Northern inhabitants of this kingdom, the

mere exertions of brutal strength and ferocity have some-

what fallen into disuse, both as exercises of pastime, as

well as means of offence and defence. In order there-

fore to abolish all traces of the savage mode of contest

which has been so fully described, would it not be advise-

able to hold forth prizes, at wakes and public amusements,

("where the populace assemble chiefly for the purpose of

diversion ajid pastime) for the encouragement of those,

who excelled in sparring with Tnufflers ? This trial of

skill, force, and agility (which was at first the practice of

the antients) would contribute, wicler due regulations^ to

* At one assizes, no less than nine persons were convicted of

manslaughter, originating from these disgraceful encounters.

Vol. XV,—Dec. 1806. Xx invigorat«
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<

invigorate the body and animate the courage; and effec-

tually abolish the present dangerous and inhuman me-

thod of deciding personal contests.

XL
Extractfrom a Memoir of Vauquelln^ read to the French

National Institute^ on the Chemical Propei^ties ofOisa-

nite^ cojnpared idth those of Titanium^ and shewing that

theformer is thefirst species of the latter"^.

Suspicion of i3>EVERAL years ago, M. Vauquelm indicated an ana-
analogy be- , , \ . , , . . , ,

tween oisanlte ^^§7 between oisanite and titanium ; but as his oppor-
and titanium, tunities at that time permitted him to make experiments

upon small quantities only of the oisanite, and the crys-

talline form seemed inimical to his conjecture, an uncer-

tainty remained which rendered him desirous of repeating

his analysis upon a larger scale. It was not till the pre-

sent year, that by making an excursion into Oisan, he

was able to procure a sufficient quantity of that substance

for his purpose.

Suspecting that the difference of form and specific gra-

vity between titanium and oisanite might depend on

the state of oxidation^ he heated equal quantities by the

same fire ; but no change was produced in either sub-

stance. He simply remarked that the titanium became

more decidedly red, which was owing io a small quantity

of iron contained in it.

They have the Titanium and oisanite comport themselves in the same

•*™^^f,^^jH'^^5 manner with the alkalies; they combine with them by
With alkahes. „. ., , ,. ,

the assistance of heat, swell up, become white, and are

even in part dissolved when water is added to the com.b!-

nation.

It cannot be doubted but that these substances really

combine together, because it is impossible to separate them

by water or by any other mechanical means. In this

state of combination with alkali, tlie two substances are

*
Jonnial des Mines, No. 114, June, 1806.

-. soluble
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soluble in acids and form triple salts which are easily

decomposed by moderate heat.

After having dissolved titanium and oisanite separate- The muriatic

ly in muriatic acid, he subjected them to the action of
^° "g^"°^^^^.^._

various re-agents. He remarked that both were precipi- tate by galls,

tated of a fine blood red, by the infusion ofnut galls; but ^"t the pred-
T J o '

pitates with
that the solution of oisanite afforded a yellowish brown

prussiatc diiFer

precipitate with prussiate of potash, while the solution of pwing to iron

titanium formed a very deep green precipitate with the

same re-agent. The author suspected that this last co- ^
lour might arise from a portion of iron contained in the

titanium ; he mixed a h"^ drops of muriate of iron with

the solution of oisanite, and he then obtained a green co-

lour entirely similar to that which the titanium had exhi-

bited. After having evaporated the solution of titanium

to dryness, he was^hed the residue with distilled water,
and obtained a yellow liquid, leaving behind a white sub-

stance insoluble in water and the acids; but this matter

being again fused with potash and washed io carry off

the excess of alkali, was easily dissolved in acids.

The liquor arising from the solution of titanium eva- They do not

porated to dryness, precipitated a blueish green with differ when pu-

prussiate of potash ; the solution of the residue being

again fused with potash, was, on the contrary, precipi-

tated of a yellowish brown, like that of oisanite, by the

same agent and not green as before.

By this operation, M. Vauquelin having separated the oisanite Is

iron from titanium, the solution of the latter then present- therefore the

ed absolutely the same proper-ties as those of oisanite.
^^^ aJnu?"ita-

Hence he concludes that the only difference between oi- nium.

sanite and titanium consists in a small quantity of iron

and of manganese contained in the latter ; but he doubts

whether these substances be the cause of the form which

distinguishes the oisanite ; for these ii^ipurities are very
small in quantity and maybe for the most part separated

by muriatic acid.

From these experiments of Vauquelin, it is necessary
thai oisanite s'>ould be removed from the class of stones

and placed in that of the metals, under the genus titanium,
of which it ought to constitute the lirst species,

X X 2 The
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The editors of the Journal des Mines remark' in a note

that M. Ilaiiy had already conjectured, as was announ-

ced in their 61st number, that oisanite, which he denomi-

nates anatase, must include a metallic- substance. His

observations on the form and several other characters of

that mineral prove that it constitutes a particular species,

which must be separated from the oxides of titanium and

placed in the genus of the metal itself.

SCIENTIFIC NEWS.
A Keport ofthe Transactions ofthe Class ofMafhemattcal

and Physical . Sciences of the National Institute of
France for the preceding Year^ zcas made at the pub-
lic Meeting of the 7th ofJuly last^jof Khiqh the folloK-

ing ii an Abridgement,'
* *

•

Topography of IxyjL o OLTVIEH presented an account of the <^ Topo-

drvness and g^^P^/ of Persia." He has described i\\G chains of moun-

Bterility of the tains, the courses of the streams, and the productions
*^* ' ^*

peculiar to the climate. The nearly absolute drought
which prevails, is the cause why not more than one twen-

tieth part of this vast empire is cultivated. Entire pro-
vinces have not a single tree which is not planted and

watered by the hands of men. This evil constantly in-,

creases by the dilapidation of the canals by which the

water from the mountains was formerly conducted to the

lands, and the territory becoming impregnated with salt,

becomes eternally barren.

Conjcctuiec of The reflections of the studious and sedentary cultivator

Lacepede res- of natural history, may lead to results^ well calculated to
DCCtllT^ SC3.S

•/ y w

and lakes in divert the pursuits of travellers. M. de Lacepede, by
the interior of examining what is at present known of Africa, by compa-

'

ring the volume of the rivers which arrive at the sea,

with the extent of the regions upon which the rains of the

torrid zone fall, and the quantity of evaporation to be

observed, and lastly, assisting his judgment by the

number and direction of the chains of inland moun-

tains, as described by travellers, has oflered som«

conjectures respecting the physical disposition of the

countries
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tountritfs still unknown in the centre of that quarter of

the globe, and more particularly the seas and great lakes

which he thinks must there exist. He lias indicated the

courses which appear to him to be proper for most spee-

dily exploring those countries which still remain to be

discovered.

There is another description of conjectural geography, Bhiiinution of

which seems to determine the antient state of places, from '^^ Caspian
^ _ ^ ^ '

, . Sqa. Its anticnt
what is at present to be seen. M. Olivier has m this state.

manner examined how far it may be admitted that a com-

munication formerly existed between the Caspian and the

Black Sea. He thinks it existed to the north of Cauca-

sus, and that the alluvions of the Couban, the Wolga, and

the Don have interrupted it,

Since that time, the Caspian not receiving from the ri-

vers which fall into it a sufficient quantity of water to sup- ^
'

ply its evaporation, has continually sunk in its level, and

is at present sixty feGt lower than the Euxine Sea. In

this manner it is that it has been separated from the sea

of Aral, and ha« left uncovered the immense plains of

salt sand which surround it to the north and to the east.

M. Dereau dc la Malle, son of one of the members of

the Institute, has found numerous testimonies jn the

Greek and Roman authors of this ancient extent of the

Caspian Sea, and his communications with the Euxine

and the Aral. He has presented along memoir on the sub-

ject to the Class, and to that of Ancient History and Li-

terature. These researches afford an additional proof of

the utility of connecting the exact sciences, with re-

searches of erudition.

M. Monges has given some observations on two an-
Ancient mill

tient mill stones, dug up near Abbeville, from which, stones.'

as well as from examination into the writings of the an-

tients, he determines, that they made their mill stones in

general of porous basaltes.

M. Desmarets, from an examination of some antient pj^ce goods

garments, found in a tomb of the Abbey of St. Germain, formed by the

has determined that most of the processes of weaving, at
ti'^^JJ times,

present used, were known in the 10th century, and he has

thrown new light upon the articles of Pliny respecting the

antient fabrics, »

Several
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Botanical Several important botanical works have appeared,
n-orks.

rj,jj^ j,j^^^ ^^ j^^^ Holland, by M. de la Billardiere ;

the magnificent description of the Garden of Malmaisonj

by Ventenat, have arrived at their nineteenth livraison.

The Flora of Ovare and of Benin, by M. De Beanvois is

at its fifth. A fifth volume of the Botaniste Cultivateur

of Dumont Courset has appeared, and M. La MaTck
has given in conjunction with M. Decandolle, a third

edition, greatly enlarged, of his Flora Fran^aise.

M. dc Bcauvois has begun to publish the insects which

he collected on the African and American Coasts. Two

parts have appeared.

Cuvier on ani- M. Cuvier has continued the two great series of re-

mals without searches which he has been engaged npon several years,

upon animals without vertebrae, and upon the fossil bones

of quadrupeds. In the first of these series he has this year

given the anatomy of seven genera ; theScylla, theGlau-

cus, the Eolides, the Colymacon, the Limax, the Limna?,
and the Planorbe. The two first are very little known,
even externally, and the author has rectified the false no-

tions of naturalists with regard to them.

In the second series he treats of the fossil bones of bears,

rhinoceros, and elephants.

And on the Two species of bears, at present unknown are buried
fossil bones of

^j^j^ tygers, hyenas, and other carnivarous animals in a

great number of caverns in the mountains ofHungary and

Germany.
Fossil bones of Boncs of the rhinoceros are found in abundance in the

the rhinoceros imcompact grounds in all parts of the globe, where exca-
gn e ep lau .

nations have been .made. The author has collected noti-

ces of more than six hundred pUces of the two continents,

where the bones of elephants have been dug up, and very
recently the grinders and tusks have been found in the

forest of Bondy, in digging the canal which is intended

to bring the waters of tlie river Ourque to Paris. The

more we advance to the north, the better is the state of

preservation of these bones. An island of the Icy Ocean

is almost entirely formed of them,

—-belong to ex- These facts were in great part known: but it follows
tinct species, from the detailed comparison made by Cuvier, of the bones

of the rhinoceros and elephants at present living in Africa

and
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and the Indies, with those of the fossil animals, that they

are respectively of different species.

The fossil rhinoceros had shorter legs, a larger head, of -i-havlngpecu-

greater length, the snout being very differently formed

from that of the present rhinoceros. The elephants had

the grinders, the head, and particularly the alveoli of the

tusks very differently constructed, and the trunk had

other proportions.

The author concludes therefore that these two species
—which for-

are extinct, as well as so many others of which he has ^^ere their

discovered the bones and ascertained the characters, and bones arc now

of which ten or twelve hitherto unknown to all na- ^^""'^•

turalists, have their bones incrusted in the plaster stones

of the neighbourhood of Paris.

He also thinks that these species have lived in the

places where their bones are found, and that they have

not been brought thither as has been generally thought,

by a^ inundation,, for th^jir bones are not worn by fric-

tion. /

The chemical transactions of the preceding twelvemonth Chemical new*

which bear relation to the Institute, are mentioned in this

report. The new edition of Fourcroy's Philosophy of

Chemistry, The Experiments of Count Rumford on the

Communication of Heat through Water, and on the ad-

herence of the particles of that fluid together, both

which have appeared in our Journal, are stated by the Researches on

reporter. He also gives a short analysis of the Labours ^^
chemical

of BerthoUet on Chemical Statics, which that able chemist Bertj^oUet^

still continues to pursue. M. Berthollet, while he shews

that very largequantities of carbonic acid, may, by pres-

sure, be united with the alkalis and earths, takes notice

at the same time that these combinations are complete

throughout, and not that, as is commonly imaginedjOne of

the principles is superabundant, and as it were disengaged
while in excess beyond saturation. In proof of this he

remarks that the smallest drop of sulphuric acid, addo<l to

a sub-carbonate, does not seize upon a portion of free

alkali, but immediately decomposes a portion of the whole

salt, and disengages the carbonic acid. And so likewise

he remarks that the acidulous sulphate of soda effloresces

in 'the air, which it could not do if aay portion of sulphu-

ric
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ric acid were uncombined ; for there is no substance irf

nature which is more strongly attractive of water.

Mcasuteof the M. Berthollet has established a method for ascertaining

l^tyTndiffer\"t
*^® d«^'gree of acidity of the acids, and of the alcaliiiity of

acids compared the different bases, by the quantity required of each to

together. saturate or completely neutralize the other, so as to giva

no sign of either acid or alkaline qualities.

He confirms this method by shewing that the propor-
^

tions of these quantities are constant, and that if, for

example, it be necessary to add to any base twice as much
of any species of acid to saturate it as to saturate ano-'

ther base, the former of these two bases will require twico

as much of any other species of acid lor its saturation as

the second will require.
Combinations But the degree of resistance to heat does not correspond

heatmore rea- ^^^^ *^^^ force, and it is more easy for example, to de-

dily when wa- compose the carbonate of magnesia than that of lime, by
ter is present.

^^.^^ though the affinity of these two earths for the acid is

nearly the same. This difference arises from the much

greater quantity of water in the first carbonate ; and other

experiments shew that water favours the disengagement
of carbonic acid.

Extensive The consequences of these facts, Avith regard to all the

Qf^th?s"^do^-
^r^^^c^^s of chemistry, particularly the theory of analysis

trine. are very important. The tables of affinities and great

part of the analyses hitherto made arc shaken, and experi-

ment proves in fact that most of these TC5Sults demand

further revision. For examplcj Klaproth', and after him

Vauquelin have found one fifth of fluoric acid in the topaz

where it was never suspected. This stone must therefore

be ranged among acidiferous substances. Another mine-

ral hitherto considered as a stone, namely the t)isanite,

must be ranged among the metals ; (for which see our

present number) and various other instances no less strik-

ing and important, are given by the reporter.

_,. - , M. Fourcrov has given an account of his experiments
History of the *' "

r i i i i i.

late discoveries on platina, with an history of what has been done by
on pbtica. others. Of this last, in abridgement, I give the substance

without undertaking to examine into the facts and dates

myself.

DescotiU attempting to discover the cauise of the diffei--

ent
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ent.colours of the triple salts of platina found that th#

red colour of some of them was owing to an unknown

metal. Fourcroy and Vauquelin, by examining the black

powder which remains after dissolving platina, and find-

ing that in some experiments, a metallic vapour having a

strong smell was elevated, and that in others, the sub-

stance was exhibited in a more fixed manner, considered

this powder as a new metallic substance, of which they at«

tributed the ditFerent properties to different degrees of

oxygenation.
But during this time, Mr. Tennant examined the same

black powder at London, and succeeded in decomposing
it into two different metals, the one fixed, and the other

very volatile ;
and Dr. Wollaston, another English che-

mist, by examhiing the solution which was till then sup-

posed to contain only platina, had also discovered two

other metals, different from platina and from those which

form the black powder.
So that after the long and painful researches of which

this singular metal has been the object for upwards of

forty years, chemistry has succeeded in developing eleven

metallic substances in its ore ; namely, platina, gold, sil-

ver, iron^ chromium, and titanium discovered by Messrs.

Fourcroy and Vauquejin in the more or less coloured

sands which are always mixed with it, the two new
metals of Wollaston, Palladium and Rhodium, and the

other two of Tennant, namely,aridium and osmium.

Short descriptions of these are given, which I shall

also transcribe.

Palladium is white, ductile, heavier thin silver, very Description of

fusible with sulphur, soluble in nitric acid, forming a red PaUadiuiu.

solution, precipitable in the metallic state by sulphate of

iron, and of a dirty green by prussiate of potash ; and

forming with soda a triple salt, soluble in alcohol. It

was for a short time considered as an alloy of platina and

mercury.
Rhodium is grey, easily reducible, fixed and infusible, ...of rhodiuiA*

colouring its acid solutions of a rose red, which muriate

of tin renders very intense ; precipitable of a yellow co-

lour, by the alkalis, and not at all by prussiate of pot-

a^; Its triple salt with soda is insoluble in alcohol.

Vol. XV.-^Dec. 1806* Yy\ Iridium



— of iridium. Iridium is white, very hard, difficult to fuse, nearly

insoluble in nitro-muriatic acid, and not at all in any
Other ; oxidable and soluble by the fixed alkalis ;

and

its oxide is soluble in acids, giving varied and lively co-

lours to its different solutions. These are the red salt;?

which colour those of platina.— ofesmium. Osmium is a metal not hitherto reducible, of whidh

the oxide has the form of a black and very volatile pow-

der, very odorant, very fusible, soluble in water, and

rising with it in vapour, and giving a strong smell and

taste to that fluid. Its solution assumes a fine blue co-

lour by the smallest quantity of infusion of nut galls.

The singularity of this composition is no less worthy
of remark than the sagacity by which it has been de-

veloped.

Chromium has lately been discovered in the meteoric

stones by M. Laugier, and since by Mr. Thenard.

The discovery of Pacchiani, of the formation of muri-

atic acid, by galvanism, is considered as in want of con-

muna^lc"°add^ firmation, since Messrs. Biot and Thenard did not find it

announced by when they took care to make the experiment without the

Pacchiani, can
presence of any thing which could afford sea salt. The

experiments of Mr. Sylvester, recorded in our Journal,

Vol. XV. p. 50, however appear to confirm the fact,

and conduce not a little to explain the process, which no

doubt must be considered as still enveloped in obscurity.

In a series of researches upon refraction, undertaken

in the first instance for the improvement of astronomy,
M. Biot was led to avail himself of this action of bodies

upon light as a very happy means of analizing transparent

substances.

It has been long known that the rays of light are re-

fracted when they pass from one medium into another of

tifi'erent

density, and that the refractions of different

[ediums correspond with their densities, unless they

contain some combustible element. These last increase

Ai t.«-
^1,^ refraction much beyond what the simple density

would have produced.

From this antient observation it was that-'Newton

Tormed ajudgment that the diamond must be combustible,

and he even arrived at the almost incredibly acute con-

jccturej^

Discovery of

chromium in

meteoric
stones.

Whether the

be depended
on.

Curious and
useful re-

searches of

Biot upon re-

fraction.
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jecture, that water must contain some combustible

matter;

If two substances be mixed of known refractions and The propor-

prpportiottS, and regard be had to the density of the *'°" o^P^^sin

mixture, the total refraction may be calculated ; and, on
pounds, if

the other hand, when the refraction of a mixture of transparent,

which the element^ are known is ascertained, their pro- ^fjg^ from*^*^

portion may also be had. Mr. Delambre, in his report, thdrrefractive

explains the principles of this calculation. power.

Mr. Biot having applied it to mixtures of known pro-

portions, and having always found it just, has made use

of it to determine the unknown proportions of other

mixtures.

For this purpose it is only needful to fill a prism of Method of

glass, under a known pressure, with the substance jn. n^^l^^^ng "i«

tended to be examined; or, to form a prism of it, if it

be solid, through which a remote object is to be ob-

served; the angle of refraction is to be measured with

the circle of repetition, keeping an account of the pres-

sure, the heat, and the humidity of the external air;

and this method being susceptible of a precision equal to

that of astronomical processes, necessarily surpasses all

our chemical processes in accuracy. But it must also be

remembered that it is applicable only to transparent

substances, of which the principles are known as to their

nature or species.

It is particularly useful to give perfection to the analy- particularly

sis of gasiform substances, and Mr. Biot has already applicable to

obtained interesting results in this respect.
le gases.

Oxigen refracts the least, and hidrogen the most, at

equal densities. The refractions of the same gas are

strictly proportional to its densities when the tempera-

ture is constant. Strongly refracting substances appear

to owe their force particularly to hidrogen, for they all

contain it. Atmospheric air gives exactly, by experi-

ment, the refraction which, according to calculation, Common air

ought to be produced by a mixture of 2!0 oxygen, 787
^^^^^^^^^""^^^

azote, and 3 carbonic acid. The application of the rule

is found to hold not only in simple mixtures, but in more

intima,te combinations, provided no very considerable

condensation has been produced. Thus ammoniacal gas
" y y 2 produces
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produces the effect indicated by the quantities of azote

and of hydrogen which enter into its composition ; but if

the cQndensation be too great, there is some alteration

though very small. Such is the case with water.

Muriatic acid The examination of muriatic acid gas, made after these

^^*
principles, shews that its radical cannot be azote

;
and

also that it cannot be an oxide of hydrogen, containing
less oxygen than water.

The diamond The refraction of the diamond being much stronger
inferred to ^^mn that which is isdicated for carbon by the refractions
contain hidro- ^ , . . , , , , , ,

£en. of carbonic acid, alcohol, ether, and other substances of

which carbon makes a part; M. Biot concludes, that the

diamond cannot be pure carbon, and that we must admit

at least one-fourth of hydrogen to satisfy the results of

the experiment.
The examination of animal and vegetable products has

been carried on with activity and effect.

^fe^v principle The crystalline and soluble principle in asparagus,
in asparagus, ^hich is neither acid nor neutral, and does not affect the

ordinary re-agents, has been discovered by Vauquelin and

Robiquet. The acconnt has already been inserted in our

Journal. VoL XV. 242.

Saccharine ^^- Thenard, Professor of the College of France, has

imatter in bile, completely ascertfinod tJie existence in the bile of a

saccharine matter wh^ch serves to keep the oily part in

solution. His methods of
analysis

are such as do great

credit to his sagacity.

Component Seguin has made experiments on coffee, which he finds

parts of coffee.
^^ consist of albumen, oil, a peculiar principle which he

calls the bitter principle, and a green matter which' is a

combination of this last with albumen. He finds thai

the proportions vary in different specimens ; that torri-

faction augments the proportion of the bitter principle

by destroying the albumen ;
that these two last princi-

ples contain much azote; and that the bitter principle is

antiseptic. The oil of coffee is without smell, congelable,

and white.

Mr. Seguin has discovered albumen in a great number

of other vegetables, and most of them contain a bitter

Albumen in
principle, in some respects similar to that of coffee,

vegctz c8-r-
pfom the remarkable quantity of albumen found in

•

vegetable
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vegetable juices which ferment without yeast, and afford

a vinous liquor, this chemist was led to inquire whether

the albumen might not be of essential consequence t^

this intestine motion which is still so little understood.

He assures us, that having deprived these juices of albu-

men they became incapable of fermenting, and that hav-

ing artificially supplied this principle, snch, for example,
as white of egg to saccharine matter, the fermentation ^^ ^^^

.

took place when other circumstances were suitable, and a ciple of for-

matter similar to yeast was deposited which appealed to "^entauon.

him to be only the albumen whiph was altered so as tp

be nearly insoluble without having lost its fermentescible

action. Hence he concludes that albumen, whether ani^

mal or veg^etable is the true ferment.

Mr. Seguin has further ascertained that albumen is Interesting

found in three different degrees of insolubility and dispo- to fermenta?
sition to become fibrous

; that the more it is soluble, the tion.

more powerful is its action; that the respective propor-
tions of albumen and of sugar in the different juices

determine the vinous or acetous nature of the product of

fermentation, (lie product being more spirituous, the

greater the quantify of sugar; and lastly, that most of

the fermentable juices contain a bitter principle analogous
to that of coffee, which is ofno effect in the fermentation,

but contributes to the taste and preservation of the fer*

mented liquor.

Tannin, the vegetable principle formerly discovered by New facts re*

Seguin, and of which the character is to form an insoluble »pecting taa-

compound with gelatine, has been again examined by
Bouillon la Grange, Professor at the Napoleon Lyceum.
He has found that it has an affinity for the alkalis, the

earths, and the metallic oxides, and the faculty of becom-

ing converted into gallic acid by absorbing oxigen.

The tannins extracted from different vegetables vary j^

little in their composition ; and that which was disco-

vered by Mr. Hatchett, of London, in such great abun..

dance in cachou is rather more oxigenated than the

others.

An Italian chemist, Morichini, having discovered Fluottc acid in

fluoric acid in the enamel of the fossile grinders of. the ^"^^^^ *^^^^-

elephant, analized |he enamel of human teeth, and sup..

posed
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Iiosed he hstd obtained the same principle. Mr. Gay
Lussac finds it likewise in ivory, as well when fresh as

^hen in ^he fossil state, and also in the tusks of the

boar.

Messrs. Fourcroy and Vauquelin have repeated these

experiments, and have, in fact, obtained this acid from

f
tusks and teeth altered by their continuance in the earth,

but not from the same parts when fresh, nor even in

those which were fossil and had undergone no change.
The experiments of Vauquelin upon hair have already

appeared in our Journal. Vol. XV, 141.

The nature of Clement and Desorraes have made experiments to imi*

Homan alum tate the Roman alum, in which they have perfectly suc-
^ ^'^^ '

eeedetl in the large way. Their method consisted in

caleiaation and recrystallization, which afforded an alum

deprived of part of its superabundant acid, Curaudeau

asserts, that it is also necessary that the small quantity of

iron usually contained in alum should be oxided to

the maximum for this purpose. But in a later memoir

Thenard and Roard appear to have completely disposed

of the subject. They have ascertained that one thou-

sandth part of iron has an influence on the effect of alum

in dying ;
that the cfltbrts of the alum maker ought to be

directed to clear this salt from that minute quantity ; that

the oxygenation produces this effect by rendering the iron

insoluble; and lastly, that well purified alum is of equal

value for manufacturing processes with that of Rome.

Fumigation by
l'^^^ application of the oxygenated muriatic gas to pre,

oxi-muriatic vent the eft'ects of contagion, as pointed out by Guyton,
^

has been strongly confirmed in the hospitals of France;
and it is asserted to have produced the liappiest effects as

a preservative against the yellow fever in Spain.

Anatomical Many interesting anatomical researches by Turpin^
notices.

Cuvier, Tenon, Laumanier, Pictet, Duvernay, Daroas,

and others, have enriched the year preceding the session

of July last.

The report concerning the mathematical transactions of

the Class of Science was given by Delambre.

The anticnt In the question which has arisen on the subject of the

de?rce7n^LaD-
"^^ measure ofa degree in Lapland, in which the cause

land was erro^ of the error committed in 1736 is required to be ascer-

«cou»;— taincd.
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tained, Mr. Laknde has sought in his long experience
for facts which might answer that purpose. He has re-

marked, that at that time the use of the telescope of

verification (lunette d'epreuve^ was entirely unknown. —because the

This yery commodious and simple instrument, which telescope of
•'

1
venfication

might be supposed of as early an invention as the applica- -v^as not then

tion of telescopes to sectors and quadrants, is more known,

modern than might be imagined. ^We possess the advan-

tage of this, as well as of many other articles of daily use,

without inquiring, after their inventors. It is mentioned

for the first time in the edition of Lalande's Astronomy,
of 176 4. In order to verify the parallelism of telescopes,

Bouguer adopted the use of two pins or studs, which were

mutually to be changed in place, in order to ascertain

whether they had really the same height. He himself

made use of a more imperfect method, w hich is still less

entitled than the studs to be put In competition with the

proof telescope of Lalande, which is at present universally

adopted. We do not know whether Graham had some

equivalent method of approximation to verify his sector.

Maupertuis makes no mention of any such thing in the

chapter wherein he treats of the verification of that in*
~

fitrument, and this neglect may in part explain the error

"ivhich is imputed to him.

Mr. Legciidre has been busied upon a question of im-
Spherpldal tsx-

portance, though of rare application. His memoir is angles treated

entitled,
'^
Analysis of Triangles traced on the Spheroid." ^y ^-^gendrc^

The early astronomers who measured the earth with

some exactness, considered it as a sphere of immense ra-

dius, in comparison with the small intervals they proposed
to ascertain. The greatest side of any triangle in these

operations does not exceed 60,000 metres, and the differ-

ence between such an arc and the right line that would

(connect its extremities, is scarcely two decimeters, or

the three hundred thousandth part. It was therefore,

with reason, supposed that triangles of so minute a cur-

^ature might be considered as right lined.

In the latter operations wherein it was sought to de-

termine more exactly the difference between the teri^es-

trial globe and a perfect sphere, an attention to accuracy
was carried fartlier. The triangles formod at the surface

•

of
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of the earth were considered as very in\jiiite portions of

a spliere, which, in all the extent of each triangle wa«

confounded with the spheroid.

Does this supposition, though less inaccurate than the

preceding, promise all the precision which it seems fair to-

expect from it ? and since it is a spheroid which is to be

measured, why not calculate the triangles as spheroidal ?

This question is so obvious that it must at once have

offered itself to the astronomers charged with the opera-

tion, and to each of the learned men, united from the

different parts of Europe, to examine and form a judge-
ment of the work which had been executed. In one of the

first meetings of the commission, a learned foreigner, M.

Tralles, remarked that the bases of Melun and Perpignan
could not be simply considered as arcs which should be

throughout in the same place, but as curves of double

curvature. This remark m as made by Clairaut above

fifty years before ; but it was always thought that tho

effect of the double curvature could not become even a

little perceptible, unless upon intervals much greater than

we can directly measure ; and it was concluded that con-

siderations of the spheroid would only add an useless de-,

gree of complication to calculations already too complex.
In fact, the spheroid differs from the sphere much less than

the sphere itself does from a plane. Now the sphericity

of the triangles does not introduce any terms into the calr

jpulations but those of the second order for the angles,

and of the third for the sides. It was therefore natural

to think that the terms dependant on the spheroid would-

be of an order more elevated, and still less sensible on ac-

count of their extreme minuteness. But no one yet had

written on the subject ; it was not to be supposed that

the astronomers would rest contented with vague consi-

derations and a simple probability. This point, they

inform us will be found discussed in the article *' Calcula-

tion of the Triangles/' in the second volume of the Meri-

dian, at present in the press ;
in which it will be demon-

strated, from considerations of great simplicity and

elementary throughout, that the difference between the

(jpherjcal and spheroidal angles of the greatest of their

triangles, is not one sixtieth of a second, and that th^

doubly
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double curvature does not change the longest oftheir sides

nearly so much as one centimetre. These results are

confirmed by anticipation in the learned analysis of Le-

gendre.

[The Conclusion of this Repdrt in our next.]

Ifniversiti/ of Gottingen.

The foreign Journals give accounts of the new model-

ing of the constitution of this University, under the

Prussian government, which the disastrous events of war

have since shaken to its ceni^e. I shall not copy this

part of their intelligence) so little likely to be perma- Mayer on pla-

nent, but shall confine myself to the notice of the first netary affinity

part of the Meteorologic Researches, which Professor
^' i»fl««ce.

Mayer has read to the Society.

, j.Jp this paper he treats of the chemical affinity of the

heavenly bodies, or the influence they appear to exercise

upon each other independent of gravity, which influence

is manifested in their atmospheres. He particularly ati

tends to that of the moon upon ours, which leads him to

treat of globes of fire, and stones, said to have fallen

from the sky. He remarks, that almost all these pheno-
mena have taken place when the moon was near one of

its nodes, and in that half of its orbit in which its light

is on the wane. In the cases which seem to oppose this

observation, the coincidence of the passage of the moon

through one of these nodes, with its last quarter, tOok

place the preceding lunation. Thus it was in 1803, in

the lunation which preceded that of the shower of «tone»

at L'Aigle.

Academy of Useful Sciences at Erfurt*

In the ordinary sitting of the Academy of Useful Sci- Ore of pUtowi.

ences a*. Erfurt, on the 4th of March, M. Bucholz pre-

sented a memoir, transmitted by M. Tromsdorff", intitled,
*' New Experiments to afiford a more accurate know-

ledge of the Ore of Platina." The author endeavours to

V©i. XV.—Pec. 1806. Zz monciW
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reconcile the eontradictions of the English and French

chemists relative to this metal. After a long series of

experiments, he has found that Platina, in its crude state,

contains also four other metals, osmium, iridium, rho-

dium, and palladium, and he gives the characters of

each.

Iceland crystal.
Professor Bernhardi communicated some researches on

the double refraction of Iceland crystal, or the crystal-

lized carbonate of lime, in which he has noted the phe-

nomena with greater precision than has hitherto been

done.

Lycopodlum. M. Bucholz communicated the resuKs of his experi-

ments on the seeds of Lycopodium, which afford new

riews respecting this vegetable product. 1. The seed of

lycopodium contains one-sixteenth part of a fat oil, of a

brownish yellow colour, and soluble in alcohol. 2. A
portion of true sugar. 3. A viscid extract, of a brown-

ish yellow colour and insipid taste. 4. The residue,

after treatment with alcohol and water, appears entitled

to be considered as a peculiar product of the vegetable

kii gdom. 5. The yellowish appearance of the seeds in

this last state, appears to indicate the union of a kind of

pigment with the first principles of the seed, or at least a

very intimate union of the constituent parts of this seed.

6. It is the oily part that enters into the composition of

this seed which renders it so speedily combustible, and

causes it so immediately to separate from water,

Wirtemherg.
Prize for the M. Caula, Banker to the Court of Wirtemberg, has

spccdng^fJssu"
^^^'^^^ ^ P"^® ^* ^^^ florins (13 guineas), for that

bones- explanation Avhich shall be judged the most satisfactory

on the subject of the fossil bones continually found in the

kingdom of Wirtemberg. It is not simply a critical dis-

sertation which is expected on the different opinions rela-

tive to the events which may have transported these

remains of the animal kingdom into the places where

they are now found ;
but it is most particularly desired

that some elucidation should be given from the chemical

decomposition and connection of these bones. It is' dei,

•ired also, that a deduction should be made of the cha»

ractcristie
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ractcristic epochas of their existence from the geologic

proportions of the successive or gradual strata in which

they take their origin, in order to establish upon those

data a better judgment than has heretofore been made

concerning the revolutions our globe may have been

subjected to with regard to the animal kingdom. It will

therefore be necessary, for the accomplishment of this

purpose, to endeavour to collect into determinate spe-

cies the animal skeletons at present come to our know-

ledge, to shew the identity and the diiferences of these

skeletons with respect to living animals ; and lastly, to

assign to the species, considered as extinct, the rank

which they ought to hold in the natural history of the

animals still existing on the face of the earth.

Planetary Epocha,
M. de Lalande received, in the month of April last, planetary cpo*

an anonymous letter, from Franckfort, in which it was cha of 280,00*

said that a German of high reputation in several sciences y^*'**

discovered, fifty years ago, a remarkable period of

280,000 years for the return of the six planets to the same

point of the heavens, and his opinion thereon is re-

quested to be given in the Magazin Encyclopedique of

M. Millin. The number of revolutions found by the

German astronomer for each of the planets have been

reduced into seconds by Lalande from the revolutions as

at present known, and are as under :

Mercury 1162577 8836135098921.

Venus 455122 8835595689448.

Earth 280000 8835940680000.

Mars .. 148878 8835946519500.

Jupiter .... 23616 8835946544448.

Saturn 9516 8835946558608.

M. Lalande remarks, that these numbers differ so little
^

that the deviation from the same precise number of se-

conds in each sum of revolutions is not greater than the

uncertainty in the known durations of those revolutions.

He therefore considers the return of the planets in 280,000

years as a curious result, and is desirous of knowing the

name of him who had the courage to make such long
calculations.
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Solar Spots.

U Hultz, a Prassian Astronomer, of Frankfort on

the Ode ,
has published

an opinion,
in August las ,

tha

he sun at that time was undergoing a cons.derab

cianse His opinion was founded on a number of spo s

rSng one.U part of^J^^^^^^^
ftbrtta^tw^r:^"^^^^^^^^^
of two or three hours.

To Mb. Nicholsok.

Sm,
T ,. ii'fipl narticularly obliged to some of your mi«

' t o" sp'o
1 for information, through the m.-

rrofth Journal, respecting the manner of dissolvmg

Sas i gum (C«o:.cJo so as to render it appbcabia

ofS a coat on silk, &c. for surgical purposes.

lam. Sir,

Your obedient servant,

^.«. 7, 1806.
A CONSTANT READER.

RECORDS OF LITERATURE.

„.f„. ofa new periodical work has just been

. ^'r f'reSed r" ords of Literature ;
it is intended

rtS'a genera
statement of the progress

of know-

°rr=^lt" departments; and, by giving
a bnef

SnToSu wo,Jannounced or published,
to form an

Index to the Literature of the World.

$9rrcspondQ7it
X F»
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NATURAL PHILOSOPHY, CHEMISTRY,

AND

THE ARTS.

. SUPPLEMENT TO VOL, XF.

ARTICLE I.

Observations and Experiments to shew that the Effects

ascribed by Mr. Dispan to the perpendicular Descent of
Hoar Frost are not so general as to support his Theory,

In a Letter from John Gough, Esq*

Sir,

To Mr. Nicholson.

MiddleshazD^ Dec. 8/A, 1806.

.N ingenious memoir on congelation in Spring and Dispan on the

Autumn appeared in your Journal for November
; in

^ater^^ex^ os^d
which the writer, M. Dispan, mentions certain experi- to the air in

ments on the authority of a Parisian philosopher. Uethemght.

was informed by this gentleman, that if several plates of

water be exposed to the air in a frosty evening, one of

which is covered with a pane of glass, &c. the water ia

the open vessels will freeze, but the contents of the

covered plate will remain fluid. The same person also

observed, that if a funnel be suspended in the evening, at

a moderate distance, over a plate of water broader than

Vol, XV.—Supplement. A a a
itself,
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action perpen-
dicularly
downward.

itself
J
a ring »J?lee will be found adhering to the circum-

ference of the plate in the morning ; but the water im-

mediately under Tsip £tinnel will retain its fluidity.

Experiment to The perusat of M. Dispan's ingenious essay brought
determine

gevcral facts to my recollection, which rendered the accu-
whethertlie ''

; , ,. , ,

freezing is ef- racy of the preceding narrative somewhat disputable ;

fectcd by an ^ut memory too frequently preserves the outlines of

events, while she neglects to record collateral circum-

stances of importance ; I therefore resolved to try the

merits of the Parisian's relation by experiment the first

opportunity. This design was soon accomplished; for a

suitable occasiou presented itself on the 21st of Novem-

ber. The evening was perfectly calm ; and I found the

copper funnel of a rain gauge slightly incrusted with hoar

frost at 7 P. M. A saucer, containing water, was imme-

diately placed upon a stand in the middle of a garden,
one half of this vessel being covered with a pane of glass,

while the other remained exposed, and the distance of |

of an inch separated the glass from the water. The

evening proved very favourable to the experiment, for

hoar frost fell copiously upon slender bodies, such as

gates and pales, as the night advanced, but the gravel
Walks of the garden remained wet at 11 P.M. The
saucer was visited at this time, when it was found per-

fectly covered with a film of ice, and both sides of the

glass were incrusted with rime. The film on the saucer

grew thicker in the course of the night; but the vessel of

water which stood upon the sole of a window in the gar-
den remained unfrozen in the morning.
Were the preceding remarks submitted to the consider-

ation of M. Dispan's friend, perhaps he would say, that

the lintel «f the window protected the vessel standing
dwelling house ^jjjI^p I (- from the frigorific particles, by interrupting
impede* frecz- . . a- i a ^ \i ^i. .

ingontKe
their perpendicular descent; consequently the water rc-

groundnear it. twined its fluidity, being sheltered from the influx of thoss

minute bodies which constitute the true cause of congela-

tion. The experiment might also be rejected by the same

philosopher not without someshe>v of reason, for it evi-

dently answered his expectations in one instance, though
it disappointed them in another. The same objections

may be urged, with equal effect, by those who suppose
that

It dtd not

prove so.

The facts indi

care that the

swpeiior tem-

perature of a
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that congelation is caused in Spring and Autumn by hoar
frost falling perpendicularly from the atmosphere; but
the morning ofthe22rid exhibited appearances which re-

concile the apparent contradictions of my experiment on

very diflercnt principles. The roads were dirty, in con-

sequence of a week of very tempestuous weather, and the

surface of the mire upon them was slightly frozen; but

the small collections of water and mud which were found
near the house remained untouched by the frost, even in

situations where the eves of the building could not pro-
tect them from the perpendicular descent of particles

falling from the atmosphere. The foregoing observation

induces me to conclude, that the superior temperature of

the house counteracted the feeble effects of the frost to a

certain distance from itself, and raised the temperature of

a vertical stratum of air above the freezing point : now as

the vessel stood on the sole of the window, on which my
observations were made, it was wholly surrounded by
this warm stratum ; consequently, the water contained

in it could not freeze, while the saucer in the middle of

the garden was exposed to a degree of temperature lower

thanSS''.

I am farther convinced of the justice of this conclu- Houses and

sion by having frequently found that houses and strong
walls do not

walls do not heat and cool with the same celerity as the ^g quickly aa

atmosphere. This appears to be the reason why slight
the atmos^

frosts are found to prevail in Spring and Autumn in the P"^*^^*

open fields, which do not extend their effects to towns ;

while, on the contrary, exposed roads are frequently
observed to be wet and dirty after the conclusion of a fit

of severe weather, at a time when the ground close to high

buildings remains frozen. To prove that this Avas the

real cause of the contradiction apparent in my experi-

ment, I repeated it on a subsequent occasion with this

addition: two Florence flasks were exposed to the air,

one of them being suspended on a tree in the middle of

the garden, and the other on the branch of a cherry tree

near a pot of water standing in the window mentioned

before. The flask in the middle of the garden was soon

incrusted with rime, and a film of ice had been formed in

the mean time upon a plate of water standing in the open
AAa 2 air;
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air
; but the vessel on the window sole remained perfectly-

fluid, and the flask on the neighbouring cherry tree was

only^
wet with dew, being untouched by hoar frost.

The Parisian Several of the facts stated above are common occur-

cxpenments r^nces, and they seem to reconcile the opposite results of
were probably

' •' ' ' *

made in favor- my experiment with ease ;
we may therefore say, with-

able cir<?um- ^^^ hesitation, that the experiments of the Parisian philo-

sopher happened to be made under circumstances which

proved highly favourable to his hypothesis. I venture to

make this assertion, because a saucer of water, one half

of which was covered with glass, cvidentify comprises all

his experiments in one
;

it also refutes them singly, by

shewing that congelation took place under the pane, of

glass, as well as in the exposed part of the saucer. In

order, however, to give an additional proof of a fact,

which is almost demonstrated by common observation, I

took the opportunity of a calm evening when the frost

was very gentle, and placed a Cup of water under a glass

bell upon a stand in the middle of the garden ; at the

same time a circular plate of metal, five inches in diameter,

was suspended horizontally over the centre of a vessel of

water, which was considerably broader than itself; the

distance between the plate and water M'as about two

inches, but neither the bell nor the plate prevented their

Water will
respective vessels from being covered with ice. It will

treeze under a ^
„ ,

, , . . . i • n •

cover. now appear, that congelation is not caused m Sprmg and

Autumn by adventitious particles of any kind falling

from the atmosphere ; on the contrary, vernal and

autu'niiial frosts must evidently be ascribed to the com-

mon effect which is universally produced in water by a

temperature less than 32°. Wh'at is still more to the

- present purpose, wat6r may be cohcreted into ice, in

circumstances under which the aqueous part of the at-

mosphere cannot be converted into hoar frost
; so that

there isTio necessity to employ the latter production as

an agent contributing to the formation of the other.

The truth' of what is here advanced will be proved by the

following experiment, which I made some years ago;—

Congelation in Having observed a quantity of wet woollen yarn to be
circumstances

frozen, whioh was exposed to a moderate north wind

f>o6^t' could not "PO" *^c ^'^^^^ ^^ ^ wooden bridge, 1 suspended a ther-

be formed. mometer
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mometcr in front of it, which did not descend lower than

34®. We have here an instance of congelation where

hoar frost could not exist; but suspecting evaporation to

be the cause, I had the thermometer dipped in water of

36°, and exposed it again to the breeze; upon which the

mercury fell to 29.5°, and a film of ice formed on the

bulb in a shprt time. Two small parcels of wet yarn
were also placed in the same situation, one of them being

inclosed in a corked phial, while the other remained ex-

posed to the wind ; the latter soon became stiff, but the

former continued soft for the space of three hours.

The experiments detailed in this letter have convinced The theory of

me, and the same evidence perhaps may convince some M. Dispan not

of your readers, that M. Dispan's theory cannot be re-
upon,

lied on
; for water has been shewn to congeal without the

assistance of hoar frost, when the freezing powers of the

atmosphere are very feeble ; which appears to be an un^

answerable objection to the theory in question. As for

the phenomenon described by M. Dispan, perhaps it is

not very uncommon; at least I have known something
similar occur more than once on a part of the river at

Kendal, where the current is obstructed by a weir placed

a little below a stone bridge. The expanse of water

formed by this impediment is occasionally covered with a

sheet of thin ice above and below the bridge in the course
'

of a night of calm and moderate frost, when the river is

low and nearly stagnant; at the -^ame time no symptoms
of congelation are seen under the arches. I have always
attributed this singular occurrence to the same cause

which preserved my water pots on the window sole from

the frost
;

that is, I have always supposed that the supe-

rior temperature of the bridge prevented the two sheets

of ice from uniting beneath it, nor could conjecture fur-

nish me with another reason. M. Dispan^s memoir,

however, suggested new principles ; and as there was a

possibility of error on my part, I have endeavoured to

throw fresh light on the subject by the experiments

which are now submitted to your consideration.

I remain, &c. "

JOHN GOUGH.
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Descrtplton of an Eight^duy Clock, Kith an improved
Striking Part, bif Mr, Henry Waud, of Biandford^
Dorsetshire *.

I rovement
^^ striking part of this clock is so far simplified,

and simplifica- that the whole train of wheels used in common clocks,
tionof the

together with the barrel and weight, are entirely super-
stnking part of ^ ,

^ ' / r

clock*. sedcd.

The power necessary for raising the hammer is obtained

from the pendulum.
A A A A, Plate X. represent the \/ront side of the

frame. 13, a cock in which rests the pitot of the pallet

arbor. C, a brass arm firmly fixed on the same. D, the

gathering pallet, and E, a tliin plate of brass, both

rivetted on the same collet, which turns on a small stud

fixed in the arm C; this brass plate has two notches in

it, at ab, in which acts a slender spring F, fastened to

the collet of the arm C, by a small screw, and serves to

keep the gathering pallet in its proper position. G, the

cock of the hammer-bar. H, the hammer-tail, which

acts also as a hook in the teeth of the rack. I, a brass

arm, or rather a lever, which lies behind the minute-

wheel N, and is fixed with the hammer-tail to the ham-

mer-bar by means of a pin. K, the flirt. M, the rack.

N, the minute wheel. O, the hour wheel. The bridge
and snail are the same as in a common clock.

The operation of this work is as follows. A pin is

fixed in the back of the minute wheel N, and as it re-

volves, raises the lever I, by which the hammer-tail H is

lifted out of the rack, the rack is then at liberty to fall ;

the lever I, by bearing against the pin, returns gradually,

and prevents the hammer from striking the bell.

Before the pin has quitted the lever I, another pin in

the front side of the same wheel begins to lift the flirt ;

Communicated to the Society ol Arts. Sec their Vol. XXIII,

when
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when raised to a sufficient height, it is let go by the pin, improvement

and falls on tUe gathering pallet D, which forces it into
^"^ ^f"Jg^'**^**

the rack ; it is prevented from rising out of the rack by striking part of

the spring F, having got into tlie notch b of the brass clocks,

plate E ; the pallet immediately acts on the rack ; for,

as the arm C moves from left to tight, it lays hold of a

tooth, and carries it along with it by means of the vis

inerticc of the pendulum, at the same time the hammer-

tail is raised by another tooth of the rack, and on quit-

ting it the hammer strikes the bell ; when the arm C re-

turns with the gathering pallet from right to left, th«

rack is prevented from returning with it by the tooth

resting against the end of the hammer-tail, the pallet is

then carried over another tooth, and at the next vibra-

tion moves the rack and hammer-tail as before ; thus ihey
continue to act alternately on each other till the rack is

up, and the clock makes one stroke regularly at every
other vibration.

Now, in order to disengage the gathering pallet, there

is a pin fixed in the rack at c, and as soon as the last tooth

of the rack has got past the hammer-tail, the shoulder of

the brass plate E, which is rivetted to the pallet, strikes

against the pin c, and lifts it out of the rack, the spring

F jumps into the notch a, and prevents it from return-

ing ; thus it remains detached, and the pendulum con-

tinues to vibrate without any obstruction. The ball of

the pendulum weighs about eight pounds thirteen ounces;
and the weight 24 pounds. The clock has a dead

scapement.
The objection that may perhaps be made to this clock

is,
that the striking part disturbs the isochronism of the

pendulum; but whoever will take the trouble to try it

against another pendulum, of the same length, both be-

fore and after it has struck, will find no sensible altera-

ation; and even if that were the case, the irregulaiitie*

would be periodical, and return to themselves every
twelve hours.

The advantages which I conceive this clock to ha?*

over a common clock, are as follow :

First—That it is not attended with that disagreeable

roaring which h frequently heard in the whe«l8 and pini*

0H9
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Improvement
0"S of Others, and particularly the fly pivots when in

and simplifica- want of oil.

striking part of
Second—That the interval between the strokes is uni-

clocks. Ibrmly the same: the case is very different in other

clocks, for as they get foul they always strik« slower,
and more so still when the weather is cold.,

Third—That in consequence of its simplicity, it is not

liable to be out of repair.

Fourth—That it can be manufactured for considerably
less expense.

HENRY WARD.

III.

Descnption of a Model, for elevating and depressing

Wetter, applicable to the use of Canal Lochs, andfor

preventing the usual ziastc of Water therein, zcith Di^

rections for working the same. By Mr, R, Salmon*.

Improvement JLN Plate X. C is supposed to represent a canal lock of
to save water the common construction, whose lower e;ates i. z, openm canal locks. ,. ^,,,. ,,

towards or into the lock, and its upper gates k, k, open
towards the upper or higher level of the canal; Disa
hollow caisson, or water-tight chest, which is fitted to a

walled chamber or side-lock, so as to move freely up and

doM^n therein ; i is an opening, which forms a connection

between the lock and the caisson-chamber, and which

can be closed by a shuttle fitted thereto, when required.

Four standards, e, e, e, e, are firmly fixed on the ground
and walls of the lock and chamber ;

and four posts, c,c,c,c,

are fixed m the four corners of the caisson
; on each al-

ternate pair of these standards and posts the frames a and

b rest, as on so many fulcrums, or moveable joints ; the

frame b fFig. 1 and 2) has two straight parallel bars of

thin iron fixed thereto, and standing up abote the same;
the frame a has two similar bars affixed to it, except that

* From the Transactions of the Society of Arts, Vol XXIII.

Thtf Silver Medal was awarded for this commuuieation.

the
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the top edges of these are hollowed into a curve, as shown improvement

in the figures. B A^ is a carriage loaded with two heavy
tcnave water

leaden weights, and resting on four low brass wheels,

having grooves in their circumferences like sash pullies,

to receive the iron bars upon the frames b and a, so that

the carriage can be drawn along upon them ;
the distance

of the axles of their wheels is such, that when the wheels

at B rest on the frame over two of the posts c, c, the

wheels at A shall at the same time rest over the other two

posts c, c, as shown in Fig. 1 ; and when the wheels at B
rest over two of the standards e, e, the wheels at A shall

at the same time rest over the other two standards e, e, in

Fig. 2. In order to work the model, the carriage must

be brought into the position shown in Fig, 1, and this

can readily be done by stops, which are provided in the

proper places on the curved bars, for preventing the

wheels from rolling too far; as much water must then be

poured into the lock C, as will fill it exactly to the black

line c?, «/, withinside the same ; and if the table on which

the model stands be not level, small wedges or chips

must be put under the model where necessary, until the

surface of the water exactly corresponds, all round the

lock, with the top water-mark or line above-mentioned ;

it must likewise be observed, to place the model across
^

the table, so that the weight A, wJien hung over the puU

ley/ or g*, may be at liberty to descend. Then hang
the two-pound weight h^ Fig. 1, by the line over the pul-

ley/, at the upper end of the lock ; and the carriage, or

load B, A, will, be drawn forward into the position shown

at Fig. 2, and the water in the lock C will pass through

the shuttle, to buoy up tlie caisson D, and its surface in

the lock will descend to the lower level. Again, by

shifting the weight to the lower end g^ the load will

again be brought back, the caisson depressed, and th«

water forced through the shuttle, again, raised to th«

higher level d, d, in the lock, as in Fig. 1.

Hence it is evidenf that the water in the lock, with or

without a boat therein, may be raised or lowered, by th9

application of any force to move the carriage or load,

horizontally on wheels. That when it is intended to pass

a boat from the upper to the lower canal, the water in

Vol. XV.—SwpLEMENT. Bib th»
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Improvement *^^e lock is raised to the top water-level d^ d; the tipper
to save water

gates /w*, fc,
are then readily opened, and the boat floated

in canal locks,
j^^^^ ^j^^ j^^.j^

.
^^^j^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^j^^^^ ^^^^^ gj^^^^ ^j^^, ^^^^^

and boat, by withdrawing the load from the caisson, is

lowered to the lower level of the canal. The lower gates

?*, 2, are then opened, and the boat floated from the lock

to the lower canal. Tn this operation of lowering a boat

it is eyidentj that so far from there being a waste of

water, a weight of water equal to the boat and its load

is raised from the lower to the upper canal ; for when

tlie boat at the upper level first enters the lock, its own

weight of water is displaced, and forced into the upper
canal. And again, when it is floated into the lower ca-

nal, as much is again from that canal displaced, and

forced into the lock.

On the same principle that water is gained by a de-

"sccnding boat, as above described, it will be observed,

that no waste ensues in an alternate passage ; and that in

an ascending passage, a loSs of water equal to the boat

and its load only takes place.

It should be understood, that as canals are sometimes

wore or less full of water, locks on this principle must h^

Constructed to raise and depress, to the greatest extremes

that ever happen, from the highest high-water, to tho

lowest low-water mark, and that being so constructed,

they will apply to any intermediate heights; the curved

plane rt being formed, to adjust and counterbalance the

inclination of the wheels on the other plane b, thereby

maintaining an equilibrium, at any intermediate height,

which the water in the canal may happen to be at.

Having described its manner of operating, I, shall ex-

plain and compare cause and eflbct ;
Ibr which purpose

it may be requisite first to state, that the load of the car-

riage B, A, is fifty-six pounds, which weight, when ad-

Tanced, presses directly over the parts (?, c, c, c, with all

its gravity bearing on the caisson ; but when the load is

drawn forward, it rests entirely on the fixed standards

f, e, e, Cy and by this change the whole eft'ect is pro-
doct'd.

Now, if the model be set properly to work, it will be

found, that a two-pound weight suspended oyer the pul-

ley
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ley at either end, will put the carriage in motion, arid
improvement

thereby raise or depress the water in the lock, and that to to save water

do so, the two-pound weight will descend sixteen inches.
*" "°^ ^^^^

Hence, two-pounds descending sixteen inches, may be

deuoted the cause or power to produce the effect. Far*

ther, it follows, that this two-pound weight descending
sixteen inches produces the same operation as fifty-six

pounds laid in the caisson would perform, and this sink-

ing of the caisson D may be denoted the direct effect pro-
rinccd by the two-pound weight. The indirect and requi-

site effect being that of depressing or elevating the water

in the lock C, and the comparison thereon will stand

thus : the surface of a body of water, of an area of

twenty-four inches by ten, is raised about four inches

and a half by the power of two pounds descending six-

teen inches ; and, vice versdy by reversing the poWer.
the water is again depressed.

The shuttle z, between the lock and the caisson cham-

ber, will regulate the time of the ascent or descent of the

caisson.

R, SAi^MON.
JVobtirn, ^SdJjml, 1S05.

Charles Taylor, Esq.

Sir,

In reading over the copy of the paper which I hastily

drew up, and sent with i^y model, I observe that I

omitted making any remarks on its applicability, im-

provements to be made in the carriage to facilitate ^the

moving of the load, and on the different other ways, be-

sides the one shewn in the model, by which it may be put
in action.

It will readily occur to every engineer, that this sort of

lock is not confined to the particular shape of the model,
or to any particular form. The caisson chamber may be

placed endwise to the lock ; may be of any shape, and

placed at a nearer or further distance, as may be re-

quired.

On comparing the length and movements of the frames

BBb2 in
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in the model, with what may be re4iiircd in practice, it

to save water will appear that the length of timbers at large will not
xn canal locks.

^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ strength sufficient may be obtained for

any load. It is also evident, that, although the frftmeg

consist of only two bearers irt the model,' yet, at large,

any number may be introduced, parallel with each other,

and as many wheels as bearers.

In this operation the weight of the carriage itself con-

tributes toward the effect, which in common cases is other-

wise, as generally there is an objection to the groat

weight required to make a carriage sufficiently strong for

any extraordinary purpose; and there is no doubt but,

by an imprsvement of the carriage, it may be made to

require much less than the power used in the present

model. The mode I should pursue would be, to make
the load in the wheels themselves, that is to say, the ne-

cessary load to produce the effect should be two solid

iron cylinders, running on as many bearers as are requi-

site, and to have a frame or carriage for the purpose only
• of connecting the cylinders ; by these means, the strength

and friction of tlie axletrees would be reduced very much,
and the means required then to perform the operation
would be only to put the body in motion, and to over-

come ai^y little obstacle or irregularity, that the periphe-
ries of the cylinders would meet with in their progress.

The advantage of rollers over wheels ha^s been ad-

mitted, even where the peripheries of the cylinders were

in contact with the incumbent weight resting on the top
of them, as well as with the supporting plane below ;

but, in the case above suggested, they have more advan-

tage, being only in contact with the upholding frames.

With respect to its operation, if any objections should

be found to the great animal power that would at large,

be required, it will occur, that various other means may
be nsed to put the carriage or load in motion ; some

without any loss of water, and others with a triflrng loss,

compared with what the lock holds. Thus, when the

caisson is up, if by a cock a portion of water be lot into

it, the equilibrium will be destroyed, the caisson will

^
sink, and the water in the lock be raised. Again, if by
a pump, or other means, the water be returned from the

caisson
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caisson to the lock, the caisson will rise, and the load of improvement
itself recede, and this would be without waste of water, ^o

save water

To put it in motion with a certain portion of waste, it is

presumedjdifFerent ways may be found, as the introduction

of a portion of water from the upper canal to the lock,
or the discharging of it from the lock to the lower level,

these would with management occasion the caisson to rise

or fall ; or, if a part of the load were made to shift far-

ther from, or nearer to the fixed standards e eee^it would

thereby cause the action required, and perform the ope-
ration ; and it is^ probable, that a better way than any
here suggested would arise, should the thing be put in

pr."^ctice.

I am, Sir,
^ Your obedient humble servant,

f^ ROBERT SALMON.
iVoburn, Mat/ 4th, 1805.

Charles Taylor, Esq.

IV.

Observations^ chieflif mineralogkal, on the Shetland

Islands, made in the course of a Tour through those

Islands in 1 803. Bi/Dr.T.S. Traill *.

TiHE first land we made after passing Fair Isle, was the Mineralogy of

southern extremity of the Mainland of Shetland. We Shetlaud*

approached first to Fitful-Head; a bold promontory
composed of micaceous schistus. Pass through Cliff-

Sound for several miles. The western side of this narrow
channel is formed by a chain of low islands, seemingly

composed of micaceous rocks. The eastern side is formed

by a ridge of hills, which in many places present craggy

precipices of the same material. The rocks along this

side are all micaceous. Where Cliff-Sound terminates in

* Communicated by the Author to Mr. Patrick Neill, A.M.

Secretary to the Society of Natural History at Edinburgh, from
whose " Tour through some of the Islands of Orkney and Shetland"

this article is by permission taken,

Scalloway
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Mineralogy of Scalloway Roads^ I found a micaceous rock, forming the

Shetland. shore for a considerable way, in which there were no

particles of quartz visible: it was formed of thin plates

somewhat bent or undulated. This kind is reckoned, I

believe, very rare ; the fresh fracture, if I was not de-

ceived, had somewhat of a silky lustre, and the rock was

uncommonly tough. x

Part of Scalloway Roads, especially toward the west,

is surrounded by micaceous rocks. From Mr. Scott's

house, quite through the valley of Tingwall, the general

rock is limestone, in which are no vestiges of any marine

production, and which, from its vicinity on each side of

the valley to micaceous rocks, I suppose, is 'primary.

These limestone strata were in most places highly in-

clined. This valley is the finest in Shetland, both for ex-

tent and cultivation. There are two lakes in the midst

of it ; one of which is said to be fifty fathoms deep.

Observe a rude pillar of a single block of granite erected

near one of these lakes. Probably it is a Scandinavian

monument. Ploughs arc more used in Tingwall-parish

than in any other part of these islands. All I saw had

only one stilt, like the Orkney plough. The spade

is much used in Shetland instead of the plough. The har-

rows I saw here had iron teeth on one side, and wooden

teeth on the other.

After traversing half of this valley, ascend the hills to

the eastward for Lerwick. Observe fragments of mica-

ceous schistus and granite, as we ascended. Descend to-

ward Elsvoe, by a steep road, where micaceous rocks

were prevalent. Observe near the road a vein of whinm

stone traversing these rocks ; it was visible but for a short

way; it was dense, and dark-coloured. Ascend from

Elsvoe a steril hill of micaceous schistus ; pass several

ridges of mountains covered to a great depth hy peat-

moss, which concealed all that could interest a mineralo-

gist. On the top ofa high hill, find great numbers of

rounded nodules of granite, quartz, and micaceous rocks,

which the rains have probably separated from a very
coarse sandstone breccia, of which this hill is composed.

This breccia appears at the surface, as we approach Ler-

wick, taking place of the primary rocks. The included

nodules
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iiodules become less in size near to the town, where there
Mineralogy of

» no other stone, an argillaceous sandstone excepted, Shetland,

which is much used at Lerwick for building. The hills

around Lerwick are in most places absolutely denuded of

the peat-moss which had formerly covered them, but

which is the common fuel ; so that well might the Stir-

lingshire parson exclaim,
" I see nothing but the skeleton

of a departed country," when his eyes were directed td

this scene.

Return to Scalloway in a day or two. West of Mr.

Scott's house, find the micaceous rocks to succeed th«

limestone ; veins of quartz often pervade these micaceous

rocks, and sometimes large veins of red felspar. The

micaceous rocks are succeeded, as we go westward, by-

granite, which forms the principal rocks of the westera

part of the Mainland. On the WarUHilly find in many

places, where the surface was broken, bog iron-ore, aris-

ing from the decomposition of vegetables or of the rocks.

Sail by a coast partly micaceous, partly granitic, to

Selivoe, where the bay was filled with innumerable me-

dusae . This name is a corruption of Silvoe, which signu

hesherring-'bai/; but no herrings are now taken in it.

Walk from Mr. Barclay's manse to Bixetvoe, another

deep bay that intersects this part of the island. The

rocks here are of granite, gneiss, and micaceous schistus.

These continue round the headlands, in a few places mixed

with limestone, 5s far as Selivoe. The schistus is some-

times formed into millstones. It is curious, that the

stones of the hand-mills, now common in Orkney, are of

a similar rock, which has been said to have been brought

from Norway for this purpose, in ancient times.

In crossing the micaceous hills from Sandvoe to Sensting

Manse, find, on the summit of a hill, a large white rock,

called marble by the natives. It is composed of very

large masses of pure white felspar and white quartz, with

here and there a little silver-coloured mica. It may be

considered as a granite, in which the constituent parts

are uncommonly large and distinct. The whole seemed

to me to fill a vein in micaceous schistus; but of this I

could not be certain, as the hill was thickly covered by
' vturf and short heath.—«In my walks around Selivoe, find

only
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Mineralogy of only primary rocks, chiefly granite and micaceoug
Shetland. schistus.

Sail for Foula. Pass grand precipices of red granite.

Near the only landing-place on this romantic isle, (the

Tfiule of the ancients,) the rocks arc all micaceous schis-

tus. North of the landing-place it is filled with garnets

well formed, but none of them large. This schistus is of

a silver colour for themost part, but I found it quite black

in several places. I found also here dark-green horn-

blende rock in considerable masses. The shores on either

iiand, as we recede from the landing-place, gradually be-

come bold, and the micaceous rocks give place to tremen-

dous precipices of red granite. The island contains three

hills; the highest is about 1100 feet high; precipitous

toward the north-west, but sloping toward the south-east.

Two of these hills seem as if, in some grand convulsion

of Nature, they had been rent from top to bottom, and

that one-half had been buried in the w aves. The cliffs

are very magnificent, and inhabited by innumerable sea-

fowl. Among the short heath on the highest hill, find

many nests of the skua-guU among the largest of the gull

tribe, and so bold as to dart at us, and even strike us

with its wings, when near its nest. Its colour is ash-

grey ; its body secins about the size of a small goose ; its

bill is more hooked than the common gull. The skua

does not inhabit any other island of this group; it is

found at the Ferroe Isles. Observe swallows in the val-

leys, the only ones we saw in Shetland. The natives

say, that their ponies are the best in Shetland. The peo-

ple seem intelligent and curious. They see the parson

only once a-year, when he stays with them some weeks,

officiates, baptizes children, and collects his dues. Ob-

serve many granite veins traversing the schistus, some of

them two feet thick ; all are very dense in their texture.

Sail for the Mainland . Pass Papa Stour, The north-

west coast of this island is of a red colour, but I was

not near enough to ascertain the rock. It is hollowed

out into grand caverns, through which the waves rush

with inconceivable fury, forming a sublime spectacle*

Anchor in Hillswickvoe. Sail for Papa Stour in the

iong boat, but are forced into Vementrif. Land on a

beach
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beach composed of rounded nodules of granite, horn-

Mineralogy of

blende, and hornstone porphyry. Toward the south Shetland,

end of the island, the rocks are red granite. The end

next to the Jsle of Mickle Rhoe is partly micaceou*

schistus, hOrnstonc-porphyry, and hornblende rock.

Pass over to Mickle Rhoe^ and observe the hornstone- '

porphyry on the end next to Venientry. A little way
from the beach, find a cliff of compact felspar.

The island rises toward the west into vast precipices of ,

red granite, much eroded by the fury of the waves, form-

ing stupendous arches^ that mock the feeble efforts of hu-

man ingenuity. We observed enormous masses, detached

from the island, forming gigantic isolated columns of

wonderful magnificence. In a valley that crosses neap

the middle of the island, find in two or three places

black hornblende rock? andhornstone-porphyry, the fel-

spar of which presents regular oval plates, in a dark

grey ground, rising through the heath, which was often

mixed with uva ursi*^ used by the natives .for tanning.
On either hand, the hills rise abruptly, and vast preci-

pices of red granite, entirely destitute of even moss or

heath, overhang the valley. In some places, one granite

rock was piled on another in horrible confusion, pro-

ducing, as far as the eye can reach, an indescribably

sterile appearance. Barren as this island is,
its inhabit-

ants are happy, compared to what they are in some other

parts of Shetland. They are emancipated by the pro-

prietor, Mr. Uunter of Lunna +, from the slavey of

fishin^y

* Arbutus uva-ursi. Bear-berry bush.

f Note hy P. N.—I am sorry that the following extract from a

pamphlet, published in defence of the Shetland landholders, should •

seem to derogate from the praise which Dr. Traill so candidly be-^

stows on this gentleman.
In an " Answer to Vindicator," bearing to be printed at Lon-

don in 1804, it is stated (p. 45),
" Mr. Hunter has found it necesn .

"
sary and convenient to permit his tenants to return to bondage^ as

" Vindicator is pleased to denominate it, under a tacksman ; and it

"
is effected without a murmur /—I have the best evidence for aver-

*«
ring, that when Mr. Hunter first proposed this change to his

"
tenants, out of more than 130 householders, only eight accepted

** \}a.t\rfreedom^ and heivas obliged to summon all tht rest to. remo've, be-

Vqj-. XV.—SyppLEWENT. Ccc "
fgrc
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Mineralogy otjishing^
—a system fraught, as it is carried on in some of

Shotlan .

iYi^so, islands, with i\iv. greatest injustice, most flagrant

and infamous oppression, which scarcely less deserves the

notice of the Legislature, than some branches of traffic^

that lately accupied its attention. I say this from a con-

" fore they could be brought to try it, even for one year. He then
" offered leases to all who would take them; only eight or nine
"

applied, and a greater number absolutely refused to take any."—^

" These circumstances," it is added,
" are alone sufficier:t to con-

** vince every unprejudiced person of the advantages of the old
"

syitem." It appears to me quite otherwise ;
and I would draw

precisely the opposite conclusion. These circumstances seem to

afford ample evidence, not only of the extreme indigence, but of

the abject dependence of the Shetland tenantry; of the "
stupid

^p?ithy*'
—the extinction of the British spirit of independence—

which has here been effected by the old system j which must there-

fore be a bad one. Mr. Hunter, I must remark, seems to have

proceeded in his experiment with too great haste, and thus not to

have given it a fair chance of succeeding. 1 do not question the

purity of his n-otives; but I think that it was rather rash, to sum-

mon one hundred atid ttuenty-t-wo poor tenants all at once to remove!- I

have been found fault with for endeavouring to subvert the csta-

hlished order of matters in Shetland ; but the alterations which I

suggested, I proposed should be ^ra^Kfl//y accomplished; I even ex-

pressly protested against precipitancy.'^ My words were, (p. loa,)
** In most cases the tenants are so poor, that, were the landlord, at

" once to withdraw his aid, and leave them to manage as they best
"

could, many of them would probably perish for want." Again,

(p. 103,)
" Even if the size of farms were enlarged, and leases of

*'
19 years duration granted, unless manufactures were here and

"
ther^, at the same time established, it is not improbable tha^

.** many of the present cottars would either starve, or be compelled
*' to indent themselves to America." If, with these moderate senti-

ments, I incur the charge of being a " bawler about oppression,"

&c.; with what language of reprobation oughp not ThuUy if con-

sistent, to declaim against his friend Mr. Hunter, who, at once, sub-

verted the citablished order of a whole district, and by \i\%Jiat

turned laz tenants adrift!

The tenants of Lunna, it is stated, submitted to be replaced^
under a tacksmun " without a murmur." This was about 1803, or

J 804. If I knew the author, I would ask him, whether they sub-

mitted with equal tameness to the arbitrary increase of the " whale

fishing exaction" from one guinea to three guineas—which, as al-

ready oh erved, was effected (probably without Mr. Hunter's

4ipiowledge) by the tacksman of this district in 180J, but, accord-

ing to my information, not without murmuring !

tictioi^
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fiction of its truth. It is not now general : there arc Mlntfralogy of

several proprietors in different districts, who have eman- Shetland,

cipated their tenants ;
but still it is in

soyie places car-

ried on, and prevents rny giving unqualified praise to a

people, among whom I met with the greatest hospitality

nnd kindness.

The valley terminates irt lofty cliffs of red granite.

The boat waited for us at a small beach, covered with

granitic sand, over which two yast granitic rocks impend,

which formed a grand, but rugged vista of naked rock,

as vvcput off shore.

Arrive again at Hillswick-voe. Walk to Hillswick-

ness, a promontory chiefly composed of silvery-coloured

micaceous schistus, containing immense quantities of

garnets, of a very large size : those that were in the up-

per layers were much decomposed; but below some of

them were complete, and finely crystallized. On the

west side, this bold headland is perfectly precipitous;

but on the east side, in one place, it slopes toward the

shore. At this slope, observe a vein of a light-green

stone, (probably schistose talc), traversing gneiss. This

vein contains most beautiful specimens of common acty-

nolite, some pieces in fibres, others in pretty distinct six-

sided prisms; in some cases approaching in lustre to

glassy actynolite. The actynolite is imbedded in talc,

and was found mixed with steatite. The serpentine is

called kleber by the natives, who use it as an excellent

substitute for metallic oxides in ointnients. They apply
this ointment to burns with success. Near this place^

find black hornblende rock of great hardness ; sienite,

in one place, containing a large mass of silky-white fel-

spar. A reddish-coloured hornstone-porphyry, in round-

ed masses, was scattered on the shore. Observe great

veins of granite in some places, traversing the micaceous

rocks. As we approach the junction of this promontory
with the Mainland, gneiss is found succeeding the mica-

ceous schistus. Some grand pillars are detached by the

fury of the Atlantic from the sides of this ness ; the

height of these is equal to that of the adjacent cliffs,

which impend so over their bases, as to impress the spec-
Ccc 2 tator
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Mineralogy of tator with Sublime emotions, not unaccompanied by
Shetland. fear.

Set out for RoncCs Hill, the highest point of Shetland.

Walk over a granite country to Rona's-voe ; cross this

long and narrow roe, and land at the foot of precipices
of red granite, in which the hill terminates toward the

south and west. The hill is at first heathy, but toward

the top it becomes naked rock. Its top is a long ridge,

covered with fragments of decomposed granite. I at-

tempted to measure its altitude by a portable barometer.

I observed the barometer accurately when at the sea-

side, both before and after my ascent, and found it

stood exactly at the same height at each time, from

which I concluded that no material alteration in the

pressure of the atmosphere had taken plac<? during my
stay on the mountain. The barometer fell when on the

summit 15 tenths of an inch, but I had no thermometer,
which is necessary to perfect accuracy *". From Rona's

Hill, see to a vast distance around,—all the Mainland,
near seventy miles long, Foula, Fetlar, Yell, Unst, &c.

Sail close to the promontory of Hillswickness, and

observe a great many reddish veins, traversing the mica-

ceous rocks which compose these awful cliffs. Some of

them were apparently several yards in diameter.
' Pass at some distance a stupendous, insulated, and in-

accessible rock, called the Drongs. It appears some-

what like a vast ship under sail. It is of a red colour,
like some granite cliffs at a considerable distance on the

Mainland, the nearest rocks on shore being micaceous.

Pass Isle of Doreholm, another insulated rock, per-
forated by a magnificent natural arch, through which the

distant shores of the Mainland were visible. The co-

lour of this is similar to that of the Drongs. Both are

probably either granite or wacken, similar to what Pro-

fessor Jameson describes as found in Papa Stour. A
sailor who had been the day before on the shores of the

Mainland nearest Doreholm, brought me fragments of

both granite and wacken, of a brick-red colour.

~" *
Supposing the temperature 50°, the height here indicated wa»

about 1400 feet.

Observe
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Observe that the parish of Northma-oen (which was not Mineralogy ©f

Yisitcd by Professor Jameson), is bounded toward the Shetland,

west by tremendous precipices of granite, similar to what

compose Rona's Hills, presenting a strong barrier against

the encroachments of the Atlantic ocean.

Pass Ossa skerries^ lofty insulated rocks, apparently

of reddish granite. Pass in a fog the Isle of Yell. Dou-

ble Ska.) the most northern point of his Majesty's Euro-

pean dominions. It is a small island, composed of

gneiss, which forms shores of considerable boldness, and

is only at a little distance from the Isle of Unst. An-

chor in Balta Sounds Unst.

The shores around this fine bason are entirely composed
of serpentine rock, and the beach is covered with frag-

ments of the same. The neighbouring hills, some of

which are of considerable height, are also serpentine, and

in many places are totally divested of vegetation, (even
of lichens), presenting to the wearied eye a naked waste,

of an iron-brown colour. The shores, from Balta Sound

to Norwick Bay, rise gradually into vast cliffs, all of

serpentine, in which are frequently found veins of talc,

lamellar actynolite, and common actynolite. Observed
,

imbedded, in one place, a substance very like Labrador

Hornblende, but was not able to force out a single good

specimen, on account of the hardness of the serpentine

matrix. In the bottom of the Bay of Norzcick, the

shores are Ioav, and a curious striated micaceous schistus

presents itself. The striae are in parallel straight fibres,

of a grey colour, with but little lustre, intermixed with

small particles of quartz. Near the junction of the ser-

pentine and schistus, close by the sea, in a serpentine

rock, find fine specimens of talc 4n a vein. This veiu

also contained tremolite in quartz. The serpentine

hitherto mentioned has an iron-brown colour, from ex-

posure to the air
;
but the colour of a fresh fracture is

generally of a dark-greenish grey. The striated mica-

ceous schistus begins in the bottom of the bay, and forms

part of the western side of it, rising into lofty cliffs,

when it is succeeded by a rock containing large masses of

whitish felspar, often crystallized in rude rhomboidal

figures. This compound rock is by Mr. Jafmeson called

gneiss.
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Mineralogy Qf gneiss. This roek constitutes the coast as far as hurra
Shetland.

Frith, a bay very bold and broken on the cast side, where

there is a hollow called Saxe's Kettle. It is formed by
an enormous mass, that seems as if separated fiom the

Mainland, and afterwards joined at Us extremities by the'

tailing in of less masses. In bad weather the m avcs are

driven with violence through a small opening toAvard the

bottom, and fill the whole yawning chasm with foam.

The hills that lie between Norwick Bay and Burra

Frith are composed to the top of the striated micaceous

schistus above mentioned ; and, though the highest oa
the island, are covered with coarse grass and mosses,
while the serpentine ones, though inferior in iHjight, are,

for the most part, destitute of vegetation. Does not

this imply the hostile nature of magnesian earth to plants
in general ?

At the bottom of Burra Frith, the same kind of undu-

lated micaceous schistus, before seen near Scalloway,

again presented itself. From Burra Frith, the coast

westward is composed of gneiss and micaceous schistus.

At HermanesSj the latter rock abounds, and often con-

tains finely crystallized garnets of a large size. Saw one

at a gentleman's house found there, which was nearly l^
inch in circumference, beautifully crystallized, and of a

pretty good colour. At Hermaness are said to be grand

caverns, into which the tide flows, and which contain

fine natural pillars. These pillars are conjectured by
Mr. Jameson to be of gneiss. The heavy surf prevented
me from exploring these caverns. Toward the south, the

isle of tJnst is less bold on its shores, and the rocks

above described are succeeded by argillaceous schistus

and sandstone. In crossing the island to Mrs. B.'s, find

in the declivities plenty of bog iron-ore, and in one or

two places both earthy and schistose chlorite.

The little island of Balta^ forming one side of Balta

Sound, is composed of serpentine of various shades of

colour.

Sail for Lerwick : pass the bold coasts of Yell and

Fetlar, and sail between Out Skerries and Whalsey ; (for

an account of these see Professor Jameson's Outline).

Sail close under the stupendous Noss Head, a grand pro-

montory
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montory on the east coast of Noss Isle, composed of sand-
Mineralogy of

stone of different hues, hollowed out below into innu- Shetland,

merable caverns, the retreat of myriads of sea-fowl,

whose various pipes sound harsh discord when heard

alone, but when united, form a solemn concert, a tribute

of gratitude for that portion of happiness they enjoy.

The island of Noss and its holm are composed of sand-

stone. Over a chasm between the island and the holm a

strong rope is stretched, on which a basket is slung, in

which the natives pass over to plunder the nests of the

sea-fowl that inhabit the holm, and to carry over a few

sheep. There is an incorrect engraving of this place,

and the method of passing in the bask^et, published in

Pennant's Arctic Zoology, fand from that copied into

the Encyclopajdia Britannica), from a rude sketch taken

by the late Mr. Lowe, an Orkney parson.

Anchor in Lerwick Roads : pass over to Brassa, an

island composed of sandstone, and of a coarse breccia

with a sandstone base, like that already noticed in the

neighbourhood of Lerwick. The eastern shores of this

island, where they are exposed to the ocean, are lofty

precipices like Noss Head, but the southern shores slope

gradually to the water's edge. In Brassa and Noss, the

strata are not very much inclined.

Walk along the shore west from Lerwick toward

Scot's-hall. The breccia and sandstone continue be-

yond the north-west entrance into Brassa Sound. The

podules imbedded in the former are larger than in that

found near Lerwick. As we go more westerly, the pri-,

mary rocks again make their appearance. Leave the

shore, and cross some hills, on which we observed mica-

ceous schistus, gneiss, and hornblende rock. Descend

into the northern end of the vale of Tingwall, where wo

again find limestone. Return to Lerwick by the manse

of Tingwall, and pick up in several places fragments of

striated micaceous schistus, but not so remarkable as that

found in Unst.

Set out in the long-boat to coast the eastern sandstone

shores of the Mainland. The coast from Lerwick for

some miles seems to be of sandstone or breccia, and is

perforated in many places by caves forme4 by the sea,

and
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Mineralogy of and Into some of these we rowed for several hundred
Shetland. feet. Soon after, we land, and find a (jompact limestone,

interspersed with veins, or reddish calcareous spar, to

succeed the sandstone. As we advanced, the hills on our

right became higher, and were composed of micaceous

schistus, especially at Coningsburgh. From this point

they gradually fell in height, and isandstone of a difty
brown colour succeeded.

' At Sandlodge, in 1803, (when I was there), a cop-
'

per-mine was wrought, which has, I understand, been

since given up, but which, I have been told, it is in con-

templation soon again to open. There was then a small

but well-constructed steam-engine on it. The principal

shaft was sunk within a few fathoms of the sea. The
miners had penetrated to the depth of about twenty-two

fathoms, and were but little incommoded with water.

The upper rock was sandstone ; and below it, at twenty-
two fathoms, lay a petrosiliceous, or perhaps quartzy

rock, traversed by many veins of brown quartz. This

was the greatest depth to which they had then penetrated;

and I believe that the hardness and unpromising nature

of this rock, was the cause of their so quickly giving up.

At that time, there were but two Cornish miners, besides

a Cornish Captain of the Mines, engaged, and theso

were chiefly occupied in giving directions to the natives

employed to work in the mine. The want of men suf-

ficiently skilled in mining, was certainly one cause of

their failure. The principal manager was a partner, who
had chiefly directed his attention to the corn-trade, as I

was informed, and who was totally ignorant of the art of

mining. The principal lode or vein lies between the

sandstone and the petrosiliceous rock, in a direction from

N. E. to S. W. The copper-ore is chiefly green carbo-

nate, and the sulphuret; it is imbedded in an iron-ore,

which is sometimes pulverulent, and was called by the

Cornish miners gozzan. The iron-ore is by much the

most abundant. When Mr. Jameson visited this place,

the copper-mine was not opened ;
and he only mentions

iron-ores as the product of the mine, which many years

ftgo had been wrought by an English iron company, but

pifterwards abandoned. It was subsequent to Mr. Jarae«,

soil's
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son's visit that the copper-ore was mudi noticed. Th(y

Mineralogy of

iron-ores here found, are,
Shciland.

1 . Dark-brow.n, fibrous, ajud mamiliatcd hjemalites ;

% Columnar bog-iron ore ;

3. Micaceous iron-ore ;

4. Iron-ochre of a brown colour;
5. StalacUtic iron-ore, colour dark brown ;

6. ;^rthy matter, much charged with iron, spemingljj

arising from the debris of other ores.

The copper-or^s are,

1. Friable and amorphous carbonate of copper, co-

lour rich green.;

^. Beautiful carbonate, of an emerald green, crystal-

lized in capillary' fibres of a silky lustre, diverging in

radii, from the centre. This species is found imbedded iu

iron-ore.

3. Sulphuret of copper, disseminated through felspar

in some places, and, in others, in great masses in iron-

ore.

The riph carbonates were found near the bottom of the^ /

mine. The levels and shafts ofj;hje old company seem to

have passed within three or four feet of this rich vein,

but never to have touched it. I walked through the gal-

leries scooped out in former attempts for about forty

fathoms, but saw only little appearance of copper ores,

while there was iron in abundance all around. The
,

^

roads near the mine were all paved with fine iron haema-

tites, which the Cornish miners who were there did not

seem to regard as. of any value, nor indeed almost to

know. Some of them imagined it was a new kind of

copper-ore. Some pieces of bog iron-ore I had col-

lected, were^alled copper-spiwie by one of them ; hence,
it is evident, we cannot trust much to the mineralogical

opinions of the generality of miners. From the saline

taste of the waters of the mine, and-the crust of copper it

left on my knife, I proposed to the workmen to try i(^

procure copper of cemeiitation in the usual way. This

company had already expended between £QOQO and

^10,000 on the work, and had shipped one or two car-

goes of ore; for, when dressed and washed, it was tar-

ried to Jing^land to be smelted. I was informed, that the

* Vol. XV.—Supplemekt. Dod best.
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Mineralogy of ^est of it Sold for jf70 per ton. The hills in the vici-

Shetland. nity afford both copper and iron pyrites in considerabl*

quantity. Near Coningsburgh cliffs^ a vein of copper

pyrites was wrought a few years ago, which yielded Mr.

Jameson 18 per cent, of copper; but it so much, de-

creased in width as they descended, that it was finally

abandoned. The appearance of the ores, was judged,

by the Cornish miners, to improve as they descended 'in

the Sandlodge mine; and, at their lowest level, the

quantity of fibrous malachite, when \ visited the mine,
was such as to afford a most beautiful spectacle by the

light of our candles. They have since, however, I am

told, unfortunately met with such obstacles, as to induce

them to give up the work. Still, it appears to me, that

it would be worthy the attention of some mining com-

pany, who had capital and entcrprize to prosecute the

undertaking.
Rocks of sandstone and breccia from the east coast

from Sandlodge to Sumburgh. The micaceous hills now
cross the Mainland, toward

'

Fitful-Head; and from

Quendal Bay to Sumburgh Head, the chief mineral pro-

,

"

duction is sandstone. At Quendal Bay ^
a copper-mine

was discovered several years ago, and was, in 1803,

slowly worked by a very few miners. In the tract froHa

Sandlodge to Quendal Bay, there are many indications

of metallic ores, chiefly iron.

From Levenwick Bay, sail along the shores of the

Mainland to Sumburgh Head, the southern extremity of

these islands. It is composed of sandstone cliffs, mode-

rately high. Am informed, that a slate quarry has been

lately opened, not far from the top of this promontory—
Bid adieu to Shetland.

With regard to the general distribution of the rocks

which compose the Mainland, the western side of it is

composed of micaceous schistus and granite ; and is much

more bold than the eastern, which consists ciiiefly of

sandstone, and sandstone breccia. The parish of North-

maven contains most granite; and, if I am not mistaken,

Rona's Hill, the highest ground in Shetland, stands in

this parish. A similar distribution of the strata is, I

believe, pretty generally observed in most countries, but

t}i«f
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the cause has not been well explained. All the theories Mineralogy of

on the subject arc lame and unsatisfactory. In the other Shetland.

Shetland isles which I have examined, the western coasts

SLte generally the most bold, and are composed of rocks

more indisputably belonging to that class calledprimitive^
than those on their eastern shores. The same remark

may be extended to the sister isles of Orkney, and even

to Great Britain.

Preston's chart of the Shetland islands, is the only
tolerable one we have : but it is inaccurate in the north-

ern part, which, I have been told, he did not live to sur-

rey. The southern parts of Shetland were laid down by
himself, and are extremely accurate ; but the northern

parts were carelessly added by some inferior hand at his

death, I have even seen a small island or rock that is

always uncovered, which is not in the chart at all. Mr.

Jameson's small map is pretty correct. It would cer-

tainly be worth the attention of Government to cause a

nautical survey of these islands to be made, with the

same minuteness and accuracy that the Orkneys are laid

down in the admirable charts of Murdoch Mackenzie.

Pinkerton, in his Geography, seems to have supposed,

that the Orkney coasts are as ill laid down as those of

Shetland. He says,
" We have better charts of the

'' coasts of New Holland than of the Isles of Orkney
f and Shetland." Strange, that he should be unac-

quainted with Mackenzie's Charts^ which every vessel that

^ails the North Sea invariably carries !

^

V.
,

facts towardforming a History of Silver. Bt/ Profsssor

Proust*.

_ HK muriat of silver is soluble in muriatic acid ; it Muriat of sil.

iseparates^ from it in octahedral crystals. This solution "^^^ soluble im,
'

.
xaunatic agid.

* Translated from the "
Journal de Phyiiquc," Maxch 1806,

|). air.

D»d 2 i«
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is decomposed by diluting it with water, and the mnriat

is precipitated.

MurJatlcacid This acid, poured on parted silver, attacks it, converts

'°r^*
* "^""^^

it into a miiriat, and a eas is^evolved, which forces th*
With pure sil- , „ , , , ,»i, . , i ,^

yer, andhi- cork out of the bottle. I his gas can be no other than

drogcn is given hidrogen. The acid, which is weakened, holds scarcely

any thing in solution, for hidrosulphurated water scarcely

changes its colour.

That Bergman should announce this muriat as aconi-

pound of 75 pa^ts of silver and 25 of acid, Was very

excusable; but that moderns, certainly not unacquainted
with the term of OTiidatiouj should repeat this—Hav«

they forgotten the oxigen ?

Muriat of sll- Themuipiat of silver does not penetrate the crucibles,
"

!^^J -,,?'il!!?L «r even their surface. Itdoes not atft upon them,
act on the cru- ^

cibles. I did not perceive that it was volatile. During th«

Is not volatile. first rmprcssiOn of the heat only, and by the assistanceof

tlie moisture present, a vapour escapes, which is con-

densed in the empty crucible inverted over it. This sub-

limate, as Stahl observed, has the appearance of pow*
dered arsenic ;

but When the muriat is in fusion, no mopt

vapour escapes, audit remains fixed at the bottom of the

crucible. Four drams of fused muriat were kept at a

•fnodcratc red heat for half an hour in a covered Hessian

Gjfucible. The crucible, on coming out ^of the fire, had

lost 6 grains : but it was only because a little of 'thd

muriat had made its way through one of those flaws,

which frequently occur in them if the paste were not

very carefully kneaded before it was applied to the.

wheel.

_ Half an ounce of the same muriat, heated the sam^
time in a luted retort, did not attack the glass, or give

the slightest indication of sublimate. Sage observed the

same.

Transparent,
The muriat heated to this point is transparent; and has

ofapearly a pearly grey hue,.by which it is distinguished. With

«kYtlK native *^^^^^1^P*^^^^"^^ ^* ^^^^ perfectly like the native muriat,

tnuriat. thatit is impossible not t6 confound them together; so

true it is, that Nature has not two scales for these com-

binations.

Crystallizes in The muriat has a decided tendency to crystallize in

octahedrons.
'

octahedra.
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octahedra. 1 have a piece of four ounces, in which %

horizontal matrix is formed, that is lined with these crys-

tals. The solution of the muriat in ammonia likewise

deposits regular octahedra.

The ammoniacal solution will keep several years, with- Ammoniacal

out the muriat's tending to decomposition: but if a sepa- k^^prion?

*^

ration be forced to take place, even by a moderate heat, but being de-

fulminating oxide may be formed. This I learned from composed by 4

T . 1 . . gentle heat,
the following fact :—I placed a capsule containing some

fulminating

of the ammoniacal solution in a moderate heat, for the silver fofmed.

purpose of collecting the muriat. The liquor being eva-

porated to a certain point, and a few grains of precipitate

having formed, I took it up by the edge, and with blame-

able carelessness put it into my other hand. The pow-
der at the bottom immediately exploded, cracked the

bottom of the capsule, and blew all the liquor into my
face. Happily I escaped with no other mischief than the

fkin's remaining black for some days.

To form a clear idea of the characters of this muriat, Method of ex--

and even to make it known in teaching others, it should l^i^iting it to

be poured when half red hot into a silver basin, and

moved about circularly, as you would melted nitre.

You may then turn it out in a thin, transparent, flexible

plate, which may be cut with scissars almost like the

horn for lanterns.

If you let it cool ia the crucible, to have it in thicker Large pieces

pieces, they may be turned, and made into snuff-boxes, P*y ^*^ turned

as Kunckel observed ; which succeeds better with large
*° ° ^^^'

pieces than small. I have plates of it of a reddish tint, Ganges their

and marbled like tortoiseshell ; I?ut exposure to the light
colour,

makes it more and more brown, which lessens the value

it would otherwise have in jewellery.

Kunckel, in his Chemical Laboratory, gives a method Kunckel's mc-

of reducing the muriat, which is expeditious, and not tl^od of reduc-

liableto much loss. Put three parts of lead, he says,
'"^ ^''

with one of hma cornea, into a retort, and expose them

to h^at; the lead will be converted into muriat, and the

reduced silver will subside to the bottom. The product,

however, will not be reduced silver, for it will require

cupellation, to separate from it a considerable portion of

Jead^ This process is susceptible of improvement. Three

parts
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ON SILVER.

parts of lead are a great deal too mueli. The muriaV
which I suppose to be melted, should be enclosed in a

sheet of lead twice its weight ; the lead having been pvew

viously reduced from acetate of lead ; and subjected to

cupellation. Thus 73 to 74 hundredths and a fraction

will be obtained : in four operations I could not once get
75 and a fraction, which is the real quantity present; a.

little silver therefore is lost. I know not whether the

muriat of lead which is volatilised contributes to this.

Some recommend the reduction of the muriat by means

of carbonat of potash. This method is troublesome, and

exposes to considerable loss, on account of the swelling

up, running over, and the largeness of the crucible that

must be used to avoid this even with small quantities of

the muriat.

Pure potash is preferable, < since the reduction takes

place without any swelling up ; but for large quantities

this mode is expensive.

Having had more than a pound of muriate, arising from

the repeated precipitations that there is occasion to make
in a laboratory, I preferred the following method of

Sage.

This consists in boiling the muriat in an iron pot with

a few pieces of iron and some water. The separation
takes place very speedily. The liquor, which is a solution

of muriat of iron, is to be thrown away ; fresh water

added ; and the mixture occasionally shaken. The silver

will be obtained in» powder, which requires only to be

washed, and melted with a little nitre and borax, to free

the silver from a little remaining oxide of iron. If you
would satisfy yourself, whether the muriat be entirely

decomposed, it will be sufficient to expose the powdered
silver to the sun; for if any muriat still remain, the light

will give it a violet hue, and gradually darkenit.

To judge of the merit of this process, I made the follow^*

ing experiment.
In a small silver basin I treated a hundred parts of

powdered muriat, well dried, with as much iron filings

and a sufficient quantity of w ater. The operation being

finished, the muriate of iron poured off, and the powder

washed, I added IS parts of mercury to collect the silver.

Th«
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The Jimalgama, being subjected to distillation, gavemft

724, instead of 75|, which ought to have been the pro-
duct. I triturated the filings again with a little mercury,
and obtained 2-| more of silver, making in all 75. The
loss therefore was only -^^-^^ or four grains on the quan*

tity I had used, which was 1600 grains of muriat. -
s

The result shows, that with moderate quantities of

muriat the reduction may be made with ease, and without

any sensible loss. In the great it is still, more expedi-

tious, since all that is necessary is to place the muriat
^

/

upon lead in a cupel.

The silver separated from the muriat by means of pot- The silver re^

ash, though well fused, is not always secure from retain- ducedby
/.. T-. . 1 /. , .1 means of pot-

mg some ot it. Jb orgmg one day a mass of about eight ash sometimes

ounces, I \vas surprised to see it separate into laminaj retains muriat.

under the hammer. On examining it, I perceived some
, unreduced muriat between the plates. Mr. Fernandez

made the same observation, as Avill appear at the end of

this article.

The muriat of silver frequently occurs among the mine- Native muriats

rals of America : it accompanies the native silver; and ^" •^"^"^^**

is found disseminated among the sul'phurets, carbonats,
and siliceous rocks, so as to be altogether imperceptible.
I examined an ore from the province of Caraccas, which

Analysis ofone

by tne application *of acids yielded me only 11 marks to from the Ca-

the hundred ; but having fused it with oxide of lead, pot-
'^"^'*

ash^ an J charcoal, it yielded a button, which left 19

faarfcsiathecttpel. This ore contained its riches in two
'

»te:telB9?in m«tal and in muriat. The silver of this ore

contained likewise a 36th of gold. Its matrix was sili-

ceous.;

To discover the muriat, the ore should be boiled with Mode of dis-

^rater, and a few filings of iron 'or of zinc: the muriat corcring the

will thus be decomposed,' and, after washing the ore, ni-

tric-acid »v:ill detect the silver. The muriatic lixivium

, being precipitated with a solution of silver, the portion
<tf muriat of silver collected will be exactly equivalent to

that which existed in the ore.

, Pieces of native muriat of the greatest purity are some- Very piurena^
times brought from Peru. I have one that weighs about ^^^^ muriat

ten ounces^ the matrix of which is rhomboidal carbonat.

This
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This muriat Is transparent, pearly, and may be cut with*

out splintering. Its chips assume the violet tint in a

few minutes on exposure to the sun. It may be melted in

a retort, without losing any of its characteristics, or di-

minishing in weight. If it be brought near the flame of

a candle, it flows in red drops like the juice of a goose^

berry, which grow white on cooling. They should be

caught on a plate of glass. The artificial muriat yields

likewise coloured drops when melted. The native muriat

enclosed in a sheet of lead does not yield above 74 and a

small fraction of silver, though it contains 75|.
I decomposed a hundred parts of this muriat by means

of zinc, and precipitated the solution with nitrat of sil-

ver. The product collected was a hundred parts. I liad

the same result twice. The solution of silver may be

employed, which will remain mingled with zinc after the

decomposition has taken place ; but as the necessity of

filtration occasions a slight loss, only 98 or 99 will be

obtained. The muriat reproduced should not be weighed,
till it has been thoroughly dried.

The muriat is likewise found mixed with carbonat of

silver in powder, exhibiting a perfectly uniform grey

paste. It is very diflScult to break. Rubbing it with

any hard body will make the silver shine. I have one

piece which consists of silver 30, carbonat of lime 32,

muriat 38.

As far as I can judge from a^ppearances, it is this paste

that incloses.the celebrated piece of native silver preserved

in the King's collection. This piece, weighing near three

hundred pounds, ^is still loaded with part of its valuable

coat. If the miner had not robbed it of the rest, it

would have been much more precious to the mineralogist.

It appears to have been considerable. It was cut off

with a hammer and chissel. This specimen came from th»

mines of Quantacaia, on the borders of the Pacific

Ocean.

Silver is likewiseamong the number of metals Capable

of taking from iron that portion of oxigen, which raises

it from the minimum to the maximum of oxidation, or

which is included between 28 and 48 per cent. But for

this it must be assisted by a certain degree of heat ; for

on
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on losing this the iron in turn, or its oxide at a minimum, gives it back t©

takes the oxigen from the silver. The following is the them vrhco-

cold,

experiment.
In a small matras heat a solution ofredsulphat of iron Proof,

on parted silver, a portion of the latter, will be dissolved,

and the sulphat will become green. Filter, add a little

water with salt, separate the muriat, and the filtered

liquor, or sulphat of iron, will be precipitated green by
alkalis. But if, instead of separating the silver, the fil-

tered liquor be kept, it will exhibit scales of metal, in

proportion as it cools. Now this new precipitation can-

not take place but by the base of the green sulphat resum-

ing oxigen from the silver. We shall not be surprised

at this result, if we recollect, that a solution of green sul-

phat, mixed with a solution of sulphat of silver, instantly^

precipitates the metal in a shining powder. I had an

opportunity of observing, some time ago, that the solu-

tion of red sulphat could not be concentrated in a basin of

fine silver without giving birth to similar changes.

Carbohat of Silver.

This carbonat, obtained by means of that of potash, Carbonat of

is of a yellowish white colour, but does not keep well, silver parts

grows black on exposure to the light, and gradually parts ^^^^^^^
oxigen

with its oxigen ; for if at the year's end very dilute nitric

acid be poured on
it,

a portion of silver in powder will

be separated.

Sulphat of Silrxor,

If mercury be thrown into the solution of this sulphat, Sulphat de-

it decomposes it, and the result is a flat crystallization, composed by

which scarcely deviates from the level, and of course ex-."^"^***^^*

hil^its/none of the pleasing phenomena of the nitrat.

Tree of Diana. /\

Lemery recommends, to throw mercury into a nitric ^ ^
t)* ae.

solution of silver considerably diluted; and he is right.

In little, or in great, very beautiful and very various

trees of Diana will be obtained without fail. Homberg
and Beaume, with their balls of amalgama and solution,

jxavc only complicated the process, and disgusted those,

YoL. XV,—-Supplement, Eec who /
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who would enjoy without so much trouble' one of th«

most beautiful results of exj^rimental chemistry.

Acetat of Silver.

Acctat of silver Distilled vinegar very readily dissolves oxide of silver,

and affords long white needles, easily crystallized. Heated

fn a retort it gives out radical vinegar, some gasscs, char*

coal, and pure silver. I have not examined it further.

On the Surcharge which the Muriat of Silver is capable of

giving to cornetsfor parting^ by Don Domingo Fer-

nandez,

Assays vitiated In the month of December 1794, having occasion to
by employing . . /.,, .t.^
muriat of silver ^ssay twelve pieces of gold com, 1 was surprised to see

imperfectly the twenty-four cornets come out with a surcharge ot

half a grain above the fineness they ought to have haai

I repeated the assays, with all possible care, and the re-

sult was still the same. To satisfy my doubts, I examined

particularly the lead and the acids I had employed ; but

I found nothing in them that could account for a sur-

charge so extraordinary.
I had no other step to take, therefore, but to return

to the silver; but as this metal came from a muriat re-

duced by means of potash and charcoal, I was far from

suspecting that it could have any influence on the results ;

particularly as it admitted of being drawn out by the

flatting mill into very thin leaves without any apparent
defects. Unwilling however to announce, that these

coins were half a grain above their standard, without a

fresh examination, it occurred to me, to dissolve the

twenty-four cornets separately in aqua regia. The solu-'

tion was scarcely finished, when at length I discovered the

cause Of the phenomenon. Each ofthem let fall a whtt^^

powder, which I collected for examination ; and I had no

difficulty in recognizing it to be muriat of silver. That of

each of the cornets was precisely the same weight.

After this discovery I immediately examined the qua-

lity of my silver. I dissolved some in nitric acid, and thief

riijuriat separated from it instantly. Thus it is certain,

that this salt fs not alzcai/s completely decomposed in re-

chicitig it with potash; and tliat it may incorporate with

the
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the met?il, or even dissolve in it, so as not perceptibly to-

afl'ect its ductility, since it can be flattened out withoitt

shewing any defect in the plates.

I repeated my assays, but with pure silver also ob-

tained from the muriat, and the surcharge disappeared.

This observation made me determine to dissolve the cor-,

nets, as often I should find reason to suspect aa extra-^

ordinary surcharge.

On the Nitrat of Silver.

The acid that rises from a solution when evaporating it Silver carried

carries otfsome silver, however gentle the ebullition may ®^.^" ^^^^^JJ".

be. The muriatic acid makes this known instantly, tion.

This result, which I have had opportunities of proving
several times', cannot fail to diminish a little the confi-

dence we might be inclined to place in assays of ores by
means of nitric acid

; and we know it is indispensable to

boil it long enough to resolve the last portions of sulphu-

ret of silver.

The nitrat of silver does not appear to contain water Nitrat contains

of crystallization any more than nitre. It may be kept no water of

in fusion in a retort for a considerable time, without ^^^^ * ^ * ^^'^'

iosingmorethan a hundredth of its weight. On cooling

it fixes in a crystalline mass of a greyish hue, called lapis

infernalis. This nitrat, heated till it is completely de-

composed, leaves 64 hundredths of pure silver; from

which we may infer, that a hundred parts of silver will

produce 140 of nitrat [156*25].
A hundred parts of silver take 9| or 9| of oxigen to State of oxide

serve as a base to the nitrat, according to a trial I for-
^^ ' ^ nitrat.

merly made, though it would not be amiss to examine

the fact again.

This nitrat then would consist of Coinpositlon

Oxide of silver 69 or 70
Iilv° r'^'

""^

Nitric acid 31 30

^ Oil assailing Ores of Silver.

Many authors recommend, to precipitate the solution silver ores best

with copper; but this must be carefully avoided, for assayed m the

whatever care be taken, a little silver will always remain ^^ '^^^'

m the liquor, as the muriatic acid will shew. An ore that

Eec 2 yields
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yields 10 per cent by fusion will not give above 8|, 9, ot

thereabouts, by precipitation. Th« estimation deduced

from the muriat of silver too being a language not un-

derstood by those, who would have the clear product of

their ores set before their eyes, it is better to proceed to

the assay by fusion. The following method, an imitation

of the operation in the large way, and practised by Sage,

appears to me preferable to any other.

The best me- Melt a quintal of the roasted ore with as much litharge,

t'^'^db

^

S
'^^^' ^"^ ^^'''ce quintals of common carbonat of potash, in a

crucible, the bottom of which is lined with 24 or 30

grains of charcoal, softened with a little oil, so that the

paste may be applied to the bottom and half way up the

side by the finger. Put on a cover, but without luting it.

Place two such crucibles side by side in a common fur-

nace, and cover them with charcoal. The bellows are

not necessary. When the mixtures enter into fusion,

which will readily be perceived by the ear, push the

charcoal aside, so that you may be able to take off the

lids, and seewhat is going on. If the efiervescence raise

the contents above the middle of the crucible, remove the ^

lids, when the weight of the air will check the swell, and

prevent it from running over. As soon as all is quiet,

put on the lids again, cover up the crucibles with char-

coal, and let them ^tand till they are cold. If the assd,ys

have been well fused, the leads obtained will not differ in

weight two grains. Subject them to cupellation, and you
will obtain buttons, which ought not to differ a sixteenth ^

of a grain. A sixteenth of a grain represents an ounce

in a hundred pounds : but if the ore be so poor as to yield

less than an ounce, as is the case with most of the mines

at present worked in America, the assay should be made
with four hundred grains at least.

Niirat of Silver at a Minimum,

Trcparation of In a solution already saturated boil powder of silver,
nnimmum ni-

^^^^ ^^^ instance as is obtained in ordinary parting ; and
- liAb oi Silver*

1 *»

> continue the ebullition for an hour after nitrous gas has

ceased to be evolved. Pour off the liquid with its sedi-

ment, and leave it to grow clear by subsidence. I>raw

off the clear fluid with a bulbed siphon, and, if you wish

to
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to conccnirat^ it, pour it into a retort, at the bottom of

which a few bits of pure silver have been previously put;
if not, keep it in a bottle.

But the parted silver must be cleansed before it is used. Parted sliver

to avoid any mixture of copper. For this purpose boil should be freed

the powder in a saturated solution of silver slightly di-
^^

luted, when the copper will be converted into nitrat, and

the silver will come out sufficiently pure to effect no
alteration in the colour of the fresh nitrat.

The solution is invariably of a pale yellow colour;
and it may be concentrated much beyond the nitrat at a

maxi?ni(m, without fear of crystallization, as the nitrat it

affords is infinitely more soluble. When it is in the pro-
Minimum ni-

portion of 240 to 100 of water it is still far enough from
b^^'

"""^ •°^'''

crystallizing, and sometimes it remains fluid for several

days : but if it be poured into a phial, it congeals so

suddenly, that the last portions from the mouth of the
Suddenly be-

r^tort become solid like icicles from the eaves of a house, comes solid.

and a great deal of heat is evolved.

While this nitrat is concentrating, a little is always a little vola-

tolatilized. This passes from the minimum of oxidation tilized and

to the maximum ; and sometimes we discover in it a mix-
in? evapora-'

ture of the two nitrats. In the first case animonia does tion.

not change the transparency of the product ; in the

second, the new nitrat is indicated by a black hue.

It is difficult to bring it to a regular crystallization. Difficult to

because it has a much greater tendency to congeal, than crystallize.

to separate into crystals. Jf it congeal, it cannot be

redissolved, without the separation of a yellow powder, yellow pow^
which obliges us to suspend the process, that this pow- der produced,

der may be allowed to subside, decant the clear fluid, and

return it into the retort. It is true that this inconveni-

ence may be avoided, by an addition of acid to the water

with which the mass is to be redissolved ; but by thia

addition we are liable to increase the oxidation of a por-

tion of the nitrat, and to convert the product into a

mixture of the two nitrats.

The yellow precipitate we have just pointed out^ is a
^^j^i^^jj ^o^^gij^,

nitrat doubly at a minimum^ both of oxigen and of acid, a minimum

It forms because part of the nevjr nitrat cannot dissolve in
^°^^of^acid^"

water, unless it takes from the other a little of its acid ;

and
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and it is the lonS; of acid experienced by this portion, that

Analogous occasions it to be precipitated. These effects are com^

phenomena pletely analogous to those of the nitrat of mercury at a,

wi ercury.
j^^g-^j-^^^j^^ ^f oxidation M'hen thrown into water. If it

do not divide into two parts, and if one do not borrow

acid from the other, it does not dissolve : but in the case

before us, as well as in, that of mercury, a little acid sets

the yellow precipitates alioat, it increases their saline

state, and in consequence restores their solubility. .,, ,, x^:

Mode of ob-' We may succeed in crystalli^sing it, however, by suc-

tainingcrys- cessively suspending and resuming the distjllation, till by

repeated trials we have brought the solution to the pro-

per point. But I have not yet been able to obtain crys-

tals sufficiently separate, and out of the retort, to be able

to examine them easily.

Properties of this Nitrat.

Attractsoxigen Its solution kept in the air, and defended from dust,
from the air, loses its colour, and in a few days affords large square

luminae of the common nitrat, or that at a maximum.

and from nitric I* i^ amusing to observe the readiness with which a fewr

acid, drops of nitric acid, poured into this solution, give rise

to large scales of nitrat. The fluid changes from white

to yellow, blackens more with ammonia, and at lengtlb

becomes wholly nitrat at a maximum. If the acid be:

mixed with a more dilute solution, and heated, nitrous

gas is evolved, and confirms the change indicated by

theory.

Muriat of sll- Muriq^tic acid poured into the solution of minimum
veF only in one nitrat affords a muriat, the base of which rises to th©
'^^^^* maximum in the very process. There is no muriat at a

minimum therefore ; or at least 1 have not been able to.

form one. The following are some of its most striking

habitudes with reagents.

_ AVith water of litmus the solution of common nitrat oj:
Its effects on

/. ,
•

litmus, silver produces no effect; that of the mmimum nitr^li

precipitates a blue lake.

.. , .. ^ With cochineal the wfmw7«w« nitrat produces a sqarlet

colour
;
the minimum^ a deep violet lake,

indigo.
With solution of iiidigo in sulphuric acid the maximum

occasions
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occasions no cliange ; the minimum deprives it entirely
of colour, and the silver is reduced.

The tincture of fecula of hemlock, which is of a tincture of

feuillemort colour, is not changed by the maximum ni- "C^^o*^!^

trat : by the minimum the green is revived and beautified

in a striking manner.

JVUh Ammonia,
Ammonia precipitates the minimum nitrat black. The ammonia,

precipitate collected is pure silver, and does not fulmi-

nate, howevfer long it be kept in the ammonia. The

ammonia then holds «2«A?/mww oxide in solution; for if

it be saturated with very dilute nitricacid, it is no longer
blackened by ammonia. Thus we see, that the portion
6f oxide dissolved in ammonia is raised to a maximum at

ihe expense of that which is precipitated.

With pure Potash,
• The precipitate is brown, resembling in colour that

pota»h,

giveti by the maximum nitrat, Redissolred in nitric

ac^d, ammonia precipitates it black, which demonstrates

Inat the oxide has not altered its state ; but on drying it

a< tracts oxigen from the atmosphere, rises to the -Tnaxi-.

mitm^' afid no longer differs from the precipitate afforded

hf4\{t mttximumwiiviLi,

With AkolioL

Alcohol acts on its solution no otherwise than water:
^^Qij<,j

part of the nitrat, its portion of acid being diminished,

sepkrates in a yellow powder. The alcoholic solation , ^^

being distilled, leaves 'behind nitrat at 3, maximum and '

'-'^,

powder of silver, because part of the oxide has completed
its oxidation at the expense of the other. The alcohol

is not converted into ether in this case, any more than

with i^e- maximum nitrat, which it dissolves perfectly

wdl.
' '

With boiling Water,

It has been seen, that cold water separates thi^- nitrat and boiling

in'to two parts ;
that one, to enable it to dissolve, was water,

bliged to take acid from the other^ which was <;o»se*

quently
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quently separated in the state of yellow nitrat, or nitra*

with an inferior portion of acid. With boiling water the

change proceeds farther*

If a few drops of a somewhat concentrated solution,

be let fall into a glass of boiling distilled water, three

colours will be seen distinctly to succeed each other very

quickly, yellow, red, and black. If, when the mixture

is yellow, or red, a few drops of acid be added, the whole

grows clear, and the change is stopped. If this be done
the moment after the black colour has appeared, the acid

no longer restores the transparency of the mixture, be-

cause the black powder is not an oxide, like the two

DIsoxidates the preceding, but disoxidatcd silver. Now to dissolve this

iilver. ^ stronger acid is required.

The black powder silvers the glass as it comes into

contact with its sides. None of these effects will takUr

place, if a few drops of nitric acid be added, before the

solution is dropped into the boiling water.

Kitrat of mcr- The yellow nitrat of mercury at a minimum exhibits

«xry has simi- similar phenomena, though in a different manner. TKis

njtrat, boiled with water in a retort, affords powder of

mtercury, which passes into the receiver with the aqueous

vapour ; that is to say, by the help of a high temperature

part ofthe mercury has a tendency to complete its oxida«

tionat the expense of the other. But in whatever cir-

j^ J
cumstances we discover a metal passing from one state of

found at an oxidation to another, we shall never find it stopping at

intermediate any intermediate term between the two extremes of oxida-
state of oxida- .. ...
tion. tian proper to it.

^ . An aqueous solution of minimum nitrat of silver does

gen from the not superoxide itself very rapidly by contact with air.

air but slowly. \ havQ formerly shewn, that, if copper have a greater

Acids have affinity for oxigen than silver has, we must not thence
more affinity conclude, that acids would have more affinity for oxide of
for oxides of '

^ . , ^ ., ,./-,. t,

silver thun of copper than for oxide of silver ; and in fact the nitrat and

copper. sulphat of silver dissolved and kept on carbonat of cop-

per do not attack the latter, or even become coloured.

The minimum nitrat of silver is equally void of action on

carbonat of copper.

^
The yellow powder, or minimum nitrat with less acid,

is equally void of action an the carbonat of copper.
The
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The mimmiim nitrat, concentrated in a retort, grows Minim, nitrat

thick, gives out a little nitrous gas, enters into fusion, j^"
^^^ *"^

and aflords a yellow sublimate that lines the sides of the

retort. The maximum nitrat aft'ords nothing similar to

this. If the melted mass be dissoWed, we see a yellowish

precipitate, mixed with a little powder of silver, fall to

the bottom ; which indicates, that a part of the minimum
nitrat remains unaltered, and that another portion has

assumed the maximum state, by means of the oxigen at-

tracted from part of the oxide.

Several years ago I remarked this transmission of axi-

gen from one portion of an oxide to another, in those

solutions of silver in which I had carried the ebullition on

metal pretty far. A kind of brilliant aventurine dis-

turbed its transparency at the expiration of a few days,

.and afterwards subsided to the bottom of the vessels.

This was the first fact that led me to suspect, that silver,

,.like so many other metals, was susceptible of two deter-

minate states of oxidation.

Nitrat of lead treated with leaves of this metal exhibits Nitrat of lead

results of the same class. I will endeavour soon to lay ^^j^^J^

""^^ *^'

them before the public.

VI.

Description of a Machinefor cutting Paper and the Edges

of Books, Bi/ Mr. John J. Hawkins *.

JL HE object of this improvement is, to cut the edges of Machine for

books on three sides at one fixing in the press : to do this, cutting the

it is necessary that the book be placed at one end, and a ^|^
® ^® **

support given to the plough beyond the part cut ; there

is therefore at each corner a block moveable on a centre,

so as to elongate alternately the side or end of the press.

The press is as wide as the intended length of the

book.

.
* Communicated to the Society of Arts, who voted the Silver

Medal to the inventor.

Vol. XV.—Supplement. FfC At
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Machine for At a distance from the end of the press, equal to the

cd"« o/b^oks
^®^"*''®^ ^*^^^ °f ^^® ^^^^9 >s a stop, made somewhat

&c, 'like two combs, one fastened on each side, the teeth of

one going into the interstices of the other, so that it may
effectually prevent the book falling too low, whether the

press is open little or much.

In the common press, the book is put in the middle,
and there is a screw at each end to force the press to-

gether ; but in this press, the book being put at one end,
there is a screw about tlie middle to force the press toge-

ther, and another screw at the lower end to force it

open, and consequently press the book tighter, exactly
on the principles of cabinet-makers' hand-screws.

Jteference to the Engraving^
Plate IX. Fig. 1, 2, 3, 4.

Fig. 1 and 2. Two geometrical views of the press.

Fig. 3 and 4. Two perspective views of the same, as

placed on its supports in the box which receives the cut-

tings. The side of the box is represented as taken

away, in order to show the parts more distinctly. Fig. 3

shows the position of the press, when the front of the

book is to be cut, and Fig. 4, while the ends are

cutting.

N. B. The letters of reference are the same in all the

Figures.

A. The press.

a. The cutting box.

bb. The elongating blocks turning on their centres (c).

d. The screw which forces the press together.

€. The screw which forces the lower ends of the press

asunder, and consequently presses the book tighter.

/. A piece of board put into the press with the book, to

keep it firm against the knife.

g. The comb-like stop.

hh. Bars fixed across the cutting box, to support the

press while the top or bottom of the book is cut.

ii. Bars to support the press while the front of the book
is cut. In this position, there is a bar (k) to keep the

. press steady, which is taken out when the position

Fig» 4 is in use.

//. Pieces
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//* Pieces of board with notches in them, fastened to the Machine for

boxj to receive the bars. cutting the

m. GroQve for the plough to work in. ^^
' '

ft is evident from the positions of the press, that the

plough must be worked on an inclined plane; but this,

instead of an objection, is a considerable advantage, be-

cause the workman has much more power in that direc-

tion, than on a level.

The press requiring to be turned round to cut the top
and bottom of the book, the plough must be worked

left as well as right handed, but this is acquired by a few

minutes practice.
'

The same plough is used as with the common press.

J. J. Hawkins.

Dalbi/ Terrace^ City Roacl^

May 29, 1805.

Charles Taylor, Esq.

VII.

Observations on the Permanency of the Variation of the

Compass at Jamaica. In a Letter from Mr. James

Robertson to the Right lion. Sir Joseph Banks, K.B,
P. R, S. (^-c*.

Sir,

.S any improvement, or discovery in the arts and sci-
Generalintro-

ences, will, I am persuaded, experience your favourable

reception, I have the honour of submitting to your con-

sideration a discovery I have made on a subject, the state

of which can only be ascertained by observations made
from time to time, as it is not regulated by any known
law of Nature; I mean the variation of the magnetical
needle.

This discovery may not only excite others to make,
and repeat, observations in different parts of the globe,

but, by causing this changeable quality to be better under-

stood, may contribute to the benefit of navigation, and

Phil. Trans. i8o6.

F F f 2 commerce,
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Commerce, as well as to the advancement of a more par-
ticular knowledge of the subject.

The magncti- It has hitherto been considered, that the variation of

univcTsaHy

° " ^^® magnetical needle is not fixed in any particular place,

supposed to but is constantly varying, in a greater or a less degree, in

change in the all parts of the world. I have discovered an exception
course of time. . .!• , , ^ . . ,

Exc ption.
^^ *"*^ supposed general property of variation ; and, as

it may be, perhaps, the first that has been made, it will

require proportionally strong proof to establish it. This,

I flatter myself, I am able to effect, to the certainty of

demonstration itself; but, in doing so, I am under the

necessity of being more tedious than I could wish, in

order to describe fully the data, on which the inference is

founded.

Lands in Ja- I resided at Jamaica, as a King's Surveyor of Land,
maica arc held

upwards of twenty years. Disputes at law about bound-
under grants •<?,,, . ,

with a diagram
^^^^^ ^f lands are there decided by ejectments, in the

annexed Supreme Court of Judicature, by the evidence and dia-

grams of King's Surveyors 6f Land. This is different

from the practice in England, because the manner in

which grants of land from the Crown are made, in the

two countries is different. In Jamaica, to every grant
of land a diagram thereof is annexed to the patent.
This diagram is delineated from an actual survey of the

land to be granted, having a meridional line, according to

the magnetical needle, by which the survey was made,
laid down in it. No notice is taken of the true meridian.

The boundary lines of the land granted are marked on

earth, (as it is denominated,^ by cutting notches on the

trees between which the line is run through the woods.

—. referring to These trees being mostly of hard timber, the notches will

permanent ^te discernible for thirty years, or more. By repeated

estate, deter- re-surveys these lines are kept up ; and, when the culti-

mined at first
vation, on both sides, renders it necessary to fell the

y compass. ^larked trees, (which can only be done by mutual con-

sent, it being otherwise death by the law,) logwood
fences are planted in the lines dividing the properties thus

e4iUivated ; and many of these fences have been regularly

repaired, and kept up, to the present time. Lands were

granted from the Crown soon after the Itestoration, in

1660; and every succeeding year the number of patents

increased.
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increased. The old estates have been often rc-suryeyed,

and plans of them made, and usually annexed to deeds of

conveyance, or mortgage, which must be enrolled, with-

in a limited time, in the office of the Secretary of the

Island ! where, also, all the patents, and diagrams an-

nexed to them, are recorded. In all disputes at law

about boundary lines, where the keeping up of the old

marked lines on earth has been neglected, surveyors are

appointed to make actual re-surveys of all the old marked

lines on earth, (preserved in the manner before men-

tioned,) and to extract from the Secretary of the Island's

office correct copies of all such diagrams annexed to

patents, and to deeds. of conveyance, or mortgage, of

lands in the neighbourhood where the disputed boundary

is, as they may think necessary for the investigation

thereof. They then compare the lines, and meridians, ^"^
compass

of these original diagrams with those in their diagrams shews the same

delineated from their own re-surveys recently made ; bearings—

when it is always expected that the lines, and meridians,

of the former will coincide with those of the latter. It

is evident that this coincidence could not happen if any
variation of the magnetical needle had taken place in the

intermediate time elapsed between the making of the first

and of the last survey. My business being very extensive^

I was frequently applied to in disputes at law about

boundary lines, and I had, besides, abundance of oppor-

tunities, on other surveys, to ascertain this fact satisfac-

torily. From all which I have discovered that the

courses of the lines, and meridians, delineated on the ori-

ginal diagrams annexed to patents, from 1660, downward*

to the present time, and ofthe re-survey diagrams thereof,

annexed to deeds, coincide with, and are parallel to^ the

lines and meridians delineated on the new diagrams from

recent surveys made by the magnetical needle, of the

same original marked lines on earth, (preserved as before .^ ^^ ^.j^^

described); so that whatever course is laid down for the ground as were

line on the dia«:rara annexed to the patent, (and let it be <ietc^"^'nea

supposed, for example, to be north and south, or east
years ago.

andwest,) upon setting the compass in the old marked
line on earth, and directing the sights north and south, of

east and west^ according, to the magnetical needle, the

said
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said marked line on earthy originally run by the magnc-
tical needle 130 or 140 years ago, has been found by n»e

to be exactly in the line, or direction with that of the

compass; consequently no alteration of the variation

could have taken place during the whole, or any part, of

that period of time in Jamaica.

Oil. Whether ^^ this it may not be unacceptable to subjoin a short

the variation
history of the pracTtice of surveying in Jamaica, from the

imcient^tlmes"
^lestoration to the present time, in order to obviate any
doubt that might arise, whether there be not a possibility

of the quantity of the magnetical variation having been,

ascertained, and allowed for, in the first diagrams an-

nexed to patefits : and whether the variation of 6| de-

grees east, which corresponds with the magni'tit-Al needle

now, might not then, have agreed with the true meridian.

The variation The variation of the compass was first observed by

Columbus
^
Columbus, in his first voyage across the Atlantic, in the

year 1492 ; and seemed to threaten that the laws of Na-

ture were altered in an unknown ocean. It is evident,

however, that Columbus was not able to ascertain the

quantity of variation : for if he had ascertained it, the

danger he was in would have been diminished, if not en-

tirely removed. His discovery, therefore, must have been

simply the deflection of the magnetical needle from the

true meridian, without knowing the quantity thereof.

— and system-
From this period down to the year 1700, when Dr.

atized by Hal-
Halley published his "Theory of the Variation of the

1700 found the ^o™P^ss," no observations, ascqrtaining the quantity of

same variation variation, in the West Indies, were, I believe, published.

Dow"*^*^*
^^ ^® ^^^^ ^^® ^^^^ ^^'^^ made any in South America, and

these were chiefly applicable to the coast of Brasil. With

his theory was published
" A new and correct Chart of

*' the whole World, shewing the Variations of the Com-
''

pass, &c. as they were found in 1700, by Direction of

''
Capt. Edm. Halley.'* By this chart the variation, at

Jamaica, appears to have been the same as it is at present.

His theory could have been known but to few ; nor do

any observations, in the West Indies, appear to have been

made for many years after its publication. Indeed I

know of none till very lately, and these only in a few

charts. But, however extensive its publicity might have

been.
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been, it could have had no influence in directing the sur-

veys, in Jamaica, that preceded it by 30 or 40 years.

The ascertaining of the true meridian, and, conse- ^hg „^rly sur-

quently, of the magnetical variation from it, requires more veyors
were

scientifical, as well as practical, knowledge, than is often
fiJe^^compa^JZ

to be met with even at this time ; but, 130 or 140 years

back, it was entirely confined to a very few individuals.

The magnetical needle was then the only guide and rule

to go by, both at sea and at land, and, generally, with*

out any reference being had to the true meridian.

Had the first surveyors ascertained the quantity of va- ^^^^^ certain-

riation, and allowed for it, in delineating their diagrams ly allowed no-

that were annexed to the earliest patents in Jamaica, they thing for van-
^ ' •' ation m their

would have mentioned the same in such diagrams ; other- drafts.

wise it could only tend to mislead, not to direct. The
same system of surveying would, and must, by law, have

been continued; for, (as was stated above,J the number

of grants has been annually increased; and the uninter-

rupted practice of surveying, which was always daily

increasing in proportion to the extending cultivation and

,settlement of the island, could not admit of any change,

Avithout a new law having been made by the legislature for

that purpose; and then such a change must have been

recorded with the laws of the island, and with those that

regulated the conduct of surveyors. No surveyor, nor
1 ,,, , / X r u 1

If It had after-
other person, could have been ignorant or such a change ^ards changed

having taken place. Since "even the difference of one the legislature

degree in running a line is very considerable; but that of
jJ^^^K/*^^

°**

six would have totally changed all property, deranged all

boundaries, thrown w oodlands into plantations, and vice

versa : and, consequently, would have been so palpable

and injurious as to have demanded legislative interference

and correction. But no such change has ever happened,
nor has the most remote idea of it ever been entertained.

On the contrary, the magnetical meridian, in all disputes

at law about boundary lines, is, and always has been, the

only criterion by which the surveyors^ the court, and

the jury, di'cide.

From the year 1700, when Dr. Hal ley's theory was ^^^ ^j^^ly field

published, it is very easy to trace down the practice of books and do-

ipurvcying in Jamaiqa, as well as ap to its commencement,
^^^g^^j^^^e

Whea"^
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been pre-
When I armed in that island, upwards of twenty-fire

»crvcd. years since, I became acquainted with the oldest surveyors

there, who had practised from thirty to forty years.

They had the original papers, field notes, and diagrams
of their predecessors, up to the dates of the first surveys.

Many of these original papers, field notes, and diagrams
are now in my possession ;

from which the practice of

surveying, taking field notes, and delineating them on

diagrams, is clearly shown.

The original Jamaica was early divided into counties and parishes,
division of Ja- ^he boundary lines whereof were defined by the legisla-

counties and ture, and the lines of many marked on earth. In the

parishes was county of Surrey, the line, dividing the parishes of Port-

pSs\nd th™" ^^^^ ^^^ ^*' C^^orge, is a north and south line, by law,

compass still and was marked on earth according to the magnetical
agrees with it.

nee(ii^, Jt continues in the same direction. In the

county of Cornwall, the dividing line between the

parishes of St. James and Trelawney continues a north

and south line, on earth, as it was first run by the mag-
netical needle. This will be evident on the inspection of

my maps of Jamaica, lately published. It became neces-

sary, in giving the island its true position on the globe,

to ascertain its latitude and longitude ;
and also the true

meridian, with the quantity of the variation of the mag-

netical meridian from it. But I have applied these meri-

dians diiferently in the maps of the counties, and in that

of the island. In the former, in which the situation on

the globe is not given, the magnetical is laid down as the

principal meridian ; because all surveys of every other

description, as well as those of the boundary lines of

counties and parishes, are regulated by it ; and the true

meridian is introduced only to shew the variation ; but,

in the latter, in which its place on the globe is fixed, as to

latitude and longitude, the true meridian becomes the

principal one ; and the magnetical meridian shows the

quantity of variation from it, and regulates the surveys,

and the relative situation of places, as in the county

maps.
When Sir Henry Moore, (who was considered a great

under'^r He«- surveyor,) was governor of Jamaica, about the year 1760,

ry Moore, in maps of that island were constructed, under his imme,

diata
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diate direction, by Mr. Craskell, the island engineer, 1760, were

and Mr. Simpson, both eminent surveyors. But, in "^"^e without
• r ,, ,. 1 . ,. , . ^1 notice of the
these maps, the magnetical meridian only is represented, variation. •

Neither the magnetical variation nor the true meridian is

mentioned : the island's place on the globe, as to latitude

and longitude, is not given. In short, the true meridian

has never been noticed, nor the quantity of variation as-

certained, nor the variation even mentioned, nor fthe

latitude and longitude, observed by any surveijor* or

engineer in Jamaica, but myself.

Although the discovery of the variation's not varying,
in Jamaica, is established on the clearest evidence v^^ith-

out the aid of other data, yet it is highly gratifying to'

tind Dr. Halley, as it were, confirming it to the minutest

accuracy, as will appear from the recital of the following
observations of Mr. Long, in his History of Jamaica.

'' The variations of the magnetical needle were ob- Quotatloa
*' served by Dr. Halley to be very small, near the equa- shewing the 7
*' tor. I have seen no account of them for this island, j^co ^^ j^^^g J

'' that can be relied upon; but, if observations should been 6 deg.anti;

" be faithfully made here, they would probably confirm^
^ cast—

'' his opinion. According to Mountain's chart, con-
^' structed in the year 1700, from Dr. Halley's tables,
'^ the variation at Port Royal then was about 6 1 degrees
•^ east. But, as in most parts of the world it is found
" to be continually either increasing or decreasing, so
'^ we may reasonably conclude, that it may have altered

•^' in both respects very much during this long interval

•' that has passed since the construction of the chart."

The magnetical variation, ascertained by me, and
laid__^^j j^ .^

,

down in my maps of Jamaica, is 6| degrees east. same now

I leave to others, better qualified than 1 am, to inquire (1806).

and to point out, what improvements natural philosophy

may derive from this discovery ;
which I hope may bean

acquisition to scienc?.

I am afraid I have been, too prolix. But the import-

ance of the subject, and my desire to remove even the

shadow of any doubt that might be suggested, will, I

trust, be admitted as my apology.
I have the honour to be, &c.

JAMES ROBERTSON.
Vol. XV.—Supplement. Gog
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VIIL
Observations and Remarks on the Figure, (he Climate,

and the Atmosphere of Saturn, and its Ring, By
WiLftiAM Herschel, LL.D. F.R.S*,

Changes in the IvJLY last year's observations on the singular figure of

appearance of Saturn having drawn the attention of astronomers to this

subject, it may be easily supposed that a farther investi-

gation of it will be necessary. We see this planet in the

course of its revolution round the sun in so many various

aspects, that the change occasioned by tlie different situa*

tions in which it isvicAved, as far as relates to the ring,
has long ago been noticed ; and Huygens has given us ii,

very full explanation of the cause of these changes +.

I— affect'the ^^ the axis of the planeCs equator, as well as that of

body of the the ring, keeps its parallelism during the time of its re-

SlThcMnJ^"
volution about the sun, it follows that the same change of

situation, by which the ring is affected, must also pro-
duce similar alterations in the appearance of the planet ;

but since the shape of Saturn, though not strictly spheric

cal, is very different from that of the ring, the changes
occasioned by, its difTcrent aspects will be so minute that

only they ^^an expect to perceive them who have been in

the habit of seeing very small objects, and are furnished

with instruments that will show them distinctly, with a

very high and luminous magnifying power.

r • • ^ If the equator of the planet Jupiter were inclined to
faipiter IS not ^

o t
so affected, be- the ecliptic like that of Saturn, I have no doubt but that

cause its equa- ^^ should see a considerable change in its figure during

the'ecliptLy*"
the time of a synodical revolution ; notwithstanding the

spheroidical figure occasioned by the rotation on its axis

has not the extended flattening of the polar regions that

I have remarked in Saturn. But since not only the po-

sition of theSaturnian equator is such that it brings on a

periodical change in its aspect, amounting to more than

* Philos. Trans. 1806.

f Sec Syttema Sattirnium^ page s^t where the changes of the ring

are represented by a plate.

62 degrees
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6^ degrees in the course of each revolution, bnt that

moreover in the shape of this planet there is an additional

deviation from the usual spheroidical figure arising from

the attraction of the ring, we may reasonably expect

that our present telescopes will enable us to observe a

visible alteration in its appearance, especially as our at-

tention is now drawn io this circumstance.

In the year 1789 I ascertained the proportion of the Equatorial and

equatorial to the polar diameter of Saturn to be 22,81 polar dlam. of

to 20,61 *, and in this measure was undoubtedly included
'

the effect of the ring on the figure of the planet, though
its influence had not been investigated by direct observa-

tion. The rotation of the planet wa's determined after-

wards by changes observed in the configuration of the

belts, and proper figures to represent the different situa-

tion of the spots in these belts were delineated +. In

drawing them it was understood that the shape of the

planet was not the subject of my consideration, and that

t'onsequently a circular disk, which may be described

without trouble, would be sufficient to show the configu-

rations of the changeable belts.

Those who compare these figures, and others I hav6 Figure of Sa-

occasionally given, in which the particular shape of the *"^^*

body of the planet was not intended to be represented,

with the figure which is contained in my last paper, of

Avhich the sole purpose was to express that figure, and

wonder at the great difference, have probably not read

the measures I have given of the equatorial and polar

diameters of this planet ; and as it may be some satisfac-

tion to compare the appearance of Saturn in 1789 with

the critical examination of it in 1805, I have now drawn -

them from the two papers which treat of the subject;

Fig. 3. Plate I. represents the spheroidical form of the

planet as observed in 1789, at which time the singularity

of the shape since discovered was unknown ; and Fig. 4.

represents the same as it appear'sd the 5th of May 1 805.

The equatorial and polar diameters that were established
.

*

in 1789 are strictly preserved in both figures, and the last

differs from the first only in having the flattening at the

* PhiL Trans, for 1 790, p- 17. f Ibid, for 179a, p. 2%.

G G g 2 poles
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poles a Utile more extended on botli sides toward Ihi

equatorial parts. It is in consequence of the increase of

the length of this flattening, or from some other cause,

that a somewhat greater curvature in the latitudes of 40

or 45 degrees north and south has taken place ; and as

these diflerenceis are very minute, it will not appear ex-

traordinary that they should have been overlooked in

1789, when my attention was entirely taken up with an

examination of the two principal diameters of thp

planet.

Onmagnlfybg
The use of various magnifying powers in observing

powers, parti- minute objects is not generally understood. A low
cularlylow power, such as 200 or 160, with which I have seen the
powers.

^ '
.

figure of Saturn, is not suflicient to show it to one who

has not already seen it perfectly well with an adequate

high power ; an observer, therefore, who has not an in-

strument that will bear a very distinct magnifying power
of 500, ought not to expect to see the outlines of Saturn

so sharp and well defined as to have a right conception

of its figure. The quintuple belt is generally a very good
criterion : for if that cannot be seen, the telescope is not

sufficient for the purpose; but when we hare entirely

ij i convinced ourselves of the reality of the phenomena I

have pointed out, we may then gradually lower the pow^
er, in order to be assured that the great curvature of the

eye-glasses giving these high powers, has not occasioned

any deceptions in the figure to be investigated, and this

was the only reason w^hy I mentioned that I had also seen

the remarkable figure of Saturn with low powers.

I'hc figure of ^ y^^Y ^^^^^^^^ ^^^es it becomes necessary to calculatd

Saturn was not every cause of an appearance that falls under the pro-
attc-cted by yince of mathematical investigation. For this reason I
gibbosity.

°

have always looked upon an astronomical observation

without a date as imperfect, and the journal-method of

communicating them is undoubtedly what ought to be -

used. For instance, w hen it is known that my last year's

most decisive observation, relating to the singular figure

of Saturn, was made the 5th of May, astronomers may
then calculate by this date the place of Saturn and of

the earth ;
their distances from each other, and the angle

of illumination of the Saturnian disk; by these means
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we find the gibbosity of the planet in the given situation,

and ascertain that the defalcation of light could not then

amount to the one-hundredth part of a second of a de-

gree, and that consequently no error could arise from

that cause.

I have divided the folioviring observations into two

heads, one relating entirely to the figure of the body of

Saturn, the other concerning the physical condition or

climate and atmosphere of the planet.

Ohser-oations of the Figure of Saturn.

In the collectipn of my observations on the planet Sa- Observation*

turn, I have met with one made eighteen years ago, which
J^^e pfan^t

'^^ °

is perfectly applicable to the present subject, and is as Suspicion in

follows; 1788 that Sa-

August 2, 1788, 21^ 58'. 20-feet yeflector, power spheroidal.
300. Admitting the equatorial diameter of Saturn to He

in the direction of the ring, the planet is evidently flat-

tened at the poles. I have often before, and again this

evening, supposed the shape of Saturn not to be sphe-

roidical, (like that of Mars and Jupiter,) but much flat-

tened at the poles, and also a very little flattened at the

equator, but this wants more exact observations.

April 16, 1806. I examined the figure of the body of
observation*

Saturn with the 7 and 10-feet telescopes, but they acted shewing the

very indifferently, and, Avere I to judge by present ap- apparentfigure
T 1. 11 .11.°,, of Saturn and

pearances, 1 should suppose the planet to have undergone ^ht variations

a considerable change ; should this be the case, it will it is subject to.

then be necessary to trace out the cause of such

alterations.

April 19. lO.feet, power 300. The polar regions

are much flattened. The figure of the planet differs &,

little from what it appeared last year. This may be

owing to the increased opening of the ring, which in four

places obstructs now the view of the curvature in a higher

latitude than it did last year. The equatorial regions on

the contrary are more exposed io view than they have

been for some time past.

May 2. 10-feet, power 375. The polar regions are

much flatter than the equatorial; th<j latter being more

disengaged from the ring appear rather more curved than

4ast
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ObseTvations
^^^ Y^^^^ SO tliat the figure of the planet seems to have

shewing the niidergone some small alteration, which may be easily ac-

apparent figure counted for from our \iewinff it now in a different
of Saturn and °

the variations aspects
it is subject to. The planet Jupiter not being visible, we cannot com-

pare the figure of Saturn with it ; but from memory I am

<|uite certain that the flattening Of the Saturnian polar

regions is considerably more extended than those of

Jupiter.

May 4. 10-feet, power 527. The equatorial region

of Saturn appears to be a little more elevated than last

year. This part of the Saturnian figure could not be

examined so well then as it may at present, the ring inter-

fering with our view of it in four places, which are now
visible.

The flattening on both sides of the pole is continued to

a greater extent than in a figure merely spheroidical,

Huch as that of Jupiter ;
and this makes the planet more

curved in high latitudes.

The planet being in the meridian, the equatorial shape

of Saturn appears a little more curved than last year ;

but the air is not sufficiently pure to bear high powers
well,

s May 5 . lO-feet, power 527. The air is very favour-

able, and I see the planet well with this power; its

figure is very little different from what it was last year.

The polar regions are more extend edly flat than I sup-

pose they would have been if the planet had received its

form only from the eflect of the centrifugal force arising

from its rotatory motion.

The equatorial region is a little more elevated than it

appeared last year.

The diameter which intersects the equator in an angle

of about 40 or 45 degrees is apparently a litfle longer
/ than the equatorial, and the curvature is greatest in that

latitude.

The planet being in the meridian and the night beauti-

ful, I have had a complete view of its figure. It has

undergone no change since last year, except what arises

fVom its different situation^ and a.greater opening of th^^

ring.'

' May
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May 9. Power 527. The air bciag very clear, I see observations

the figure of Saturn nearly the same as last year; the shewing tUe

flattening at the poles appears at present sopiewhat le^s ; ^^saturn and^
the equatorial and other regions are still the same. the variations

May 15, 10^ 30'. I examined the appearance of Sa- '^^^ subject to.

turn, and compared it with the engraving representing
its figure in last year's volume of the Phil. Trans. The
outlines and ali the otkef features of this engraving are

far more distinct than we can ever see them in the tele-

scope at one view; but it is the very intention of a

copper-plate to collect together all that has been success-

fully discovered by repeated and occasional perfect

glimpses, and to represent it united and distinctly to our

inspection. Indeed by looking at the drawings con-

tained in books of astionoray this will be found to be

the case with them all*.

The equatorial diameter of my last year's figure is

however a very little too short; it should have been to

the polar diameter as 35,41 to 32, which is the propor-
tion that was ascertained in 1789, from which I have

hitherto found no reason to depart.

The following particulars remain as my last year's

observations have established them.

The flattening at the poles of Saturn is more extensive

than it is on the planet Jupiter. The curvalure in high
latitudes is also greater than on that planet. At the

equator, on the contrary, the curvature is rather less than

it is on Jupiter.

Upon the whole, therefore, the shape of the globe of

Saturn is not such as a rotatory motion alone could have

given it. n

I sec the quintuple belt, the division of the ring, a very
narrow shadow of the ring across the body, and another

broader shadow of the body upon the following part of

the ring ; and unless all these particulars are very dis-

tinctly visible we cannot expect that our in&truraent

* For an instance of this, see Tobi;e Mayeri 0/>cra medita. Ap»

fendlx Observationum. Ad Tabulam Selenograpbicam Animadversione*^

where the annexed accurate and valuable plate represents the moo«
such as it never can be seen in a telescope.

should
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Observations should show the Outlines of the planet sufficiently well t«

shewingthe perceive its peculiar formation.

of Saturn^a^d*" ^^^ ^^5 ^^^ l^'* ^he greatest curvature on tlfe disk

the variations of Saturn seems to be in a latitude of about 40 degrees.
rtissubjcctto. Mayl8. The difference between the equatorial and

polar diameters appears to be a little less than the mea-

sures taken September 14, 1789, give it; but as the eye'

was then in the plane of the equator, and is now about 16

degrees elevated above it, we cannot expect to see it

quite so much flattened at piisent.

June 3. The shadow of the ring falls upon the body
of the planet southwards of the ring, toward the limb;
it grows a little broader at both ends where it is upon the

turn round the globe.
- June 5. The planet Jupiter is not sufficiently high for

distinct vision,- and Saturn is already too low to use a

proper magnifying power ;
but nevertheless the difference

in the formation of the two planets is evident. Tiie

equatorial as well as polar regions on Jupiter are more
curved than those of Saturn.

June 9. The air is beautifully clear, and proper for

critical observations.

The breadth of the ring is to the space between the

ring and the body of Saturn as about 5 to 4. See Fig. 3.

. The ring appears to be sloping toward the body of the

planet, and the inside edge of it is probably of a spherical

or perhaps hyperbolical form.

The shadow of the ring on the planet is broader on

both sides than in the middle; this is partly a conse-

quence of the curvature of the ring which in the middle

of its passage across the body hides more of the shadow

in that place than at the sides.

The shadow of the body upon the ring is a little broad-

er at the north than the south, so as not to be parallel

with the outline of the body; nor is it so broad at the

north as to become square with the direction of the

ring.

The most northern dusky belt comes northwards on

both sides as far as the middle of the breadth of the ring

U here it passes behind the bpdy. It is curved toward

the south in the middle - * <

tLr..:\u I viewed
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I Viewed Jupiter, and compared its figure with that of

Saturn. An evident difference in the formation of the

two planets is visible. To distinguish the figure of Jupi-
ter properly it may be called an ellipsoid, and that of

Saturn a spheroid.

Observations on the periodical Changes of the Colour of
the polar Regions of Saturn.

•In "the observations I have given on the planet Mars, probability
it has been shoWn that an alternate periodical change that The polar

tafcfss place in the extent and brightness of the north and f^S'ons
^i Sa-

ii 1 ^ ,T , , , ., turnarcfroaen.
south polar spots *5 and 1 have there suggested an idea

that the cause of the brightness might be a vivid reflec-

tion of light from frozen regions, and that the reduction

of the spots might be ascribed to their being exposed to

the sun.

The following observations, I believe, will cither lead

us to similar conclusions with respect to the appearance
of the polar regions of Saturn, or will at least draw the

attention of future observers to a farther investigation of

the subject.

With high magnify^g powers, the objects we observe Useful appHca-

require more light than when the power is lower; this
^^on of high

affords us a good method of determining the relative termine the re-

brightness of the different parts of a planet. The less lative bright-

bright object will be found deficient in illumination when
"*^" ° objects,

the power exceeds what it will bear with ease. I have

availed myself of this assistance id the observations that

follow.

June 25, 1781. With an aperture of 6,3 inches I Observations

used a magnifying power of 460. This gave a kind of °" ^^^ appear-

yellowish colour to the planet Saturn, while the ring and its rmg,
still retained its full white illumination. .partial changes

November 11, 1793. From the quintuple belt toward ^f^^"S^»'»««»
the south pole the whole distance is of a pale whitish co-

lour; less bright than the white belts, and much less

bright than the ring.

This has been represented in a figure which was given.

in the volume of the Phil. Trans, for 1794, page 32. It
'

* Phil. Trans, for 1 784, page 260.

Vol. XV.—Supplement. H h h js
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is to be noticed that the south pole of the planet had been

long exposed to the influence of the sijn, and the former

polar whitishness was no longer to be seen.

Jan. 1
, 1794. The south polar regions are a little less

bright than the equatorial belt.

Nov. 5, 1796. The space between the quintuple belt

and the northern part of the ring is of a bright white

colour.

This seems to indicate that the whiteness of the northern

hemisphere of Saturn increases when there is less illu-

mination from the sun.

May 6, 1806. The north pole of Saturn being now

exposed to the sun, its regions have lost much of their

brightness; the space a^out the south pole has regained

its former colour, and is brighter and whiter than the

equatorial parts.

May 1 5. The south polar regions of Saturn are white;

those of the north retain also some whitishness still.

May 18. With a magnifying power of 527, the south

polar regions remain very white. The equatorial parts

become of a yellowish tinge, and about the north pole

there is still a faint dusky white colour to be seen.

June 3. The south polar regions are considerably

brighter than those of the north.

These observations contrasted with those which were

madewhen the south pole was in view complete nearly

half a Saturnian year, and the gradual change of the

colour of the polar regions seems to be in a great mea-

^, , sure ascertained. Should this be still more confirmed,The changes
-*

correspond there will then be some foundation for admitting these

with winter
changes to be the consequence of an alteration of the

the planet. temperature m the baturnian climates. And it we do not

ascribe the whiteness of the poles in their winter seasons

immediately to frost or snow, we may at least attribute

the diflerent appearance to the greater suspension of va-

pours in clouds, which, it is weir known, reflect more

light than a clear atmosphere, through which the opaque

body of the planet is more visible. The regularity of

the alternate changes at the poles ought however to be

observed for at least two or three of the Satnrnian years,

and this, on account of their extraordinary length, can

only
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•nly be expected from the successive attention of astro-

nomers.

On the Atmosphere of Saturn.

June 9, 1806. 'I'he brightness whicli remains on the Atmosphere of

north polar regions, is not uniform, but is here and there .Saturn
and of

tinged with large dusky looking spaces of a cloudy at-
^*

mospheric appearance.
From this and the foregoing observations on the change

of the colour at the polar regions of Saturn arising most

probably from -b periodical alteration of temperature,
we may infer thee existence of a Saturnian atmosphere:
as certainly we cannot ascribe such frequent changes to

alterations of the surlace of the planet itself; and if we
add to this consideration the changes I have observed in

'

the appearance of the belts, or even the belts themselves,

we can hardly require a greater confirmation of the exist-

ence of such an atmosphere.

A probability that the ring of Saturn has also its

atmosphere has already been pointed out in a former

Paper.

Slough, near Windsor^

June 12, 1806.

H«h2 SCIENTIFIC
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SCIENTIFIC NEWS,

Geographical
researches.

A Report of the IVamactions of the Claffs of Mathema-

tical and Physical Sciences of the National Institute of

France^ for the preceding Year, was made at the public

Meeting of the 7th of July last, of which thefollowing
IS an'itbridgment.

(Concluded from p. 337.)

JL O these geometrical considerations respecting the

figure of the earth the reporter obseryes, that the order

of connection would naturally direct him to the geogra-

phical researches on the extensive plain of the interior of

Africa, by Lacepede ; upon Persia, and the communica-

tion between the Caspian and the Black Seas, by Oli-

vier ; but as these memoirs more particularly belong to

physical science, and as such have been analized by Cui-

vier, he passes to the consideration of M. Raymond's
memoir upon the Admeasurement of the Heights of

Mountains by means of the Barometer.

It was remarked in the Report of 1805, that there

was scarcely one five-hundredth part of difference between

the barometer, the coefficient of La Place for calculating the heights of

mountains by barometrical observation and that which

M. Raymond has deduced from numerous observations

of this kind made in the Pyrennees. New researches

have entirely obliterated a difference which might be at-

tributed either to the barometrical observations or to the

earlier experiments on the respective weights of air and

mercury which M. La Place had used in his computa-

tions. M. Biot has lately repeated these experiments^

with the utmost precaution ; from whence it results that

the coefficient must be diminished very nearly one five-

hundredth, and the methods perfectly agree together.

, . On

Measure of

heights of

mountains by
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On the one hand we obserte the geometer assuming as

data the facts observed in the cabinet of an experimental

philosopher deduces a rule for measuring the heights of

mountains ; and on the other, an observer assuming for

his basis of deduction the known height of a mountain,
and the effect which it produces upon the elevation of the

mercurial column in the barometer, draws his conclusion

as to the relative weights of mercury and of air, and

finds the same quantities which were made use of by the

geometer for establishing his calculations. These com-

parisons, which become every day more numerous in the

application of analysis; these identical results obtained

by processes so contrary, and deduced from phenomena
so different, are proofs which establish ike sciences be-

yond all question.

This important result does not constitute th€ only merit Circumstance*

of M. Raymond's memoir. Methods of distinguishing necessary to

, , . \ . ^ r 11 X • • •
1 X be attended to

the Circumstances most favourable or most mimical to
^j^i^^j.q^^^j.i^j^

this description of observations, are pointed out and ar- observations,

ranged under three different titles,—The influence of the

time of day, of the stations, and of the meteors. As to

the time of day, it is found that the heights observed in

the morning and the evening are always too small ; whence

it follows that observations ought always to be made

about the middle of the day, which is a condition very

easy to be complied with. The influence of stations is

not less real, but more difficult to be obviated. The

rule to be followed is, that the portable barometer and

the barometer of comparison should be as nearly as pos-

sible in stations where the local circumstances are the

same. A great distance or interval is not always an ob-

stacle
;

so that M. Raymond has remarked that observa-

tions made by him on the Pyrenean Mountains, when

compared with those which M. Bouvard continually

makes at the Imperial Observatory, present a course of

changes of considerable regularity, whereas the same

observations of M. Bouvard, compared with those which

M. Raymond made at Marii la Ville, indicate from one

day to another, differences of ten or twelve metres or

yards in the relative height of the two stations : whence

it may be concluded, that the use of the barometer to

measure
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measure heights not much differing from each other has

not much certainty when the two stations are on a

plane.
With regard to the influence of meteors, it always acts

in the same direction, and causes the heights to appear too

small ; whence all observations are to be rejected which

were made in stormy weather. From all these consider-

ations it follows that in order to have the most exact

height of a mountain it will not be proper to take a mean

indifferently between all the observations made at dif-

ferent hours and seasons, as in this case the elevation

would always prove less than the truth.

Various re-
^^ extensive course of experiments by M.M. Biot and

searches, dis- Arago upon the aflinitics between the different gases and
eovcnes, &c.

light are not spoken of by the reporter, because M. Biot

purposes to give an extract himself. An abridgment of

Count Rumford's memoir on the dispersion of the light

of lamps through ground glass, likewise composes part

of the present report, which need not be given in this

place, because the Count's memoir has already appeared
in our Journal.

Simple notices of inventions in Science and the Arts

which are entitled to honourable mention, are likewise

given in the present report, but as they contain no ac-

counts of the methods or processes, it has not been

thought necessary to repeat them here. Since its last

public sitting the Class has published the first volume of

Various publi-
Memoirs presented by learned Foreigners (Savans Etran-

cations. g^rs), and the sixth volume of its own Memoirs. The

following volumes will be published every six months,

beginning with July last. The first volume of La Meri-

dienne de Dunkerque, base du Systemc Metrique decimal.

This work contains all the authorities, observations, and

methods of calculation which have fixed the two funda-

mental unities of the Metrical System, namely, the Metre

and the Kilogramme.
Several members have published new works, or new

editions of works already known, in which important

additions are found. Among these M. Legendre has

published a sixth edition of his Geometry, and Lacroix a

second
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second edition of his Elementary Treatise on the differen- Varioui publi

tial and integral Calculus.
^*'^°°'-

The astronomical world is now in possession of Solar

Tables, in the computation of which the attractions of

all the planets have, for the first time, been admitted.

Lastly, Le Grange has given a more complete edition

of his Calcul des Fonctions, a truly classical work, which

requires no recommendation to those mathematicians who
have perused it, and could with no degree of facility be

properly announced to those who have not. La Place has

also published a Dissertation, forming a supplement to the

tenth book of his Mecanique Celeste, in which he gives

a complete theory of the capillary action of which some

notice has before been taken in our Journal. Thes«

delicate researches will not be considered merely as trials -

of skill by those who are aware how extensively the

phenomena of Nature are connected with each other.

Every variable qnantity among natural appearances be-

comes the measure for determining other results as soon

as the law of its variation is ascertained. One object of

utility is pointed out by La Place with respect to measur-

ing heights by the barometer, in which a question has

arisen, Whether the length of the mercurial column should

bedetermined from the base or the summit of its convexity.
Our author shews, that the latter is much the most cor-

rect, though this height is less than would be produced by
the atmospheric pressure if the capillary repulsion did not

act. He gives two methods of correction.

Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of Royal Society.

London for the Year 1806, Part IL 4to. 454 pages,
with 12 Plates. London. Nicol.

This part contains the following articles: 1. Observa-

tions upon the Marine Barometer, made during the ex-

amination of the Coasts of New Holland and New South

Wales, in the Years 1801, 1802, and 1803. By Mat-
thew Flinders, Esq. Commander of his Majesty's ship

Investigator. 2. Account of a Discovery of native Mi-
nium. By James Smithson, Esq. F.R.S. 3. Descrip-
tion of a rare Species of Worm Shells discovered at an

Island lying off the North-west Coast of the Island of

Sumatra, in the East Indies, l^y J. Griffiths, Esq.

^
4. Observations
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Various publl-
'^^ Observations on the Bfiell of the Sea Worm found ott

cations. the Coast of Sumatra, proving it to belong to a Specie?

of Teredo ; with an Anatomy of the Teredo Navalis.

By Evcrard Home, Esq. F. li. S. 5. On the inverted

Action of the alburnous Vessels of Trees. By A. Knight,

Esq. F.R.S. 6. A new Demonstration of the Binomial

Theorem, when the Exponent is a positive or negative

Fraction. By the Rev. Abram Robertson, A.M. F.R.S.

Savilian Professor of Geometry in the University of Ox-

ford. 7. New Method of computing Logarithms. By
Thomas Manning, Esq. 8. Description of the mineral

Bason in the Counties of Monmouth, Glamorgan, Bre-

con, Carmarthen, and Pembroke. By Mr. Edward Mar-

tin. 9. Observations on the Permanency of the Variation

of the Compass at Jamaica. By Mr. James Robertson.

10. Observations on the Camel's Stomach, respecting the

Water it contains, and the Reservoirs in which that Fluid

is enclosed, &c. By Everard Home, Esq. F.Pt.S. 1 1.

Observations on the Variation and on the Dip of the

Magnetic Needle between 1786 and 1805 inclusive. By
Mr. George Gilpin. 12- On the Declinations of some

of the principal fixed Stars, with a Description of an

Astronomical Circle, and some Remarks on the Con-

struction of circular Instruments. By John Pond, Esq.

12. Observations and Remarks on the Figure, the Cli-

mate, and the Atmosphere of Saturn and its Ring. By
William Herschell, LL, D. F.R.S. &c.

INDEX.
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